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'MY WORD! SUCH REALISM WITH THAT

NEW DU MONT PICTURE TUBE"

Mr. Serviceman:
Put this cartoon to
work in your own local
advertising. Attract

more

attention- attract

more business! Ask
your Du Mont distributor
for the complete

details. It's
absolutely free!
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DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., CLIFTON, N. J.
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Technic]qn
TELEVISION

America's Fast Growing Industry
Offers You Good Pay, Success
want a good pay job, a bright future, sec _wily ? Then get
into the fast growing RADIO- TEL3VIS[OK industry. Hundreds I've
trained are successful RADIO -TELEVISION TECHNICIANS. Most
had no previous experience, malty no mare than grammar school
education. Keep your job while :raining at home. LE<rn RADIOTELEVISION principles from east-to- understand lesson`. Get practical experience on actual equipment you build with parts I semi you.
Do you

TELEVISION
Today's Good Job Maker
TV now reaches from coast -to- coast., Over 15 million TV sets are now
in use. 108 TV stations are operating and 1800 new TV stations have
heel as :horized. This means more jobs, good pay jobs with bright futures. Now is the time to get ready for success in TV. Find out what
Ratio- Talc-vision offers you. MO coupon now for my 2 Books FREE!

NRI Training Leads to
Good Jobs Like These
---u Broadcasting: Chief

I TRAINED
THESE. MEN

'r
ai

1Technician, Chief

Ras Growing Business
4 am becoming an expert

Operator, Power

r ac iotrician. Without your

Operator, Remote
Control Operator.

Teletrician as well es

Monitor, Recording

practical course I feel this
'would have been impossible. My bleiness continues to grow."
G. Brogan, Louisville, Ky.

Servicing: Home

Good
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and Auto Radios,

with Station

-J.

JNDER G.I. BILLS

Mail Coupon

-

Find Out What Radio -TV Offers You

Send for my FREE DOUBLE OFFER. Cut out and mail coupon below.
Send in envelope or paste on postal. You will get actual Servicing
Lesson to prove it's practical to learn at home. You'll also receive my
64 -page Book, "How to Be a Success in Ratio-Television .a Real what
my graduates are doing, earning, see photos of equipment ye u practice
Chief
Radio:
Harbor
and
Ship
ager.
Operator, Assistant Operator, Radio- with at home. J. E. Smith, President, Dept. 30F,
telephone Operator.. Government Radio: National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C.
Operator in Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
Coast Guard; Forestry Service Dispather, Airways Radio Operator. Aviation Radio: Transmitter Technician,'Receirer Technician, Airport Transmitter
MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 35F
Dperator. TeleviNotional Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C.
I
;ion: Pick -up OperTransVoice
ator,
Mail me Sample Lesson and 64 -page Book,
mitter Operator,
FREE. (No salesmen will call. Please
I
Television Techwrite plainly.)
I
nician, Remote ConA :e
trol 'Operator, Ser
Name

Broadcast Engineer
at WLPM. Another technical, and I have opened
a Radio -TV service shop
Ls cu* spare :line. Big TV
sales here. As a result we have mare
H.
work then we can handle. "
E angley, Jr., SuRclk, Va.
Praises WRI as Best Coarse
I was a high school s'udent when I enrolled. My
friends began to bring
their Radios to me. I real.
zed a profit of $300 by the
time I cer!sp`eted the course."-Jelin
Hopper, Ditro, West Va.

VETERANS

ing. Use MULTITESTER you build to help service sets, get practical
experience working on circuits common to both Radio -and Television.
Find out how you can realize your ambition to be successful in the
prosperous RADIO -TELEVISION industry. Even without Television,
the industry is bigger than ever before. 105 millicn home and auto
Radios, over 2900 Radio Stations, ecpanding Aviation and Po. ice Radio.
Micro-Wave Relay, FM and Television are making opriortt.nities for
Servicing and Communications Technicians.

P.A. Systems, Teleisic.n Receivers, Electronic Controls,
FM Radios. In Radio Plants: Design
Assistant, Transmitter Design Technician, Tester, Serviceman, Serv:ce Man-

"1 am

AVAILABLE
to all qualified

Make Extra Money in Spare Time While Training
The day you enroll I start sending you SPECIAL BOOKLETS that
show you how to service neighbors' Radios in spare time while train-

-

rite and Maintenance Technician.

I
I

Address
Zone

City

V ETS
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ADVANCE: Raise your earning power -learn

RADIO-TELEVISION- ELECTRONICS
ASES:
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HOME TRAINING
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GOOD JOBS AWAIT THE
TRAINED RADIO -TV TECHNICIAN
There is a place for you in the great Radio-TelevisionElectronics industry when you are trained as National
Schools will train you at home!
Trained technicians are in growing demand at good pay
-in manufacturing, broadcasting, television, communications, radar, research laboratories, home Radio -TV service,
and other branches of the field. National Schools Master
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Shop- Method Home Training, with newly added lessons
and equipment, trains you in your spare time, right in
your own home, for these fascinating opportunities.
OUR METHOD IS PROVED BY THE SUCCESS OF
NATIONAL SCHOOLS TRAINED MEN, ALL OVER
THE WORLD, SINCE 1905.

National

'-

You also
receive this

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
Many National students pay for all or part of their training with spare time earnings. We'll show you how you can
do the same! Early in your training, you receive "Spare time Work" Lessons which will enable you to earn extra
money servicing neighbors' and friends' Radio and Television receivers, appliances, etc.

Multitester

Superheterodyne Receiver

Signal Generator

'

LEARN BY DOING

You receive and keep all the

T. R. F.

Audio Oscillator

modern equipment shown
FREE! RADIO -TV BOOK
above, including tubes and
AND SAMPLE LESSON!
valuable, professional qualReceiver Send today for
ity Multitester. No extra
National Schools' new,
charges.
illustrated Book of Opportunity in Radio- TelevisionElectronics, and an actual

is All- Embracing
National Schools prepares you for your choice of many
job opportunities. Thousands of home, portable, and auto
radios are being sold daily -more than ever before. Television is sweeping the country, too. Co -axial cables are
now bringing Television to more cities, towns, and farms
every day! National Schools' complete training program
qualifies you in all fields. Read this partial list of opportunities for trained technicians:

National Schools Training

Broadcasting
Telecasting
Radio Manufacturing, Sales, Service
Television Manufacturing, Sales, Service
Laboratories: Installation, Maintenance of Electronic Equipment
Electrolysis, Call Systems
Garages: Auto Radio Sales, Service
Sound Systems and Telephone Companies, Engineering Firms
Theatre Sound Systems, Police Radio
And scores of other good jobs in many related fields.
Business of Your Own

AND
NON -VETERANS
Check coupon below

Both
Resideni and
Home Study
Courses Offered!

NATIONAL SCHOOLS

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA ESTABLISHED 1905
IN CANADA: 193 E. HASTINGS STREET,VANCOUVER, B.C.

FIND OUT NOW -MAIL COUPON TODAY!
.Mil

in envelope
or paste on

postal card.

Send FREE Radio -TV Electronics book and FREE sample lesson. I understand no salesman will call on me.

pairing, servicing and
construction. The same
lesson texts used by resident students in our
modern and complete Television broadcast studios, labries and classrooms!

-orato

airmail.
APPROVED FOR
VETERANS

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RG -73
4000 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California

TELEVISION TRAINING

You get a complete
series of up- to -theminute lessons covering all phases of re-

-

Sample Lesson. No cost
no obligation. Use the
coupon now -we'll
answer by return

AGE

NAME
ADDRESS
O Check here
O Check here

L..
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Birthplace

of the
Transistor

Bell Telephone Laboratories at Murray Hill; N. J. Other laboratories are in New York City and at Whippany and Holmdel, N. J.

The Transistor, that revolutionary new electronics device,
is a product of telephone research. It was conceived, in-

vented and developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories by
men in search of ways to improve telephone service. It
was announced just five years ago. -

The Transistor can do most of the things that vacuum

tubes can do -and others, too -but it is not a vacuum
tube. It works on entirely new physical principles. Rugged,
simple and tiny, the Transistor uses incredibly small
amounts of power -and then only when actually operating.

Transistors promise smaller and cheaper electronic
equipment and the spread of electronics where other equipment has not been able to do the job as economically. They
are already at work in the Bell System, generating the signals that Carly dialed numbers between cities, and selecting
the best route for calls through complex switching systems.
Engineers see many other possibilities: for example, as
voice amplifiers in telephone sets to aid the hard of hearing,
and as switches.

Recognizing the tremendous possibilities of the

Transistor in every phase of the electronics industry, the

Bell System has made the invention available to 40 other
companies. Thus, again, basic research to improve telephony
contributes importantly to many other fields of technology
as well.

TRANSISTOR SUMMARY

Basically, a Transistor is a tiny wafer of germanium with three
electrodes, over -all about the size of a coffee bean.
It can amplify signals s oo,000 times on much less power than
a pocket flashlight requires. This opens the door to its use in
smaller telephone exchanges where vacuum tube equipment would
be too costly to operate.
Unlike a vacuum tube, the Transistor has no vacuum and no
filament to keep hot. It operates instantly, without "warm-up"
delay. The Transistor can also be used as an electric eye and to
count electrical pulses.

BELL TELEPHONE
LABORATORIES
Improving telephone service for America
provides careers for creative men in scientific and technical fields.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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What you can do now
to speed your
SUCCESS IN

RADIO-

TELEVISIONELECTRONICS
Send for this FREE CREI Booklet and see

THERE IS A vacancy coming up. It means a boost in
pay, prestige and security. Can you fill it?
The answer is "No," if you postpone your preparation for

World War II CREI trained thousands more for the Armed
Services. Leading firms choose CREI courses for group
training in electronics at company expense; among them
success.
are United Air Lines, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
The answer is "Yes," if opportunity finds you ready. Trans Canada Airlines, Bendix Products Division, All
"Ready" means "TRAINED." And your training must American Cables and Radio, Inc., RCA Victor Division,
start now, if you expect to be big enough for a bigger job. Mochlett Laboratories. Canadian Marconi and Heppner
You ask "What can I do now ?" You will find many valuMfg. CREI's practical courses are prepared by recognized
able suggestions in a free booklet, "Your Future in the New experts. You get up -to -date material; your work is under
World of Electronics." Not only does it picture fabulous the personal supervision of a CREI staff instructor, who
opportunities
it tells you what to do to grow with an knows and teaches you what industry needs. Training is
industry desperately seeking trained men. Expansion is accomplished on your own time, during hours chosen by
phenomenal: In the defense build -up
you. As a graduate, you'll find
alone, many billions in electronics
your CREI diploma the key to succontracts have been awarded. It is
cess in Radio, TV and Electronics.
CREI resident instruction (day or
estimated that by 1961 the radio -elecAt your service is the CREI Placenight) is offered in Washington, D. C.
tronics industry will do no less than
ment Bureau, which finds positions
New classes start once a month. VET$10 billion per year, excluding defor advanced students and graduERANS: If you were discharged after
fense orders.
ates. Although CREI does not
June 27, 1950 -let the new G.I. Bill
Growing civilian markets include
guarantee jobs, requests for perof Rights help you obtain CREI resiradio -equipped police cars, fire- equipsonnel far exceed current supply.
dent instruction. Check the coupon
ment, taxis, planes, ships
increasCREI alumni hold top positions in
for full information.
ing numbers. There are industrial
America's leading firms.
radio network installations, medical
Now is the time to decide
applications, and countless others.
act. When opportunity knocks,
There are nearly 200 TV stations now on the air, and 2000 knowledge must be "at home." You supply the willingness
more on the way. Already it is estimated there are over to learn. We supply the technical training. This combina21,000.000 TV sets and over 100,000,000 radios in opera- tion of ambition and knowledge is unbeatable in the new
tion. How these figures will increase in the next few years, Age of Electronics. Fill out the coupon and mail it now.
the most daring experts are reluctant to predict. This much We'll promptly send you your free copy of "Your Future
is certain: Limitless numbers of positions must be filled
in the New World of Electronics."
development, research, design, production, testing, inspection. manufacture, broadcasting, telecasting, and servicing.
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET
To fill these posts, trained men are needed-men who somewhere along the line are alert enough to improve their
CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
knowledge and skills. "Your Future in the New World of
Dept. 147, 3224 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.
Electronics" shows how CREI Home Study leads to greater
Send booklet "Your Future in the New World of Electronics" and course outline.
earnings, by helping get you ready for the openings deCHECK
O TV, FM & Advanced AM Servicing D Aeronautical Radio
Engineering
Practical Radio Engineering
FIELD OF
scribed above.
Broadcast Radio Engineering (AM, FM, TV)
GREATEST
Practical Television Engineering
INTEREST
CREI promises no short cuts. In an accredited technical
Name
school such as this, you must study to transform your amStreet
bition and energy into knowledge that pays off. Since its
City
Zone
founding in 1927, CREI has provided thousands of proState
D Veteran
Check-0 Residence School
fessional radio men with technical educations. During

...
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BY THOSE WHO KNOW AT THE CHICAGO SHOW
A FEW NOTES
A FEW QUOTES

THE GREAT NEW

from the

VEEX

CHICAGO SHOW

sNOTE:

ROTATOR
-

aand

-

They came
they saw
they
bought. Their interest, their enthusiasm and their endorsement exceeded our fondest hopes. The
VEE -D -X Rotator was truly the
BRIGHTEST STAR at the Show.

in design

Performance on-

QUOTE: "Congratulations!
This is the rotator

that we

want.

NOTE:

Its streamlined.

QUOTE: "Your

finally gives in -line mounting
us a good looking

rotator,

"

NOTE: Finest gearing
of any rotator.
QUOTE : "Your.gear

is really something,train
it's built with
and
watch precision. "

MAGNIFICENT
Decorator Styled

THE

NOTE: Three world- famous

manufacturers collaborated

CONTROL CONSOLE
Beautiful and efficient, the VEE -D -X
console has unique fingertip action
control which operates with a convenient downward pressure. It is
streamlined, compact and engineered for instantaneous clockwise
and counter -clockwise action. Choice
of colors
Heather Green and
Cordovan Mahogany.

"IT

in producing the VEE -D -X

STOLE THE SHOW"

And it will steal the spotlight wherever a rotator
is needed. The VEE -D -X rotator old control console
are packaged with the highest "FYE-Q" of any on
the market.

-

Rotator.
QUOTE: "At last we've got
a rotator that is
absolutely
complete and ready to
install
with no bag of loose
bolts
and nuts or other accessories
to fumble around with.
"

Decorator
NOTE: Beautiful
Styled Control Console.

DO YOUR CUSTOMERS
A GOOD TURN BY
INSTALLING THE

QUOTE: Your control
console
is the smoothest,
most

corn pact unit I've seen
yet - and
it's really got eye appeal."

A PRODUCT OF LaPOINTE ELECTRONICS INC.

ROCKVILLE. CONNECTICUT

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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REAL

OPPORTUNITY
FOR YOU!

Easy -to -learn -from home MOVIES

_help

speed you toward a

PROFITABLE, BRIGHT FUTURE IN

rELEVISIO N
A D

R
You use

this

16 trim.

C

our home.

RIGHT: At Home
YOU Build and
Ke?.3 this 5 -INCH
3ne of the most useful test units in the TV-

Ele:tronic field, and
almost a "must" for
servi :ing TV sets. No
buy

a

costly

"sr ape" when you
gradaote. This quality,
commercial -type unit
will serve you for years
to come.
: At Home Yo
and Keep A Jewel -

LEFT

Bearing Multi -Meter

... an

jict

E

L E C T R

O N

I C S

GET STARTED this Wonderfully Practical Way
You don't have to know the first thing about Television- RadioElectronics at present. D.T.I. supplies you at home with (a)
the knowledge, (b) practical experience and (c) employment
service -EVERYTHING YOU NEED to help you get started in
Television- Radio -Electronics.
FIRST: You receive well -illustrated lessons.
great aid to
SECOND: You use visual training movies
helping you understand important basic points FASTER . . .
D.T.I., alone, brings you this wonderful
. BETTER.
EASIER
visual training method at home -the same type the armed
forces, colleges and industrial organizations are using with
such remarkable results.
THIRD: You get many shipments of parts for setting up your
own Home Laboratory- working over 300 construction and
test procedures for the practical experience you need. This
includes building and keeping a 5 -inch commercial -type Oscilloscope, a jewel- bearing Multi- Meter, and a big 21 -INCH TV
Set. D.T.I. also offers another home
training, but without the TV Set.
FOURTH: Upon completing your
training, you can then get the fine
help of D.T.I.'s effective Employment Service -which has nationwide contacts with many employers
of trained Television- Radio -Electronic men.
Build and keep this BIG DTI
If preferred, you can get all your
engineered TV set -easily
training in D.T.I.'s thoroughly
converted to U.H.F.
equipped electronic training laboratories in Chicago. Get the complete
story. We believe what we have
for you will really surprise you.
MAIL THE COUPON TODAY.

-a

Os:illoscope

need to

O

This great, billion dollar opportunity field now offers you a
chance of a lifetime to get started toward a real job or your
own profitable business. With the TV station limit now raised
from over 100 to 2053, Television in the next several years
will be headed for almost every community. Mail coupon
today. See how you may prepare to cash in on one of the
most active fields of our time.

Movie

tc

aq

I

extremely handy mete
Together with the Oscilloscopi
it con also help you "eorn whil
you learn"'- servicing in yo

ociev

/

fimo.

WAYS

89EARNTO

MONEY
DEP

IN TELEVISION

DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.,
2533 N. ASHLAND AVENUE,
CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

RADIO ELECTRONICS

would like your Opportunity Bulletin showing "89 Ways To Earn
Money In Television- Radio-Electronics "; also, complete facts about
the training opportunities made possible by your organization,

ONE OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST TELEVISION

TRAINING CENTERS"

- Established

1931

-

MILITARY SERVICE

I

Name

Age

Address

Apt

rrrrrr

bArl-77.Ì

1taasir

!rwr.. Pill. Inrrrrr 1 "a

If subject to military service,
the training information we
have for you should prove very
helpful.

DEFOREST'S TRAINING,11
WITH
AFFILIATED

Zone

City

JULY,

1

State

DEVRY

7edteeeete INSTITUTE
CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

953
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THE RADIO MONTH

take the
Eck

out of
TV

Hugo Gernsback, with S. L. Baraf of U.T.C., president of the Parts Shop
Corporation and toastmaster of the banquet at which the globe was presented.

A SCULPTURED SILVER GLOBE
was presented to Hugo Gernsback,
publisher and editor of RADIO -ELECTRONICS, as a trophy representing
"Fifty years of devoted effort and
contributions to the radio -electronic
art and to scientific prognostication
1903- 1953." The presentation was made
at the Radio Industry Banquet of the
1953 Electronic Parts Show in Chicago
May 18. Mr. Gernsback is at the left
side of the photograph above.
The globe, which shows the land
masses of the world in relief, rests
on a tapered cylindrical base on which
are inscribed the names of the large
number of individual and corporate
sponsors who contributed to the award,
and the names of prominent scientists
living and dead whose pioneering labors
have contributed to the progress of the
radio -electronic art.

-

CORONA

FREE

HVO

-X7

FLYBACK TRANSFORMER
Merit's famous HVO7 is now treated to
a miracle- tough, new non -hygroscopic
insulation. Liquid -molded, this latest
development in insulating materials
encloses the high voltage winding, is
impervious to moisture and high -humidity and forms a watertight seal for

the high voltage lead. Unaffected
physically or electrically by cycles of
heat and cold, it will withstand operating temperatures 50% above normal

without change. Its high dielectric
constant affords maximum protection
with minimum distributive capacity.
MERIT COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP.

4425

NORTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO

40

NEW FINDINGS IN V.H.F. DX
transmission over mountainous areas
are under intensive study by Government scientists. Tests on frequencies
between 38 and 160 me show the
existence of signal "paths" relatively
free from transmission loss or fading
over distances as great as 200 miles.
Calculations indicate the equivalent
increase in transmitter power -as
great as 70 db (10 million times) -may
hold at even greater distances, and at
frequencies up to 1,000 me and more.
These discoveries -in addition to
their military value -may eventually
make it possible to get consistent television reception at great distances over
mountain terrain, provided the right
locations are found for the transmitting
antennas. A receiver just behind a
mountain, however, might get nothing
at all, due to the natural deflecting
effect of any large obstacle on very
short electromagnetic waves.

www.americanradiohistory.com

THE LATE DR. FRANK CONRAD.
pioneer engineer, who established the
world's first regularly scheduled broadcast station (KDKA) in 1920, was
unanimously chosen for the fourth annual Radio Hall of Fame Award of the
Radio Pioneers. Five living leaders received citations from the Pioneers
Dr. V. K. Zworykin; Dr. E. F. W.

-

Alexanderson; John V. L. Hogan; Dr.
O. H. Caldwell; and Donald Manson,
retired general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
Dr. Conrad spent his entire career
with Westinghouse, rose from bench
hand to assistant chief engineer which
position he held at his death in 1941. He
held over 200 patents.
MULTIPLE

SKY -WAVE

ECHOES

that interfere with high-speed code and

facsimile transmission over long -distance radio circuits can be eliminated
by a new method developed by Dr.
Millett G. Morgan. Reflections from the
two principal layers of the ionosphere
and from "waves" in their surfaces
can transform a single transmitted dot
into a whole series of dots at the receiving end.
Dr. Morgan, who is director of research at Dartmouth University's
Thayer School of Engineering, found
the solution is to transmit an elliptically polarized signal from two antennas, adjusting the axis ratio of the ellipse continually to counteract changes
in the heights and surface irregularities of the ionosphere layers. It may be
possible to make these adjustments automatically with the aid of a small pilot
transmitter that continuously "sounds"
the confirmation of the ionosphere.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS of the day
to the transistor, whose birth was announced June 30, 1948.
RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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HERE'S A WINNING CARD..,

The

(RAYTHEON

Bonded Electronic Technician's Identification Card

is mighty important to customers. It instantly
identifies the bearer as an expert technician
representing a reputable company
lends reassurance to the apprehensive set owner.
But this is only one of the ways the Raytheon
Bonded Electronic Technician Program helps
you. The cash - protection of
the Raytheon Bond (backed by

-

Continental Casualty Company), the Raytheon
"Code of Ethics" and the sound, sensible business methods the code suggests all help to create
customer confidence and good will. That means
more business now, and more business in the
future from a steadily increasing backlog of
satisfied customers.
This potent weapon in the war against consumer mistrust is yours without cost if you can
qualify for it. It is Raytheon's investment in your
future. Call your Raytheon Tube Distributor
today, and ask him if you can become a Raytheon
Bonded Electronic Technician.

RIGHT...FOR SOUND AND SIGHT

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
...

RAYTHEON MAKES ALL THESE-

JULY

1953
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THE RADIO MONTH

A.P_R.L.'S 1953 NATIONAL CON VE' !TION will be held at the Shamrock Hotel, Houston, Texas, July 9,
10, 11, and 12. More than 2,500 licensed
amateurs and representatives of the
electronics industry are expected to
attend. The Houston Amateur Radio
Club, Inc., is sponsoring the 4 -day
meeting, which is the seventh national
convention in the A.R.R.L.'s history.

"PAY -AS- YOU -SEE" TELEVISION
-at least on a nationwide basis -was

viewed as a dead duck by Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff in an address at the
convention of the NARTB in Los Angeles. Emphasizing that this was his
personal opinion and not RCA policy,
General Sarnoff cited the failure of
"wired wireless" subscriber radio service in the early days of radio (19241925), and said that any attempt to
transform our present TV system to
a regulated public- utility type of service-except on a strictly local basis
would destroy our "freedom to look and
freedom to listen," and would jeopardize "the preservation of our present
competitive system of broadcasting."

-

TUNG -SOL statistical quality
control methods produce the
industry's most reliable tubes
for all uses.
Tung -Sol makes: All -Glass
Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature
Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture
Tubes, Radio, TV and Special

Purpose Electron Tubes.
TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC.
Newark 4, N. J.
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago,

Culver City (Los Angeles),
Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Newark

TUNG-SOL'
RADIO, TV TUBES, DIAL LAMPS

AN ATOMIC DRY CELL with a
gas electrolyte activated by nuclear
radiation has been invented by Philip
E. Ohmart, president and director of
research of the Ohmart Corporation,
Cincinnati, Ohio. The inventor found
that a measurable unidirectional current flowed between two air-insulated

electrodes of lead and gold when the
air surrounding them was exposed to
radiation from a microscopic quantity
of radium. Reversing the connections
reversed the direction of current flow,
proving that ionization of the gas
electrolyte by beta radiation was responsible for the current. As a double
check, Mr. Ohmart built an airtight
cell and connected it to a vacuum
pump. As the air was exhausted the
current dropped steadily, reached zero,
and then reversed itself when the cell
was almost completely evacuated.
Further research led to the adoption
of colloidal graphite (Aquadag) instead of gold as the positive element.
An experimental model develops enough
power to run a tiny electric motor
for demonstration purposes, but the
principal uses for the Ohmart "atomic"
battery at present are in radioactivity detection instruments.
EYE FATIGUE AND HEADACHES
from watching radar screens in almost
total darkness pose new problems for
military medics. Their recommendations
-as reported in the U. S. Armed
Forces Medical Journal -are almost
identical to those made for TV- viewing:
Increase the ambient lighting; reduce
uninterrupted watching time (in this
case to shifts of one-half hour or less) ;
and arrange more comfortable seating
for radar operators. They also suggest
operators put on dark -red goggles before leaving the radar room to lessen
the discomfort of sudden exposure to
bright sunlight and to speed accommodation to comparative darkness on

return.

A 3 -D TV DEMONSTRATION was
presented recently by the American
Broadcasting Company over KECATV in Hollywood. The test system uses
a synchronized mirror rotating 30
times per second in front of the TV
camera to produce two images with an
apparent lateral displacement equivalent to the average pair of human
eyes. These are reproduced on separate
picture tubes at the receiver, and projected onto a special screen. Viewers
must wear polarized glasses.
A little initial confusion was created
by the fact that the pictures came in
upside down and either the receivers
or the viewers had to be turned bottom up. An invited audience found the
results strikingly effective.

CANADA'S TV POLICY will be to
establish at least one TV station in
each province before permitting additional stations in areas already served,
according to a recent statement by
National Revenue Minister J. J. McCann. When an adequate national TV
system has been developed, private
stations may be permitted in areas
covered by government -owned CBC
stations, and the CBC may establish
stations in areas receiving service from
private TV stations. Licenses granted
for private stations in areas not covered
by CBC will contain a provision per-

mitting the government -controlled network to take over if the area cannot
support more than one TV outlet.
Meanwhile applications have been
filed for private TV stations in Calgary (channel 2) ; Edmonton (3) ;
Kitchener (6) ; Rimouski (3) ; Saskatoon (S); and Regina (2).

A TEST OF BINAURAL broadcasting
on AM was made recently by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
N. Y., in co- operation with WGY,
WTRY, WHAZ, WPTR, and WXKW.
Two microphones spaced about 10 feet
apart were linked by wire lines to
separate transmitters. A third mike,
midway between the first two, fed both
lines simultaneously. Listeners were
advised to use two receivers tuned to
equal volume, with the same 10 -foot
spacing between them.

Most binaural broadcasting done in
recent months has been by simultaneous
transmission over AM and FM stations.
The Rensselaer experiment is the first
one reported in several years using
AM transmission only.
Reports from the public agreed with
a special panel of six experts that this
form of binaural transmission was
highly effective on small vocal groups
and solo instruments but not so good
for band music because of confusing
reverberations.

AN ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETER
for detecting extremely minute concentrations of dangerous gases in air has
been developed by scientists of the Du
Pont Company. The new instrument is
100 times as sensitive as the human
eye, and can detect changes as small
as 1 part in 10,000 in the light absorbed
END
by gaseous mixtures.
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in ALLIED'S latest
Catalog &Supplement!
'FREE: SEND

FOR BOTH

WELLER SOLDERING GUNS

Squeeze the trigger- you're ready

to solder in 5 seconds. Latest
heavy -duty, instant -heat gun;
with 2 spotlights that light up
working area. Air- cooled trans-

KNIGHT SELF -CHARGING PORTABLE

Deluxe superhet portable for AC,
DC or battery operation. With
KNIGHT PORTABLE RADIO KIT

Build this powerful 3 -way super het portable for AC, DC or battery
operation. Tunes 535 -1650 kc
broadcast band; has built-in antenna, PM speaker, printed audio
circuit, handsome carrying case.
Easy to assemble from illustrated
manual. High-quality kit includes
all parts, tubes and case (less batteries). Shpg. wt., 6 lbs.
$18.75
83 -730. Only
$3.64
Battery Kit

PHILMORE RADIO CONTROL KIT

Build your own remote -control
transmitter and receiver. Operates
model airplanes, boats, autos, etc.
Crystal- controlled transmitter for
27.255 mc (requires easily obtained FCC operating permit).
High -gain super -regenerative
receiver. Easy to build. Complete
with all parts, telescoping antenna, crystal and cabinet (less batteries). 4% lbs.

battery "Rejuvenator" circuit
which extends normal "B" bat-

former. 3 lbs.
46 -642. Single -heat, only ... $9.75
46-641. Dual -heat, only ...$11 .71

tery life 2 to 4 times! Covers full
broadcast band; has tuned RF
amp, loop antenna, AVC, 5' PM
speaker. Attractive carrying case,
10 x 12% x 4%'. Complete with
tubes, less batteries. 9 lbs.
6K -718. Only
80 -652. Battery

429-

$35.75
$4.36

Kit

PET 1/4" DRILL VALUE

Precision gear -type chuck drill
with pistol grip. Instant- release
lock-type trigger switch built into

83-034. Only

$41.47
Complete Set of Batteries.... $7.15

grip. Forced ventilation; runs cool.
Speed: no -load, 1600 rpm; fullin
load, 900 rpm. Capacity:
in hardwood. 6 -ft. cord.
steel,
For 110 -120 v. AC or DC. 4 lbs.
$17.21
46-280. Only

ANTENNA

TV BOOSTER BARGAIN

Famous Standard Coil printed
circuit TV booster at less than
half original price. Provides uniform gain on all 12 VHF channels.
Easy to tune; use with indoor antenna in primary areas, with outdoor antenna in near-fringe areas.
Improves reception markedly.
For 110 -120 v., 60 cy. AC. Shpg.
wt., 4 lbs.
97-233. While they last,

$9.95

Only

TRAV- ELECTRIC

ELECTRO -VOICE UHF CONVERTER

New! Micrometer tuning for
smooth, continuous reception of
all UHF channels. Just connect
to antenna input of any VHF TV
set and plug in. Operates with all channel antenna or separate VHF
and UHF types. Single-knob, easy
control. Uses VHF channels 5 or
6 as IF. 300 ohms input and out put imp. Complete with tubes.
For 110-120 v., 60 cy. AC. 5 lbs.
98-097. Only

SENIOR

60 cycle converter for changing 6
volts DC to 110 volts AC. Capacity: 30 watts continuous, 40 -45

watts intermittent. Simply plugs
into auto cigarette lighter. Permits mobile use of broadcast and
SW radios, recorders, dictating

machines, fluorescent lamps, etc.
Fully filtered. Only 23'x2 %x3Ç '.
33 lbs.
$10.63

and easy rolling to
any desiredlocation.
Rolls smoothly in
any direction. Steel
frame is adjustable
to 30' wide, 27' deep to fit practically any console. No tools required for installation. Shpg. wt.,
11% lbs.

98 -989. Only

$5.95

KNIGHT VT VOLT-OHM -MILLIAMMETER KIT

.

Terrific Value! Response to 2.5 mc. Bridge -type circuit; 1% resistors. Input res.: DC, 20 mega; AC, 1.5
mega. 4%" meter. Ranges: AC p -to -p volts, 0 -8 -2884- 280 -840 -2800; AC rms & DC volts, 0- 3- 10- 30 -100300 -1000; DC ma.0-3-10-30- 100-300- 1000; res. O -100010K-100K ohms & 0 -1 -10-1000 mega; cap., .005 -.5,
.05 -5, .5 -50, 5 -500, 50 -5000 mfd. With tubes, leads,
case, instructions. For 110 -120 v. DC or 60 cy. AC.

81

83 -120. Only
$24.95
83-121. Hi-V Probe; extends DC range to 30 KV $6.95
Hi83 -122.
FrequencyProbeforAC rangeto200mc $5.95

ALLIED RADIO
JULY.

$11.20

98 -368. Only

EQUIPTO "LITTLE GEM" CABINET

..

FINNEY400A
UHF -VHF

ANTENNA

$33.96

Easy to install
under any TV console- permits quick

Ultra- compact

80 -272. Only

Wonderfully efficient; uses conical element and reflector for VHF
and "bow -tie" for UHF. Equipped
with printed circuit antenna coupler for excellent signal transfer
into single transmission line. Easy
to install. (Less mast and 300 ohm twin line.) Shpg. wt., 6 lbs.

New! Dou-

ble
colateral
UHF -VHF
antenna

TV CASTER BASE

CONVERTER

y'

3'

JFD UHF -VHF

New! Drawer cabinet for small

parts. Contains 4 drawers, with
dividers for 48 compartments
(dividers adjustable on 1y" centers). Each drawer 1%" h, 11' w,
11'd. Cabinet overall, 6% x 11 x
11'. Olive green baked enamel
finish. Shpg. wt., 20 lbs.
$17.80

86-066. Only

featuring

32 driven
elements for high gain and direcwith
tivity,
superior signal -tonoise ratio. Superb for fringe -area
reception -good for VHF up to
150 miles or more. Rugged; corrosion-proof; pre -assembled, lightweight. Requires 10-ft. mast and
300 -ohm twinline. 14 lbs.
97-104. Only

r

$32.34

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept.

TAP -A-LINE

New type electrical line outlet,
powering as many as 8 separate
appliances from any wall outlet.
Plastic cased; 12 ' long, 1' square.
With 6 -ft. cord and plug. Rated
1000 watts. 1% lbs.
52 -636. Only

$1.47

2G -3

833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, III.

Send FREE ALLIED Catalog and Supplement

D Enter order for
enclosed.
Name
Address
City
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ELIMINATE
CORROSION OF
ANTENNAS

,

BUSINESS

j

l_f Hain

BAROMETER of the PARTS INDUSTRY

i

During May, 70 of the leading 400 manufacturers of Radio Television- Electronic parts and equipment made changes in their lines.
There was an increase in "change activity" as compared to April.
In price revisions by the number of manufacturers and products affected, the
following summary illustrates the comparative trend for the months of
April and May.
No. of

Increased prices
Decreased prices

Manufacturers

April

May

22

24

8

16

No. of

Products

April

Increased prices
Decreased prices

May

967

368

466

125

For a summary of the most active product categories, see the following tables:

100%

Product Group
A C

R

Y

L

I

C

BUTTON
tough, quick -drying Acrylic
coating that has become a "must" in TV
service. Because of its high dielectric
strength it helps prevent corona. Spray
it on high voltage coil and insulation,
the socket of the high voltage rectifier
and component parts of the rectifier
circuit.
Krylon is nationally advertised.
is

No. of

Mfrs.

JUST PRESS
THE

Krylon

Increased
Prices

a

Antennas & Access.
Capacitors
Controls & Resistors
Sound & Audio Prod.
Test Equipment
Transformers
Tubes
Wire & Cable

No. of

Decreased
Prices
No. of

No. of

No. of

83*

15

lates. Goes on clear
and stays clear.

tects and insulates.

popular for
touching up chipped white goods.
Will not discolor.

BLACK

6

9

107 **

95*

0

0 **

3

28 **

1

127*

0

0

0

0

0

0 **

1

93*

8

119*

2

4*

16

150*

12

92*

3

13 **

0

0

2

26*

2

2

54*

0

0

3

53*

3

27*

4

156*

7

37*

7

27 **

4

17 **

1

1

2

28*

2

1

35*

stenciling

and

-

In U.S.A. and CANADA

Department 3107

7

* Increase over April
Increase over April
** Decrease from April
** Decrease from April
Comment: The product picture has been altered slightly since the last reported period with
more manufacturers reporting changes in their line. The sudden activity among wire and
capacitor manufacturers has decreased considerably, while sound and antenna manufacturera again dDminate this "chance activity" scene.
*

This data is prepared by the staff of United Catalog Publishers, Inc., 110 Lafayette Street, New
York, publishers of Radio's Master, the Official Buying Guide of the Parts Industry.

a contest for service technicians in
which $7,125 will be distributed to the
140 contestants who best explain in 50
words or less how they would use
$2,500 to better their businesses. The
"Write Your Own Ticket" contest runs

from June 15 to August 31.
Jensen Industries, Chicago, introduced a new phonograph needle display
and storage case which serves as a corn-

Use for touch -up,

Dielectric constant -2.8
to 3.4 (1,000 cycles)
Dielectric strength -400
to 800 (number of volts
necessary to cause electric arc through ICrylon
coat one mil thick)
Electrical resistance
IOta ohms/cm3
YOUR JOBBER

1

is newest

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Or Write Direct

**

2 **

Krylon product.
marking.

SEE

No. of

Mfrs. Products

14 **

conductive. Pro-

WHITE is

No. of

1

promotion aimed at building auto antenna sales. The program, "How You
Can Sell More Auto Antennas," is deALUM NUM is non-

461*

Discontinued
Products

5

Ward l'roducts Corp., division of The
Gabriel Co., Cleveland, launched a new

rustproofs,
waterproofs, insu-

No. of

Products Mfrs. Products Mfrs. Products

Merchandising and Promotion

CLEAR

New

Products

ACRYLIC SPRAY
t. rar Television U^e

.

KRYLON,
2038 Washington Ave., Phila. 46, Pa.

scribed in an 8 -page booklet which
points out new sales prospects and describes the completely prepared promotional material, including mats, radio
announcements, post cards, point -ofpurchase displays, etc.
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Waltham, Mass., presented the latest in its
lectures on "How to Interpret What
You See in UHF," in Los Angeles recently. William Ashby of Raytheon gave
the main speech, which was illustrated
with slides. Over 1,750 TV service technicians from Southern California attended the lecture which was co -sponsored by local Raytheon distributors.
The General Electric Tube Department. Schenectady, N. Y., is sponsoring

bination sales and inventory unit. It is
available to dealers with the purchase
of a special "turnover balanced" assortment of 27 conventional Jensen needles.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul, has compiled a kit of national consumer magazine articles on
tape recording in business, the church,
and the home. It is being offered in limited quantities to tape distributors.
Technical Appliance Corp., Sherburne,
N. Y., is offering a new package dispenser for the Taco Selectronic antenna
selecting switch. The dispenser holds
10 individually boxed units.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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quality is built into every
Sylvania product. Even beyond that,
Sylvania quality goes back to its essential
metals, chemicals, and materials.
UNBEATABLE

4

Be sure to install Sylvania Picture Tubes and Receiving
Tubes in all the sets you service. Your customers know
about Sylvania's fine quality and they'll appreciate your
selection of Sylvania products for their sets.

Sylvania quality is fundamental
Sylvania grinds and formulates its own
phosphors, and applies them by improved
methods which assure maximum uniformity and
fine picture -tube performance. Sylvania
draws its own high- quality tungsten filaments
and winds and tests its own coils.
Naturally, this far- reaching quality control
results in an enviable nation-wide reputation.
Today 7 of the top 10 television set makers
use Sylvania Picture Tubes and Receiving Tubes.
Naturally, too, Sylvania quality pays off
in fewer call -backs, more satisfied customers
and mo?c profits for you.

...

ha luci lac,

1744 lmqdyeo. Nee Tod

LIGHTING
ELECTRONICS

You'll find your friendly Sylvania

Distributor a mighty high quality man to do
business with, too. Call him todayl

1 Canada,

JULY, 1953
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Ram Electronics Sales Corp., Irving ton-on- Hudson, N. Y., conducted a technical review and discussion for the Television Technicians Association of Perth
Amboy, N. J., sponsored by Monmouth
Radio Supply Co., local distributor. Al
Friedman and Victor Markosian, Ram's
national field sales engineer and chief
engineer, respectively, presided. Ram
will conduct similar forums in other
localities at a later date.
McIntosh Laboratory, Binghamton,
N. Y., and Weathers Industries, Barrington, N. J., recently conducted an
audio demonstration in Chicago. The
demonstration was unique in that it
featured the kind of good music that
most likely would be played in the
home, rather than "show" pieces. The
program was presented in a living-room

Gives clearer
sharper TV pictures

setting.
Burgess Battery Co., Freeport, Ill.,
is distributing two point -of- purchase
sales aids
counter card showing the

-a

latest makes and models of portable
radios and the Burgess batteries they
use, and a three -dimensional! electric
flasher sign for window or counter.
Lloyd Austin, assistant chief engineer

Get the best UHF-TV reception
. get the UHF Converter shown
to give sharper, clearer pictures than other leading converters in
actual comparison tests
get the new Turner UHF Converter.
Turner's Converter is smaller than most
takes less room on the
receiver. Its handsome mahogany plastic cabinet is an attractive
addition to any room. The unit is self powered and complete with
all tubes and instructions. Silver- plated coaxial tuning elements for
longer wear. Lowest noise figure possible. The finest Converter you
can buy for the sharpest, clearest UHF -TV reception.
TURNER UHF CONVERTER, List price
$57.50

...

THE

of Simpson Electric Co., Chicago, addressed a special clinic for radio service
technicians now handling TV, sponsored
by the Engineering Department of the
University of Missouri. He also spoke
on u.h.f. test equipment at the Annual
Spring Convention of NATESA in Kansas City, Mo.

...

TURNER

COMPANY

Production and Sales
RTMA reported the production of
2,259,943 TV receivers during the first
quarter of 1953. This is an annual rate

933 17th Street N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
EXPORT: Ad. Auriema, Inc.
89 Broad St., New York 4, N. Y.

IN CANADA: Canadian Marconi Co.
Toronto, Ont., and Branches.

`SERVICING BY

OVER 50,000

TECHNICIANS

SIGNAL SUBSTITUTION'

HAVE LEARNED

A BEST SELLER FOR OVER 12 YEARS!
(NEW, UP-TO-DATE, 12th EDITION)
The Modern, Simplified, Dynamic Approach to

HOW TO GET

Receiver Adjustment & Alignment Problems.

THE MOST OUT
OF BASIC TEST

ONLY

40c

103 across. Invaluable in-

formation that will help

EQUIPMENT
for A.M. - F.M. - TV

you re-double the value of
your basic tut equipment.

* Nothing complicated to learn
* No extra equipment to purchase
* Universal ...non-obsolescent
* Employs only Basic Test Instruments

Ask for "S.S.S." at your local Radio Parts Jobber or
remit 404 in small stamps or coin directly to factory.

PRECISION APPARATUS COMPANY, INC.
92 -21 HORACE HARDING BLVD., ELMHURST 4, N.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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in excess of 9,000,000 -almost double
the 1,300,000 sets produced in the 1952
period. During the same period, 3,834,784 radios were produced..
RTMA reported that a total of 122,058,756 receiving tubes valued at $82,955,367 were produced during the first
three monthes of 1953. During the same
period, 2,798,921 TV picture tubes valued at $67,696,464 were manufactured.
Of this total, more than 65% were in
the 19- to 21 -inch category,

Show Notes
The Fourth Annual Convention-Conference of NEDA, to be held in St.
Louis, September 14 to 16, promises to
be a sellout, judging by the present
rate of applications for booths, according to L. B. Calamaras, executive vicepresident of NEDA.
The Western Electronic Show and

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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AMAZING NEW TRAINING PLAN

LICENSED` TV TECHNICIAN
LICENSED TV MEN MAKE MORE MONEY

Leonard C. Lane,
B.S., M.A.
President of Radio- Television
Training Association,
Exec. Dir. of Pierce School
of Radio and Television

YOUR OWN HOME LABORATORY
WITH THE 15 BIG TELEVISION -RADIO
KITS WE SEND YOU (At No Extra Cost)
SET -UP

AT NO EXTRA COST! TO
ROUND

YOU GET

NEW XRORK
IN THE U.S

pay
OR CANADA -I,qa
FROM ANYWHERE York and return. PLUS 2
op
New
6
your way5U toIvours
advanced
of
ruction and
PIERCE
weeks,
equip TELEVI at theYou use modern electronic
operated T New
TELEVISION. uto student-operated
de
w. York's
of
static
hand. And I
go behind the scenes

ns

.

Ann to
study tirst
stations. You
NO EXTRA
COST' (Applies
big Radio-TV
this ATcourse only.)
l th-s
give you all
complete Radio -TV
offer.
this amazing
Only

RITA makes

...

1

with my

AND KEEP
ALL THESE

UNITS
-INCLUDING

EXTRA FEATURES THAT MEAN MORE MONEY FOR YOU!
Thousands of new job opportunities will be available
for you right in your own state, now that the government has lifted restrictions on new TV stations. My
simple, successful methods can PREPARE YOU NOW to
take your place in America's booming TELEVISION
and Electronics industries
help you get the success
and happiness that you always wanted out of life.
You learn the practical, easy way by using actual
parts and equipment in the 15 big Radio-TV kits
send you, including a COMPLETE TV RECEIVER ...
yours to build and keep.
My Advanced Training Prepares You For Better Jobs
Then, after you finish your training for a position os
o full-fledged TV Technician -where you con write
your own ticket and choose from dozens of fascinating careers
don't stop there!
continue to train
you -AT NO EXTRA COST
qualify for even better
poy in the BETTER JOBS that demand FCC licenses.

-I

YOU BUILD

-to

phis

BIG SCREEN TV RECEIVER,

Super -Het

TAKES

Rodio Receiver,
R.F. Signal

Generator,
Combination
Voltmeter- AmmeterChmmeter.
C -W

FCC

Telephone

Receiver, AC -DC
Power Supply.
Everything
F

ir n ished

Including
All Tubes, and
Big TV Tube

I

COURSE
COACHING
FOR YOUR
M
HOE

PREPARES YOU AT

LICENSE
RADIO
IN TV AND
THE BESTANJOBS
FCC LICENSE
REQUIRE
after
NO EXTRA COST
FCC

V

T

E

i

NO

Advanced FM -TV Training
Who
Know Radio
ForPrepares
MenYou
For Higher Pay Jobs
In A Few Months
COMPLETE theory and practical train
Ing course
complete with kits
Including large screen TV receiver.
.

FCC License

at
Given to every student
Practice is comp
TV Theory and

ATTENTION!

TO

PICTURE TUBE

...

*

UP

1 in.

Coaching Course Included

AN

E R

FREE.

S

MY SCHOOLS FULLY APPROVED TO TRAIN VETERANS UNDER NEW G. I. BILL!
If discharged after June 27, 1950 -CHECK COUPON BELOW! Also approved
qualifies you for full subsistence
for RESIDENT TRAINING in New York City
allowance up to $160 per month.

...

RI
I

GET

MY GRADUATES GOOD PAYING

,4
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New

Mr. Leonard C. Lane. President
RADIO -TELEVISION TRAINING ASSN.
1629 Broadway, Radio City Station
Dept. R -7
New York 19, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Lane:
Mail me your NEW' FREE BOOK and SAMPLE
LESSON that will show me how I can make BIG
MONEY in TELEVISION. I understand I am under no obligation and no salesman will call.
Age
Name

Illustrated

Address

Book plus
Sample

City

fine airI
now hold
ilt"As Merchant Ship Radio
Lalines position
Officer. I receive $867.
Guardia Field. New York
for 40 -day trip. Your
City. thanks to your exEra ln,ne helped me get
We fine position" Nwocki cellent training."
Joseph Rosenberg

-

-

Staniar',
fit"Your excellent Instruction helped me get my

to your trainr qualified
for a
food Job as a Receiver
Teeter at Federal Telephone and Radin."
nierican Airlines."
-Paul Frank Stier
-Eugene E. aako
Many ethers working at
BC
CS, Dumont, hìlco,
Emerson, Admiral and other leading rrms.

n

airpresent Joh as
port radio mechanic for

t

loo
ing,

RADIO- TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION
1629 Broadway, Radio City Station, New York City 19, N.

Y.

Approved as a Correspondence School
under the laws of the State of New York
JULY,

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL!

JOBS

BOTH
FREE

Lesson

Zone

State

Radio -TV
Advanced FM -TV
am interested in:
VETERANS: If qualified under new G.I. Bill, check
I

here

I]
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RADIO BUSINESS

Convention will open with a record 316
booths, according to Heckert Parker,
business manager of the show. Last
year's booth total was 224. The 1953
show will be held in the San Francisco
Civic Auditorium, August 19 to 21.

New Plants and Expansions
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Waltham, Mass., is constructing a new TV
picture tube plant in Quincy, Mass.
Governor Christian A. Herter of Massachusetts spoke at the cornerstone-lay ing ceremonies.
Erie Resistor Corp., Erie, Pa., manufacturer of electronic components, will
build a new plant in Holly Springs,

OWN THIS GREAT LIBRARY

Miss.

Oxford Electric Co., Chicago speaker
manufacturer, acquired Radionic Controls, Inc., and the Wilder Manufacturing Co., both near Carbondale, Ill.
Hugo Sundberg, vice -president of Oxford was elected executive vice- president of the two new subsidiaries. All
products will be manufactured under
the supervision of Oxford personnel and
sold under the Oxford name.
Rohn Manufacturing Co., Peoria, Ill.,
manufacturer of towers and accessories,
has located its executive offices next to
its factory in enlarged and renovated
quarters. The new mailing address is
116 Limestone, Bellevue, Peoria, Ill.

Public Address
Loudspeaker System
setting new standards for
VOICE PENETRATION
AND MUSICASTING
Greatly outperforms comparably sized
reentrant horns
Tremendous penetrating power and
coverage at very low unit energy cost
Exclusive E -V coaxial design and

diffraction principle
Peak -free response

db to 10,000 cps
Delivers 21 octaves more musical range
Weather -proof, blast -proof, splash -proof
1=5

Virtually indestructible
Model 848 CDP. 25 watts.
COMPARE
POLAR PATTERN
Sound distribution
of COP exceeds 120°
at all frequencies up
to 10,000 cps.

is

smooth, pea k-free

± 5 db

to 10,000 cps.

Write for Free
Bulletin No. 197

!

222:

,.

420

Saie&P
421

$35.40

.

Note extended high
frequency range of
Response

Net,

2

COMPARE
RESPONSE AND
EFFICIENCY

CDP.

/íi`
ti
_.!
Ill
16 ohms.

$59.00

List Price,

a.-

'IiM71

*Pat. Pend.

acc

CARROL ST.
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, U. S. A. Coble,: Arlab

National Electric Products Corp.,
Pittsburgh, wire and antenna manufacturer, moved its executive offices to
new and larger quarters at 140 Stanwix
Street.
Davis Electronics, TV antenna manufacturer, moved its offices and assembly
manufacturing to its new plant in Burbank, Calif. The new quarters provide
approximately five times as much floor
space as the company had at its previous

location.
Electric Regulator Corp., manufacturer of Regohm voltage regulators for
the electrical and electronics industries,
is building a new 2,100- square -foot atdition to its plant in Norwalk, Conn.
Heppner Manufacturing Co., Round
Lake, Ill., opened a second plant in
Mendota, Ill., for the exclusive manufacture of ferrite rod antennas and flyback transformers.
Continental Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, is expanding its present factory facilities in order to double its
output of Piktron, an exchange line of
television picture tubes.
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories officially opened its new Instrument Division plant in Clifton, N. J.
Aerovox Corp., New Bedford, Mass.,
acquired Cinema Engineering Company,
Burbank, Calif., designer and manufacturer of electronic components and
equipment. A. C. Davis, who founded
the company in 1936, will remain as
its director, and James Fouch will be
retained as general manager. Cinema is
currently building an additional new
plant in Burbank. Cinema will become
an Aerovox division. The acquisition of
Cinema is the second addition to
Aerovox's West Coàst facilities. The
company is constructing a new plant in
Monrovia, Calif.
END

for complete authoritative
analyses of all important

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
Only data of its kind available on hundreds
important audio amplifiers. Complete,
uniform, detailed analysis of each unit,
based on actual laboratory study of the
of

equipment. Includes circuit diagrams,

chassis photo views, parts data, full technical coverage. Available in four profusely
illustrated volumes absolutely indispensable to audiophiles, engineers and students.

-

VOL. 4. Covers 75

audio amplifiers and impor1951 and 1952.
Never before available in a single compilation.
352 pages, 8M x 11".
ORDER AA -4. Only
$3.95
VOL. 3. Covers 50 audio amplifiers and 22 FM
and AM tuners made during 1950. Detailed
data on design and servicing. 352 pages,

tant tuners produced during

8y

x 11".

ORDER AA -3. Only
$3.95
VOL. 2. Covers 104 amplifiers and 12 tuners
produced in 1949. 368 pages, 8M x 11".
ORDER AA -2. Only
$3.95
VOL. 1. Covers 102 post -war amplifiers and
tuners produced through 1948. 352p, 8y2 x 11".
ORDER AA -1. Only
$3.95
BEST -SELLER ON AUDIO!

"The Recording and
Reproduction of Sound"
Only complete reference on
AUDIO! New second edition -over 800 pages.
Chapters on sound wave

behavior; recording

methods; the decibel; phono
reproducers; cutting stylii;
microphones; loudspeakers;
dividing networks; attenuators; mixers; amplifiers; tuners; home music systems -hundreds
of other subjects. The great Audio book by
Oliver Read-largest -selling in its field.
ORDER RR-2. Only
$7.95

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Parts Jobber today,
or write direct to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
2205 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind.
$

enclosed. Send following books:

AA -1 ($3.95) AA- 3($3.95) RR- 2($7.95)
AA- 2($3.95)

EAA-4($3.95)

Name
Address
City

Zone... State
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START ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS

Study the RCA
TV Servicing Course

in your spare time
If you are looking for a

with the position you now hold? Do you feel
you're worth more money? Are you pleased with yourself, your
and your future? What does the next
work, your associates
and the year after that?
year hold for you
Are you content merely to plod along through the best years of
or do you want to get into more pleasant work . . .
your life
perhaps establish your own business?
hold a well-paid job
ARE

YOU SATISFIED

...

...

REAL,

opportunity

... If you want tc

GROW with a GROWING INDUSTRY . . . If you want to grasp tht
success that should be yours, then we say to you, study TV Servicing

...

Everyone knows that Television is the fastest growing industry
today. Opportunities are going begging for men who have tht
training and ability to grasp them. Now is the time to start on tha
road to success in TV Servicing.

...

Study at Home in your spare time
The RCA Institutes Home Study Course in TV Servicing is eas:
to learn. You progress rapidly, step by step, as you learn the
procedure of servicing and trouble-shooting TV receivers and in
stalling TV antennas. Hundreds of pictures and diagrams help yot
understand the how-it -works information and the how- to -do -i
techniques.
A Service

of Radio Corporation of America

The RCA Institutes TV Servicing course was written and planner
by instructors with years of specialized experience in training men
You get up -to-the -minute information, too, because you stud:
right at the source of the latest developments in Television. You
lessons are carefully examined and accurately graded by competen
teachers who are interested in helping YOU to succeed.
RCA Institutes is licensed by the University of the State c
an affiliate member of the American Society fa
New York
approved by leading Radio -Televisio
Engineering Education
Service Organizations.

...

...

It costs

so

little to gain

so much

RCA Institutes makes it easy for you to take advantage of tht
big opportunities in TV Servicing. The cost of the TV SeTvicint
Home Study Course has been cut to a minimum. You pay for thl
course on a pay -as- you -learn unit lesson basis. No other horn
study course in TV Servicing offers so much for so little cost to you

-

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET -Mail the coupon
today. Get complete information on the RCA INSTITUTES

RCA Institutes conducts a resident school in New
York City offering day and evening courses in
Radio and TV Servicing, Radio Code and Radio
Operating, Radio Broadcasting, Advanced Technology. Write for free catalog on resident courses.

Home Study Course in Television Servicing. Booklet gives
you a general outline of the course by units. See how this
practical home study course trains you quickly. easily.
Mail coupon in envelope or paste on postal card.

*
RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Home Study Dept. RE-753
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Without obligation on my part, please send me copy of booklet "RCA INSTITUn
Home Study Course in TELEVISION SERVICING." (No salesman will call.)

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORAF1ON of AMERICA
350 WEST FOURTH STREET NEW YORK14, N. Y

Name

(please print)

Address
City
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CHANNEL MASTER'S
model no. 406

all-UHF

TWIN CORNER
REFLECTOR
up to
16 DB gain!

the most sensitive fringe area antenna ever

developed for UHF!
Two dipoles -actually two antennas in one.
Provides twice the gain of any standard -type UHF
Corner Reflector.

Instantly installed in just three steps.
Furnishes far better picture quality
greater distances.

-

horizontal
polar pattern

(relative

gain above tuned
reference

at far

vo bag

1

0

dipole

130

3.

300

60

110

90

110

Eliminates UHF's TWIN TERRORS. Features vibration -proof construction; and "free- space" terminals.

110

ISO

180

110

Channel 20

CHANNEL MASTER'S
10- ELEMENT
practically
no

DELTA -WELD YAGI

assembly
necessary

custom -designed for your specific area!
Elements permanently
crossarm.

Custom construction
area.

-

WELDED

IN

POSITION

on

designed for almost any UHF

Delta- matched dipole for excellent impedance match.
Brilliant performance. Average gain: over 11 DB,
single bay; over 14 DB, stacked. Even higher on
some models.
Eliminates UHF's TWIN TERRORS.

11tAII e

CHANNEL MASTER CORP.
ffff11flfft. O.
W.

Write for complete technical literature.
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at Last!

a YAGI for the

ENTIRE LOW BAND!
Newest

CHANNEL MASTER'S

2futurumic
Completely covers every
low band channelthrough 6

horizontal polar pattern
(relative voltage)

2

Now

the extraordinary high gain of a Yagi
the razor -sharp directivity of a Yagi

-

..

..

.

Not on just one channel hut clear
across the entire Low Band !

gain above tuned
reference dipole
11
1.0

Designed for service TODAY and TOMORROW in these
3 booming VHF markets:
Areas in which present VHF stations are changing channels (on the
Low Band).
60

06

72

6

12

-

The Futuramic Yogi provides better reception than conventional Yogis on
the present channels
and when the shift occurs this superior reception
will continue on the new channel WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. And you can
make your change -over installations NOW.

11

Areas in which a new VHF station is being added to the present one
(on the Low Band).
The great number of single channel Yogis now in use will not bring in the
new channel. If an additional Yagi is installed it will hove to be tied into the
present installation with separate leads and a switching system. However,
with
at lower cost
one Futuramic will do the job of BOTH antennas
better results on BOTH channels.

-

Areas served at present by two or more VHF stations on the Low Band.

-t

You no longer hove to compromise between conventional broad bond
antennas, and separate Yogis for each channel. The Futuramic gives you
the full advantages of both. It combines highest gain and sharpest directivity

Futuramic
combination is the most
sensitive array ever designed for all- channel VHF
reception. Just combine
models 1173 and 1126.
A

-

high -low

with simple, economical installation.
,

d

17

)119

10,

4

31111

0r11 400115S. AM

-

Now
6 great Futuramic models,
designed for every reception area:
model no.

channels covered
7

-

1124

2,

3,ond4

1125

2, 3, 4, and 5

1136

3, 4, 5, and 6

1146

4, 5, and 6

1126

2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

1173

13

list price

320"

54097

r

CHANNEL MASTER
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950K

320K SIG. GEN.
KIT $19.95 WIRED $29.95

R -C

3601Ç SWEEP GEN.
KIT $34.95 .WIRED $49.95

IrY
214K VTVM KIT
Raw $34.95
WIRED $54.95

OVER 1/4 MILLION

(E/COQ

INSTRUMENTS

in use the world over!New

New

1,0000/w;

1

ti 11
11114117

10 OK BATTERY

ELIM.
25.95 WIRED $34.95

536K MULTIMETER
KIT $12.90 WIRED $14.90

a

TI

377K SINE 8 SQUARE
WAVE AUDIO GEN. KIT $31.95
WIRED 549.95

KIT

113

BRIDGE &

R.C.t COMP. KIT $19.95
WIRED $29.95

145K SIG. TRACER
KIT $19.95 WIRED 528.95

31

ranger

E/CO

new modern facilities for research,
development and production -your greater
assurance of ...

tABORATORy PRECISION AT
NEW 7" Push -Pull

town COST

OSCILLOSCOPE

Boosted vert. sensitivity: 10 my rms /in.
Extended flat freq. response: 10 cps -1 MC ±2 db),
3 -step freq. -compensated attenuator; cathode
follower input.

1171K RES. DECADE SOX
KIT $19.95 WIRED $24.95

1

Internal voltage calibrator; dir. -cal.

screen.

Extended sweep range: 15 cps-100
Int. pos. or neg., ext. & line sync.
On front panel: sawtooth, 60 cps
outputs; intensity mod.

&

kc.

ext. sync inputs.

Var. phasing of int. 60
625K TUBE TESTER

cps sweep.

KIT $34.95 WIRED $49.95

Direct connection to
CRT_Slates.
470K KIT $79.95

CRA

PIX

TUBE ADAPTOR

for Tube Tester $4.50

WIRED $129.50

NCW5 5K MULTIMETER
KIT $24.95 WIRED $29.95
20,00051/v;

ranger

31

315K DELUXE SIG. GEN.
KIT $39.95 WIRED $59.95

You Build E/CO Kits in One
E ,ening, but
They last a
Lifetime! and You

...

SAVE OVER 50%

-

HIGH VOLTAGE
PROBE $6.95

-

YOU be the judge. See the famous EICO line
TODAY
in stock at your local jobber
ard SAVE!

Write NOW for

FREE

425K

newest Catalog 7 -C.

America's greatest instrument values bear the

f

221K VTVM KIT $25.95
WIRED 549.95

E/CO
Reg. U.S. Pat. Oft.

5"

PUSH -PULL SCOPE

KIT $44.95 WIRED $79.95

name-

NEW!
MODEL 495 -K SCOPE VCLTAGE
CALIBRATOR
KIT 512.95 WIRED 517.95

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., Inc., 84 Withers Street, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
Prices 5% higher oh West Coast. 9pecIfICatIone and

brie.

subject to change n9thouc notice.
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GUIDED MISSILES
..

Electronically -steered missiles are becoming mure complex

..

.

By HUGO GERNSBACK

THE PROBLEM of electronically-guided missiles,

which at one time seemed not too difficult to solve, is
becoming extremely complex as time goes on. The
Germans particularly were far ahead of anyone
about ten years ago, and although the U. S. has spent
over three billion dollars in eight years of research, we
still have not advanced much beyond the Germans'
accomplishments of a decade ago, according to those best
informed on the subject.
One reason, possibly the main one, for our present
lack of progress, is that as the art of guided missiles
advances, more and more complications are encountered.
When the Germans did most of their epoch- making research, which they immediately translated into actual
weapons, the problems were far more simple. Airplanes
at that time had not reached supersonic speeds, while
today planes actually have flown over 1238 miles an
hour. (The Federal Skyrocket.) These speeds are increasing continually and the time is not far off when weapons
will fly at the rate of 10 miles a second, which is 36,000
miles per hour. It is one thing to build missiles of the V -1
and V -2 types, which move at rates of 600 and 3,000 miles
per hour respectively, but quite another problem to shoot
them down. While it is true that electronically-guided
guns did shoot down a goodly percentage of V -l's over
England during World War II, it is also true that far too
many got through, destroying a vast portion of London.
A great deal of progress has been made in the meanwhile.
Our modern radar interceptor guns will bring down a
fair percentage of enemy long- distance bombing planes.
Still no one in authority will admit that the problem is
anywhere near being solved, because even huge slow moving bombing planes, if launched in sufficient quantity
by an enemy, cannot all be shot down. Many will get
through even today.
This situation will become worse if instead of piston
propelled bombers an enemy used rocket planes. A much
larger percentage of such faster flying planes will get
through any modern radar gun barrage. It is probably
fair to say that the problem of ground -to -air defense cannot be solved completely, that is, no radar- electronicallyoperated and guided gun can ever bring down all the
attacking planes or missiles over a given point.
The chief reason for this is the very complexity of the
problem. We shall give here only a few of the reasons.
All of the following interfere with surface -to -air missiles-even if the missile is one that seeks its target
electronically or otherwise:
Changing air currents, humidity, clouds, barometric
pressures, whether the missile approaches the target
from the North or East (the rotation of the Earth must
be taken into consideration!), heat, cold-all of these
have their effect on the accuracy of the missile.
When missiles begin moving between 5 and 10 miles a
second, in the not too distant future, the probability of
hits by guided missiles becomes far more difficult. Even
the matter of detonating the missile becomes a problem
of some magnitude. If the contact is made a tenth of a
second too fast or too slow, the missile will not reach
its target. As the present speed of planes and rockets
increases, this condition steadily worsens, as a little reflection will make clear.

For these reasons, military scientists and electronic
researchers and physicists in general are mostly agreed
today that surface -to -air guided missiles are inefficient
now, and perhaps will be used only for specific purposes,
i.e., to guard vital installations, warships, flat -tops, etc.,
to shoot down the occasional missile that gets through in
spite of all other defenses.
The best defense would seem to be not surface -to-air
means, but air -to-air defense. One of the great difficulties
with a surface or ground -to -air defense is that the target
is usually sighted too late. There simply isn't time enough
for preparation, even if there is no gun crew and the
shooting is all controlled electronically. On the other
hand, when we have a mobile air defense which by radar
and other means is constantly on the lookout for enemy
missiles while they still are far distant from our vital
centers, then there is a much better chance to cope with
the problem. Hundreds of miles away from our shores or
borders, the defending, highly mobile force will be in a
much better position to cope with enemy missiles,
whether they are bombing planes, rockets, or other fast
flying weapons.
The time element here is much more advantageous
for the defender, even if the oncoming missiles should
move at 10 miles a second. Here we can have a mobile
aerial defense in depth, meaning that there can be
successive lines of aerial defenses which axe able to deal
much more effectively with the enemy. The outermost
"front" line will probably be guided television -controlled
flying weapons which are now a reality."` A line of
unmanned observation planes will follow the televisionradar planes, while behind these will be another force of
special electronically- equipped fighter planes. While the
latter are manned, the men are really only "battle -technicians" because in the future no man will be able to
shoot down a fast-flying missile. All the shooting will be
done by radar and electronic means. The crews will
only steer their planes in the general direction of the
enemy ; the planes do the rest.
Now comes the most complex part of the entire problem:
that is, the enemy also has the same radar -electronic
means that we have. His attacking flotilla will have
electronic gear by which he will try, by counter measures,
to upset and jam the defender's radio waves so that the
latter's attacking missiles will misfunction and become
harmless.
To be sure, the defender has the same means. Specially built and engineered guided missiles which must be jam proof, have even now been evolved.
As anyone familiar with warfare knows, there has
never been invented a weapon to which a counter was
not found. This law remains as true today as it was in
the day of the bow and arrow. War simply has become
more complex. Thus the battles of the future will be
fought not so much by human brains, which are now
far too slow, but by electronic brains-electronic supercomputers and similar means.
In the end, the side with the best electronic gear and
the fastest electronic computers will probably win the

future aerial battles.

END

The writer was the first to technically describe the manless "Radio -Controlled Television Plane." See November 1924 issue of THE EXPERIMENTER.
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AUDIO

Audioevery radio amateur or
audio enthusiast tries at one
time or another to calculate the
frequency response of an audio
amplifier while the design is still on
paper. Or, even worse, he tries to design a particular frequency- response
characteristic into an amplifier. But the
harder he tries, the more mixed up he
is apt to become when he tries to use
the ordinary garden- variety reactance

Audio Reactance Charts

chart.
What's the reason for all this? Aren't
reactance charts supposed to simplify

these problems?
Well, they are supposed to, but for
any one of a number of reasons they
don't always work out. To begin with,
the usual reactance chart gives too
much information for too many values
of too many variables over too wide a
frequency range. And to add a finishing blow, it does not always give the
decimal point, which means that the
point usually lands in the wrong spot
and spoils the whole calculation.
In an attempt to make reactance
charts easier to use in audio circuit design, I studied all the reactance charts
I could find, and then developed the two
charts shown here specifically for audio
applications.

Sim plitied nomograms

for quick solutions
to some very common

audio design problems
By HECTOR E. FRENCH
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Simplified reactance nomogram for solving low -frequency -cutoff problems in audio design work. Note that the resistance scale shows only standard 20 %- tolerance values, and that the response is down 3 db at the cutoff frequency F.
RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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AUDIO

The first feature of these charts is
that they separate the audio spectrum
into two parts. The low -frequency chart,

covering 10 cycles to 1 kc, is intended
for design problems where the freo 7ency response must dron off below a
certain frequency. And the high -freouency chart, which covers 1 kc to
100 kc, is intended for design problems
where the frequency response drops off
above a certain frequency. With two
charts there is no unnecessary information to confuse things and in addition,
the frequency scale is stretched out for
easier reading.
To make these charts even simpler to
use, the only reactance considered is
capacitive reactance, since the usual
audio circuit contains so many more
capacitors than inductors. The output
transformer is generally the only inductance which carries audio frequencies, and there is very little to be lost
and much to be gained in simplicity of
operation by omitting inductive reactance entirely.
Probably the most novel feature is
the use of commercial resistor values
instead of the customary logarithmic
scales of ten. Each value of resistance
is given in one of the standard ± 20%
RTMA values, which works out much
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frequencies do we want to discard ?"
Take a low- frequency problem as an
illustration. In amateur phone transmission, some operators like to cut their
speech response below 300 cycles to
improve their intelligibility and help
punch through QRM. Voice frequencies
below 300 cycles require considerable
power to transmit, but actually contribute very little to maintaining communication under difficulties. Therefore
these frequencies can be discarded in
order to use the remaining speech frequencies more effectively.
The first thing to do, then, in this
sample use of the low- frequency reactance chart, is to decide that the frequencies below 300 cycles are to be reduced, and the next thing is to refer
to the chart itself. The basic circuit
diagram in the upper left corner of the
chart is identical to the coupling circuit between the plate of one stage and
the grid of the next, so it will be necessary only to pick the correct values
for a coupling capacitor and grid resistor in the modulator to get the desired response in this part of the
circuit.
To find these values, just lay a
straightedge across the low- frequency
reactance chart, with one end of the

better than the usual chart, where the
user has to fit the commercial resistor
values into the decimal type of division.
Also note that each scale is identified
specifically as ohms, microfarads, or
cycles per second. This eliminates all
possibility of error in selecting a position for the decimal point.
As a final aid to easier operation,
each chart includes a basic circuit diagram and a frequency- response curve
for a specific single- section resistancecapacitance filter. For example, the
low- frequency chart shows a series capacitor and a shunt resistance (the
same as the coupling circuit between
a plate and the following grid in a
resistance -coupled amplifier). The frequency- response curve on this reactance
chart makes it possible to draw the response curve for any combination of
resistance and capacitance given on the
chart. A similar basic circuit and response curve are given on the high frequency chart.

Applications
In using these charts to design an
amplifier, sound system, or modulator,
the first question to be settled is usually something like this: "What frequencies do we want to pass, and what
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straightedge at 300 cycles and the
other end at one of the commercial
values of resistance. For example, if a
1- megohm grid resistor is to be used,
reference to the capacitance graduations shows that a 500 -1.14 coupling
capacitor is required. If no 500 -µf
capacitor is available, a .001 -µf capacitor and a 470,000 -ohm grid resistor will
do exactly the same job.
100S-

v2 6SN7

Fig 1 -Part of a communications -type
modulator with values derived from the
reactance charts for reducing nonessential speech frequency components
below 300 cycles and above 3 kilocycles.
To see how this affects the frequency
response, refer to the response curve in
the upper right corner of the chart. A
little mental calculation shows that if
the value indicated as F is 300 cycles,
the response is down 6 db at F/2, or
150 cycles, and is down 12 db at F /4,
or 75 cycles. A complete low- frequency
response curve for this part of the
modulator can be drawn up by simply
substituting the specific frequencies in
this curve, as will be shown in a few
moments.
The high- frequency problems of an
amateur phone transmitter are somewhat similar to the low- frequency problems. Ìii amateur communication, cutting off the frequencies above 3,000
cycles can eliminate a great deal of
sideband interference. The signal will
sound the same when tuned in on a
communications receiver, but the operator who is trying to pull in a weak
signal a few kilocycles away will have
less trouble from interference. By discarding frequencies above 3,000 cycles,
the weaker station has a chance to be
heard without interference from modulation sidebands spreading 4 or 5
kilocycles on either side of the stronger
.

carrier.

So

for this illustration, let's

decide to reduce the response at frequencies above 3',000 cycles, and to do
this, refer to the high- frequency reac-

tance chart.
The circuit digram on the high -frequency reactance chart may not look
as familiar as the one shown for the
low frequencies. However, if the resistance R is the plate resistance of one
stage, and a shunting capacitance C is
added to the circuit (if it is not - already
present as stray wiring capacitance and
as the input capacitance of the next
stage), the combination of plate resistance and shunting capacitance becomes exactly like the combination
shown in the circuit.
Let's assume that the first stage is
a low-mu triode, such as one section of
a 6SN7, with a load resistance of 100;
000 ohms. The tube manuals show that
the plate resistance of one section of
a 6SN7 is 7,700 ohms, which is so much

lower than the load resistance that the
7,700 -ohm plate resistance becomes the
controlling value. Therefore, if we lay
a straightedge across the high -frequency reactance chart between 3,000
cycles and 7,700 ohms, the resulting
value of capacitance is .006 µf. A .006µf capacitor between plate and ground
will reduce the response at frequencies
above 3,000 cycles. The frequency-response curve on the chart shows that if
the frequency F is 3,000 cycles, the
response will be down 6 db at 2F, or
6,000 cycles.
These samples of low- frequency and
high- frequency calculations are summed
up in the schematic diagram of Fig. 1,
which shows the essential elements of
the circuit that results. The frequency
response of this part of the modulator
is shown in Fig. 2, and includes both
the high- frequency and the low -frequency characteristics.
This is the simplest possible circuit
for this particular job, because it requires only one additional component
the .006 -µf capacitor. The rest of the
circuit requires only specific values for
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Fig. 2-Over -all frequency response of
the a.f. circuit section shown in Fig. 1.
components that are in all resistancecoupled amplifier circuits no matter
what the desired response may be.

Music systems
It's in the reproduction of music that
the right frequency response can pay
big
dividends.
And,
surprisingly
enough, the best amplifier for a given
installation is not always the one with
the widest frequency response. Instead,
it is usually the amplifier designed to
match the characteristics of the input
signal, and the characteristics of the
speaker and its enclosure. Here's where
reactance charts can simplify the design problems.
For example, consider the low -frequency problems. Any loudspeaker, in
almost any enclosure, has a tendency
to generate large amounts of distortion
and cross modulation near its low-f requency limit of response. If the speaker
is ineffective below 90 cycles in its
enclosure, cutting the response of the
amplifier below 90 cycles often gives
much cleaner bass response.
This strange result is actually very
logical. Below 90 cycles the speaker cone
just swooshes back and forth without
radiating anything that can be heard.
But if the speaker cone is called on by
the program to do some fancy swooshing near 50 or 60 cycles, the resulting
high-amplitude movements generate
enough cross modulation and distortion
to make crisp, clean, bass reproduction

impossible -and all because of frequencies that wouldn't be heard anyway. It's obviously much better to reduce the response below 90 cycles. It
doesn't cost anything, and the results
are often well worth the effort.
Even if the music to be reproduced
has no components below the low -frequency limit of the speaker, there are
always low- frequency noises like turntable rumble, power -supply hum, and
even voltage surges on the power line.
These noises may not be audible by
themselves but they can still be a very
potent cause of fuzzy, indistinct, bass
response by contributing harmonics
and cross -modulation products in the
audible range.
Tc reduce the low-frequency response
in this case, use the low- frequency
reactance chart in exactly the same
manner as in the modulator design. A
few moments with the straight-edge
show that a .0025 -µf coupling capacitor,
and a grid resistor of 680,000 ohms will
drop the response below 90 cycles as
planned.
Reducing the high- frequency response
may also improve the quality in certain
cases. For example, in AM broadcasting, there is often nothing but noise
and distortion above 5,000 cycles. The
same thing is true with 78- r.p.m. records above (roughly) 7,000 cycles.
And an inexpensive crystal pickup
often has a sharp resonance peak
anywhere from 4,000 cycles up, which
artificially boosts the needle scratch
near that frequency and gives the music a harsh quality.

The response of the speaker itself
at high frequencies is also important.
If you study a speaker response curve
closely, you will find that the response
becomes more and more irregular as the
frequency increases. The curve becomes especially jagged near the upper
limit of the speaker response, and then
drops off irregularly. These jagged
peaks often add unnatural harshness
to reproduced music. The harshness
may not be apparent at first, but if the
music is fatiguing after a half hour or
so of listening, these irregular peaks
may be partly at fault. Here's another
case where proper high- frequency response can improve the reproduction.
There's another very important point
in this connection, and that has to do
with harmonic distortion. It is these
upper audio frequencies which contain
the harmonic -distortion components,
and a well- chosen high- frequency response can actually improve the distortion figure of the amplifier.
As an example, let's assume that the
IooK

o

3-

Music -system amplifier designFig.
ed to reduce speaker and record distortion by attenuating audio frequencies
below 90 cycles and above 7,000 cycles.
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music to be reproduced has nothing of
interest'beyond about 7,000 cycles. This
would apply to, the type of PA system
usually rented for dances with 78- r.p.m.
records, for example. To have definite
figures, we'll further assume that the
input tube is a pentode, such as a 6SJ7,
operating with a load resistance of 100,-.
000 ohms. The tube manuals show the
plate resistance of a 6SJ7 to be over
1 megohm, which is so much higher
than the 100,000 -ohm load resistance
that the load resistance becomes the
o
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Fig.
Over -all frequency response of
the amplifier stage shown in Fig. 3.

controlling value. By laying a straightedge between 7,000 cycles and 100,000
ohms on the high- frequency reactance
chart, the capacitance can be read directly as 200 µµf. This capacitance
would be used as shown in the circuit
of Fig. 3, with the over -all frequency
response (including the low-frequency
characteristics) shown in Fig. 4.
This, too, is the simplest possible circuit for the job, because it requires
only one additional component, the
200 µµf capacitor.
There's one situation that still hasn't
been considered, and which might be
troublesome. If the input tube in this
last example is a high -mu triode, such
as one section of a 6SL7, with the same
load resistance of 100,000 ohms, an
added problem is introduced. In this
case, the tube manuals show the plate
resistance to be 44,000 ohms, which
means that the plate resistance and the
load resistance are so close together
in value that neither one can be ignored. Therefore, it is necessary to
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calculate the resistance of the two in
parallel, which turns out to be close
to 30,000 ohms. Now if the straightedge is laid across the chart to intersect the values of 7,000 cycles and
30,000 ohms, the appropriate capacitance is 700 µµf, instead of the 200
µµf used with the pentode.
These reactance charts are not limited to these two applications, but can
apply to any situation where the effects of resistance combined with capacitance are to be found in terms of
frequency. This includes such problems
as designing equalizers for phonograph
pickups, designing correction networks
for the frequency characteristics of a
room, building up simple low-pass or
high -pass filters, and the like. The only
practical restriction is in the design of
feedback amplifiers. The information
built into these charts is not sufficient
to predict the response with feedback
when the resistance and capacitance
elements involved are in the feedback
loop.

END

BOOKSHELF ENCLOSURE FOR GOOD BASS
Some hi -fi fans are not getting the
best from their audio equipment because they lack space for the large enclosure which they believe necessary for
good bass. In many instances, the need
for a really good enclosure can be
met by the R -J -type 8-inch bookshelf speaker cabinet in Fig. 1 and
2. The frame is, made from h -inch
5 -ply wood. Pieces G, H, and J are
cut to length from 3/4 -inch square
stock. Fiberglas acoustic material
about % inch thick is placed on the
bottom, back, and the end of the enclosure away from the speaker. The acoustic lining should be cut so that it covers
one -half to three -quarters of the total
surface of the piece on which it is
mounted.
The speaker mounts over a 6% -inch

circular cutout in the center of K. The
speaker opening in the front panel (F)
is centered over the cutout in K and is
laid out by transferring the outline
Materials for enclosure
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PIECES
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Note: A, B, C, D, E, F, and K are 5 -ply,
1/2 -inch plywood. G, H, and J are cut from
3/4 -inch

stock.
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shown in Fig. 2 to a sheet of 1/4 -inch
cross -section paper fastened to one end
of the front panel.
The dimensions and drawings for the
top, bottom, and sides are for standard
box -type joints which should be held
firmly together with glue and screws or
dowels. If you have woodworking
equipment to handle the job, you can
make the top and bottom joints as
shown in the circled drawings. The
front panel should be cut for a tight
fit into the recess formed by the sides,
top, and bottom and then glued and
screwed in place. The back (E) is
fastened on with screws which may be
removed for mounting the speaker.
Note that the % -inch square pieces are
used in all corners except the two between the front and sides C and D. END
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con "truction of a bookshelf -type cabinet for an 8 -inch speaker. The

1/4-inch blocks
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are used in all corners except where sides

C

and D meet front F.
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Fig. 2-Opening in front panel. Transfer each point on drawing to a grid of
1/4 -inch squares on F. Connect all points
by smooth lines. Cut out and sand edges.
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The importance of

BALANCE
in push -pull amplifiers
Suggestions for getting

maximum output quality
from high- fidelity units
INVERSE feedback is unquestionably

the most valuable high -fidelity tool
developed in our generation. The improvements it has made possible are
almost magical when viewed:in the perspective of the days before feedback.
Unfortunately, the tendency has been
to consider it a cure -all for any and all
high -fidelity problems. If it is not included in a design to begin with, it is
thrown in quickly as soon as something
goes wrong.
I do not mean to disparage feedback
in the slightest, but its versatility and
effectiveness have tended to obscure a
number of other basic principles in amplifier design. Observing these principles will greatly reduce the probability of a high -fidelity design going wrong
in the first place, and makes the application of feedback much simpler and
considerably more effective. One of
these basic principles is the need for
balance in push-pull amplifiers.
The great virtue of the push -pull amplifier in audio design is its ability to
cancel even -order harmonic distortion.
This feature allows us to drive the tubes
harder and get more than twice the
output of a single tube if we wish. It
also improves the low- frequency response by reducing unbalanced d.c. in
the output transformer primary which
might saturate the core and reduce the
inductance of the windings. In addition,
push -pull operation almost entirely
eliminates hum and noise from the power supply, but still the principal reason
for using it is the distortion -canceling
feature. It sounds simple: merely hook
up two tubes in push-pull and you cancel second- harmonic and all other even order distortion, thus disposing of the
largest portion of distortion at one
crack.

By JOSEPH MARSHALL

Unfortunately, this does not always range, especially at the points of maxifollow as inescapably as day follows mum drive. For instance, suppose we
night. In fact, it is a very rare push- deliver equal signals to both sides, but
pull amplifier which fully exploits that one side is overbiased, either bethese distortion -canceling characteris- cause the tube draws more current, or
tics. Very few of them realize even 75% because its cathode resistor is higher
of the possible benefits; and many push - than that of the other tube. Thus the
pull amplifiers produce even more dis- overbiased tube reaches the bend of its
tortion than a properly designed single - curve before the other, and may generended amplifier.
ate 5' or more second -harmonic disThe fact that a push -pull amplifier tortion while the correctly biased tube
utilizes only 75%y% of the distortion -can- generates only 1!'4. After cancellation
celing abilities of the circuit may not we have one side passing on a signal
be serious in speech -range publicwith 4, , distortion, while the other side
address equipment. But in high -fidelity has none. From a distortion point of
amplifiers enjoyment of the wide fre- view, the amplifier would be much betquency response is entirely dependent ter if the overbiased section were not
on reducing distortion to an absolute
functioning at all -in other words, if
minimum. The amplitude of most music it were an unbalanced single -ended
and voice sounds around and above stage.
Theoretically, it's simple to achieve
10,000 cycles is normally 30 or 40 db
below the average sound level. Even complete cancellation; in practice, how1% distortion of mid -range sounds ever, it may call for rather heroic
would be louder than the normal h.f. measures.
components, and would not only mask
them but also make them annoying to Static balance
hear. To insure acceptable reproduction
It is easier to get balance with transof the high frequencies, distortion must former coupling than with resistance
be reduced to the smallest possible fraccoupling. In high -quality transformers
tion of 1 %. This improvement is easily the turns ratios and d.c. resistances of
attainable by making the most efficient the two sides are balanced to 1",
use of push -pull design.
better; even the cheaper ones are not
The distortion -canceling property of more than 3 or 4% out of balance. Howa push -pull amplifier depends entirely ever, an input or output transformer
on balance. Complete cancellation is
does not automatically insure balance.
achieved only when equal signals are In the first place, it is difficult to obtain
fed to both sides, when both sides am- identical tubes, and if one tube draws
plify equally, and when both produce more current than the other, the two
the same amount of distortion. On the sections will be unbalanced. It is easy
other hand, if the output and distortion to get static balance by adjusting the
of one side are 10% greater than the bias voltages of the individual tubes so
other, at best only 90% of the distor- that both draw equal no- signal currents. This, of course, is fairly standard
tion is canceled.
The situation actually becomes even procedure. Almost all good power amworse at some points in the dynamic plifiers have some means of adjusting
RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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the bias to the output tubes. But for
minimum distortion, the driver stage
should also be balanced.
Two ways of doing this easily and inexpensively are shown in Fig. 1. At a
we use a small potentiometer ahead of
a common bias resistor. By adjusting in
one direction or the other from center,
both tubes can 'be made to draw equal
currents under static conditions. In b
the two tubes have separate bias resistors, but one of these is adjustable.
Note that the circuit at a includes a
bypass capacitor across the common
bias resistor. No doubt you have read
that such .a bypass capacitor is not
really necessary in push -pull stages.
As a matter of fact, if the stage operates at a low level -one which never
approaches the bend of the tube curves
and therefore generates little or no distortion-a, common unbypassed cathode
resistor serves as a balancing device.
However, if the stage is operated at
signal levels high enough to produce
distortion, the bypass capacitor is absolutely essential.
Harmonics cancel only where they
appear out of phase. This is true in the
output circuit. But the cathode resistor

BA_ANCIN6

a

b

Fig. 1-Static balancing arrangements
for push -pull amplifiers. (a) Mutual
bias potentiometer with bypass for common cathode resistor. (b) Balance adjustment -in one cathode without bypassing. See text for complete analysis.

input and output
circuits. In the cathode circuit the even order output harmonics from one side
of the stage 'appear in phase with the
input signal of the other side. This is
is common to both the

a form of positive feedback. The in-

phase harmonics add themselves to the
input signal and are amplified by the
stage, producing a very serious form of
distortion. This may not be important
in cheap amplifiers, but it is most objectionable in high -fidelity designs.
We have seen a number of 6B4 amplifiers with large amounts of inverse
feedback, which sounded terrible for
this reason. These tubes need nearly 150
volts drive grid -to -grid. To produce this
much, even with an interstage transformer, the drivers themselves have to
be driven well into the nonlinear portions of their curves, generating a great
deal of distortion. Fed back through the
common cathode resistor, this distortion was not affected by the feedback
network and was amplified to such an
extent that there was much more distortion than the 6B4's would normally
JULY, 1953

produce by themselves. For this reason,
it should be routine to include a large
bypass capacitor across common bias
resistors in all high -level stages of highfidelity amplifiers.
On the other hand, in amplifiers
where the driver has to deliver only
moderate voltage to the following stage,
the circuit of b with separate unbypassed cathode resistors is preferable.
Since the positive feedback referred to
previously is present only with a common cathode resistor, an unbypassed
resistor for a single section will not
produce it. In addition, omitting the capacitors gives a small amount of negative feedback which helps preserve the
balance and improves the frequency response as well.

Dynamic balance
Unfortunately, static balance is not
necessarily dynamic balance. A stage
which is balanced perfectly at zero input or at some fixed value of signal
input will probably be out of balance
somewhere in its dynamic or frequency
range. Even a change in line voltage
may throw the sides out of balance;
and a stage balanced at zero input will
almost invariably be out of balance at
maximum input. An amplifier with
plate -current meters in all plate circuits and means for controlling bias
and plate voltages is very instructive
in this respect.
The simplest way to check balance is
to connect a high- resistance voltmeter
from plate to plate of the stage to be
balanced. Balance is indicated by zero
voltage: adjust the balancing potentiometer until the meter indicates no
voltage difference between the two sections. (This assumes that the d.c. resistances of the two halves of the push pull plate load are equal.) This is most
dramatically visible with power stages
but is also true of voltage amplifiers.
Aside from negative feedback, there
is another expedient which may be used
to get approximate dynamic balance.
This is shown in Fig. 2 and is an unbypassed choke of about 25 henries in
series with the center -tap of the output transformer or the junction of the
plate -load resistors. (A resistor may
also be used this way, though it is not
as effective as the choke.) Its operation is quite simple. The choke (or resistor) is an impedance common to both

BALANCING CH

fs+

Fig. 2-Inserting a high impedance in
the common B plus return improves
balance by equalizing plate- current variations in the two sides of the circuit.
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sides of the push -pull stage. As long as
the currents flowing through both tubes
are identical, there will be identical
voltage drops for both tubes in the
common choke. The moment one tube
begins to draw more or less current,
the voltage drop across the choke will
increase or decrease as the case may
me. This in turn will change the current of the other tube in the opposite
direction, thus bringing the total voltage drop closer to the original. The
same thing will apply of course to the
a.c. currents generated in the plate circuit, so that both the d.c. parameters
and the a.c. signal are kept much more
closely in balance than if the common
impedance were not there.
This method will not guarantee absolutely perfect balance, but even an
arbitrary inductance value of 15 to 25
henries will improve the dynamic balance by a very large factor. This method works well in class A output stages.
Whether it should be used in AB operation is another matter. It would improve the dynamic balance over the
class A portion of the range; but the
reduced regulation in the high-output
class AB region might be deleterious.
We have found it satisfactory and even
valuable in several amplifiers. Many of
the tubes used in power stages, especially the transmitting types, may have
a variation as great as 5 ma between
the two sides. Although they can be
brought to static balance by adjusting
6SN7-GT OR 12AU7

-)

6SL7-GT OR I2AX7
OUT

IN

K

220K

OUT

+250-300V

Fig. 3-Cross -coupled phase inverter
with cathode balancing potentiometer.
the bias, they are very likely to produce
severe unbalance and distortion at
maximum output. The common choke
reduces this materially without too
much sacrifice of output power.

Balancing

R -C Stages
The problem of balancing resistance coupled push -pull stages is a little more
troublesome. All the methods described
above can and should be applied to R -C
amplifiers as well as to transformer coupled types, provided the much more
serious unbalance due to unequal component parameters is also taken care of.
One way to solve this is to use precision
(1% or better) resistors in the grid and
plate circuits, and to balance the cathode circuits by the methods shown in
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1. It goes without saying that the
use of anything but matched pairs is
out of the question in a high- fidelity
amplifier -but it is not necessary to go
to the expense of precision resistors.
Ordinary 10% or even 20% resistors
can be checked carefully on a bridge or
an ohmmeter, to find pairs which match
within 1 or 2 %. Balance is much more
important than actual value. Whether
a plate -load resistor is 250,000 ohms or
only 200,000 ohms is generally immaterial, as long as the two on opposite
sides of the same push-pull stage are
as nearly identical as possible. The improvement obtainable in an amplifier by
replacing random-value resistors with
matched pairs is quite astonishing,
especially at maximum output. To a
lesser degree, the same thing is true of
coupling capacitors, although here the
Improvement is in frequency balance.

Fig.

Phase inverters
We come now to a matter of quite
serious importance: balance in the
phase inverter. It is obvious that no
matter how well balanced the succeeding stages are, if the stage which originates the push -pull signal is not balanced, and therefore delivers unequal
signals to the two sides, all the balancing work is undone, as far as canceling
distortion is concerned. This problem
has been discussed many times in this
and other periodicals.
I2AT7

Bt
Q

L

Fig. 4 -(a) Basic cathode -coupled phase
inverter. (b) Balancing potentiomer inserted in phase -inverter output circuit.
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TAP FOR WILLIAMSON

-A combination

of balancing arrangements for a Williamson -type amplifier. The adjustable cathode resistor in the phase inverter equalizes the outputs
to the driver grids. Feedback from the output- transformer secondary to the
driver cathodes helps equalize the push-pull stages. See discussion in the text.
Only components essential to the discussion are shown in this schematic.
5

verter is to insert a potentiometer (Rb)
between the two load resistors as shown
at b, and adjust for equal outputs.
The split-load inverter used in the

Williamson and other amplifiers can be
balanced by making the cathode resistor
variable and adjusting it for equal outputs from cathode and plate. This inverter is not balanced perfectly at high
frequencies but this is said not to be
serious. In any case, whichever circuit
is used, the resistors in the two sides
should match as closely as possible.

Feedback balancing
There is one more tool for balancing
which remains for discussion and that
is inverse feedback. It is the most important single corrective and, moreover,
it produces dynamic rather than static
balance. (More important, perhaps, it
produces frequency balance as well.)
To be effective in balancing, inverse
feedback itself must be balanced. The
single -ended type of feedback used in
the Williamson circuit is not effective
for balancing, although it is effective in
reducing distortion by other means.
The ideal amplifier should have two
feedback networks: one for balancing
push-pull stages, and another to the

input of the amplifier, for over -all frequency correction and distortion cancellation. For example, in the Williamson circuit balanced feedback could be
applied to the driver cathodes by using
an output transformer with a centertapped secondary or split output windings. See Fig. 5. This is in addition to
the feedback to the cathode of the input
stage. About 10 db of feedback could
be applied to the drivers and another
10 db to the input stage. In this way,
and in conjunction with the other balancing measures described, we could
combine the distortion -canceling properties of push-pull operation with those
of inverse feedback, and presumably
produce an amplifier with the absolute
minimum of distortion.
In any case, the first and most important goal in high -fidelity design is
to reduce distortion to the point where
it cannot mar the enjoyment of a wide
frequency range, which in itself is relatively simple to achieve. In approaching
this goal, the use to the fullest extent
of the distortion- canceling feature of
push -pull amplifiers is an important
and relatively inexpensive step that
should be taken by all designers who
want highest possible fidelity.
END

The most foolproof phase inverter

is a good center-tapped transformer.
True, a transformer with wide -range
frequency response is expensive and

bulky; but it will supply signals balanced to 1% or better. Only one vacuum -tube phase inverter we know of
can approach a transformer in this respect. This is the cross-coupled inverter
diagrammed in Fig. 3. By adjusting
Rl, the output can be balanced to 1%
or even better, and the balance holds
over its entire dynamic range. A simple way to balance it is to unground
the grid of V2 and connect it to the
grid of Vl. Now feed in any signal and
adjust Rl until the signal is inaudible
or has minimum value at the output.
The second -best tube -type phase inverter is the cathode-coupled circuit
given in Fig. 4 -a. Theoretically, the
output will be balanced if the plate resistors on both sides are identical. In
practice a balance within 5% is achievable. A simple way to balance this in-

New RCA LC -1A high -fidelity speaker shown here by Dr. H. F. Olson
(right) and John Preston, co- developer, has irregularly spaced deflector
domes mounted on its 15 -inch main diaphragm to break up symmetrical
standing -wave interference patterns and flatten the frequency response.
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From the original "La Télévision?
.
Mais
c'est très simple!" Translated from the French
by Fred 5hunaman. All North American rights
reserved. No extract may be printed without
the permission of RADIO- ELECTRONICS and the

author.

By E. AISBERG

Fifth Conversation:
Sawing into the heart of a deflection
system -electromechanical
or all -electronic sweep? Some
problems of time and
supersonic speeds
KEN

-Just

what's going on now? Why the important,

secretive air?

WILL -Nothing in particular! I'm just getting
ready to take out a patent, that's all .
KEN -A patent! I'd like to see the invention you'd turn
out! May I ask just what scientific field you've selected to
turn your genius loose in?
WILL- Television, of course. Ever since the last time
we talked, it's been getting me more and more excited!
You've been moving pretty slow with your explanations
of how it works, so I've been digging into it myself. That's
how I happened to invent my "rotating deflector."
KEN- Rotating deflector? That sure sounds like something new. I don't think I ever heard of anything like it.
WILL
can trust you, Ken, so I'll tell you my idea.
Strictly confidential, of course. Ever since we talked about
electrostatic and magnetic deflection, I've been thinking
hard about the way the spot is swept to make the lines of
a frame . . .
KEN -Yes, we did cover that question- in our third conversation, when we were studying the electrostatic de.

-I

flection tube,

-I

WILL
remember it very well. You have to apply a
voltage that starts negative and gets steadily more positive, to move the spot from left to right at a uniform speed.
Then we have to get the spot back almost instantly, so
we have to drop quickly back to the original negative
value, and start all over again.
KEN -Do you think you can draw a figure showing that
kind of voltage?
WILL -Sure! The passage from the negative voltage, V,
to the positive voltage, +V, is made at a constant rate, so
the spot will move steadily across the screen, without
changing its speed. So, on this graph, we make a straight
line rising progressively from V to +V, in time t, which
is the duration of one line on the screen. The straight vertical line represents the almost instant change back to the
starting value that brings the spot back again. And then
the whole thing repeats.

tivne

The electronic saw

KEN -Does the shape of that line you've just drawn
remind you of anything?
WILL -Yes, it's called a "sawtooth voltage," though I
suppose on magnetic deflection tubes you'd have to use a
sawtooth current?
KEN -Quite right.
WILL -And the same type of voltage (or current) deflects the spot in the vertical direction. However, the frequency is much lower, for it determines the number of
pictures (or in the interlaced system, the number of half pictures) a second.

JULY,
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KEN
can see you really have been thinking about this
problem. But none of this explains your "rotating deflector."
WILL -We're getting to it. The device which I have the
honor of presenting to you is a sawtooth generator for
both horizontal and vertical spot deflection. It's composed essentially of a cylinder of insulating material on
which is wound a toroid of resistance wire. A shaft is
placed along the axis of the cylinder. As this shaft rotates,
a contact attached to it makes contact with the resistance
wire on the interior face (or one edge) of the cylinder.
KEN -Once you've stripped the Patent Office language off
this device of yours, I can't see that we have anything more
than an ordinary potentiometer, of the type used for volume controls in some old radios.
WILL- Exactly! The only difference between my potentiometer and any other is that it has no stops, so the contact can keep turning continuously in the same direction.
KEN -But just what is this remarkable invention going
to do?
WILL-Haven't you already gathered, Ken, that I intend to put a battery or other voltage source across the
ends of my potentiometer? Then, as the contact moves, it
passes progressively from a high negative to a high positive
voltage; and, as it passes the last wire, it snaps back instantly to the negative voltage, as required in a TV deflection system.

Weakness of a mechanical system
KEN -Congratulations, Will. The idea (in itself) is good,
and I've actually seen a demonstration apparatus in a radio
school that worked exactly that way.
WILL- That's not all there is to the idea. I'm going to
turn this potentiometer with a motor which will make
exactly 60 turns per second, to give the correct vertical
deflection voltage. Then, with a system of gears, another
potentiometer will be turned to give the horizontal deflection.
KEN -Just what would your gear ratio have to be, and
how fast would that make your second potentiometer turn?
WILL- That's not hard to figure out. With two fields a
frame, the ratio would have to be 2 to 525, or 2621/2 to 1.
And the speed of the second pot would be 525 times 60, or

31,500 turns.

-... per second! Or a little less than twogetmillion
that
r.p.m.! Just what kind of a gear are you going
.

.

KEN

to

will hold together at that speed? And wouldn't your resistance wire wear out a trifle fast?
WILL -Now, why didn't I think of that? Well, just
another good idea gone wrong. So I guess we'll just have
to toss mechanical methods on the junk pile and use some
100% electronic method . . .
KEN -When you bet on electronics, you win! Only an
electron can move fast enough to do what's needed at TV
sweep frequencies. Suppose you have a 16 -inch tube -the
line is just a little more than a foot long. The spot goes
across the screen -and back-525 times a frame, or 1,050
times. And there are 30 frames a second. Figure it out, and
you'll find that the spot is moving a little faster than 6
miles a second. At that rate, it would travel around the
earth at the equator in very little more than an hour!
The electronic hourglass
WILL-Boy, when this army of 'odes -the pentodes, triodes, diodes, and all the rest-get under way, supersonic
planes just don't move compared' to them!
KEN-Actually, tubes play only a subordinate part in
these time -bases, sweep circuits, or sawtooth generators, as
they are called.
WILL-What a flock of queer names! But why time bases? Is that because the voltages increase proportionately
with time?
KEN- Probably. But whatever you call them, we need
voltages that increase linearly with time, like those you've

just drawn.

WILL-This time -base, then is a sort of hourglass where
the grains of sand are replaced by electrons?
KEN -It's a good picture! Just as the amount of sand in
RADIO- ELECTRONICS
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the bottom half of the glass increases steadily till -just as
all the sand has run out -you turn the glass over and the
bottom half is suddenly empty again, so in the time-base
generator, the current charges a capacitor steadily till the
moment of discharge. Then it also becomes suddenly
"empty" and the cycle starts again.
WILL-So, a time -base is mostly a capacitor, if I get you
right. But why does it discharge faster than it charges?
KEN-Because you charge it through a resistor. Just
picture a source of direct voltage E connected through a
resistor R to a capacitor C. Here, I'll draw it. When you
close the circuit, a current flows that starts to charge the
capacitor to the same voltage as that of the source. But
you don't get the full charge instantly, because the resistor
limits the amount of current that can flow.
WILL-T guess you could compare that to a tank of water
E connected through a thin pipe R to a smaller tank C at
a lower level. When the valve is turned, C doesn't fill up
immediately to the level of E because the pipe R prevents
the water from rushing into it instantaneously.
KEN -Your comparisons are getting good today! And
the bigger the tank E is in comparison with C, the better
the comparison. In electrical terms, the job of charging
the capacitor C shouldn't have any noticeable effect on
the source voltage E.
seems to me that the charging time depends on
WILL
the capacitance at C as well as the size of the resistor R.
The bigger C is, the more electrons you have to put in to
charge it. Just the same as if you make the water tank C
bigger, it will take more time for the water to reach the
same level as E.
KEN-That's exactly why the product of resistance and
capacitance (RC) is called the time- constant of the circuit.
If you express R in ohms and C in farads (or R in megohms and C in microfarads, as we usually do in electronic
calculations), this time -constant will give you, in seconds,
the time it will take for the capacitor C to reach roughly
% the voltage of the source.
WILL-So, with a resistance of 10,000 ohms and a capacitor of 2 microfarads, we'd have a time -constant of 20,000
seconds?
KEN -Not bad for a first approximation; you're only
about a million times off! Didn't we say ohms and farads,
or megohms and microfarads? Ten thousand ohms is .01
megohm, so your time -constant is 2x.01 or two -hundredths
of a second!
WILL-Excuse the slight mistake! I see now that if we
want our capacitor to discharge instantly, we have to have
a very small resistance in circuit with it.
KEN -In actual practice, you close the key K, and put a
(To BE CONTINUED)
dead short across the capacitor.
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NO GOOD COLOR TV TUBE YET, SAYS SIRAGUSA
Production of color TV receivers before a satisfactory 3 -color picture tube
is available in mass quantities would
be "a serious mistake," according to
Ross D. Siragusa, president of Admiral
Corporation. Speaking at a recent dinner in New York City, the Chicago
executive said that his company's laboratories already have color- receiver
circuits which produce excellent results
-but the color tube is the chief problem.
"Scientific progress cannot be produced or hastened by either congresJULY. 1953

sional mandate or wishful thinking,"
said Mr. Siragusa. "The industry has to
have the right color picture tube and
the right tube simply doesn't exist at
present.... In our laboratories we have
color receivers with circuits which produce excellent results, but the color
tube is the chief problem."
"Both of the two types available are
handmade, bulky, and very costly. One
does not give a color picture we consider satisfactory. The other is extremely complex, and has 12 critical

www.americanradiohistory.com

interdependent adjustments for bringing the three colors into registration.
That makes thousands of combinations
of adjustments possible, only one of
which is correct."
Mr. Siragusa added that one of Admiral's engineers had spent a year
merely learning the technique of making the registration adjustments, and
said that "when the color -tube problem
is solved we will be able to manufacture
sets at a price well within the reach of
the great mass of American families."
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on a 5 -tube a.c. -d.c. midget. As soon as

UNUSUAL TV SERVICE CASES
A

pretty pair of tricky ones-

Could you have cracked them?

THE PERSISTENT INTERMITTENT

The trouble was that lines or groups
of lines were missing in the picture.
Sometimes it appeared as though part
of a frame were superimposed on the
whole frame. Seldom did the picture
lose either horizontal or vertical sync.
Sometimes the video would be missing
in one or several irregularly spaced
bands, an inch or so wide. Occasionally
the set would work perfectly for a
week. Trouble was usually in the afternoon, seldom at night.
I worked (intermittently) on the
problem for over a year. The set was
bench tested several times. It was baked

till the plastic installation was ready
to drip. Capacitors were replaced. All
to no effect. The set had a perfect bench
record, but never failed to act up in the
home. The afternoon cycle of interference was especially mystifying.
The trouble must be outside the set,
I thought. I discovered that I could
duplicate the video display by flicking
the antenna terminals with a screwdriver. I decided the interference, whatever it was, must be coming in via the
antenna. An ohmmeter was placed
across the terminals of the 300 -ohm
lead. Violent gyration of the antenna
and lead revealed nothing. Inch -by-inch
inspection also produced no results.
An inside antenna was substituted
for the outside one. Signals were weaker, but the trouble was still there. (The
above tests were carried out at various
times because of the intermittent nature of the trouble.)
After prolonged self -consultation I
asked: "Could the trouble actually be
in the old antenna and be radiating to
the indoor one ?" I shorted and grounded the outside lead. The set operated
without a peep of interference.
Then we took down the line and
placed each side across a storage battery. After a few seconds one side
opened up! Only then was it revealed
that the strands at one point were
alternately broken so that they lapped
each other by about a quarter of an
inch. (See the drawing.) The lead went
ONE SIDE OF

3001.

make and break contact in the wind. At
night the plastic tightened ,and the
wires made good contact.
The moral of this story is to short
and ground out any suspected antenna
when another is substituted
Edward
P. Eardley

!-

THE UNEXPLAINABLE JITTER
My most unusual service job was on
a Transvision model A chassis with a
12 -inch tube. The complaint was a horizontal jitter in the picture. Close observation showed that the video information on random lines was displaced
horizontally 1/4 to 1/2 inch. The vertical
edges of the raster were straight and
did not tear but the picture information
within the line moved back and forth.
The jitter did not follow modulation on
the sound channel.
After substituting tubes and checking
resistors and capacitors, I hooked up
the scope. With it, I detected a slight
fuzziness on the peaks of the waveform
anywhere in the horizontal sweep circuit from the sync amplifiers to the deflection yoke. The fuzziness on the
waveform represented a voltage which
was only about 2 to 5% of the total. I
replaced the horizontal oscillator and
flyback transformers and the yoke, one
by one, without eliminating the trouble.
I left the TV set running on the
bench while I stopped to do a quick job

the little set started working it picked
up the usual warbling note from the
horizontal sweep circuit of the TV set.
Suddenly, I noticed a hissing and spitting noise in the background of the
horizontal sweep radiation. This unusual background noise was exactly in
step with the interference in the
picture.
Now the path was clear! I made a
probe consisting of a piece of shielded
mike cable with the insulated center
lead extending about 1 inch beyond the
shield. The other end of the center conductor was connected to the antenna
post of the AM set through a .001 -µf
capacitor and the shield was grounded
to the radio chassis.
By placing the end of the probe close
to the various components in the horizontal sweep circuit, I was able to detect
the nature of the voltage in each. When
the probe was placed close to the 47,000 ohm, 1 -watt feedback resistor (between
the damper -tube plate and the horizontal oscillator) the hissing was much
louder. I changed this resistor and the
trouble cleared up. I had previously
checked this resistor and found that its
resistance was right on the button.
After completing the repair joh, I
continued to experiment with the probe
and found that this method of signal
tracing can be extremely useful. I can
probe anywhere in a TV set and get the
characteristic sounds of each circuit.
For example, there is the low- frequency
buzz from the vertical circuits and the
swishing from the video amplifiers.
I have found that the ear can detect
foreign sounds that are 20 to 40 db
below the level of the principal signal
coming through. Such extraneous signals are often difficult to detect on a
scope because it is a linear device and
signals 20 db or so down are likely to
be lost on the trace. -William H.
Greenbaum.

RIBBON LINE

BREAK

WIRE

C

H 1/41r -up along the west wall of the house,
and evidently in the afternoons the
temperatures were high enough to ex-

pand the plastic and allow the wires to

Suggested by Richard Prato, Detroit. Mich.

"Dear, you'd better call the servicemen-we're getting
an awful lot of people on the screen lately."
RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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are operated at maximum gain. Therefore, a.g.c. voltage should not be applied to the tuner until the r.f. signal
level is high enough to overload the
first i.f. amplifier. In the average set
using a cascode tuner, the tuner a.g.c.
bias should be delayed until the input
signal rises to 300 to 500 microvolts.
Applying tuner- a.g.c. voltage too soon
reduces the r.f.- signal voltage to the
point where converter noise predominates and decreases the signal -to -noise
ratio.
If the a.g.c. voltage is delayed too
long, the first i.f. amplifier will overload and there may be cross -modulation
in the tuner. So, to provide optimum
receiver performance under all operating conditions, various TV set manufacturers have developed various methods of delaying the application of a.g.c.
voltage to the tuner.
The grid -voltage plate- current characteristics of the triode r.f. amplifiers
and the i.f. amplifier pentodes are vastly different. This makes it desirable to
use different values of a.g.c. voltage on
the tuner and i.f. strip in addition to
the delayed a.g.c. on the tuner.
The basic system of delaying and
grading the a.g.c. voltages for the r.f.
and i.f. circuits consists of developing
the a.g.c. voltage across a voltage divider which is common to a portion of
the B plus circuit. The a.g.c. and B plus
voltages are polarized so that their currents flow in opposite directions through
the voltage divider. If the currents
through any section of the divider are
equal, the net result will be zero current and the voltage across this section is also zero. The voltage at any
point on the divider can be varied by
varying the magnitude of one of the
currents. Since the B voltage is fixed
and the available a.g.c. voltage depends
on the strength of the incoming signal,

JULY. 1.953

Shorts
Improved a.g.c. systems
for better TV reception
in weak- signal locations

ROBERT F. SCOTT

NOW that more and more people
are buying TV sets in extreme
fringe areas 100 miles or more
from the nearest station, most
set manufacturers have switched to
cascode tuners for their higher gain and
exceptionally high signal -to -noise ratio. Cascode r.f. amplifiers provide the
highest signal -to-noise ratio when they

the voltage at any point can be made
to vary between any two desirable levels
by careful selection of the divider resistances and the B plus voltage. Clamping diodes or a fixed negative bias
source are used to prevent the r.f. amplifier grid voltage from dropping below the minimum level required for
proper operation for the optimum signal -to -noise ratio.
The Du Mont system
The a.g.c. circuit in the Du Mont
RA -166, RA -167, and similar chassis is
essentially a standard 6AU6 keyed a.g.c. system with provision for delaying the application of the tuner a.g.c.
voltage. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
The 6AU6 a.g.c. -keyer tube develops
a negative voltage across the a.g.c. load
resistor which consists of R5, R3, and
R4 in series. With a strong signal applied to the antenna terminals of the
set, a plate current of approximately
225 ta flows to ground through the
a.g.c. load resistors. By itself, this current would make point A about 55 volts
negative with respect to ground, but
note that point A is also connected to
the 270-volt B plus line through Rl and
R2. Resistors Rl, R2, R3, and R4 now
form a B plus voltage divider. A current of 100 µá flows from ground to the
270-volt line. This 100 -µa current opposes the normal 225 -ga current produced by the 6AU6, so the net current
through R3 and R4 is reduced to only
125 µa. This current, flowing from the

6AU6 plate to ground, makes point A
31 volts negative and the junction of
R3 and R4 approximately 5.9 volts negative. The i.f. amplifiers receive their
a.g.c. voltage from this point.
Since Rl and R2 are in series between
points 31 volts negative and 270 volts
positive, there is a total voltage drop
of 301 volts across them. This voltage
divides with a drop of about 274 volts
across Rl and 27 volts across R2. This
makes point B 27 volts positive with respect to point A, or 4 volts negative
with respect to ground. The a.g.c. voltage for the tuner is tapped off at

point B.
A reduction in the strength of the
incoming signal decreases the negative
voltage developed at A. As A becomes
more positive there is a corresponding
change in the voltage at B. For example, if A rises 4 volts from minus
31 to minus 27, B rises from minus 4
volts to zero.
If the signal is too weak to develop
minus 27 volts at A, point B would go
positive if it were not for the action
of diode D2. The instant point B starts
to go positive, D2 conducts and presents
a low- impedance path to ground, so
B remains at ground potential.
Diode D1 is connected in parallel with
D2 through the 220,000 -ohm a.g.c. -filter
resistor. When the plate of D2 is at
zero volts, contact potential develops
about minus 0.5 volt at the plate of Dl.
This contact potential supplies the
minimum bias of 0,5 volt that must be
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v2 12AU7 REGULATOR

Delayed keyed- a.g.c. circuits of the late -model Du Mont RA -166, 167,
170, and 171 Telesets. The 12AU7 voltage -regulator tube stabilizes the gain of
the 6AU6 a.g.c. amplifier against variations in B plus and power -line voltages.
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used to prevent the cascode r.f. amplifier from drawing excessive plate cur-

rent.

The 12AU7 voltage -regulator tube
stabilizes the 6AU6 cathode voltage and
prevents the a.g.c. voltage from being
affected by fluctuations in B plus load
or power -line voltages. The 12AU7 grid
is supplied with 150 volts fixed bias
from a B plus voltage divider. The
6AU6 screen and 12AU7 plate are tied
together and connected to the 270 -volt
line. The cathodes of the tubes are returned to ground through the same resistive network.
The circuit is balanced so that a
change in the 6AU6 cathode current
produces a change in the common cathode bias. This causes an equal and opposite change in the cathode current of
the 12AU7. In this way, the 6AU6
cathode voltage and the voltage drop
across R6 are held at a comparatively
constant level.

Zenith delayed a.g.c.
The a.g.c. system of the Zenith
19K20, 19K22, 19K23, and 21K20
chassis is shown in Fig. 2. Note that
the cathode of the first i.f. amplifier is
returned to the junction of the 100- and
180-ohm resistors (Rl and R2) in the
cathode return of the third i.f. stage.
The combined cathode currents of the
first and third i.f. stages produce a
voltage drop across R2 which makes
the cathode of the first i.f. amplifier
about 9.3 volts positive with respect to
ground. The grid of the third i.f. amplifier is returned to the junction of
Rl and R2, so it is biased solely by the
drop across Rl. The voltage at the junction of Rl and R2 varies from about 8
volts with no signal to 4 volts with a
strong signal.
On weak signals the a.g.c. keyer does
not conduct heavily and test -point F is
approximately 8 volts positive. This
positive voltage is dissipated in the
2.2- megohm a.g.c. resistor, so it does
not reach the grid of the r.f. amplifier.
(Any tendency of the r.f. amplifier grid
to go positive causes grid current to
flow. The grid current causes the full
positive voltage to appear as a voltage
drop across the 2.2- megohm resistor.)
Actually, the grid of the r.f. amplifier
is biased about 0.5 volt negative by the
contact bias caused by the high resistance (2.2 megohms) in series with
the grid.
The 8 -volt positive a.g.c. voltage is
applied to the grid of the first i.f. amplifier. But the cathode of this stage is
9.3 volts positive, so its grid is actually
1.3 volts negative with respect to the
cathode. In this way, proper operating
bias is applied to the i.f. amplifier under weak -signal conditions. The first
and second i.f. amplifiers are connected
in series for d.c., so any change in the
first -i.f. plate current due to a.g.c. action produces a similar change in the
plate current of the second stage.
On strong signals, the a.g.c. keyer
conducts heavily and point F becomes
4 to 5 volts negative. This voltage is
applied to the first i.f. amplifier through
the 68 -ohm resistor, and to the tuner
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the Philco delayed a.g.c. circuit. See
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through the 2.2- megohm resistor. Thus,
when the signal strength changes from
weak to strong, the r.f.- amplifier bias
changes from minus 0.5 to minus 5
volts, while the i.f. amplifier bias
changes from minus 1.3 to minus 4.3
volts. This differential in the r.f. and
i.f. a.g.c. voltages is necessary because
of the difference in the cutoff characteristics of triodes and pentodes.

A.g.c. in Philco sets
In the first production runs of the
Philco type -35 r.f. chassis, the tuner r.f. amplifier and the i.f. amplifiers
were connected to the same a.g.c. bus
so there was no grading or delay of the
voltage applied to either circuit.
In later production runs, the tuner a.g.c. circuit was modified to permit the
tuner to operate with full gain until
the r.f. signal reaches about 300 microvolts. The tuner-a.g.c. lead was disconnected from the a.g.c. rectifier and connected to the sync separator as shown
in Fig. 3. This gives good sensitivity
and a high signal -to -noise ratio for
weak -signal reception while still maintaining adequate a.g.c. control to prevent overloading the i.f. amplifier on
strong signals.
The positive sync pulses cause grid
current to flow and develop a negative
bias on the grid of the second sync separator stage. The time -constant of
the sync- separator grid circuit maintains the bias constant for the duration
of several horizontal lines while allowing it to vary with slow changes in the
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level of the sync tips. The level of the
sync tips is held constant at the trans-

mitter, so the voltage which the sync
pulses develop at the sync-separator
grid will be directly proportional to the
strength of the received signal. Since
this voltage is proportional to signal
strength, it can be used as a source of
a.g.c. bias.

A tuner- a.g.c. bias bearing the proper
relationship to the i.f.- a.g.c. voltage is
tapped off the 3.3- megohm -330,000-ohm
voltage-divider network in the grid return of the second sync separator. A
positive delay bias for the tuner- a.g.c.
line is obtained through the 5.6- megohm
resistor from the B plus line. In the
absence of a sync signal (no signal input to the receiver) the positive delay
bias would tend to make the r.f.-amplifier grid positive. This is prevented by
connecting the plate of a clamping diode to the a.g.c. line. If the line goes
positive, the diode conducts so that the
a.g.c. line is held close to ground potential.
The operation of the cathode-follower
type first sync separator and noise gate
were described in the September, 1952,
installment of this series.
In this circuit the 6AT6 is equivalent
to a triode and a separate diode rectifier, in spite of the common cathode.
In some models the triode section of
the 6AT6 is replaced by one unit of a
12AV7, and the diode is one section of
a 12AU7 -with plate and grid connected together. The other half of the
12AU7 is second sync separator. END
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report on

sonne of the
larger systems

FT.

FIRST INSTALLATION
OVER 6 MILES
FROM ANTENNA

Amplifier unit of the RCA SX-8CT
tower amplifier distribution system.

By E. D. LUCAS, JR.

THE community -television system
for bringing good TV reception to
entire towns or cities has become
big business in the short span of
three years. More than 160 companies
are now operating community systems
in 26 states. Some of these systems
serve as many as 2,000 homes, and the
plant investment in the larger installations amounts to a quarter of a million dollars or more.
While a community -TV system is
basically an expanded version of the
master-antenna devices installed in
apartment houses, hotels, or dealers'
stores (see "TV Distribution Systems"
by Eric Leslie, in the January, 1953
RADIO- ELECTRONICS) it must actually
be treated like a public utility. In plant
investment, in construction, in operating and maintenance techniques, the
larger community installations resemble local independent telephone companies in rendering a communications
service to several hundred, or even
thousands, of subscribers.
The elements of a community -TV
system include: one or more receiving
antennas mounted on a tower or
towers; r.f. amplifiers, often with associated channel converters and automatic- gain -control equipment; and distribution circuits for feeding the amplified TV signals to individual subscribers. Associated with the principal
elements are the miscellany of other

essential items, including coaxial cables
of various kinds, steel supporting or
"messenger" cable, lashing wire, poles
and crossarms, power transformers,
and test equipment.

Preliminary tests
Every installation of a communityTV system should start with a field
survey to determine the best site for
the master antennas, since picture
quality is the only product the system
has for sale. There are several technical and economic factors to be considered. On the technical side, signal
levels should be measured accurately
under varying weather conditions and
at various times of the day and night
to determine maxima and minima.
(Most manufacturers of communityTV equipment recommend a minimum
of 100 microvolts at the antenna on
each channel, although some systems

are operating with daytime signals as
low as 70 microvolts.) Electrical noise
from power lines, automotive ignition,
and FM or AM radio and television
interference at the antenna site should
be studied. Other important factors
include airline distances to the TV
transmitters; reports from neighboring set owners, if any, as to consistency
of signals; distance of the proposed site
from the nearest power source, and
to the nearest homes; and accessibility
of the site -especially in bad weather.
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Antennas
Most community installations use an
individual Yagi antenna for each channel to be received. Where signals are
extremely weak, vertically and horizontally stacked Yagi arrays may be
necessary, especially on high -band v.h.f.
channels or on u.h.f. (These complex
arrays are very bulky for low -band
v.h.f. channels.) Corner reflectors and
arrays with large numbers of driven
elements backed up by "bedspring" reflectors have also proved useful for
pulling in distant high-band- v.h.f. and
u.h.f. stations.
Where there is room enough at the
antenna site, some community -TV operators have installed rhombic antennas, but the general experience with
rhombics has been disappointing. They
are so highly directional that orientation is a very tricky job, and most
community- antenna sites are on exposed hilltops where gales are apt to
change the orientation of a rhombic
without notice.
Where the signal level is reasonably
good -200 microvolts or more on each
channel -well- designed all- channel antennas are suitable. But individual
Yagi antennas of good electrical design and sturdy mechanical construction, properly cut for each channel to
be received, are probably the best and
certainly the most popular types for
community systems. For one thing,
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most preamplifiers are designed to
boost individual channels; and this
makes it easier to line up each antenna for maximum signal, and it eliminates low -level mixing networks, and
simplifies the problem of equalizing the
output on all channels. Separate antennas also make it possible to trap out
noise or interference on an individual channel basis.
A sensible safeguard, especially
where the antenna site is on a relatively inaccessible mountaintop, is to provide duplicate antennas, lead -ins, and
preamplifiers, with changeover- switching facilities at the bottom of the mountain or some easily reached spot.
When installing the antennas, it is
important to check reception at various
heights because of the "layer" effect.
Layering occurs because ground waves
and reflected waves will be either additive or subtractive depending on their
phase relations at various heights above
the ground. For example, good signals
may be received at a height of 60 feet,
while 10 feet higher or lower the level
may be down 10 db.
Where necessary, traps can be inserted in the lead -in cable from the antenna to eliminate interference from
FM stations, amateur transmitters, or
adjacent -channel TV stations. These
high -Q traps, usually of the bridged -T
type, pass the desired channel with
minimum attenuation (1 db or less)
and attenuate unwanted frequencies by
40 db or more. The lead -in -cable is
generally RG -5 /U coaxial; but RG11/U cable is more suitable for runs of
more than 75 feet with weak signals,
especially on higher frequencies. This
cable should be anchored firmly to the
antenna and tower, of course, to prevent whipping in the wind. An antenna- matching network is installed when
feeding a single broad -band preamplifier from several individual channel antennas, and matching transformers are
used, of course, for hooking up 300 -ohm
antennas to 72-ohm lead -in cable.

Fig. 1 -Block diagram of SKL (Spencer- Kennedy Laboratories) community TV antenna system. Individual -channel
antennas feed up to three cascaded
broadband amplifiers through a matching network.
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Fig. 3 -Block diagram of Philco community-TV antenna distribution system.
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each channel and a.g.c. See Fig. 2. This
combination is used in many SKL and

Jerrold installations.
3. Individual -channel preamplifiers;
similar strip -type re- amplifiers with
output- mixing network and a.g.c. See

CHANNELS

3

6

10

HEAD END EQUIP AT ANT SITE

Fig. 3. This system is used in Philco
and some International Telemeter installations.
4. Individual -channel preamplifiers;
high-to -low and low -to -low channel ,converters (either or both) ; similar strip type re- amplifiers with output- mixing
networks and a.g.c. See Fig. 4. RCA,
Jerrold, and International Telemeter
use this system.
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Head -end equipment
Electronic equipment for amplifying
the signals picked up at the communityantenna site includes one or more of the
following three major units: preamplifier; channel converter ; and output
amplifier (with or without a.g.c.).
Four principal techniques have been
employed with these head -end units:
1. Broad -band preamplifiers and output amplifiers. One example is the
Spencer-Kennedy Laboratories' "distributed" amplifier, used without either
channel converters or a.g.c. The number
of broad -band preamplifiers connected
in cascade at the antenna site depends,
naturally, on the incor±ing- signal level,
amplifier gain, and the output level required to overcome cable losses and deliver adequate signal to the next amplifier. As many as three SKL broad -band
amplifiers have been cascaded at the
antenna site. See Fig. 1.
"re2. Broad -band preamplifiers;
amplifier" with separate strips for
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Fig. 2 -A composite dual- antenna community TV system. Preamplifier feeds
"re- amplifiers" with individual a.g.c.
The input lines are shown at top of
channel units; outputs at the bottom
feed broadband amplifiers which supply
signals to the distribution system.
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Fig. 4-Jerrold community -TV system.
Channel converters eliminate high band losses in transmission lines, and
reduce adjacent- channel interference.
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5 -The SE L "distributed" amplifier. Grid and plate networks delay
signals so that all outputs are in phase.
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Preamplifiers for community -TV systems generally have low -noise input
circuits and voltage gains ranging from
about 20 to 55 db. The object is the
highest possible signal -to -noise ratio,
since the first amplifier stage establishes the minimum system -noise level.
In a few cases a stage of amplification
has been used in the form of a single tube booster directly at the antenna
terminals atop the tower. A unit like
the Taco Supercharger provides a gain
of up to 18 db with a single GAK5 stage
carefully tuned for maximum gain, narrow bandwidth, and high signal -to -noise
ratio. Power is supplied from a small
24 -volt transformer at the tower base.
Broadband preamplifiers have the
advantage of coverin;; several channels with a single unit, and provide
moderate gain with a minimum number
of tubes. Their disadvantages are: no
gain control for individual channels;
usually no method of adjusting level
except by means of line pads with insertion loss; and no a.g.c.
The SKL amplifier
The SKL model 212TV chain amplifier (Fig. 5) is a two -stage "distributed" amplifier. Each stage consists of
six 6AK5 tubes, with their plates and
grids connected at intervals along ar-

tificial delay lines. Signals entering
the input travel down the grid delay
line, which is formed by inductances
and the input capacitances of the tubes.
Each wave of signals excites successive
grids until it is finally absorbed by the
grid terminating resistor. Meanwhile,
an amplified wave is initiated in the
plate line and travels toward the output. This forward wave increases in
amplitude at each successive plate until it reaches the output.
Gain of this broad-band amplifier averages about 20 db over the entire
band from 40 to 225 mc. One major
advantage of this type of amplifier, in
addition to its broad response, is its
reliability. There is no appreciable frequency drift and failure of a tube does
not mean the failure of the entire amplifier but merely a loss of about 1.6 db
in gain. Drawbacks are: lower gain for
a given number of tubes; no gain control for various channels, and thus the
need for an equalizer; possible cumulative build -up in frequency- response
errors as amplifiers are cascaded.
The Jerrold equipment
The Jerrold broad -band amplifier,
model ABC -213, has separate amplifier strips for the low and high v.h.f.

JULY, 1953
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bands. Both have a low -noise grounded grid 6BQ7 input stage (Fig. 6.), followed by three 6CB6 double -tuned
stages for the low band (a), and four
GAK5 double -tuned stages in the high band strip (b) . Both strips are peaked
to give maximum gain at the upper end
of each band. The gain of the low-band
strip ranges from 28 to 37 db; high band gain from 30 to 35 db. The output
level of each strip is nominally about
0.5 volt r.m.s., but when used to amplify
signals from several channels the output of each strip is kept down to about
0.2 volt to avoid cross -modulation.

UNNOTED RESISTORS VARY WITH CHANNEL

Fig.

7- Philco

UNNOTED CAPS .001

low -band preamplifier.
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average gain of about 25 db. Strips are
equipped with Jones plugs for easy replacement in the power -supply chassis,
a desirable feature from the standpoint of maintenance.
The Jerrold strip -type preamplifier
(Fig. 8) includes a low -noise cascode
input stage with a 6AK5 feeding a
grounded -grid 6J6, and four stagger tuned 6AK5 amplifier stages. Nominal
gain is about 54 db on low -band channels and 48 db on the high band.
Major advantage of this preamplifier
is its high gain and relatively low
noise. Disadvantages include a tendency toward frequency drift and thus
need for realignment; cross- modulation unless input and output levels are
held within close limits; loss of reception from one channel in case of
failure of one tube.
The RCA tower preamplifier is designed to operate with a channel converter, if required, and is planned for
one -, two -, or three- channel operation.
In a typical installation (Fig. 9), the
preamplifier strips or input amplifiers
(Figs. 10 -a and 10 -b) are staggertuned for a 6 -mc bandwidth, and consist of three cascaded 6AK5 stages for
the low band, with an extra 6AN5 output stage for added gain on the high
band. Total gain of the RCA tower amplifier system, including input- amplifier strip, converter, and output- amplifier strip (similar to Fig. 10 -a), is
about 60 db, with an output level of
about 1.25 volts. Merits and demerits
of these amplifiers are similar to those
made by Jerrold, except that the stability of the RCA design is somewhat
greater and there is gain in the converter stage instead of loss.

Advantages of this amplifier include
fairly high gain with few tubes, compact design, and reasonably low noise
figure. Disadvantages are: it is susceptible to cross- modulation in the presence of strong input signals from several channels; there is no gain control
for individual channels; and failure
of a single tube in either the high- or
low-band strip results in loss of signals
from all stations in the corresponding

Ar,C
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These are available from several
manufacturers, including Philco, RCA,
Jerrold, International Telemeter, and
Lyn Mar Engineers.
Like the other manufacturers, Phil co provides different amplifier-strip
designs for the low and high v.h.f.
bands. The low-band version (Fig. 7)

-a

6BQ7 cascode-type
low -noise input amplifier feeding into
a conventional 6CB6 r.f. stage. The

has two tubes

high -band strip has the same input and
6CB6 stages, plus an additional 6AK5
output stage. Gain on both types of
strip is controlled by varying the
bias on the 6CB6 grid. Stagger tuning
gives a f, -mc bandwidth, with an
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Fig.
Jerrold single- channel preamplifier circuit (values for channel 2).
Fig. 9 -Block diagram of RCA community -TV antenna system. All head -end
units are designed for single-channel operation. Note double- conversion arrangement for changing channel 3 to channel 12, and then back down to channel 2.
Fig. 10 -(a) RCA single- channel preamplifier strip for low band channels. (b)
The RCA high -band single- channel preamplifier has extra r.f. stage to overcome
generally lower signal levels and increased coaxial -line losses at high frequencies.
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MATTHEW MANDL*

Left -hand foldover caused by excessive plate voltage on
the horizontal oscillator in a Synchroguide sweep system.

have asked
of
about the advantages of tilting

ANiJ

antennas in ultra- fringe areas.
This may reduce fading and
improve the signal strength for stations beyond the line of sight. The same
holds true for nearer stations in mountainous terrain where the signal arrives at an angle above the horizontal.
In some instances, tilting the antenna
upward 15 to 20 degrees has improved
reception to a considerable extent.
Several factors must be considered.
A dipole antenna with a reflector has
the vertical- directivity pattern shown
in Fig. 1 (looking at the antenna from
the side). Single -bay antennas have a
fairly broad pickup so that the reduction in strength for a signal arriving at an angle B or C is not too severe.
When directors are added to such an
antenna to form a Yagi the pattern
elongates and becomes narrower as
shown in Fig. 2. Here an upward
tilt would be very helpful if signals
arrive at an angle above the horizontal.
When Yagi antennas are stacked, as
shown in Fig. 3, the vertical directivity
pattern becomes extremely narrow, and
virtually no signal would be received
if it arrived at the angle C. This is
why stacked antennas sometimes give
poor reception in ultra- fringe areas
*Author: Mandl's Television Servicing

even though stacking gives a 3 -db increase in forward sensitivity. For the
same reason, increasing the antenna
height may improve reception little unless it is possible to raise the antenna
high enough to intercept the line -of-

sight transmission.
The advantages of stacking of course
can be realized by tilting the stacked
array in the same way as the single bay antenna. The vertical -tilt orientation will be more critical with a
stacked array, though a 15- degree tilt
is a good average for flat terrain beyond the line of sight. When the signal
comes over a mountain top, the angle
will have to be set experimentally for
best average results. If the mountain
is some distance from the receiver the
tilt angle can be determined before
the antenna is attached to the mast.
One technician can hold the antenna
and tilt it at several angles between
10 and 30 degrees, while another
checks performance at the receiver.
A simpler method would be to use
a field- strength meter on the roof -top.
After the proper tilt angle has been
established the antenna can be mounted
20 to 30 feet above the site without too
great a change in the angle of the arriving signal.
W. S. Huffmire reports some interesting results in an area entirely sur-

rounded by 500 -foot hills. Vertical -tilt
effects were obtained by installing horizontal antennas 1/2 or 11/2 wavelengths
above ground. This creates two main
lobes at equal angles to the horizontal.
(See Fig. 4.)

Trailing bars
In an RCA 17T201 receiver the picture is smeared horizontally by dark
shadow bars running from edge to edge
of the raster. These bars show when
a white or very light object appears
against a neutral background in a
scene. Shadows appear as a faint
gray in pictures of little contrast, but
in pictures of great contrast the bars
show up almost black. These bars are
the exact height of the white object in
the scene and follow any motion made
by the object. This trouble does not
appear until the set is in operation
long enough to warm up. I would appreciate any advice you can give me
regarding possible causes of this trouble. E. H., Corona, Calif.
Trailing smears and bars which follow the motion of objects on the screen
are usually caused by troubles in the
video -detector and video -amplifier circuits. The tubes should be checked and
a new video -detector crystal should be
installed. Also check the coupling capacitors in the video-amplifier circuits
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Fig. 1- Vertical -directivity pattern of
a horizontal dipole with reflector. The
principal lobe offers little discrimination against signals from B and C.
JULY, 1953

2-Narrower vertical -directivity
pattern obtained by adding director
elements. The response to signals arrivFig.

ing from C has been reduced about 50%.
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Fig.
Stacked Yagis boost forward
gain, but the extremely narrow principal lobe reduces the response to signals arriving from other directions.
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and values of the load resistors, particularly the one in the video -detector
circuit. An abnormal increase in the
value of load resistors or leaky coupling capacitors can affect the phase

zontal oscillator control and horizontal
oscillator stages against those given in
the service notes for this receiver. If
the voltages are correct, align the synchroguide system with an oscilloscope
according to the step -by-step procedure
given in the service notes. The hold
control will then give good stability at
its center range. Do not adjust the hold
control to position the picture, because
this will cause the foldover again. Picture positioning must be done with the
focus -coil assembly.
The only solution is to install a 50-cycle
phonograph motor (or a non- synchronous, adjustable -speed type) and power

transformer.
In television receivers the flicker results from the frequency and phase
difference between the 60 -cycle vertical

4- Mounting a half -wave horizontal dipole at a multiple of one -half
Fig.

wavelength above the ground splits the
main forward lobe into two or more
tilted lobes. These improve pickup of
signals arriving at vertical angles.

shift and frequency response enough
to cause the condition you described. If
these procedures do not help, check the
peaking coils.

Operation on 50 -cycle lines
We have encountered a difficult problem in television receivers in this area.
Our alternating current is 50-cycle,

and television receivers designed for
60 cycles have a 10 -cycle flicker which
is very annoying. Increasing the filter
capacitance does very little to eliminate
the defect. Many service technicians
have been removing the power transformer, rectifier tube, and filter capacitors and placing them on a separate
chassis. This, however, is expensive
and an unsightly solution. We also have
trouble with small radios as well as
record players. What can be done with
the latter to bring the speed up to
normal and keep the heating down to
a safe limit? F. B., Mexico.
The better-grade radios which are
marked "50-60 cycle" operation will
work on either frequency because the
power transformer and filter components have been designed for such operation. In many cheaper sets the power
transformer just barely meets the requirements for 60 cycles and overheats on 50 -cycle operation. Proper
operation at 50 as well as 60 cycles
requires a transformer with a greater
core area or a larger number of turns
per volt. Windings designed for 60
cycles have less inductive reactance
at the lower frequency and draw excessive current.
The problem is not too serious in a
radio, provided the low-voltage power
supply has adequate filtering. A record
player with a 60 -cycle synchronous motor trouble will not run at the right
speed at a different line frequency.
The increase in the voltage -boost potential resulting from the conversion
has upset the horizontal oscillator circuit. Check the voltages in the hori-

sweep and the 50-cycle line voltage. Additional B plus filtering may help, but
often sufficient hum is introduced by
the fields of the filter choke and power
transformer to produce the flicker. As
you pointed out, service technicians

have found a partial solution in rewiring the unit so that the power supply
is separate from the main chassis. This
puts sufficient distance between sensitive circuits and the fields generated in
the power supply to minimize flicker.

channel. When more directors are added, gain increases, bandwidth decreases, and orientation is more critical.
The double -folded dipole compensates
for the drop in impedance which results
from adding directors to a dipole.
No horizontal hold
The horizontal hold does not work
properly in a Philco 49 -1040 TV receiver. The picture slips and a black
bar appears in the center of the screen.
D., Minneapolis, Minn.

-J.

From your description the trouble
may be in the 270 -µµf capacitor between a section of the horizontal oscillator transformer and the '7N7 blocking oscillator. Replace it with a 270µµf mica or ceramic type. Replacing
the 7N7 horizontal oscillator tube may
also cure the defect. All the resistors
in this circuit section are critical and
should be of 10% tolerance or less.
Adjusting both sides of the transformer
is necessary after changes are made.
H.v. in Philmore
In a Philmore there is no high voltage. The 1B3 -GT fails to light, when
in the set, although it lights when tested externally. I have checked all the
tubes from the horizontal oscillator
through the horizontal output and high voltage systems. All check good and the
d.c. voltages on them are within normal
tolerance. I have replaced the flyback
transformer. What else could cause
this? J. C., Pensacola, Florida.
As you have checked all tubes and
voltages in the horizontal section the
trouble must be caused by a defective
component part. The horizontal oscillator is probably not generating the
necessary sweep signals. If this stage
is not oscillating there will be no horizontal sweep and no high voltage. There
may also be a defective component in
the discharge circuit which is preventing the formation of a sawtooth. The
best way to isolate the defective stage
is to use your oscilloscope to find out
whether the loss of signal occurs after
the oscillator or after the discharge
tube. Then check resistors and capacitors until the defective one is found.
,

Channel -49 Yagi
Please give me dimensions for constructing a channel-49 Yagi. Is it possible to modify an existing 8- element
channel -13 Yagi for channel 49? J. P.,
Winchester, Indi
There is a considerable difference in
dimensions between the two types and
the change-over entails entire rebuilding. Fig. 5 gives the dimensions for a
channel -49 Yagi. The two inner directors should be '7.7 inches in length and
the last director is cut slightly shorter
for increased sound reception for this
z5-

3.8

7.r

Attic antenna
3.5

.r
3x

4.

Fig.

5-Dimensions of channel-49 Yagi.

We would like your opinion regarding
the effect of a slate roof on an antenna
installation in an attic. In an area
where signal strength is high and indoor antennas work well, would the
slate roof diminish signals to a considerable extent? In one installation we
got considerable snow where a slate
roof was overlaid with a layer of asphalt shingles. J. D., Agawam, Mass.
Slate diminishes signals to a much
greater extent than asphalt shingles.
The slate and asphalt combination you
mentioned would give poor results. You
would find a considerable difference in
reception with an outdoor antenna
even though it is no higher than the
antenna under the slate roof. The slate
acts as a partial reflecting surface for
END
high frequencies.
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uhf growing pains mark

first
By ERIC LESLIE
ULY 1, 1952, was the historic date
on which the FCC lifted the ban
on new TV- station construction and
brought in our present "third
period" of TV expansion. On that date
there were 109 TV stations on the air.
Only 11 days later, the first construction permits (coincidentally 11 in number) were granted. One of these was
for Denver's KFEL -TV (channel 2)
and one for Portland's KPTV (channel
27). These were the first post-freeze
v.h.f. and u ;h.f. stations to get on the
air.
And it didn't take them long to get
going. KFEL -TV hit the air with test
programs on July 18, less than three
weeks after the freeze was lifted. The
first u.h.f. station, KPTV, started
broadcasting September 18, and the
third post- freeze station (Denver again,
KBTV on channel 9) went on the air
October 2. From then on, new stations
started transmitting in such numbers
that their openings attracted little
attention outside their own service

areas.
In spite of tests carried on for more
than two years at Bridgeport and elsewhere, no one was willing to stick his
neck out and predict what would happen on the new u.h.f. TV band. There
was more than a little quiet skepticism
about u.h.f. in the industry. The best
indication of the broadcasters' attitude
was a frantic rush for v.h.f. assignments and a relative coolness toward
allocations in the u.h.f. spectrum.
But when KPTV started broadcasting, it became apparent that the situation was not going to be so bad after
all. Coverage was actually somewhat
greater than had been expected, though
shadow effect was exactly as bad as
had been predicted. It rapidly became
clear that TV owners with a tall hill
between them and the transmitter
would have to keep on going to the
movies for visual entertainment.
The antenna problem- another of the
great unknowns-was not as hard to
crack as expected. A simple u.h.f.
antenna would
the lead -in was not
too long -bring in a satisfactory signal
in good locations. Some TV owners
near the station found it quite possible
to get good pictures with indoor antennas -the old familiar rabbit ears.
Portland's success was somewhat
marred because it immediately became
a testing ground for all the new u.h.f.
equipment developed up to that time,
much of which was unsatisfactory. But

-if

year of unfreeze
resumé of the TV industry's
achievements-and mistakes
on the new television channels
A

-

it was a great triumph for u.h.f., and
swung the spirits of the promotional
experts from pessimism to extreme
optimism. Customers in newer areas
were assured that u.h.f. was a cinch
no outdoor antenna needed, no interference as on v.h.f. -in fact no problems
at all! To which the outraged purchaser

-

often had to add-no picture! Previous
pessimism had harmed Portland by
making dealers over -careful about
stocking up on u.h.f. equipment, with
the result that there was a nearfamine when the station opened. Optimism did far more damage in later
u.h.f. areas by letting down set owners
who had been talked into inadequate
setups by salesmen who knew no more
about the facts of life on the u.h.f band
than the customer did. Once he got
the idea -from the results he got in
his own home and at his own expense
-that u.h.f. TV was not good, he became a very effective barrier to new
sales to his neighbors, and it was only
when his own installation had been
straightened out that the overdue u.h.f.
antennas blossomed out on other houses
in the vicinity.
Transmitters contributed their share
to the snarl. All started out with less
power than had been considered sufficient for adequate coverage. And
more than one had difficulty in maintaining even that power. Variations
from day to day-or even hour to
hour -as tubes or other components
moved toward breakdown caused the
customer to blame alternately his receiver, the conditions, the transmitter,
and himself for letting himself be
talked into u.h.f. TV.
A little experience straightened out
most of the earlier problems. After
the first few days of broadcasting the
capabilities and limitations of various
antennas, tuners, and converters were
pretty well pinpointed. Within a month
or so the transmitters were working
with reasonable regularity. And the
public had learned to be very skeptical
of anyone's claims. Servicing u.h.f.
receivers is still full of unsolved problems, but the technician has lost his
fear of them. He knows that the bulk
of the troubles occur in the body of the
receiver and not in the front end
exactly as with v.h.f. sets. And when
troubles do occur in the front end, they

-
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can be remedied merely by replacing a
tube as often as in sets built for the
lower frequencies.
The question of coverage has been
at least partly settled-though possibly increases in transmitter power
may reopen it in some locations, and
the effect of foliage in heavily wooded
areas may make the summer and
winter patterns somewhat different.
Experience with the first few stations

indicates that a good signal may be
expected up to about 30 miles over
relatively fiat, clear terrain. Good signals may be laid down even at 40
miles, in some places, but somewhere
between those two distances we are
likely to run into the limit of practical
reception unless transmitter or receiver
antenna sites are exceptional.
And above all things, u.h.f. does not
render the outdoor antenna unnecessary. This fallacy was probably responsible for more unhappiness than any
combination of other misconceptions.
Not only is a good outdoor antenna
needed in the majority of installations,
but the boys who have been putting
them up say that each u.h.f.-antenna
installation is likely to be a highly
individual job, with small variations
adding up to big differences in results
obtained. Even more than in the case
of v.h.f., the antenna is the most important part of the receiver.
In the earliest installations, some of
the best -publicized types of antennas
and lead-ins gave very poor results,
in spite of all the skill and care of the
technician. But by now, the types that
do not work well on u.h.f. have been
pretty well weeded out, and are no
longer likely to be an important factor.
The same goes for converters. Some
of those used at Portland worked
others did not. But because Portland
by that very fact became the laboratory
of u.h.f., manufacturers have been able
to correct equipment weaknesses, and
the technician is not likely to run into
the same troubles with components in
the future. Would that as much could
be said for the claims of the "sales
engineers" whose statements never
seem to have been de- bugged, no matter
how often contradicted by the evidence
of actual reception.
All TV stations in operation as of
May 26 are listed on page 44.
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WGN -TV
WNBO

Alabama
WAFM -TV
WBRC -TV
WALA -TV

WKAB -TV
WCOV -TV

Birmingham
Birmingham

13

Mobile
Mobile
Montgomery

10

6

WEEK -TV

WTVO
WHBF-TV

Chicago
Chicago
Peoria
Rockford
Rock Island

9
S

43
39
4

48

KOPO -TV

Tucson

Phoenix

KOLN -TV
KMTV

WOW-TV

Lincoln
Lincoln
Omaha
Omaha

IO
12
3

6

New Jersey

Indiana
WTTV

Mesa (Phoenix)

KFOR -TV

WGAL -TV
WKST -TV

20

Arizona
KTYL -TV
KPHO -TV

Nebraska

12

5
13

WFBM -TV
WFAM -TV

WLBC -TV
WSBT -TV

Bloomington
Indianapolis

10

Lafayette

59

Muncie

49

South Bend

34

6

WFPG-TV
WATY

Little Rock

17

WHUM -TV
WBRE -TY

Newark

13

WSBA-TV

WOI -TV
WOC -TV

California
KMJ -TV
KECA -TV

Fresno
Los Angeles

7

KHJ -TV

Los Angeles

9

KLAC -TV
KNBH

Los

KNXT

Los

KTLA

Los

KTTV

Los

KFMB -TV

San

KGO-TV

San

KPIX

San

KRON -TV
KVEC-TV

San

Los

San

24

Angeles
Angeles
Angeles
Angeles
Angeles
Diego
Francisco
Francisco
Francisco
Luis Obispo

KVTV

Ames

4

Davenport

6

Sioux City

9

Kentucky

13

4
2

WAVE -TV
WHAS -TV

Louisville
Louisville

3

II

5

4

II
8

Louisiana

7

WAFB -TV

5

WDSU -TV

Baton Rouge
New Orleans

28
6

Colorado

WABI -TV

Colorado Springs

KBTV

Denver
Denver
Pueblo

KFEL -TV

KDZA -TY

9

2
3

WKNB -TV

WNHC -TV

30

New Haven

6

Wilmington

12

District of Columbia
WMAL -TV
WNBW
WTOP -TV
WTTG

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

WTVJ

WSUN -TV

Fort Lauderdale
Jacksonville
Miami
St. Petersburg

WAAM

Baltimore
Baltimore
Baltimore

13

II

WSB -TV

Massachusetts
WBZ-TV

Boston

4

WNAC -TV
WHYN -TV
WWLP

Boston

7

Holyoke
Springfield

55
61

4

New York

II

WHAM -TV

Rochester

6

WRGB

4

WSYR -TV

Schenectady
Syracuse

WHEN

Syracuse

WKTV

Utica

WJAR -TV

II

Providence

York

WCOS -TV

Columbia

25

South Dakota
KELO -TV

Sioux Falls

I I

2

9

Tennessee
WMCT
WSM -TV

Memphis
Nashville

5

4

5
8

Texas

13

KFDA -TV
KGNC -TV
KTBC -TV

Amarillo
Amarillo

10

...........

4

Greensboro

2

WFAA -TV

Dallas

8

KROD -TV

El Paso

4

KTSM -TV

El Paso

9

WBAP -TV

Fort Worth

KGUL-TV

Galveston

KPRC -TV

Houston

KUHT

8
Houston
II
Lubbock
13
Lubbock
5
San Antonio
San Antonio ........ 4
3
Wichita Falls
6
Wichita Falls

WDAY -TV

Fargo

6

KCJB -TV

Minot

13

WAKR -TV
WCPO-TV
WKRC -TV
WLWT
WEWS

WNBK
WXEL
WBNS -TV

WHIO -TV

4

WLWD
WLOK -TV

7

WSPD -TV

Grand Rapids
Kalamazoo

7

Lansing

6

WFMJ -TV
WKBN -TY
WH -12 -TV

Saginaw

43

WFMY -TV

64

4

28

KRLD -TV

Battle Creek ..
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit

23

61

3

WBKZ -TV
WW1 -TV
WJBK -TV
WXYZ -TV
WOOD -TV
WKZO -TV
WJIM -TV
WKNX -TV

3

2

33

Charlotte

WLWC

2

3

WBTV

4

5

6

Austin
Dallas

WTVN

KCBD -TV

Akron
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati ..
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland

49

Columbus
Columbus
Columbus
Dayton
Dayton
Lima
Toledo
Youngstown
Youngstown

10

9
12

5
5

KDUB -TV
KEYL

WOAI -TV
KFDX -TV

KWFT-TV

7
4

S

II
2

4
9

3

....
..

Zanesville

6

Utah
KDYL -TV
KSL -TV

Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City

4
5

7

2

73
13

73
27
50

57

Virginia
WLVA -TV
WTAR -TV
WTVR

WROV -TV
WSLS -TV

Lynchburg
Norfolk
Richmond
Roanoke
Roanoke

13

4
6

27
10

4

Oklahoma

38

5
8

KSTP -TV

WCCO -TV

Duluth
Minneapolis -St.Paul
Minneapolis

38
.

5

7

4

KVOS -TY

KOTV

Tulsa

6

KING -TV

KHp -TV
KXLY-TV

KPTV

Jackson

KTNT-TV

Portland

West Virginia
Pennsylvania
WFBG -TV
WLEV-TV

Missouri
WDAF -TV

Kansas City

KSD -TV

St. Louis

KTTS -TV

Springfield

4
5
10

12
Bellingham
5
Seattle
6
Spokane
Spokane ........... 4
II
Tacoma

27

25

11

7

Lawton
Oklahoma City

Oregon

9

4

Washington

KSWO-TV
WKY-TV

4

2

Illinois
WBKB

New York
New York

20

WJTV

Chicago
Chicago

New

WNBT

Arbor

Mississippi

WBBM -TV

WCBS -TV

Ohio

WFTV

Honolulu
Honolulu

5

Ann

Hawaii
KGMB -TV
KONA

7

New York

WPAG -TV

Georgia
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta

New York

4

2

Minnesota
WAGA -TV
WLWA

WABC -TV
WABD

7

9

....

24

North Dakota

Michigan

Floridc
WFTL -TV
WMBR -TV

5

43

Delaware
WDEL -TV

Bangor

Maryland
WBAL-TV
WMAR -TV

Bridgeport
New Britain

Elmira

II

Connecticut
WICC -TV

12

North Carolina

Maine

KKTV

Binghamton
Buffalo

4
6

10

South Carolina

WNBF -TV
WBEN -TV
WTVE

WOR -TV
WPIX

8

45

Rhode Island

Albuquerque

New York

Iowa

WDTV
WEEU -TV

46

Arkansas
KRTV

WPTZ

Atlantic City

New Mexico
KOB -TV

WCAU -TV
WFIL -TV

Lancaster
New Castle
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Reading
Reading
Wilkes -Barre
York

WICU
WHP -TV
WJAC -TV

WSAZ -TV

Altoona

IO

Bethlehem
Erie

51

Harrisburg

55

Johnstown

lightface.
Stations in boldface type are post- freeze; earlier stations are in
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12

6

Huntington

3

Green Bay
Milwaukee

2

Wisconsin
WBAY -TV
WTMJ -TV

3
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Advanced
SCOPE TECHNIQUES
By LOUIS E. GARNER. JR.

WITHOUT question, the cathode-ray oscilloscope is the
most versatile piece of test
equipment available to the

radio-television technician, the experimenter, and the laboratory engineer.
In laboratory work, the scope is generally used to the limit of its capabilities. Too often, however, the average
experimenter and the service technician
use the scope only for observing waveforms or measuring frequencies by
means of Lissajou figures. This failure
to take advantage of the scope's potentialities is due in part to the rather
sketchy instructions generally supplied
with the instrument, and in part to the
operator's lack of familiarity with his
instrument.
A review of scope techniques used in
engineering laboratories may prove
helpful. The use of Lissajou figures,
which is adequately covered in standard
texts and instruction manuals, will be
omitted.

Deflection polarity
It is often important to know whether
the upper half -cycle of a signal
seen on a scope is the positive or negative half-cycle in the original. Referring to Fig. 1, if the upper half -cycle of

Fig. 1 -(a) Sine -wave scope trace discussed in the text. (b) Clipped negative half -cycle due to excessive bias.
(c) Clipped positive half -cycle caused
by insufficient bias or low plate voltage.
Traces b and c may be confused if
scope's deflection polarity is not known.
the sine wave (a) is the positive half
of the original signal, then the wave
shapes shown in Figs. 1 -b and 1 -c indi-

JULY,

help you
interpret what you
see -and broaden
the range of jobs
you can handle
A commercial oscilloscope with built -in

cate different causes of distortion. 1 -b
may be caused by excessive bias on an
amplifier stage, so that the tube is
driven beyond cutoff on negative half cycles. 1 -c may be caused by inadequate
bias or too low plate voltage.

GND

Fig. 2 -Setup for checking deflection
polarity of an oscilloscope. See text.
On the other hand, if the upper half cycle seen on the scope is the negative
half-cycle of the original wave, the
causes for conditions 1 -b and 1 -c are
reversed.
Thus, when using a scope, it is important to know whether a positive signal deflects the spot upward or downward. Either situation may exist, depending on the number of amplifier
stages in the scope and exactly how the
vertical- deflection plates are connected
to the amplifier.
The simple technique illustrated in
Fig. 2 may be used to determine the
deflection polarity of any scope. Any
ordinary dry cell or B battery can be
used. Connect the negative terminal of
the battery to the GND terminal of the
scope, turn on the scope sweep, turn
up the vertical -gain control, and center
the trace. Next, touch the positive battery terminal to the VERTICAL -INPUT
terminal, watching the scope face closely. The line will be deflected momentarily either up or down, then will re-

turn to center.
If the deflection is upward, then the
positive half -cycle of any observed signal will appear on the upper part of

the scope screen, and vice versa.
Keep your eyes on the screen when
making this test, since the deflection
occurs only at the instant the battery
terminal is touched to the input.

1953
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10 -range

voltage source and meter for
peak-to -peak screen -scale calibration.

Calibrating the sweep in microseconds: In studying complex waveforms,
it is often desirable to know the duration of a pulse, or even of a complete
complex cycle, as shown in Fig. 3 -a.
In some types of analysis, the rise time
of a sharp pulse (Fig. 3 -b) must be
known accurately.
Some expensive scopes have provision for making such measurements in
the form of a sweep calibrated directly
in microseconds per inch- deflection.
However, even ordinary scopes can
easily be calibrated for specific applications by using the technique shown
in Fig. 4.
Connect an ordinary signal generator to the VERTICAL -INPUT terminals of
the scope, set the frequency to the desired value, and adjust the scope sweep
until one cycle occupies a fixed number
of squares on the scope scale. When
90%

bL

?µ

SSECC

1

lo%
RISE TIME

(SEC)
4

6

Fig. 3-Representative waveformswhose
duration may have to be measured.
(a) Complex wave. (b) Pulse -waveform
display levels for measuring rise time.

adjusting the scope sweep, use the
smallest possible amount of sync, and
obtain the single cycle by careful adjustment of the FINE -FREQUENCY control. This insures that the scope sweep
is accurately on frequency. If too much
sync gain is used, the signal to be
checked may give a false indication by
saturating the sync circuit. This will
cause a change in the scope sweep
frequency.
As an example, if the scope sweep is
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adjusted until one cycle of a 100 -kc
signal occupies ten horizontal spaces on
the screen, then each space represents
1 microsecond. If a sharp pulse is then
observed (signal generator disconnected) , and it rises from 10% to 90%
of its peak value in the space of one half a square, its rise time is 0.5 microsecond.
SCOPE

.

íiì

í111
mom

JJ J
1r

-. r111V1I
l11111JI
1O111M\MMIlrÍ

10R.SEC

1M

1111111111111111`
RF SIG GEN

1

4-

Fig.
Equipment setup for calibrating scope screen in time units. One
complete cycle of a 100 -kc signal is expanded horizontally to occupy 10 scale
divisions. Each scale division then represents one microsecond. Higher or
lower frequencies may be used for
measuring other time units where required.
The relationship between the frequency of the calibrating signal and the
time duration of one cycle in microseconds is:

complete cycles occupy the full width
of the cathode-ray tube screen.

Measuring peak voltages
The technique shown in Fig. 6 may
be used for calibrating the vertical
amplifier of an oscilloscope for direct
measurment of a.c. voltages, and is particularly valuable for checking peak -topeak voltages of complex signals such
as are found in a TV receiver.
A known a.c. voltage (from a filament tranformer in this case) is applied to the VERTICAL-INPUT terminals of
the scope, and the VERTICAL -GAIN control is adjusted until the signal occupies thé desired number of vertical divisions on the graph screen. With the
gain control left in this position, the
deflection obtained with any other signal indicates the peak (or peak-topeak ) voltage exactly.
As an example, the peak -to -peak
value of a 6.3 -volt (r.m.s.) signal is
18 volts. If a 6.3 -volt signal is applied
to the scope input, and the VERTICAL GAIN control is adjusted until the trace
occupies 18 vertical divisions, each
square represents 1 volt. Thus, if an-

1,000,000

- f (c.p.s.)
If the scope is to be calibrated
T

so

that

ten spaces represent one microsecond,
a single cycle of 1 -mc signal is made
to occupy that much space by adjusting the internal sweep. Other values
are given below:
Time for One Cycle
10,000 microseconds
1,000 microseconds

microseconds
microseconds
microsecond
0.1 microsecond

100

10
I

a
OFF SCREEN

OFF SCREEN

Sweep Frequency
100 cps
1,000 cps
10,000 cps
100,000 cps
I

megacycle

10 megacycles

Most older scopes, and many of the
less expensive scopes of today, use
thyratron sweep circuits. These have an
upper sweep limit of about 30 kc, so
that a single cycle at 100 kc or 1 me
cannot be observed. However, a satisfactory calibration may still be-obtained by adjusting the sweep till several cycles are observed, then expanding the trace with the HORIZONTAL -GAIN
control until one cycle occupies the desired number of squares on the scope
graph screen.
This brings up another important

technique:

Obtaining linear sweep
In many scopes the internal sweep
is not linear at its high- and low -frequency extremes. This condition distorts signals, and causes crowding at
one or both ends of the trace, as illustrated in Fig. 5 -a.
Generally, a portion of the sweep will
be reasonably linear. The technique,
then, is to expand the trace horizontally until it oversweeps the screen, as
shown in Fig. 5 -b, and to use only the
desired linear portion. The sweep frequency can be increased until the smallest possible number of undistorted

6

Fig. 5 -(a) Nonlinear scope sweep compresses part of horizontal display. (b)
Expanding the horizontal trace to show
only undistorted cycles on the screen.
other signal is observed without changing the position of the gain control, and
a deflection of two squares is obtained,
the new signal has a peak -to-peak value
of 2 X 1, or 2 volts.
To determine the peak-to -peak value
of any calibrating voltage (and hence
the value in volts represented by each
square of the scope screen for a particular gain setting) , simply measure
the voltage with an accurate a.c. voltmeter and multiply the indicated voltage by 2.82 (3 may be used for most
practical work). This assumes, of
course, that a sine-wave signal is used
for calibration.

Plotting curves
The scope may be used to plot any
curve showing the relationship between
two varying electrical quantities, or
between any two related quantities that
can be converted into proportional voltages. As an example, the setup shown
in Fig. 7 may be used for obtaining a
B -H or hysteresis- characteristic curve

of a transformer core made of iron or

other magnetic material §.
The voltage across R1 is proportional to the current in Ll and thus is
proportional to the magnetomotive
force. The voltage induced in L2 is proportional to the derivative of the magnetic flux
that is, to the number of
flux lines produced. An integrating network consisting of R2 and Cl is used
to obtain a voltage proportional to the

...

IBV PEAK TO PEAK

FIL

TRANS

IIIVAC

DUMMY LOAD

II
GND

Fig. 6-Calibratingtheoscilloscopescreen
for peak -to -peak voltage measurements.
Dummy load should be adjusted so that
an accurate r.m.s. voltmeter across the
input terminals reads exactly 6.3 volts.
lines of flux, and this is applied to the
vertical input of the scope.
Thus, since the horizontal deflection
of the spot on the C-R tube is proportional to magnetomotive force (input
current), and the vertical deflection is
proportional to the number of flux
lines produced, a conventional B -H
curve is traced on the scope screen.
In an actual setup, the input voltage
to the transformer is controlled by a
Variac or a large wirewound potentiometer (about 600 ohms at 50 watts).
Rl should be kept as small as practicable -about 50 to 200 ohms generally
being used. If preferred, a 75-watt
lamp may be used in place of Rl.
R2 may have a value of 10,000 ohms,
and Cl should be a 4-µf paper unit.
Satisfactory curves can still be obtained if the integrating network R2Cl is replaced simply by a load resistor
R3. This load is necessary to prevent
core saturation with low exciting current in the primary. Without a load (or
integrating network), the flux density

Fig. 7-Equipment setup for checking
hysteresis characteristics of iron and
transformer core. See text for details.
will be driven beyond saturation on
peaks, and a distorted hysteresis loop
will result. The exact load value can be
determined experimentally for the
transformer but 10,000 ohms is usually
END
satisfactory for a start.
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Test Crystals with your Signal Generator
By RONALD L. IVES

An easy modification

that can also supply
XTAL SOCKET

NEW PILOT
LIGHT POSITION

TV- marker frequencies
NEARLY every amateur operator
and serious experimenter has a
simple AM signal generator
usually a variable- frequency
r.f. oscillator with a fixed -frequency
audio oscillator for modulation. Amateurs especially generally need some
type of crystal tester or harmonic generator as well. This is usually a "Rube
Goldberg" assembly of junk-box parts,
capable only of emitting the fundamental and harmonics of the crystal under
test.
Typical circuits of a signal generator
(a) and a crystal oscillator (b) are
shown in Fig. 1. Since many of the components-including the power supply
are the same for both circuits, the signal generator can be made to perform
all the functions of the crystal oscilla-

-

INSTALL
SWITCH

IN
PI LOT

LIGHT
HOLE

-

RFC

C

27K

RF OUT

B+

RFC

AI

(MOD IF
DESIRED)

PIERCE OSC
001

o

271(

-

RF OUT

XTAL

T

0-10µµf

6

Fig 1-Typical oscillator circuits. (a)
Hartley oscillator used in many signal
generators. (b) Pierce crystal oscillator preferred for high harmonic output.
tor-and even modulate the crystal out put-by simply adding a 4 -pole, 2 -position switch, a crystal socket, a small
trimmer, and a fixed capacitor. The
circuit of the combination signal generator- crystal oscillator is given in
Fig. 2.
Arrange the components so that all
leads carrying r.f. are as short as possible, to minimize changes in the calibration of the signal generator. The
trimmer Cl is not always necessary
with triodes, except with 6C4 tubes.
About 5 µµf is adequate, but the adjustment is usually not critical. If this
crystal circuit is applied to an electron coupled oscillator, the grid -to- ground
trimmer may be necessary for adequate
feedback.
When the switch is in the SIG. GEN.
position, the instrument functions as

JULY,
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A Heathkit signal generator converted for normal or crystal
operation. Most commercial generators can be adapted easily
without seriously affecting accuracy of frequency -dial calibrations if additional r.f. wiring is done carefully.

before modification, except for a possible slight shift in the calibration. This
can usually be compensated for by adjusting the trimmer on the main tuning capacitor (C2) or the band trimmers.
When the switch is set for XTAL, the
output contains the crystal fundamental, many of its harmonics, and some
strong spurious frequencies.
To determine the fundamental frequency of a crystal, plug it in the oscillator socket, set the selector to XTAL
position, and log all frequencies at
which its output can be picked up on
the receiver. If in doubt as to whether
you are picking up the crystal output
or the carrier from some other local
oscillator, turn on the signal -generator
modulation. This will permit definite
identification. After logging, determine
the common difference between the
logged frequencies. This will be the
fundamental of the crystal.
When, as is common, the successive
differences are not quite the same, their
average will give a good indication of
the fundamental frequency of the crystal. With many receivers, differences up
to 5 percent result from circuit and
calibration vagaries.
The XTAL position is also highly useful for aligning communications receivers equipped with crystal filters. In
some models the filter crystal can be
removed from the receiver and inserted
in the oscillator to provide the i.f.aligning signal. After alignment, the
crystal is replaced in the filter circuit,
then phased, and the receiver is ready
for operation.

953
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The Pierce crystal -oscillator circuit
used is a particularly good one for test
purposes, as almost any crystal that
will oscillate at all will operate qui +e
well, and at its fundamental frequency.
Numerous tests with a signal generator modified in this manner (see
photo) indicate that the modification is
well worth the $2 and 2 hours it cost.
One additional kink in crystal testing: If the frequency of the crystal and
its condition are completely unknown,
quite a bit of time may be used up in
looking for an oscillation, only to find,
}XTAL
MOD

+SIG GEN

C2

.RF

OUT

Fig. 2- Switching arrangement for
adapting signal generator for crystal
testing. Trimmer capacitor Tl is generally needed only with some small triodes.
later, that the crystal is dead. If you
connect a vacuum -tube voltmeter across
the output of the signal generator, it
will read if the crystal is oscillating,
and will not read if the crystal is dead.
(Set the meter on its lowest a.c. range,
and connect a capacitor in series with
END
the input.)
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RADIO CONTROLLED SPEEDBOAT
Telephone -dial

control on the FCC's
new license -free

27.255 -mc channel

By M. GORDON MOSES

A closeup of the heart of the radio -control mechanism. The selector relay (SR in
the schematic) is the partially walled -in unit at the left of the 45 -volt B battery.

DRIVING MOTOR
FLASHER

SELECTOR RELAY

SLN

SLL

RY4

IN THE HEAT

of summer, there is no
better electronic project than one
which can be pursued outdoors. Sail ing a model power speedboat under
radio control offers as much excitement
and pleasure as actually being at the
helm of a full -size water craft. Operation on a license -free band makes construction even more attractive.

The basic model
The boat chosen was a Sterling
Model Company type B6M, a scale reproduction of a 32 -foot Chris -Craft
cabin cruiser. Dimensions are approximately 28 inches long and 9 inches wide
at the beam. The cabin and rear decks
are removable to facilitate a neat, corn -

TIME - DELAY RELAY

SLR

This bird's -eye view into the hold of the model cabin cruiser with the deck and
superstructure removed shows the layout of the complete radio -control installation.
30

yt

3A5

A
27.255MC
D

A
L2

SOOK

L3
4

B-A-

C3

Fig.

L2--4T

of the Telasco

transmitter. Power
input to the final is less than 5 watts.
A-

4T

At

(left)- Circuit

27.255 -mc control

.005

Lt

1

L-

TELEPHONE DIAL

N22 ENAM )0N SAME FORM

1/2" DIA

l

C3-L3=27MC TANK; L4 -4T

54615 HOOKUP

WIRE

Fig. 2 (above)- Schematic of the
regenerative receiver installed in the
model speedboat. An extra feedback
winding energizes the plate -load relay.
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pact radio control layout. Over-all
height at the cabin roof is 10 inches,
providing ample room in the cabin for
additional control components. Actual
"bathtub" tests on the finished model
showed a displacement of over 14
pounds, more than adequate for the
most advanced radio control work. The
installation weighed 81 pounds and
the water line falls flush with the underside of the bangrails. A specially
constructed rudder mechanism permits
left -right- neutral rudder action with
automatic limit switches to cut out
power and conserve battery drain. The
motor as shown is a No. 108, manufactured by K & O Company, Los Angeles.
Since tests proved it to be short-lived,
it will be replaced with a "Hi- Drive"
unit made by Specialty Battery Division of the Rayovac Company. Several
views of the boat showing placement of
components are shown in the photos.
The

transmitter

1 is a schematic of the transmitter, a conventional 2 -stage unit emRADIO- ELECTRONICS

Fig.

CONSTRUCTION

ploying a Raytheon 3A5 h.f. twin triode. The first stage is a crystal -controlled oscillator and the second stage
is an r.f. amplifier. These units have a
final input of 4.8 watts, meeting FCC
requirements for power on the new
27.255 -mc band for radio control, and
they are manufactured by American
Telasco, Ltd., Huntington, Long Island.
Routine form 555 (FCC) should be
filled out and sent to the FCC before
operation.
A modified telephone dial pulses the
B plus. The unit is tuned with a
0 -50 -ma meter in the plate lead; a dip
in current indicates optimum operation. For control under 100 feet, 67%
volts B plus is sufficient, but 135 volts
assures reliable control over a radius

completing circuit to RYL4 (the locking coil) through RY3 -1, RY3 -3, and
Bl. Note that RY3 -1 and RY3 -3 complete the circuit to RYL4 coil and hold
it closed until TDR heater cuts out
when RY3 -5 and RY3 -6 open up.
When TDR heater cools, heater secondary contacts TDR -1 and TDR -2
open and release RY3. Now RYL4 is
locked in and the heater is out through
open contacts of RYL4 -2 and RYL4 -3.
RYL4 -4 and RYL4 -6 are locked in,
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completing the circuit from the common inner ring of selector to BI minus.
The shorting bar SB will now complete

the return circuit through the ship's
function on which SB is resting, back
through a 6 -volt or 12-volt positive
bus bar. All relays are now ready for
the next cycle.
If the transmitter is pulsed consecutively within intervals that are reasonably less than 5 seconds, the circuit
to the heater of TDR does not have

of a half mile.

The receiver
A schematic of the receiver is shown
in Fig. 2. A commercial regenerative
unit built around a 3Q4 pentode, it
employs an added loop of positive feed-

back to reinforce plate current change
to a subminiature sensitive relay. The
antenna is approximately 20 inches
long. The unit should be tuned with
the cabin top off while the boat is in
the water due to the "loading" effect
of the water. The receiver is also a
Telasco, Ltd., unit.
The constructor of course can construct his own receiver, though FCC
regulations make it advisable to use a
commercial transmitter. A suitable circuit for such a receiver was published
in the article "Model Plane Control"
in the June, 1952, issue of this magazine.

The control circuit
Since operation is on one spot frequency only (27.255 me -±.04 %) single channel control must be employed. A
time -delay circuit, utilizing a make before -break relay and a lock -release
relay as major elements, is shown in
Fig. 3. Operation of the circuit is as

follows:
All spring relays (selector .SR and
automatic motor RYM excepted) are
shown normally unenergized. When a
signal is received from the transmitter,
sensitive relay RY1 closes its contacts
1 and 2, energizing a d.p.d.t. relay RY2
(Potter & Brumfield KR-11, 6 -volt d.c.
coil). Contacts 2 and 3 on RY2 complete a 6 -volt circuit to the release coil
RYR4 on RY4 (Potter & Brumfield
LK -11, 6 -volt d.c. coils), and contacts
5 and 6 on RY2 operate selector relay
SR (specially built -see P..50) through
batteries B1 and B2.
When the signal ceases, RY2 deenergizes, activating heater of time delay relay TDR (Amperite No. 6N05
or 6NO5T) through contacts on 5 and
6 on RY3 (make- before -break 2- stack,
Guardian Electric Co.), 2 and 3 on
RY4, 4 and 6 on RY2, by furnishing 6
volts from B1 via the B1 plus contact
RY2 -3 and Bl minus contact RY2 -6.
After 5 seconds, contacts 1 and 2
on TDR close, activating RY3 coil and
JULY, 953

Locations of the principal control components in the model speedboat's hull.
The rotary selector switch in the center controls all operations of the model.

ui

TDR

53
RY2

RCVR

o

RYI

LSR

ILSN

RY3

Rl'4

ILSL
SLL

_

LS=UNIT SW; SL =SOLENOID
RYR4

Z ii

J

TUNGSOL FLASHER

+12V BUS

+6V

Fig.

BUS

3-

Wiring diagram of the control circuits. The selector relay SR is a
modified Lionel train-control unit. See the text for details of relay operation.
There is an error in the relay wiring. Contacts 4 and 6 are transposed on RY3.
Revise the wiring and numbering of RY3 so contacts 5 and 6 are normally closed.

1
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opportunity to energize, and hence the
selector relay can be made to bypass
undesired circuits. Leaving the shorting bar in any given position over 5
seconds will lock RYL4 in and complete
the ship's function circuit corresponding to that position. By changing the
heater characteristic of TDR (10-, 15 -,
or even 30-second units are available)
more freedom of operation is gained at
the expense of speed of response to the
transmitter signal.
The ship's function circuits include
a motor relay, RYM; three rudder solenoids, SLR (right rudder), SLN (neu-,
tral rudder), and SLL (left rudder) ;
and a "beeping" horn. This accounts
for five of the eight selector circuits.
Plans are being made to install a set
of running lights in the future. Time
and ingenuity are the only limits to
further ship's functions.

The stern of the model speedboat showing the solenoid- operated tiller medianism. The limit switches at port and startoard positions reduce battery drain.

Rudder details
The rudder mechanism is shown in
detail in Fig. 4. Very little power is
required to turn the rudder, and the
natural forward motion of the boat
helps further to foster easy rudder
action.
Materials for control unit

Relays: RYI- sensitive relay, Telasco 5 -A or equivalent; RY2- Potter
Brumfield KR -II, d.p.d.t., 6 -volt
d.c. coil; RY3- Guardian, d.p.d.t., make- beforebreak, 2- stack, 6-volt d.c. coil; RY4-Potter
Brumfield LK -II with 6 -volt d.c. coils; SR and RYM
selector and motor relays, see tent; TDR- Amperite
6NOS or 6NOST, time -delay relay, 6 -volt heater,
normally open type.
Miscall!
: BI, B2- Willard NT -6 bakeries, 6volts, 2 ampere- hours; SI, 52, S3-s.p.s.t. slide
switches; resistor (in horn circuit). 5 ohms. I watt.

i

i

-

Power is economized by the ' limit
cutout switches A,B and C,D. A flat
brass arm which acts as the tiller is
forced between the A,B contacts at
either full right or full left rudder,
opening the active solenoid. A small
pin X under the tiller presses against
a spring-brass arm D to close C,D,
except when the tiller is in the neutral
position. The tiller arm was cut from
stiff brass, the switch arms from thin
spring brass. The solenoids are 1 inch
in diameter and 1'/a inches long, fully
wound with No. 22 double cotton covered wire.

Special components
This overhead view of the speedboat's stern shows the simple construction
and mounting arrangements of the tiller, control solenoids, and plunger linkages.
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Fig. 4 -Two views of the rudder action. When either full right or full left rudder is applied the A,B, switches are opened; at neutral rudder, switch (',1).
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Special attention is called to the
selector relay (SR) and the motor
relay (RYM). The selector relay is
built around an automatic reversing
relay sold by Lionel Electric Corp.
These have 12 -volt coils and a ratchet
mechanisn! By drifting the rotor pin
out and inserting a longer shaft into
the ratchet wheel, a unit can be made
up as shown in Fig. 3 and the photos.
The same basic unit is used as a
motor relay (RYM) by tying off the
leads properly; the net result of the
revamping is a s.p.s.t. switch which
provides "on -off" alternate switch action with successive pulses. In this way,
the motor can be kept on while other
ship's functions are being actuated.
END
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NOVICE TWO -TUBE SUPERMET
has full -band
coverage on 40

and 80 ureters
By RICHARD GRAHAM

THE mere thought of constructing
a superhet receiver is enough to
arouse a feeling of fear and frustration in the hearts of most budding hams and novices. Who can blame
them, considering the tricky alignment
and tracking problems which one finds
in the average home -made superhet?

It's no wonder that the novice who

must build his equipment settles for
an inferior t.r.f. or regenerative receiver. This need not be the case if you
construct this simplified superhet which
was designed with the novice and radio
beginner specifically in mind.
The set has only two tubes, both of
which perform dual functions. Tracking problems have been eliminated by
using separately tuned oscillator and
r.f. sections. Ready -made coils eliminate
another bothersome headache for the
beginner. The oscillator and i.f. adjustments are exceedingly simple, thus
making this receiver ideal for the novice
who wants something better than just
a simple regenerative or t.r.f. type of
receiver.
This super covers not only the 80meter novice frequencies but also all
the general class amateur frequencies
on both 80 and 40 meters, thus preventing obsolescence. After all, today's
novice will be of legal necessity, next
year's general class licensee. As such,
he'll probably be interested in both 80and 40 -meter c.w. operation. This extra
band feature adds very little to the cost
(one coil and one switch) and is certainly worth having, even as a novice,
for it enables you to listen to what's
going on on another band, dx, conditions, etc.

circuit is simple
Circuitwise, the receiver consists of
a 6BA7 mixer and oscillator, 12AT7 regenerative detector and audio amplifier,
and a simple selenium- rectifier power
supply. See Fig. 1.
The mixer -oscillator circuit performs
in the usual way. A signal appearing
on the control grid of the 6BA7 (pin
7) beats with an oscillator voltage to
produce another totally different frequency in the plate circuit. This latter
frequency is called the i.f. (intermediate frequency). However in this particJULY, 1953
The
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Fig. 1- Schematic of the superhet for the novice and budding ham. A regenerative second detector provides high sensitivity and serves as a b.f.o. for c.w.

ular circuit, we use what normally is
an inherent disadvantage of superheterodyne reception-the image fre-

quency-to provide two -band reception.

When the local oscillator section of
the receiver is working on 5.25 mc and
the i.f. is peaked to 1.75 mc, either a
3.5 -mc or a 7.0 -mc signal can be heard.
Thus the incoming signal can be either
the sum of or difference between the
i.f. and oscillator frequencies. Whether
the sum or difference frequency predominates is determined by the r.f.

tuned circuits Ll -C1 (80 meters) and
L2 -C1 (40 meters). These circuits are
switched in or out of the circuit according to which band is desired.
One -half of a 12AT7 double- triode is
used as a regenerative detector to convert the i.f. signal to an audio signal.
A regenerative detector is used because
its sensitivity is higher than other types
of detectors. This adds another panel
control (the regeneration control) ;
however the inconvenience is more than
made up by the increased sensitivity.
This particular circuit arrangement is
slightly different from the usual regenerative detector. In this case it was
dictated by the choice of the i.f. coil.
In most cases, regenerative detectors
use a tickler feedback system which involves another winding on the coil. This

www.americanradiohistory.com

type of coil isn't easily obtainable, so
I used a standard 1.7- 5.3 -mc r.f. coil
in a Colpitts circuit. The Colpitts circuit is usually used as an oscillator.
However a regenerative detector is only
a modified oscillator which is made to
just barely oscillate. The REGENERATION
control is used to adjust the plate voltage on the detector to bring the circuit
up to the fringe of oscillation. At this
point a part of the amplified r.f. signal
appearing in the plate circuit is fed
back into the grid in the same phase
as the original signal to increase the
amplitude of the input signal. Thus
the sensitivity of the detector has been
increased tremendously.
This i.f. signal which has been detected or rectified is amplified by the
second half of the 12AT7. The output
of this audio amplifier is then fed into
a pair of headphones. Use high- impedance phones or the audio output will
appear weak.
To obtain the utmost in economy as
well as safety, a simple transformer -fed
half-wave selenium- rectifier type of
power supply is used. Safety -wise this
type of supply is a cut above the usual
a.c. -d.c. type of supply, yet it retains
the simplicity and most of the economy
of this type supply without any sacrifice
of safety. The transformer delivers
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Top and bottom views of two -tube communications super het. Note the simplicity of the parts layout and wiring.
30 ma d.c., which is adequate for this
set. It also has a 6.3 -volt winding which

takes care of the heater requirements
of the 6BA7 and 12AT7.

Constructing the set
The receiver is constructed on a
standard 5 x 7 x 2 -inch chassis, similar
to the Bud type AC -402 chassis which
has closed ends. The depth of the
chassis is its most important consideration because coils Ll, L2, L3, and L4
all extend approximately 11/2 inches
below the top of the chassis.
Keep all r.f. coil and capacitor leads
short and direct. Other wiring such as
the filament and d.c. wiring can be
arranged to suit your convenience. The
photographs of the unit showing the
placement of the major components can
be used by the constructor as a guide.
A 5-plate, 35 -µµf variable capacitor
was purchased for use as C2. However,
I removed one plate to obtain more
bandspread. This plate was easily removed by grasping it with a pair of
long -nose pliers and bending. To make
tuning even easier, it is suggested that
the constructor purchase one of the
vernier type of dials. The particular
one used in this model was adapted
from a surplus unit.
After the set is finished recheck the
wiring against the schematic diagram
before the set is plugged into the a.c.
line. While plugging the set in immediately after it is finished without
a recheck is an easy way to troubleshoot (just follow the smoke!), don't
do it -it's usually expensive. If after
you've finished rechecking the wiring,
the set doesn't work, there is the possibility that some component is defective. Most beginning novices don't own
a v.t.v.m., but more often than not,
one can borrow or use a friend's meter.
Often the local radio technician will
prove a friend when you explain your
predicament. At any rate the voltage
of various points around the circuit is
shown on the schematic as an aid to
trouble- shooting if anything of this
sort does develop.
Alignment of this receiver is quite
simple and can be carried out with the
aid of another communications receiver,

or in the more conventional way with
a signal generator. The method used
will depend mainly on which instrument
can be procured more easily.

To align the receiver with another
receiver, first set the communications
receiver to 1750 kc (1.75 mc) and place
its antenna lead near coil L4 on the
novice receiver. Advance the REGENERATION control on the novice receiver until
a high -pitched squeal is heard in the
headphones. Tune the adjusting screw
on L4 until a carrier is heard in the
communications receiver. Place the antenna lead farther away to prevent
overloading of the communications receiver, and adjust L4 to the exact frequency of 1.75 mc. Lock the adjusting
screw in this position with the lock-nut
provided with the coil.
Next tune the communications receiver to 5,250 kc. (5.25 mc). Back off
on the REGENERATION control so that the
detector is not oscillating. Rotate C2
until the plates are almost all the way
in. This will give us a little overlap
on the band edges. Place the antenna
lead from the communications receiver
near L3 and tune the adjusting screw
on coil L3 until a carrier is heard.
Move the antenna lead farther away
and tune L3 for exactly 5.25 mc.
The only remaining adjustments are
those of L1 for 80 meters and L2 for
40 meters. Actually there is quite a bit
of leeway in these particular adjustments, since any change in the inductance of Ll or L2 caused by these
adjustments can be easily made up by
adjusting the capacitor Cl to tune to
resonance. Set the slugs in Ll and L2
so approximately six screw -threads
are still exposed. Connect an antenna
to the receiver. Advance the REGENERATION control until a rushing sound is
heard in the headphones. Turn the big
dial (C2) until a signal is heard. Rotate
Cl for maximum volume. If the plates
on C2 are all the way in for maximum
volume, turn the adjustment screw of
Ll (for 80 meters) or L2 (for 40
meters) in. This increases the inductance of these coils so less capacitance
is needed to tune to resonance. Reverse
the procedure if the plates are all the
way out on Cl at maximum volume.
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To align the receiver with a signal
generator, place the signal generator
output leads between pin 7 of the 12BA7
and ground. Tune the generator to 1.75
mc. Adjust L4 for maximum output in
the phones. Next, transfer the generator output leads to the antenna and
ground terminals. Tune the generator

to 3.5 mc and switch the receiver to 80

meters. Tune the receiver so that the
plates of C2 are almost all the way in.
Adjust L3 for maximum output. Adjust
Cl and Ll as necessary for maximum
output. For 40 -meter alignment, switch
Materials for Two -tube Novice Receiver
Capacitors: (Mica) I-40, 3 -100, 3-500 µµf; -.001
µf. (Paper) 2-.01, 2-0.1 µf, 400 volts. (Electrolytic)
1-40 e 40 µf, 150 volts, dual. (Variable air-spaced)
-35, -140 µµf.
1

I

1

Resistors: -56, 1- 1,800, 1- 22,000, 1- 47000, 1100,000,
-470,000 ohms, V2 watt; 2
megohm, 1/2
watt;
25,000 ohms, potentiometer.
Coils: 1- 1.7- 5.3 -mc antenna coil (LI, Meissner 141061),
-5.3- 16.5 -mc antenna coil (L2, Meissner
14- 1064),
1.7- 5.3 -mc oscillator coil (L3, Meissner
14- 1063),
1.7- 5.3 -mc r.f. coil (L4, Meissner 14- 1062),
2.5 -mh r.f. choke.
Switches: -2- position, 2 -pole, single -deck rotary;
2- s.p.s.t. toggle.
Miscellaneous: -6BA7, 1-12AT7 tube; -65 -ma
selenium rectifier; -power transformer, 125 volts
at 30 ma and 6.3 volts at 600 ma (Stancor PS -8415
or equivalent);
open -circuit phone jack, 2 -9 -pin
miniature sockets (one with shield); 5 x 7 x 2 -inch
chassis (Bud AC -402 or equivalent); vernier dial,
knobs, hookup wire.

-I

I

I-

1

1

I-

II1

I

I

I

I-

the set to 40 meters, set the signal
generator to 7 mc, and tune in the
signal with C2. (The plates of C2 should
be almost fully meshed.) Peak the
signal with Cl and the slug in L2.
Vary the setting of the slug so the
signal is maximum with Cl almost
fully closed.
For convenience, a paper scale can
be made and the band limits marked
for the settings of Cl. In this case, these
scales were made on a file card in india
ink, then coated with colorless nail
polish and cemented to the panel.

Tuning the receiver
As indicated before in the discussion
of alignment, when tuning the receiver,
keep the regeneration control adjusted
so that a rushing sound is heard in the
earphones (not a squeal). This indicates
that the circuit is just barely oscillating
and is the most sensitive condition.
Peak up the signal by tuning Cl for
END
maximum volume.
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TRANSISTOR CONTROL RELAY
tubeless gadget for
remote switching with
radio, light -beam, or
A

TO

TRANSMITTER COIL

magnetic-field control
By EDWIN BOHR

RELAY CONTACTS

BK -35

SENSITIVITY
CONTROL PUSH BUTTON

TO BATT.

TRANSMITTER COIL

(Above) -The car- transmitter case and loop winding.
(Right)-Inside layout of the control -relay housing.

RELAY

CONTROL

INPUT JACK

N34
RECTIFIER
I

POWER CORD

FILTER CAPACITOR

THE HEART of this tubeless remote- control relay is the new
Raytheon CK -722 junction transistor. It will operate garage -door
openers, lighting circuits, or alarms,
or will perform almost any type of
switching operation. The relay can be
operated by a photocell, radio signal,
thermocouple, or any device that will
furnish .00025 watt of power.
Many transistor -operated circuits
have been more novel than practical.
We assure you this one is entirely
practical -for two reasons. First, this
transistor relay fills some honest -togoodness everyday applications. Second, it costs only a little more than
most vacuum -tube operated circuits.
EC

E2OV

I---1

1

I

Basic circuit
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Note that no bias is applied to the
emitter circuit. Under these conditions
only a few microamperes of collector
hole current will flow through the relay. This type of operation is similar
to biasing a vacuum tube to cutoff.
With this P-N -P transistor, however,
zero bias cuts off the emitter current
and any further negative bias produces
no effect.

IN

+

The total cost of the unit -including
the transistor -was only $13.15.
When you consider that the transistor will probably give years of service
without attention, with negligible power consumption, also its ruggedness and
small size, the transistor -operated circuit in this instance is a real buy.

RY

-ION.

OR MORE

Fig. 1 -Basic P -N -P junction- transistor
relay circuit. Relay operates only when
a positive signal or pulse is applied to
the emitter electrode of the transistor.
JULY, 1953

The transistor will pass only the
positive half -cycle of an a.c. input
signal or a positive -polarity d.c. signal.
These are desirable features in a relay
circuit.
Since the current amplification of a

www.americanradiohistory.com

TRANSISTOR

junction transistor is a little less than
1
(see "Transistors," by John R.
Pierce, in the June RADIO- ELECTRONICS) , the power gain of the unit depends on the resistance of the relay in
the collector circuit. For a given current change through the transistor, the
voltage change across the relay coil
depends on the coil resistance.
A relay with a high- resistance winding will operate on a much lower current than a low- resistance relay. But a
10,000 -ohm relay, for example, that will
operate on one milliampere of current,
requires 10 volts across the winding, or
a power input of 10 milliwatts. It is
difficult to get this much voltage and
power from a radio control signal, but
it is entirely practical with low -frequency magnetic fields.
The transistor will amplify a signal
current with a small voltage change to
a much larger voltage change across
the relay coil. A 10,000 -ohm relay in
the collector circuit will give a power
gain of about 10. As the relay resist
ance is increased, the supply voltage,

54
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also may be increased with a resulting
greater power gain. If a 50,000 -ohm
or 100,000 -ohm relay were available,
the sensitivity could be increased 5 to
10 times.
(At this point it is well to remember
that few components have been designed to match the characteristics of the
transistor. We must still use vacuum tube- engineered components. This situation will change in the months to
come.)
The relay circuit
We found that a surplus relay-the
BK -35 -was the ideal unit for use with
the CK -722 transistor. This relay has
been advertised by several dealers for
about $3, or it can be removed from a
surplus 75 -mc marker -beacon receiver.
The relay will close on less than 0.5

milliampere without any readjustment
and has a coil resistance of about

11,000 ohms.
A small power supply with a 1N34

rectifier was built for the relay circuit.
ION SENSITIVITY

0
LOAD

IOKA

OR MORE

1N34

MATCHING
CONTROL XMITTER BOX

TRANS PICKUP LOOP

E

....,
XMITTE

COIL-SEETEXT
TO BATT

HORN RY

3.

2-

CONTROL.

BUTTÓN

Fig.
Circuit of the transistor control relay and tubeless car transmitter.
The units are linked by inductive coupling between the low- frequency magnetic field in the transmitter coil and
the pickup loop imbedded in the ground.
The voltage divider across the power
line assures that the 75-volts peak
back -voltage rating of the 1N34 will
not be exceeded.
A desirable feature of the power
supply (in this case) is its poor voltage
regulation. Its equivalent internal resistance is about 5,000 ohms. This resistance, together with the resistance of
the relay, prevents the collector rating
of the transistor from ever being
exceeded.
The power -supply output voltage is
negative to ground, since the collector
must be supplied with a negative potential. Note that the a.c. input is applied to the cathode end (K or cath) of
the 1N34, and that the positive side of
the electrolytic is grounded. Check the
output with a voltmeter for correct
polarity before connecting it to the
transistor circuit. A high positive voltage applied to the collector can ruin the

transistor.

A series -resistance sensitivity control

-

is inserted in the emitter circuit. It is
needed where large control voltages
two or three volts-are likely to be

winding resistance.
The operating radius of the unit is
about two feet. The transistor relay
is actuated as the automobile passes
over the pickup coil. You may find it
convenient to use a ratchet-type relay
in conjunction with the transistor relay. This will allow up -down or on -off
operation of the controlled device.
Pulses from the transmitter coil are
unidirectional or polarized. If the relay
fails to operate, or lacks sensitivity,
LI.70T N22

I-V4"

Operation
We have been using the relay to

6C4
DCC ON

I

FORM

mounted under the car. Another coil
the pickup loop- buried in the driveway has a current induced in it by the
coil mounted under the car. The current in the pickup loop operates the
relay.
A horn relay mounted in series with
the vibrator permits the push- button
control to be wired with ordinary low current hookup wire. This relay costs
about 75 cents at most auto -supply
stores. It is not necessary to ground
the vibrator or relay, but connections
between coil, vibrator, and battery
should be as short as possible and made
with heavy primary wire.
A convenient place to mount the
transmitter coil is between the frontbumper braces under the radiator grill
of the car. The coil itself is 100 feet of
No. 14 wire, wound in a rectangle approximately one foot square. Ordinary
weatherproof light wire is inexpensive
and ideal for this purpose. More turns
can be used in the coil to increase the
field strength, but if too much resistance is added to the coil the advantage
of additional turns will be neutralized
by the reduced current.
The pickup coil is also 100 feet of
wire, but is wound in a square 1.5 or
2 feet on a side. Smaller wire may be
used for this coil-hookup wire will
do. We used the wire from an old 6 -volt
speaker field for the pickup coil.
A matching transformer must be
used between the pickup coil and the
transistor input. An ordinary output
transformer will do the job very well.
The voice-coil winding goes to the
pickup coil and the primary leads go
to the transistor. If the transformer
has several taps, try changing them
to find the combination that gives the
greatest sensitivity. An old vibrator
or filament transformer also will work

TO WHIP

P
12
ANT.°

s

100.560µµt

ELI

WOUND CNERGRID END
OF LI

turn

on the yard and garage lights at the
touch of a button in an automobile.
It could just as easily operate a garagedoor opener.
The automobile transmitter uses no
tubes and is very simple, inexpensive,
and rugged. About two hours are needed to assemble and install the transmitter and the cost is roughly $6.
Magnetic coupling is used between
the automobile and relay. A 6 -volt

-

IW II7VAC

-sometimes even better than an output transformer -because of the lower

L2 -10T N22 DCC

vibrator interrupts the battery current
flowing through a transmitter coil

33K

TH

encountered. This control corresponds
to an adjustable cathode -bias resistor
on a triode vacuum tube: increasing the
series resistance increases the bias and
limits the current through the tube.
The emitter input impedance of the
circuit (grounded -base, zero-bias operation) was measured and found to be
about 3,000 ohms for very small signals, and around 1,000 ohms for signals
large enough to actuate the relay. A
signal of 0.5 volt will actuate the relay,
so this represents a power of .00025
watt. The BK -35 relay can very probably be adjusted to close on even less
input power.

6

I
(250µµt

i2.5MH

.7MEG

60-300V
300V DC

Y

Fig. 3- Low -power 420 -kc transmitter
for r.f. operation of the control relay.
simply reverse the leads between the
pickup loop and the matching transformer, or the input leads to the transistor -not both. It is also possible to
operate two separate transistor relays
selectively by reversing the direction of
current flow and pulse polarity through
the transmitter coil.

Construction
A standard five -prong in -line subminiature socket is used for the transistor.
You can push out the second and fourth
contacts, leaving three contacts with

spaces between them. The raised dot
on the socket should line up with the
red dot on the transistor. Do not solder
to the socket with the transistor in
place, since the transistor's characteristics can be changed by excessive heat.
Materials for relay

I- 33,000

watt; -5,600 ohms,
potentiometer.
-10 uf, SO volts.
-CK -722 junction transistor; -5Miscellaneous:
pin, in -line subminiature socket; I -BK -35 relay or
equivalent (see text); -IN34 germanium diode;
plate -to -voice coil output transformer; I-4 -prong
horn relay; push- button switch;
6.3 -volt vibrator;
vibrator socket; chassis; wire; solder; hardware.
Resistors:
I/2 watt;

I-

ohms,

I

I

10,000 -ohm

Capacitor: (Electrolytic)

1

I

I

I

I

I

The wires from the pickup coil do
not have to be shielded, as there is
not much likelihood of picking up hum
or other disturbances at these low
impedances.
But, if the relay unit is more than
about 20 feet from the pickup loop,
mount the transformer at the loop end
of the circuit to reduce line losses.
If a greater operating radius for the
unit is desired, it can be obtained in
two ways. Either add an extra transistor amplifier ahead of the relay stage
or install a low-frequency r.f. oscillator
in the car. An effective and simple
transmitter operating at about 420 kc
is shown in Fig. 3. At the relay end
simply connect the transistor input to a
parallel resonant circuit instead of to
the pickup loop and matching transformer. The coil and trimmer can be
END
the same as in the transmitter.
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FASTER- TRAIN BETTER- TRAIN EASIER
IN 10 MONTHS OR LESS FOR

TRAIN

-

RADIO-TELEVISION
Our 21st Year Training Men for Greater Incomes and Security in Radio -Television

I

SEND YOU

NEW! NO OBLIGATION PLAN

18 BIG KITS

You Have No Monthly Payment Contract to Sign
Pay For Your Training as You Earn and Learn

of Radio Television parte and equipment.
Much of your training will be actual construction and expeimentatlon
the kind of truly

PRACTICAL

...
instruction that

for your Radb -Television career.

prepares you

You can get into Radio -Television, today's fastest growing big money
opportunity field, in months instead of years! My completely new
"package unit" training plan prepares you in as little as 10 months
or even less! No monthly payment contract to sign -thus NO RISK Co you!
This is America's finest, most complete, practical training -gets you
ready to handle any practical job in the booming Radio-Television industry.
Fr.sk
rL,
,nybmy Start your own profitable Radio- Television shop . , or accept a good pays ° "' óf, d";ödecoy ing job. I have trained hundreds of successful Radio-Television technicians
during the past 21 years -and stand ready to train you, even if you have no previous experience! Mail coupon and get all the facts -FREE!
Valuable Equipment Included
Earn Extra Money While You Learn!

With Training

a

es

The new Sprayberry "package" plan
includes many big kite of genuine, professional Radio-Television equipment.
You perform over 300 demonstrations,
experiments and construction projects.
You build a powerful 6-tube 2 -band
radio set, multi -range test meter, signal
generator, signal tracer, many other
projects. All equipment and lessons are
yours to keep
you have practically
everything you need to set up your own
profitable Radio-Television service shop.

it

...

YOU BUILD the Television set and
the powerful superhet radio receiver shown
above. IN AL DITION to the other test units
shown here (many are not shown because of
lack of space All equipment I send you is
YOURS TO KEEP.
.

the O.
I

MAIL COUPON
TODAY!

r

NO OBLIGATION

invite you to get all lt3the facts-

Name

GG

Rim"-_

I.
'I

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO, Dept. 20 -Y
111 North Canal St., Chicago 6, 111 Please rush to me all information on your 10 -MONTH Radio -Television Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me and that
no salesman will call upon me. Be sure to include 3 books FREE.

RADIO-TELEVISION BOOKS
i want you to have ALL the facts about
my new 10 -MONTH Radio-Television Training
-without cost! Rush coupon for my three big RadioTelevision books: "How to Make Money In RadioTelevision." PLUS my new illustrated Television Bulletin PLUS an actual sample Sprayberry Lesson -ALL
FREE. No obligation and no salesman will call. Mall
coupon NOW!

JULY,

present job and income while learning. With
each training "package" unit, you receive
extra plans and "Business Builder" ideas for
spare time Radio-Television jobs. New television stations everywhere, open vast new
opportunities for trained Radio-Television
Technicians -and those in training. If you
expect to be in the armed forces later, there
is no better preparation than practical
Sprayberry Radio -Television training.

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO Dept 220-YChcago 6,

I. Bill

'Aye

All your 10 months of training is IN YOUR
HOME in spare hours. Keep on with your

Age

Address

City
L
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A

Photo A (left) ; Photo
B (below)-Front and
back views of the high gain portable. The Variloopstick is mounted on
the strap across the
back of the tuning capacitor. The socket at
the side can be used to
check battery voltages,
or for plugging in an
external power supply.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

PORTABLE
By CHARLES ERWIN COHN

FOR maximum utility a portable
should have very high sensitivity,
not only to give good performance in remote locations, but to
take advantage of the low electrical
noise levels in most outdoor areas.
The superheterodyne circuit used in
practically every AM radio can be considered the ultimate in performance,
simplicity, and low cost, so that any
attempt to boost the sensitivity by improving the circuit cannot expect to
proceed very far. There is much more
room for improvement in the antenna
and the sound reproducer. The usual
loop antenna and loudspeaker, though
convenient, are woefully inefficient compared to a whip antenna and a pair of

headphones. In addition, headphones
can give better tone quality than the
tiny speakers found in average portables, and make it possible to eliminate
the power- output tube with its heavy
B- battery drain. While a speaker requires about a tenth of a watt to give
fairly decent output, headphones can
deliver the same volume at the ear
with as little as 1 /100,000 watt. This is
a gain in sensitivity of 40 db, which is
equivalent to 100 times as much voltage
gain. The effective gain would probably be even greater, as a loudspeaker
must compete against ambient noise,
which can be almost completely eliminated with headphones, especially if
provided with suitable rubber pads.
By putting these ideas to work, even
at the slight cost in convenience which
they entail, I was able to build a simple
receiver with extremely high sensitivity. The schematic is shown in Fig. 1,
and is a conventional superhet with a
few variations.

Circuit details
A Vari -Loopstick was used instead of
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 61)
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Schematic of the high -performance portable. The ferrite -core antenna
coil, whip antenna, and grid -leak detector give exceptional sensitivity and ample
headphone volume without the extra drain of an audio power- amplifier stage.
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Suggested layout for the chassis of the portable receiver. Mounting
holes for the i.f. transformers and tube sockets will depend on the types used.
The chassis can be formed from 22 -gauge aluminum or cold-rolled steel.
Fig.
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Save by ordering

aired from

manufacturer.
All high quality standard band
components
Increased knowledge through
actual construction
Sound engineering insures excellent performance
Nit construction is fascinating
and enjoyable

OSCILLOSCOPE

1

,

K

I

T

The outstanding new 1953 model O -8 Heathkit Oscilloscope features the
finest performance ever offered in this extremely popular kit instrument.
Primarily intended as a general purpose oscilloscope for the faithful reproduction of actual wave forms and other electrical phenomena, it's vastly
improved band width, good 100 KC square wave reproduction, three step
vertical input attentuator, .025 volts per inch vertical sensitivity, etc.,
admirably qualify this instrument for TV and radio servicing, laboratory
use, ham application and all general electronic development work. Improved
vertical band width is obtained through the use of shunt peaking chokes
with proper cathode compensation in the push-pull output stage. For
additional flexibility of operation, provisions have been made for direct
connections to the deflection plates, a Z axis input and a spot shape control
for really fine focusing.
This beautiful kit is complete with all 10 tubes, including a 5' cathode ray
tube, calibrated graph screen and flexible test leads. All necessary construction components, such as hardware, chassis, transformer, etc., and a
detailed step by step construction manual, greatly simplify the assembly of
this instrument.

eecteitleer
VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT
The use of a Voltage Calibrator will greatly
increase oscilloscope usefulness. Provides a
convenient method of making peak to peak
voltage measurements by establishing a relationship between the unknown wave shape
and the Voltage Calibrator. Voltage ranges
01 -100 volts peak to peak. The Voltage Calibrator features direct reading scales and a
regulated power supply system.

I
I
u
1

I
1
I

$1150
Shipping Wt.

4

1

lbs.

catl¢it
ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT
The Heathkit Electronic Switch Kit
will further extend scope usefulness
by permitting simultaneous observation of two individually controlled
traces. Continuously variable switching rates 10 cps to 2,000 cps in three
ranges. Will also serve as a square
wave generator over the range of
switching frequencies.

MODEL
5 -2

$1950

Shipping
Wt. II lbs.
-"STSSM..\

I

TT-eeeiriair VACUUM TUBE

VOLTMETER KIT
The beautiful new 1953 Heathkit Model V -6 VTVM, the world's most popular kit
instrument, now offers many outstanding new features in addition to retaining all
of the refinements developed and proven through the production of over 70,000
VTVM kits. The Heathkit VTVM now features extended voltage ranges with 50%
greater coverage on the DC range. New 13,5 volt low scale provides well over 21/3
inches of scale length per volt permitting faster measurements with greater accuracy. AC and DC ranges are 0- 1.5- 5- 15 -50- 150-500 -1500 volts (1,000 volts
maximum on AC). Ohmmeter ranges are Xl, X10, X100, X1,000, X10K, X100K
Xl meg. Measures .1 ohm to 1,000 megohms. Other features are db scale, center
scale zero adjust and polarity reversal switch. High 11 megohm input resistance
virtually eliminates circuit loading.
The low anti -inflation price of this tremendously popular kit includes all tubes,
necessary constructional material, test leads and the construction manual.

'Weft AC

VACUUM TUBE

exalakit

VOLTMETER KIT
A new amplifier type AC VTVM

HANDITESTER KIT

that makes possible those sentitive
MODEL AV -2

$2950
Shipping
Wt. 5 lbs.

measurements
laboratory or
voltage ranges
RMS full scale

so essential in
audio work. Ten
covering from .01
to 300 volts RMS

full scale. Input impedance

1

megohm with frequency response
20- 50,000 cycles. Ten DB ranges
from -52 to +52 DB. Four diodes
in meter bridge circuit for maximum linearity.

MODEL M -1

$1350
Shipping
Wt. 3 lbs.

The ever popular Handitester is
now supplied with a Simpson 400
microampere meter movement.
Provides AC and DC voltage
ranges 0- 10-30- 300 -1,000 -5,000
volts. Ohmmeter ranges 0 -3,000
and 0- 300,000 ohms. DC current
measurements 0 -10 and 0 -100
milliamperes. A completely self
contained portable instrument.

E/IOA1 AGEMr
ROCKE

INTERNATIONAL CORP.
11 E. 40th Sn.

NEW YORK CITY
CAW

JULY

uH

(I)

r

BENTON HARBOR 20,

1953
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RESISTANCE SUBSTITUTION
BOX KIT
MODEL RS -1

Choice of 36 switch

selected resistance Ship.
values 15 ohms to 10

Designed especially for

service applications in AMSW-FM-TV repair work.
RF and audio two channel
input. More than adequate
sensitivity-new noise lo-

megohms. All stand-

2

watt
10% resistors. Buy
ard RTMA

Wt.

lbs.

$550

1

several for

those lab

cator circuit -calibrated
wattmeter -substitution
speaker -visual signal

exitidW

and service
applications.

AMATEUR
TRANSMITTER KIT

indication. Can be used
with scope and VTVM,
checks phono cartridges,
phono mechanisms, microphones, tuners, etc. Let the
Heathkit Visual Aural Signal Tracer help you.

MODEL AT -1

$295?

CONDENSER CHECKER KIT

Shipping Wt. 15Ibs.

An instrument designed solely
for its articular job. Not a
"sideline ' of a multiple function

Here is the long awaited
Heathkit entry into the

amateur radio field.
The Heathkit AT -1
Transmitter kit is a
well designed basic

instrument. Measures value and
quality of unknown condensers
and resistors. Capacity range
.00001 mfd to 1,000 mfd. Resistance range 100 ohms to 5 megohms. Sensitive electron beam
_.
indicator -five polarizing test
voltages-safety spring re- MODEL C-3
turn leakage test switch.
Shipping
An amazingly accurate instrument at this low price.
Wt. 8 lbs.

transmitter incorporating many desirable features
and providing maximum over-

"4
$1950

Vileciticket
GRID DIP METER KIT
World's largest selling
Grid Dip Meter. Five
pre -wound coils -frequency coverage 2 -250
mc. Sim-

SIGNAL

GENERATOR KIT
MODEL 5G -7

-14

plified

construction and
operation

$1950
v

Ain

° Ship. Wt.
A

d Lbs.

servit

must" is a reliable source o

modulated (400
cycles) or unmodulated RF output.
Frequency range 150 KC to 150 MC.

all performance.
Convenient band switching eliminates the bother and annoyance
of plug in coils. It is merely necessary to switch to the desired
frequency and plug in your favorite crystal or VFO. This transmitter features a self -contained power supply mounted on
the same chassis and cabinet enclosed to minimize TVI.
AC line by- passed to reduce radiation.
The coils supplied with the Heathkit AT -1 are
pre-wound and adjusted for the necessary frequency coverage of 80-40 -20-10 meters. The
entire kit is supplied complete with all tubes, coils,
punched and formed chassis and cabinet, as well as
all constructional material required. A detailed
assembly and operation manual is also furnished.

eaeA4

e

TUBE CHECKER KI
Make those all important
tube tests quickly and accurately. Checks all tube
types encountered in
radio and TV work.
Simplified setup and

cost. TV picture
tube adapter also

MODEL TC -1

s.ee-a-effieet LABORATORY REGULATED

POWER SUPPLY KIT
A regulated variable 160450 volt DC output power
supply for the lab or service shop. Accurate voltage

MODEL PS -2

$2950

GENERATOR KIT

switching system provides fast checks for
shorts, opens, individual elements and
over -all quality. Portable cabinet available
at slight additional

Step attenuated and variable output
-internal or external modulation.
High output level and performance.
with low cost.

r

SQUARE WAVE

and current measurements
with large Simpson meter.
AC supply 6.3 volts at 4
amperes- standby switch
eliminates warmup time.
Low hum content -5 tube
circuit. AC and DC output
voltages isolated from panel
for maximum operational
flexibility.

Ship. Wt. 17

$2950

blan

,

Shipping Wt. 12 lbs.
Revised Roll Chart

.50

MODEL SQ-1

$2950

hip. Wt.

21bs

True square wave output
with frequency range 10
cycles to 100 KC. High
variable output voltage
level 0 -20 volts at 600
ohms output impedance.
Provisions for external

VIBRATOR
TESTER KIT
Checks for starting and
quality of interrupter and
self rectifier type vibra-

tors. Five sockets

1

-.,_.,---..,_->

available. See

-

synchronization. The
TV

ideal instrument for
service work and wide

band amplifier circuit

MODEL VT-1

checks hundreds of types.
Operates from continuously variable type batShipping Wt.
tery eliminator.

development.

$145°
6

lbs.

HEATH COMPANY

INTERNATIONAL CORP.
o.0
NEW YORK CITY (16)

ROCKE

I

a

.

BENTON HARBOR 20,

MICHIGAN
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Wear/die

IMPEDANCE BRIDGE KIT

Provides choice of Wheatstone,
Capacitance Comparison, Maxwell or Hay bridge circuits.
Measurement of resistancecapacity-inductance-

INTERMODULATION

dissipation factor -

storage factor. 1%
precision silver mica
capacitance standard
e % precision resistors.
MODEL IB -1B

$6950
Shipping Wt. 15 Ibn.

MODEL IM -1

eatlfkít

Shipping Wt.
17 lbs.

DECADE
RESISTANCE KIT

$1950

$3950

Q

M

T

E

K

E R

tortion analysis is one
of the most satisfactory
methods of checking
audio equipment. The
IM -1 features two self
contained high frequency generators (3,000
and 7,000 cycles) a 60
cycle low frequency
source, intermodulation section, AC

VTVM, and power

supply all in one complete unit. Direct reading IM percentages on
3 calibrated scales 30%

-

iieatlflilt

MODEL DR -1

MODEL AO -1

10 %

-3 %.

typical Heathkit invasion of the laboratory
instrument field. Here
is the first successful
low priced Q meter ever
offered in kit form. Oscillator supplies RF in
the range of 150 KC to
18 mc. Reads Q directly
on calibrated meter
scales. Measures Q of
condensers, RF resistance and distributed
capacity of coils. CaliA

Ship. Wt.
4 tbs.

Individual switch selection of twenty 1% precision resistors in 1 ohm
steps from 1 to 99,999
ohms. Sturdy ceramic
wafer switches featuring silver plated con t.acts and smooth positive detent action.

MODEL OM -1

$3950 Ship. Wt.
14 Ibs.

Indicates audio frequency on
large 454' Simpson meter.
Ranges 10 cycles to 100 kc
at input voltage level of 3300 volts RMS. The input
wave shape is not at all
critical. Useful in production
line testing- indicating
square wave frequency -determining generator output.
Operation entirely electronic,
no vibrating reeds.

eRLSCec[.

extended
range 18 cycles
-1 megacycle
A new

silver mica preciproviding capacity
range of 100
mmf. to 0.111
mfd. in steps of

audio instrument at a re-

markably low
price. Five continuously vari-

100 mmf.
MODEL DC-

MODEL

-

AUDIO GENERATOR KIT

Switch selected 1%

T

wave coverage from
20-20,000 cycles in 3
ranges. Variable 10 volt output level
at 600 ohms impedance. Thermistor
controlled linearity-precision multiplier resistors distortion less than
.6 %. An outstanding instrument value
at this amazing low price.

$3450

sion condensers
I

or square

Ship. Wt. 12 lbs.

range of 40 mmf
to 450 mmf with
vernier ±3 mmf.
All measurements
made at the operating frequency.

BAR GENERATOR K

Features sine

MODEL AF -1

brate capacitor with

Weeialeet

Ship. Wt.
11 tbs.

eatlf eeit
AUDIO FREQUENCY
METER KIT

T

I

$2450

ANALYZER KIT
Intermodulation dis-

5

44\4\

AUDIO OSCILLATOR KIT

'q(e.eckc't

ableoutputran-

-

ges-600 ohm out-

put impedance
low distortion
figure, leas than
.4% from 100 cps
through audible

BG -1

range.

MODEL AG -8

$2950
Ship. Wt.

71

lbs.

Ship. Wt. 6 lbs.

The Heathkit BG -1 Bar
Generator represents another welcome addition to
the fast growing line of
popular Heathkits. The
station transmitted test pattern is rapidly
disappearing and the Bar Generator is the
logical answer to the TV serviceman's problem in obtaining quick accurate adjustment information.
The Bar Generator produces a series of horizontal or vertical bars
on the TV screen. These bars are equally spaced and will quickly indi.
cate picture linearity of the receiver under test. Since picture
linearity is independent of transmitting frequency, it is unnecessary to provide coverage throughout the VHF range,
thereby holding down instrument cost.
The Heathkit Bar generator is simple to use and is
extremely portable, providing a quick means of checking
the television receiver either in your workshop or in
the customer's home.
MODEL BE -3
Ship. Wt.

17íós.

$2450

reatlfizit
TELEVISION SWEEP

GENERATOR KIT
Frequency coverage 10 -90
mc and 150-230 mc. Variable
sweep width 0 -12 mc, built
in absorption type marker,
step and continuously variable output and blanking
circuit.
MODEL T5 -2

BATTERY

ELIMINATOR KIT
volt
variable
supply source rated at
10 amperes continuously and up to 15
a mperes intermittently. Voltmeter, ammeter, automatic
overload relay, fuse protection -heavy duty Mallory
17 disc rectifier.

ROCHE INTERNATIONAL CORP.

Il

E. 400. SS,
NEW YORK CITY (16)

JULY,

1951
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Ship. Wt.
20 Ibs.

$3950

WRITE FOR 7tee

A A

O

C T
L
G
New 32 page 1953 Catalog lists all kits, sped-

fications, schematics
and latest price information.
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NEW HEATHKIT WILLIAMSON TYPE

Weez;CGúáit

qiedrideit

AMPLIFIER KIT
The ideal amplifier

SUPERHETERODYNE

ECONOMY

RECEIVER KITS

WATT

6

AMPLIFIER KIT

for custom high

fidelity audio installations. Tops

in performance, value, and flexi-

MODEL A -7

bility of operation. Either Altec
Lansing Peerless or Acrosound output transformers available. First
Williamson type amplifier supplied
with a matching preamplifier.

$1450

Dual inputs

'PRICES

OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS,
Amplifier Kit (Incl. Main
Amplifier with Peerless Output
Transformer, Power Supply and
WA -PI Preamplifier Kit) Ship- lrt r150
pig Wei
37 lbs. Shipped $Y69
express
W -2M Amplifier Kit (Incl. Main
Amplifier with Peerless Output
Transformer and Power Supply) $4915
Shipping Weight 29 lbs. Shipped
express only
W -3 Amplifier Kit (Incl. Main
Amplifier with Acrosound Output
Transformer, Power supply and
WA -PI Preamplifier Kit) Ship- $6950
ping Weight 37 lbs. Shipped express only
W-3M Amplifier Kit (incl. Main
Amplifier with Acrusound Output
Transformer and Power Supple, $4915
Shipping Weight 29 lbs. Shipped
express only
WA -1 Preamplifier Kit only.
Shipping Wright 6 tbs. Shipped
express or pored past
$19"_

W -2

$19.50

A-7A
Amplifier with pre-amplifier stage for low level
inputs...
$16.50

Ship. Wt.
10 LBS

ht

Broadcast Model BR -1 5
'Pube- Broadcast Band 5.511
to 1600 KC coverage.
Shipping Weight 11 lbs.

-

separate bass and
treble tone controls- output imuedances 4 -8-15 ohms.

qeatlr.¢lt

HIGH FIDELITY 20 WATT

AMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL A -8

$3350
Shipping
Wt. 16 lbs.

high fidelity full 20 watt
general ''purpose amplifier.
Dual inputs and separate
tone controls for maximum
flexibility. Peerless
A

*ectt-gea F M

Three Bind Model AR -I
(i Tube all wave circuit 3
Ranges, continuous coverage 550 KC to over 20 Mc 7,
Shipping Weight 11 lbs.

TUNER KIT
Sensitive transformer operated
8 tube circuit. Frequency coverage 88 -108 mc. Pre- assem50
bled and tuned "front end."
Vernier tuning with slide rule
Shipping Wt. 9 lbs.
ial.

O R D

MAtI /0011

HEATH

;Il

4, 8 and 16 ohms.
A -8A with addi-

22

$23.50

110100

output transformer

MODEL FM-2

ORDER
TO THE

(ONIPAN1

R

E

tional preamplifier
stage for low level

cartridge, micro-

phone, etc., $35.50

B L A N K
SHIP VIA

_

Parcel Post
Express
Freight
Best Way

y0,

ON HARBOR

Mt(H1GAN

(PLEASE PRINT)

[QUANTITY

ITEM

PRICE

Heathkit Oscilloscope Kit -Model 0 -8 (26 lbs.)

$43.50

QUANTITY

PRICE

ITEM

Heathkit Square Wave Generator -Model SQ -1 (12 lbs.)

Heathkit Amateur Transmitter Kit -Model AT-1 (15 lbs.)

29.50

Heathkit AC VTVM Kit -Model AV -2 (5 lbs.)

Heathkit Bar Generator Kit -Model

1430

Heathkit Intermodulation Analyzer Kit -Model IM -1 (17 lbs.)

11.50
19.50

Heathkit Regulated Power Supply Kit -Model PS -2 (17 lbs.)

39.50
39.50
19.50
24.50
22.50
19.50
19.50
29.50
34.50
7.50
4.50
24.50
14.50
29.50
24.50
34.50

Heathkit Decade Resistance Kit -Model DR -1 (4 lbs.)

BG -1 (6

lbs.)

Heathkit Voltage Calibrator Kit Model VC -2 (4 lbs.)
Heathkit Electronic Switch Kit -Model

S -2 (11

lbs.)

Heathkit TV Alignment Generator Kit -Model TS -2 (20 lbs.)
Heathkit

Q

Meter Kit -Model QM -1 (14 lbs.)

Heathkit Grid Dip Meter Kit -Model GD -1A (4 lbs.)
Heathkit VTVM Kit -Model V-6 (6 lbs.)
Heathkit Visual -Aural Signal Tracer Kit -Model T -3 (10 lbs.)

Heathkit Condenser Checker Kit -Model

C -3

(8 lbs.)

-Model SG -7 (8 lbs.)
Heathkit Tube Checker Kit -Model TC -1 (12 lbs.)
Heathkit Portable Tube Checker Kit -Model TC -1P (15 lbs.)
Heathkit RF Signal Generator Kit

Heathkit Portable Tube Checker Cab. only No. 365 (8 lbs.)
Heathkit TV Tube Adapter No. 355 (1 lb.)

Heathkit Battery Eliminator Kit -Model BE -3 (17 lbs.)
Heathkit Vibrator Tester Kit -Model VT -1 (6 lbs.)
Heathkit Audio Generator Kit -Model AG -8 (11 lbs.)
Heathkit Audio Oscillator Kit -Model A0.1 (11 lbs.)

Heathkit Audio Frequency Meter Kit -Model AF -1 (12 lbs.)
Encl sed find ( ) check ( ) money order for
Plea e ship C.O.D. ( ) postage enclosed for

pounds.

ON PARCEL POST ORDERS include postage for weight shown

Heathkit Handitester Kit-Model

M -1 (3

lbs.)

Heathkit Decade Condenser Kit -Model DC -1 (4 lbs.)
Heathkit Impedance Bridge Kit -Model IB -1B (15 lbs.)
Heathkit Resistance Substitution Box Kit -Model

RS -1 (2

Heathkit F.M. Tuner Kit -Model FM -2 (9 lbs.)

lbs.)

29.50
29.50
39.50
29.50
13.50
19.50
16.50
69.50
5.50
22.50

Heathkit Broadcast Receiver Kit -Model BR -1 (11 lbs.)

1930

Heathkit Three Band Receiver Kit -Model AR -1 (11 lbs.)

23.50
14.50
16.50
33.50
35.50

Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -7 (10 lbs.)
Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -7A (10 lbs.)
Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -8 (16 lbs.)
Heathkit Amplifier Kit -Model A -8A (16 lbs.)
Williamson Type Amplifier Kit (Type:
Shipped express only
WA -P1 Preamplifier Kit (6 lbs.) (Shipped exp. or p.p.)

On Exp ess orders do not include transportation charges -they will be collected by
the express agency at time of delivery.

ORDERS FROM CANADA must include

full remittance for merchandise.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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a conventional antenna coil, with its
input lead connected to a whip antenna.
The Vari- Loopstick was chosen rather
than the cheaper Ferri -Loopstick because its screw adjustment makes for
greater convenience and accuracy in

8r,,,d#ew Just Off The 'Pressl

alignment.
A 1A7 -GT converter works into a
1P5 -GT or 1N5 -GT i.f. stage, which in
turn feeds a 1G6 -GT grid -leak detector

and audio amplifier. This gives much
more gain in one tube envelope than
the usual diode-triode or diode-pentode.
A 1N54 high-back -resistance crystal
diode serves as an a.v.c. rectifier, its
back resistance serving as the usual
load resistor.
Octal tubes were used instead of
miniatures, both for their greater ease
of wiring, and because there is no satisfactory miniature equivalent of the
IG6 -GT. Overcompactness can only lead
to trouble, as anyone who has worked
with some of the commercial "personal
portables" will agree.

M

foR YouI
TO

ANY RADIOMAN
WOO WANTS A

IN

244 Al

RADIO

MOBILE

SERVICING

BIGGER INCOME...

Construction
The physical construction of the set
is shown in Photos A and B, which show

the front and back views of the equipment respectively.
Photo B shows the internal arrangement of the set. At the left are the
A batteries, which are two size -D flashlight cells in parallel. They are mounted
in a sheet -metal holder attached to the
end of the cabinet. In the center is the
chassis shelf which holds the tubes and
i.f. transformers, as well as most of
the wiring. This is made of sheet metal
according to the pattern in Fig. 2, and
is attached to the front panel with
screws. All mounting and wiring on
this shelf must be completed before it
is mounted in the case. The volume
control and switch are behind the 1P5
tube in the center. The i.f. transformers should not be bigger than 1?á inches
square and must both be the input
type. Punch a small hole in the side of
the first i.f.-transformer can, and bring
the lead for the grid cap of the 1P5 -GT
out through the hole as shown. The
oscillator coil is a standard battery type (air core) and is mounted behind
the 1A7 socket at the right side of the
chassis shelf.
Next to the chassis shelf is the two gang tuning capacitor. This is the
superhet type with cut -plate oscillator
section. The capacitor frame should
have tapped holes in front so that it
may be mounted through holes in the
front panel and dial plate. The diagonal
crosspiece on the back of the tuning
capacitor is the bracket for the VariLoopstick. Install the capacitor with
the trimmers on top, and drill holes in
the top of the case so that these trimmers and the i.f. trimmers can be
reached for alignment. These holes can
be closed with snap buttons between
alignments. To the right of the capacitor are the B. batteries, two Burgess
XX30, which are held against the end
of the case with a bracket.
The whip antenna was purchased for
$2.49 from the Burstein-Applebee Co.,
under their catalog number 19B764. It
JULY. 1953

Your
p0í0

Ti

G

COMMERCIAL

Areto=hins

OPERA-TO

k

LICENSE
FR
INAMINI^^ °M
pp

LIME

HERE IS YOUR GUARANTEE

TELLS NOW

If you fail to pass your Commercial License exam
after completing our course, we guarantee to continue
your training without additional cost of any kind, until
you successfully obtain your Commercial license, provided you first sit for this examination within 90 days
after completing your course.

We Guarantee

TO TRAIN
AND COACH YOU AT HOME

TELLS HOW

IN SPARE TIME UNTIL. YOU GET

YOUR FCC

Our Amazingly Effective

LICENSE

JOB FINDING SERVICE
Helps CIRE students Get

TELLS NOW
Employers Make Job Of -

Better Jobs

fers To Our Graduates

Gets Five Job -Offers
Your 'JOB FINDING SERVICE' is a grand way
of obtaining employment for your graduates
who have obtained their 1st class license. Since
my name has been on the list,
have received
calls or letters from five stations in the southern
states, and am now employed as Transmitter

Every Month In Practically Every Field Of Radio

I

Engineer at WMMT."
Elmer Powell, Box 274, Sparta, Tenn.
WM MIN NMI MOP OM MIN OM SIM

MO

t

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
4900 Euclid Avenue, Desk RE -54
Cleveland 3, Ohio
(Address to Desk No. fo Avoid Delay)

I

how I can net my FCC
:iliut obligation. want to know
ial ticket in a minimum of time, and all about the
pr
opportunities in all types Of radio jobs. including
' -WAY MOBILE RADIO SERVICING. Rush me your FREE
BOOKLETS:
MONEY MAKING FCC LICENSE INFORMATION and "THERE'S MONEY FOR YOU IN 2 -WAY MOBILE.
RADIO SERVICING ", and give me the details about all radio
fields that offer employment opportunities at good pay. Also
-end me your free sample FCC -type license examination.

Itx MOtlI5

f

C

C

L1cEYSE

1001/110,11011

tit

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE.
.STATE
2-cent postcard/
[j If you are owner orVmanager of
radio -TV service shop
check here for Employers Plan and eenclose this coupon

with

www.americanradiohistory.com
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RADIO & TV HINTS -No. 41

,R

O

You can profit from the time saving tricks of
the trade gathered from the experience of the
experts and passed on to you in this book. Over
300 hints, gimmicks and short cuts on radio, TV
and audio grouped under seven sections for easy
reference. -Test Instruments, Tools, TV, Radio
Servicing, Audio, Amateur and Miscellaneous.
$1.00
112 Pages. 132 Illustrations.

TELEVISION TECHNOTES -No. 46

Shows you how to cut routine trouble shooting
to the bone in servicing TV sets. Gives the
symptoms, causes, and cures of over 600 actual
troubles which crop up in scores of sets made by
27 manufacturers. Compiled from manufacturers' service notes and the reports of practicing
service technicians. If you're in TV servicing,
you'll find this book as helpful as any tool or
instrument on your work bench.
$1.50
128 Pages. 58 Illustrations.
BASIC RADIO COURSE -No. 44

John T. Frye, RADIO -ELECTRONICS' popular technician- writer teaches you more about
theory in his easy going style than you can get
out of many books costing dollars more. From
the point of view of the practical radio man, he
leads you from Ohm's Law to Service Techniques
in enjoyable and understandable steps.
176 Pages.120 Illustrations. Hard Cover $2.25

Practical, easy -to -read technical books
Radio

Model Control By Radio -No. 43

Tube Fundamentals -No. 45

A clear -cut explanation of how and why
tubes behave as they do in modern radio
circuits! Written from the standpoint of the
practicing service technician.
$1.00
96 Pages. 74 Illustrations.

What radio control is and how to use it
for remote control of model boats, planes,
etc. Theory plus practical construction details on components and complete systems.
$1.00
112 Pages. 114 Illustrations.

collapses to a length of 9 inches and
extends to 5 feet, and is prepared for
mounting by drilling out the eyelet on
the bottom, removing the soldering lug,
and tapping the hole with an 8 -32
thread. The antenna can then be
screwed on top of a hollow porcelain
insulator, as shown in the photos. A
soldering lug under the head of the
mounting screw inside the insulator
serves as a connection point, with the
lead brought down through a hole in
the top of the cabinet under the insulator. For ease in wiring, it is advisable
to clip off the antenna lead supplied
with the Vari- Loopstick and use a
separate lead.
The wiring of this set is simple and
noncritical, and follows standard practice. All fixed capacitors should be
ceramic types. They are so much
smaller than corresponding paper or
mica units that they are essential in
such a compact layout. If possible, use
a pencil or gun -type iron for soldering,
especially for making connections after
the chassis shelf is in place. The ease
is a standard 5 x 13 x 3 -inch steel chassis turned on its side. Its top surface is
the front panel, and the bottom plate
serves as a back cover. The tuning and
volume knobs and the phone -tip jacks
can be seen on the front panel in
Photo A. On the right -hand end of the
cabinet are a Fahnestock clip for a
ground wire and an octal socket. This
socket is not connected up at present,
but can be used for operating the set
from an external power supply, or as
a group of test points for checking the
internal batteries without removing
them from the case.

Alignment procedure
Alignment of this set follows standard superhet practice. Either audible
or output -meter indication can be used.
A 0-1 d.c. milliammeter connected
across the 330,000 -ohm detector plate
resistor can serve as an output meter,
stronger signals being indicated by
lower meter readings. Before alignment disable the a.v.c. by shorting out
the .01 -µf a.v.c. capacitor C1. The set
can be aligned on stations, although a
Materials for portable

-I

megohm, 1- 330,000,
Resistors: -5.6 megohms,
2- 100,000, I -56,000 ohms, I/2 watt; 1-1-megohm
potentiometer (audio taper) with s.p.s.t. switch.
Capacitors: (Ceramic) 4-.01, 2-.001 µf, 2 -47 gat.
(Air variable) -2 -gang broadcast tuning capacitor, with cut -plate oscillator section.
Vori-loopstick;
battery -type
Miscell
broadcast -band oscillator coil; 2 input -type 455 -kc
i.f. transformers (see text); -IN54 germanium IA7 -GT,
IP5 -GT or INS -GT,
crystal diode;
IG6 -GT; 4 octal sockets; -5 x 13 x 3 -inch metal
collapsible whip anchassis with bottom plate;
pair-high- impedance headtenna (see text);
phones; 2 -45 -volt B batteries (Burgess type XX30 or
equivalent); 2 -D -type 1.5 -volt flashlight cells;
carrying handle; knobs, terminals, wire, solder, hardware.
I

1

I

Public- Address Guide -No.

High -Fidelity Techniques -No. 42

41

I-

I

James R. Langham, RADIO- ELECTRONICS' famous audio writer tells you how to
get top performance from your hi -fi equipment. He mixes solid facts with rare humor.
$1.00
112 Pages. Illustrated.

Tells how to make extra money in P. A.
work, covers every phase of installation
and maintenance plus construction details
on all-purpose P. A. system.
750
80 Pages. Illustrated.

Practical Disc Recording-No. 39
Last word in making good disc recordings.
Covers theory and practical techniques. A
full chapter is devoted to each important

See your distributor -or mail this coupon

recording component.
96 Pages. Illustrated.

COMING!
NEW -GERNSBACK LIBRARY
BOOK No. 48

High -Fidelity- Design, Construction,
Measurements.

Watch for it!

75

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC. Dept. 73

West Broadway
New York 7, N. Y.
25

Enclosed k my remittance of $
Please send me, postpaid, the

books

below:

039 041 042 043 044 045

checked

46 047

Nome
(Please print clearly)

Street
City

Zone

State
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signal generator is preferable if
available.
The first step is to align the i.f.'s by
connecting the signal generator to the
top cap of the 1A7 and peaking the i.f.
trimmers.
For the r.f. alignment the signal
generator must radiate its signal into
the set through a short antenna wire
connected to its probe. The whip anRADIO- ELECTRONICS.
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tenna must be fully extended. During
the adjustments, the hand must not
come too close to the antenna, or it may
introduce hand capacitance and throw
off the alignment. Due to the lack of
an oscillator-padder adjustment, the i.f.
determines the lowest signal frequency
to which the receiver will tune. This
frequency must be determined by trial
and error.. To lower this minimum frequency, the i.f. must be raised, and
vice versa. After these adjustments are
complete, peak the oscillator at the
maximum signal frequency by turning
the gang all the way out and adjusting
the oscillator trimmer.
The low- frequency r.f. adjustment is
the slug of the Vari -Loopstick, which
is peaked up on a signal near the low
end of the dial. Then adjust the r.f.
trimmer on a signal near the high end
of the dial. Due to the large capacitance of the antenna, you may have
some difficulty getting this trimmer to
peak. In that case, either reduce the
maximum frequency or accept a compromise adjustment.
The sensitivity of this set has come
up to the highest expectations. With the
antenna fully extended in an outdoor
location in Chicago it will receive over
25 stations with listenable volume,
some as far away as 150 miles. Selectivity also is good, although the strong
a.v.c. action may make it seem broad on
very strong signals. A ground connection is not needed outdoors, but is helpful in some indoor locations. Since parts
for this set, even all new, should not
cost more than $20, it represents a real
bargain in performance.
END
INSULATING R.F. CHOKES
To protect the metal ends of a r.f.
choke from accidental contacts in a
crowded radio chassis, I cut the rubber
tips off old medicine droppers and slip
them over the ends of the choke.
This kink can be especially helpful
in preventing many of the intermittent
troubles which develop in crowded electronic chassis because of accidental
shorting of the choke to ground or because of a fault of some other component in the circuit. -John A. Comstock

AT R

autoradio

VIBRATORS
have
ceramic

stack spacers
A COMPLETE LINE OF VIBRATORS

411II

USaoa

Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated
Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Precision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack Spacers for
Longer Lasting Life. Backed by more than 22
years of experience in Vibrator Design, Development, and Manufacturing.

PARTS :424 REPAIR

0
/

NEW

"A"

MODELS

/

NEW DESIGNS

vITERAtuAß
NEW

Battery Eliminators, DC-AC Inverters, Auto Radio Vibrators

See youwr fovea cm write padan%

2_

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.
"So that's the way your television set
acts up? -I'll go see if I can fix it."
JULY. 1953

ípzoducta. Succc 1931
SAINT PAUL 1. MINNESOTA -U. S. A.
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Experience is

a

great teacher.

And experience has taught more

utdi
cortscívus

i

and more TV installers and service
men they can't afford to risk their

reputations on inferior materials.

dam

want t/e

That's why so many demand the
NEPCO LINE -television's "Master
of the Elements." They've found

that National Electric's complete
line of TV Antennas, Mounting

¿À&oJz

Accessories, and Wire provides

built -in ruggedness

... meets the

N- EW MASTER
OF THE ELEMENTS

test of time and weather-and
assures their reputation in both

the new and replacement markets.

EXAMINE THE NEPCO LINE
* Every item in the

Quality materials
with the strength to
stay on the job .. .

NEPCO Line is engineered, tested
and field proved to assure long service on the job.

* Extra heavy zinc galvanizing on all parts.
* Baked on "Shera- solution" for extra corrosion

Plus features
for fast, easy installation

* Rigid heavy gauge steel used in all mounts (1 % "x'/s ").
* Two 15' stainless steel chimney bands, %g" eye bolts,

*

and handling

pro-

tection.

* Unique adjustable mast clamp with one bolt mounting.
* Exclusive antenna mast clamp with positive alignment
in all planes.

and 4 heavy gauge banding clips with patented imbedding screws available with each chimney mount.

* Patented imbedding type screw for positive electrical

All hardware corrosion- protected in the same complete
manner as the mounts.

* Versatile mounts that accommodate

and mechanical locking.
all types of in-

stallations.

flatianal
RADIO- ELECTRONICS
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ANTENNAS -UHF
DOUBLE DIPOLE
REFLECTOR

STACKED DIPOLE
REFLECTOR

YAGI TYPE
CONICAL

BOW
CONICAL

CORNER
ARRAY

TYPE

TIE

YAGI

TYPE

TYPE

MASTING

THE

COMPLETE

CLEAR

BAKED
BAK ED ENAMEL
INSIDE AND

LINE

OUTSIDE
EXTRA HEAVY ZINC

FOR

PERMANENT

A

GALVANIZED
COATING

FAST

HEAVY
STEEL GAGE

INSTALLATION

NEPCO MASTS

MAILABLE MASTS

TELESCOPING
MASTS

II

ADJUSTABLE
WALL

VENT

WIRES

YOU'LL
*

A

FIND...

ZEE LINE

NEPCO

line designed with your handling problems in mind
strong compact boxes easy to move and stack.

...

300 OHM+

POLYON 300 OHM TWIN LEAD WIRE

* Large easy -to -read illustrated package labels.

In

addition

. . .

Brand recognition has been gained for the NEPCO
Line through superior service on the job, and a national
advertising and promotional program has created
acceptance for this quality line.

P/us

Wall Brackets
Guy Rings

Chimney Banding
Banding and
Mast Clamps

The NEPCO Line is priced right for your customers.

THE
Write, wire or phone for the name of
your nearest representative today

LINE

Electric products
Radio & Television Department, Pittsburgh, Pa.

JULY,

1953
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BROADCASTING AND COMMUNICATIONS

BETTER PICTURES...
BETTER SOUND
PEAK

PERFORMANCE ALL
AROUND!

the NEW

SKYLINE

.

ONE LEAD-IN
ALL CHANNELS
ALL FREQUENCIES

II

/PARTS AND PERFORMANCE

a

i

WARRANTY!
/PRE-ASSEMBLED
II

QUICK RIG

j

,I

JI

NOW 32 ELEMENTS
/SEPARATE UHF
-VHF
CIRCUITS --

;
I

/AMAZING RECEPTION
TO
ISO MILES
AND MORE!
lA

fig

IT'S TOMORROW'S
1_

\

SKYLINE MFG. CO., 1458

ANTENNA

E. 11th

P' PP

B

TODAri

Street, Cleveland

14,

Ohio

Broadcasters To Meet
Defense Emergencies
Conelrad (Control of Electronic Rodiation) is a plan to protect the country
in case of enemy air raids. It permits
some broadcasting stations to remain
on the air during attacks to broadcast
important civil defense information, yet
prevents enemy planes from "homing"
on the signals and using them as
guides.
According to the FCC Conelrad regulations, certain stations will prepare
themselves to transmit on one of two
frequencies, 640 or 1240 kc. These stations will be grouped in clusters, all of
which are interconnected by wire lines
and all of which will operate on the
same frequency. A number of clusters
will operate in a division. These will
correspond to the USAF Air Divisions.
All stations which participate in the
plan will be required to install equipment which will permit them to operate
at reduced power on one or both Conelrad frequencies, and to turn the station
on or off on receipt of signals received
over wire control lines, which may also
carry the programs transmitted during

air alerts.
If an air raid alert is sounded, all
AM broadcast stations not in the plan,
and all FM and TV stations, will notify
listeners that they are discontinuing
normal broadcasting for an indefinite
period, and that listeners can receive
civil defense information at 640 or 1240
on their regular radio sets. NonConelrad stations will then close down.
The Conelrad stations remaining on
reduce their power-probably to not
more than 5 kw-and transmit in a peculiar random fashion calculated to
confuse planes attempting to use their
signals as direction indicators. The stations of a cluster will transmit one at a
time for periods of from 5 to 40 seconds.
As one station ceases transmission, another picks up without a break in the
program. In a normal cluster any one
station would be on the air from 5 to 40
seconds and off from 2 to 6 minutes.
Most listeners would receive information without interruption, but planes
trying to home on the evasive signal
would be hopelessly confused.
With reduced station power there
may be situations where a receiver near
the edge of a cluster might fail to receive one or more of the stations in the
cluster, and other situations where only
one broadcast station might be available to cover a wide area. The first
trouble is not likely to be common. With
only two possible frequencies to tune
to, the sensitivity control of the receiver can be turned up all the way.
Automatic volume control will take care
of the loud stations, and in most cases
the weak ones will come in with sufficient volume.
Where only one station is available,
it will operate in short bursts of 10 seconds or so, going off the air for a minimum of 30 minutes between bursts.
Thus urgent messages can be sent withEND
out aiding enemy planes.
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PaNERFU L
DEPENDABLE
Ertplcying the newly developed B -T Ultraturer, the B -T Uitraverte.,,Mode
for receprtior of n I UHF channels on any TV set with quali-i unmatched by
ny come- +er regardless of pr.ce 'On /off' operation is automat tally controlled by the power
twitch en tie TV receiver. Term nals are provided for both VHF and UHF anennas.
BTU- 2, pro. ides

MORE

t'O4t Et

Advarcec circuit desigr assures high gain, high stabiliti, cnd lowest noise
performance A high rciio vernier knob permits easy, ,ac_ irate tuning on
Uhl; channels f-om 14 trough 83. Tube complement iidudes 6T4/ -5AF4,
6AB &. and Germanium Diode, 1N72.
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BLONDER- TONGUE LABORATORIES

TUNING

V'ESTFIELD, A. J.
Man .i'a- fu -e -s of TELE/IS
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NEW DESIGN

I

Here's the new

S

311,1=X

All- Purpose Crystal

MICROPHONE
MODEL 777
List Price 818.95
MODEL 777,
(with switch)
List Price 520.93
(Price includes
cradle
for mounting
on shed)

Its Versatility and
"Hand- a- Bility" make it
an ideal low -cost
all- purpose microphone

LIGHT! The new "777" Slirn-X Micro-

phones are rugged little microphones
weighing only 6 ounces! They are
designed for good- quality voice and
music' reproduction. Their versatility
and "hand-a- bility" make them ideal for
use by lecturers, announcers, instructors,
and Hams; for audience participation
shows; carnivals; panel and quiz shows;
and use with home -recorders. When
mounted on either cradle or swivel, the
"777" can be removed in a flash (no
tools necessary) -simply by lifting it out
of the holder. This makes it an ideal
"walk- around" hand -held microphone.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION: - Smooth
frequency response -60 to 10,000 c.p.s.;
special-sealed crystal element -for long
operating life; high impedance; 7'
single -conductor cable, disconnect type.
Dimensions: (Microphone only) Length,
41/2 "; Diameter 1 ". Finish: Rich satin
chrome overall.

IN THE

home -receiver field, the only
new tube announced this month is the
Sylvania 6BQ6 -G. This is a large-bulb
version of the familiar 6BQ6 -GT, with
better heat dissipation and higher plate voltage ratings of 600 volts d.c. and
6,000 volts positive peak. Basing and
other ratings are the same as those for
the 6BQ6 -GT.

Transistors are the real headliners
this month. RCA announced four new
commercial types -two contact transistors and two junction transistors.
The 2N32 point- contact transistor is
intended for pulse or switching applications, and can handle switching frequencies as high as 2.7 mc when used
as a current amplifier, or as high as
900 kc as a voltage amplifier. (In this
case the frequency limits or cutoff
points are the frequencies at which the
output is down 3 db from the response
at 100 kc.) The 2N32 has a current
gain of 2.2 and a power gain of 21 db
when operated at a collector voltage of
-25, and an emitter current of 0.5 ma,
with a 10,000 -ohm collector load, a
signal- source impedance of 500 ohms,
RCA

and a signal frequency of 5,000 cycles.
The 2N33 point- contact transistor is
designed especially for oscillator service
in the 50 -mc region. A test circuit suggested by RCA for this transistor is
given in Fig. 1 -a. The 2N33 can deliver
approximately 1 mw of r.f. in this circuit.
The RCA 2N34 and 2N35 are P -N -P
and N -P -N junction transistors respectively, designed for low -level a.f.amplifier service. Their characteristics
are identical except for their opposite
input and output polarities and operating voltages. This makes it possible to
obtain push -pull output from a matched
pair by feeding them from a common
single -ended source (see "I.R.E. Convention 1953" by Fred Shunaman, in the
June RADIO -ELECTRONICS). Both types
have an alpha (current gain) of 0.98,
and a power gain of 40 db at 5,000
cycles, with a collector load resistance
of 30,000 ohms, and a signal- source impedance of 500 ohms. These ratings are
with 6 volts d.c. on the collector, a
collector current of approximately 10
microamperes, and an emitter current
of about 1 ma.
The ratings given for all four RCA
transistors are based on an ambient
temperature of 25° C. All have the
same 3 -pin Linotetrar base shown in
Fig. 1 -b. Four of the new units just
fill an ordinary thimble.

Mixer crystal
CBS -Hytron is producing a new germanium mixer diode -type 1N133 -for
u.h.f. -TV tuners. The 1N133 has a glass filled phenolic case less than 1/2-inch
long with notches at the cathode end
for quick identification, and copper-clad
steel connecting leads. In the representative mixer circuit shown in Fig. 2, the
1N133 has an average conversion gain
of 0.5 and a noise figure of 16 db at
850 mc.

2N33

NOTE: Lavalier cord for suspension of Microphone around neck is available. (optional).

ACCESSORIES FOR "777"
MODEL 538 STAND is a heavy die -cast base.
Includes metal screw machine stud for connecting
microphone adaptor to stand base.

List Price:

$3.00

MODEL A25 SWIVEL ADAPTOR features a
long -life, hhigh- quality swivel connector. Is lined
with a long -life nylon sleeve -for noise -free and
scratch -free insertion and removal of microphone.

List Price:

$5.00

CAPS IN

µµf ALL

CERAMIC

a
COLLECTOR

Fig.

1

-(a)

50 -mc

oscillator using 2N33

transistor. (b) Basing of the four new
RCA transistors described in the text.
UHF

ANTS

o

On 538

CHAN 5 OUT

Desk

CATS

o

.

Stand
INI33
CAPS IN

µuf

UNLESS NOTED

4

- 6T4osc
o

+225v

2w

On S38 Desk Stand
(With A25 Swivel)
RFC

RFC

1

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc.
MICROPHONES and ACOUSTIC DEVICES
225 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, III., Cable: SHUREMICRO

Fig.

2-Typical

¡Et

u.h.f. mixer circuit.
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(Left) New Amperex hydrogen thyratrons. (Right) Sylvania's new heavy duty 6BQ6 -G horizontal -output tube.

Industrial types
Two improved hydrogen thyratrons
have been introduced by Amperex.
These are the 6268 and 6279, which are
completely interchangeable with the
older 4C35 and 5C22 respectively. The
new tubes have self -regulating sources
of hydrogen, and have a minimum life
expectancy of over 1,000 hours- almost
double the life expectancy of the earlier
END
types.
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How to make
PICTURE -TUBE
SUBSTITUTIONS
EASILY
New CBS -Hytron Substitution Chart for Television Picture
Tubes helps you pick logical substitutions easily, quickly. It's a
cinch to use this complete, up-to -date Chart. An Index of types
leads you to proper Substitution Group listing all readily interchangeable types. You pick an available type . .. with the least
number of necessary service adjustments. That's it. No other
money. You need this
references required. You save time
indispensable CBS-Hytron TV Substitution Chart. Get it from
your CBS -Hytron distributor. Or write direct today.

Chart

Substitution

...

WHAT'S IN IT
1. General

Introduction

FEATURES
outlines

scope

and

'u

dicated.
Other popular substitutes and required service changes high -lighted
and explained.
Substitution, not conversion, emphasized.

type.
5. Substitution Groups narrow choice to logical
substitutions.
6. Basing and Outline Drawings give basing and
dimensional data.

GOT THESE HELPFUL GUIDES?

All are complete. Include all
Give
types,
regardl ss of Are
k
free.
Get yours today.
41:r>,ow
PIC101( IU8r5

Miniature Guide includes 250
types, 111 basing diagrams.
Indicates similar larger prototypes.

Crystal Diode Guide describes 92 types. Includes 7
dimensional diagrams. Indicates typical application for
each type.

TV

Picture -Tube

Guide

All necessary data given for oll

electromagnetically deflected types,
regardless of make.
Directly interchangeable types in.

pur pose.
2. Introductory Notes give details on tabulation.
3. Typical Substitution shows how to use Chart.
4. Index indicates Substitution Group for each

3

NOW
CBS - HYTRON TEST ADAPTERS

lists

164 types, 19 basing diafor all magnetically
deflected picture tubes.
grams

7 -Pin Min.,
$1.45 Net

8 -Pin Octal,

9 -Pin Min.,

$2.25 Net

$1.75 Net

You can now buy CBS -Hytron
Test Adapters in all three popular sizes: 7 -pin miniature.
8-pin octal, 9 -pin miniature.
BY POPULAR DEMAND.

New ...Free DECAL
Not just an identification. But a colorful decal
that sells for you! Sells your magic ability to
recapture new -set sparkle. Let this decal pull

let

us

give your old set

NEW

Lf

SPARK

customers to you. Get it today from your CBS Hytron distributor.
..a

RADIO

russ

CBS- HYTRON
Manufacturers of
Receiving Tubes Since 1921

RECEIVING

You can now test all sockets dynamically ... "topside."
Without wrestling with heavy chassis. Without disturbing wiring or parts. Just plug tubes into Test Adapters
and Adapters into sockets. Presto, socket connections
are topside ... ready for your test prod. You check voltage, resistance, gain, intermittents, oscillation. Trace
signals, etc. All the e -a -s -y topside way. Order all three
Test Adapters from your CBS-Hytron distributor today.

Main Office: Danvers, Massachusetts

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

... TRANSMITTING ... SPECIAL -PURPOSE AND

TV PICTURE TUBES
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WITH THE TECHNICIAN

IX

12,080 HOURS OF ENGINEERING TO BRING YOU THE

OSCILLOSCOPE
-

IN

THE WORLD

-

-

The Oscilloscope you've been seeking
No other oscilloscope at any price
high or low
with these desirable features
in both Kit and Wired Form:
.

SPECIFICATIONS. PRECISE MODEL 300 OSCILLOSCOPE VERTICAL - Vertical -Oat (3db) DC through 5 megacycles with sensitivity of
-

greater than

10

m,llwolts push -pull (3.94 Millivoits -cm); Constant Resist-

Push-pull input immediately converted to singie.ended normal or
phase by shorting bar at inputs 1 and 2; Frequency compensated
vertical stepping attenuator selects AC or DC
Internal electronic mixing through inputs
Input through
1
and 2; hoe -way binding posts.
POSITIONING
Bridge Wee positioning on vertical and horizontal does
not vary tube characteristics.
HORIZONTAL
Frequency compensated stepping attenuator in horizontal
amplifier; Push -pull Horizontal out
BLANKING
Internal (return trace blanked), esternal (return trace not
blanked). 60 cycle or 120 cycle Blanking through Blanking amplifier clrcult.
SYNCHRONIZATION
External. Internal Positive. Internal Negative.
Internal 60 cycle or Internal 120 cycle synchronization.
ance.

inputsxithgh

nfiersom

-

-

-

SWEEP RATE
In five ranges

-

Driven or non -driven linear sweeps from

I cycle

to

BOKC

(I.10 cycles uses esternal C circuit); Trigger potentiometer.
Electronic magnifier and magnifier Oosilioner allows any

MAGNIFIER
part of a signal to be magnified up to ten times (equivalent to 70 Inches

horizonta
deflection).
Internal square wave calibrator and potentiometer for
using oscilloscope at a UMW on Peak to Peak measurements.
CALIBRATION SCREEN
Edge -illuminated scale and grabcule may be
turned on or off; filtered screen.
OUTPUTS ON FRONT PANEL.- Plus Gate output; Sawtooth output. 60 cycle
phasing Output; 60 cycle unphased output; Calibration Output
FOCUSING
Astigmatism. locus and Intensity control.
CRT
NEW 7" Tube, normally supplied Is medium persistency type lor1
(osciltoscoDe green trace)
high persistency types available at additional
of

CALIBRATION

cost.

-

Deflection plates. available from rear of cabinet
INTENSITY MODULATION
Z modulation through modulation amplifier.
GENERAL
low loss components; Oyer-designed fused power supPl for
additional circuitry. Deeply etched aluminum panel; New parts from original
m n fact
(No SURPLUS);
SURPLUS): teel cabinet; 11" 1 14" a 17 "; complete
withu Instruction book and all
ponents; Accessories Model 912T(MM)
Demodulator Probe and Model 960 Capacity Attenuator Probe available at

-

-

-

extra cost
There are many additional features and circuits in kit torn, wh,cn may be
added to the Model 300. Phase write us for descriptive literature

-kit

300M

$94.95

form

300W- factory wired

$199.50

/'1

MODEL 630 RF -AF -TV AND MARKER GENERATOR. For the first time
In the history of the industry
. SO
MUCH FOR SO LITTLE.
110 MC on fundamentals, 330 MC on harmonics; Pre -tuned RF

head; AF from 20 to 20,000 cycles; variable % and
1 %)
Eat. Mod.; Cathode -Follower and Constant 2 output; Stepping
attenuator; Speech Amp.; Xtal Marker with Amp. control; RF and
AF Standby; Wien Bridge AF; Colpitts RF; Illuminated Drum Dials;
Coax outputs; Separately tuned coils; Filtered AC; Vernier tun.
Ing; Separate RF; Shielded; 8" x 11" x 5"; Etched panel.
(within

Model 630KÁ
Model 630W

..

.

Model 630K

$38.95 (pre -assembled head)
$53.95 (Factory wired)

MODEL 610 RF

field offering:

ally tuned coils.

..

lowest priced signal

head

onharmon
60 and 400 cycle
output; Ext. Mod.; Speech Amp.; Individu;

AF; Cathode- follower

Model 6I0W

$33.95

SIGNAL GENERATOR. The

lÌÓMC on Ifunda

Model 610K

head)

$23.95

539.95 (wiredjsemble0

MODEL 909 VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. 1% Ceramic precision
Resistors; Coax DC connector; FM zero alignment scale; burn -out

proof circuit. Rugged oversize 41/2" meter
Factory wired . . $44.98

Bradford, advertising manager

N.H. TO BAN QRM?
An act introduced in the New Hampshire Legislature would give town and
city councils the right to fine persons
or corporations who unreasonably or
unnecessarily disturb or interfere with
radio or TV reception.
The bill provides that on receipt of
a complaint, the town or city authorities
shall investigate, and where the complaint is justified, shall give notice to
the person, firm, or corporation to
eliminate the cause of such unreasonable or unnecessary disturbance. If the
disturbance is not eliminated within
the time fixed in the notice (provided
it can be corrected at a cost of not
more than $15) the willful violator
would be subject to a $50 fine, to be
administered by the municipality.
The bill refers to persons or firms
"having authority to transact business
in this state" and presumably would
not apply to a private citizen ruining
neighbors' radio or TV reception with
a radiating TV receiver. However, it
might be applied to radiating community- antenna systems, which would
be operated by concerns "having authority to transact business in the state,)"

-

DIRECT

G. A.

of G -E's tube department, summarized
what General Electric had done in the
effort to sell the service technician to
the set -owning public. He cited the
well -known ads in national magazines,
mailers made available to service organizations, the booklet distributed to
set owners, and surveys made under
the direction of the G -E' tube depart -,
ment.
The meeting became a round table,
at which problems of the service technician and the possibilities of reducing
them through the joint efforts of the
service technician and his associations,
the manufacturers, and the service,

trade, and technical magazines, were
discussed.

-

- -

were discussed with the technical press
at a luncheon given April 9 in New
York City by the General Electric Co.
Present were editors of all the magazines interested in radio and TV service.

(IN KIT AND WIRED FORM)
THE FASTEST- GROWING KIT MANUFACTURER

G -E HOLDS SERVICE LUNCH
Problems of the service technician

.

$25.98

HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE. Designed for high voltage
measurements with special emphasis on Safety, Operational Sim
MODEL 999

-

Construction. Exclusive Features: MULTIPLE
and Rugged
MECHANICALLY SHOCKPROOF; CHANGEABLE TIPS;
SWIVEL connection. Odds are billions of billions to 1 that ne
breakdown will `curl INTERCHANGEABLE RESISTORS
Wired
plicity

...

$6.98

Only

factory wired Probe In
the industry. Individually calibrated at 75 MC for accuracy, impedance and shunt Capacity.
Wired Only
MODEL 912 RF PROBE. LOWEST PRICED,

...

.25

MODEL 960 CAPACITY ATTENUATOR PROBE. Reduces input C. and
loading effects of an oscilloscope by 10 to 1. Adjustable for any
scope. Lowest priced in the field. but still using highest quality

components.

Wired Only

... $5.95

MODEL 907 DELUXE VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER. Another PRECISE
first! Vertical or Horizontal construction. GIGANTIC 744" meter
movement; all the unusual values and features of Model 909 In
a really DELUXE version

111111111999

Factory wired

PRECISE NEW MODEL #468
PRECISE AGAIN LEADS THE

-

...

$38.98.

$57.98

MODEL 635 UNIVERSAL AF SINE, SQUARE AND PULSE GENERATOR.

RESISTANCE DECADE BOX
FIELD with its New Low -Priced
Resistance Decade Box. Ideal for specialized service work.
Compact In site for Bench Drawers and Tool Boxes. Engineered
with the customary Precise Accuracy and Dependability.
5 Separate Switches,
Positions on Each; plus or minus better
than 1% for Extreme ACCuracy; Readings from 10 OHM to
1,111,110 OHM in 5 Decades. Deeply etched Aluminum Panel;
Rugged Construction; Complete with famous Precise Simplified
Construction Manual. 3°-V x 61/4" e 2 ".
.

for accurate testing audio

and video circuits. 1% Ceramic precision resistors; Wien Bridge; variable 2 and cathodeollower
output; minimum overshoot and roundoff through 100,000 cycles;
sine waves -through 200 KC
-.

.

Factory wired

II

e
$18.95

468K. ... ............................hit form........... ........................
468W.
factory wired.._..... ........._.........._....524.95
476K- CAPACITY DECADE BOX (Not Illus.)......kit only......$18.95
478W- CAPACITY DECADE BOX (Not Illus.) factory wired $24.95

pcsé

DEVELOPMENT CORP.

... $52.50

$33.50

.

Prices slightly higher in the West. Prices and
specifications subject to change without notice.
PRECISE DEVELOPMENT CORP.
OCEANSIDE, L.
999 LONG BEACH ROAD

DEPT. RE -19

l., NEW YORK

GENTLEMEN: Without any obligation on my part, kindly send
me the following:
PRECISE CATALOG
NAME OF DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST ME

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

OCEANSIDE, NEW YORK

SERIAL NUMBER BILL KILLED
The New York State bill which would
have made it a misdemeanor for a
dealer to sell electrical appliances from
which identification numbers had been
removed was vetoed by Governor
Dewey.
The Governor pointed out that New
York already has a law which makes
the willful defacing of serial numbers
a criminal act. This law, he pointed
out, is intended to punish those who
tamper with serial numbers to prevent
the detection of a crime or to defraud
the manufacturer or purchaser of the
device.
The proposed law, he said, was
weaker than the present one, since it
specifically excepts second -hand sales.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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WALSCO
HAS THE ONLY UHF

It'!sco Corner Reflector

arcs,

Reflecto-Fon

ANTENNAS WITH

AMAZING

INSULATOR
X-11 insulator makes Wolsco the most efficient,
all-nand U-4F antennas in America. Nothing
compares with it!
is hollow, allowing lead-in wire `o pass
through the center. Wire is kept completely
out of field patte-n. It eliminates broken
wires caused by strain of wire on antenna terminals.

X-77

...

ever! It's 5 times stranger
X-77 can't break
than polystyrene. Silicone treated io sled
dust and moisture
not affected br extreme heat,
cold or win:.

...

X-77 is non- ,ygroscopic. Outstanding insulating
qualities will lost indefinieely.
Large`-t

Catalog No.
Reflecto -Fan
4400

'402

.404

Corner Reflector 4450

O

escrption

Sigle

WALSCO

WAISCO

Reflecto -Fan

Stack

Sügie Bay

.t52 Olal

Corner Reflector

Bay

Dial Stack
4 Ray

Stack

in demand

Avg.
Gain

(db)
7.0

'1.0
14.5
11.2
16.4

'Supplied. `.ith ccrnplete stacking kit.
Mast pt included in pricer.

JULY, 1953
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List
Price
$ 6.75
14.25
35.00
14.50
32.00

everywhere

UlALSCO
Walter

1.

Schott Co.

Lo: Angele: 18, Calif.
Chicago 6, lii,

-
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"Save with confidence"
The Lowest Priced Kits on the Market
Electronic Code
Practice Oscillator
&
Blinker Kit
AC /DC or

Battery Operated!

LOWEST PRICED SIGNAL
GENERATOR, BROADCAST BAND
simplified circuit provides the followswitch tuned, tone modulated
fre-

New

ing
quencies:
I. 455 K.C. -Intermediate I.F. frequency
2. 1500 K.C.-High frequency of Broadcast
Band

3. 600

Band

K.C. -Low frequency of Broadcast

-for

4. Audio tone

audio amplifier trouble

shooting
attenuator control is included for adjustment of the output signal strength
Housed in small black bakelite cabinet size
6"x6'x3t/z ". Can be useful for
alignment of all Broadcast
I
Band radio receivers.
5. An

.95

6 -TUBE

-A

PHONO OSCILLATOR
Not a Kitt
Wireless phono oscillator transmits recording for crystal pickups or voice
from carbon mike through radio without wires. Can also be used as an
intercomm by using P.M. speaker
as mike. Price (excluding
5

TUBE AC -DC SUPERHET KIT

Kit #1 -Five Tube superheterodyne kif,
A.C. -D.C. contains all components re
quired to construct this latest design,
highly sensitive superheterodyne broadcast receiver, complete with black
bakelite cabinet (excludes
wire and solder) ....Only e
w

.95

Kit of 5 tubes (I2AT6, 12BA6,
'5WA 5005). Only S3 25.

125E6.

tubes)
With Complete Set of Tubes
3 -TUBE

$2.95

Not a Kitt
An assembled unit ready for installation using tone and volume control

EDLIE Electronics

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED TO CONTACT ELECtrieal, Electronic, Communications & Instrument trades
for manufacturer of precision -made UNIVERSAL NUT
& SCREW STARTER. Write Aviation Service Supply
Co., Dept. RE. Stapleton Field, Denver, Colorado.

of the simplest
to build and operate.
Can be used with any

TUBES AND EQUIPMENT BOUGHT, SOLD AND EXCHANGED. For a fair deal send details to B. N. Genslet
5921.NI, 136 Liberty, N. Y. 6. N.Y.

number of headphones. Adjustable
Pitch Control -Any

type of headphone
can be used.
No warmup time

ready to operate

instantly.
Simple and safe to
operate.
Operates anywhere

-

with AC or DC

power, or from a 90
volt Miniature Battery.
Learn Blinker Code
with flashing light.
Blinker can be used
as

"RADIOBUILDER." MAGAZINE FOR EXPERIMENTERS. Beginners. 12 Issues $1.50: copy Ise. Unusual
Catalog free. Laboratories, 1131 -B Valota, Redwood City,
California.

WANTED: AN /APR -9, other "APR -", "TS -".
ARC -1, ARC -3, ART -13, BC -348, etc. Microwave Equipment, everything Surplus. Special tubes. Tee Manuals. Lab
Quality Equipment, Meters, Fast Action. Fair Treatment.
To, Dollar! Littell, Farhills Box 26. Dayton 9, Ohio.

V.I. TYPES OF ANTENNAS FOR AMATEUR AND
TV, Aluminum Tubing. Willard Radcliff, Fostoria, Ohio.
RECONDITIONED TELEVISIONS, $30 UP.
1120 South Randolph, Arlington, Virginia.

`

$n

95
-

.. $3.95

R'4API,

TV -FM ANTENNAS. ALL TYPES INCLUDING UHF,
Mounts, accessories. Lowest prices. Wholesale Supply Co.
Lunenhurg 2, Mass.

signaling device.

International Morse
Code included.
Kil $1.95 Assam- $9.95
each

NTE

bled

$3.95

PHONO AMPLIFIER

and six feet of rubber
cord (Not including Tubes)
With Complete Set of Tubes

SPEAKERS REPAIRED at wholesale prices. Guaranteed
workmanship. Fast service. Amprite Speakers Service.
70 Vesey St., New York 7. N. Y.

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 35w 117v sec 117 or 135
Ictus 6.3v .45a. 2 Y. x 21/2 x 3. $2.45 include postage :i
Ins. Bulletin available. Sell us your surplus material.
Empire Electronics Co.. 40914 Ave. L. Brooklyn 30, N. Y.

one

RADIO KIT

ads not accepted. Copy for September Issue must reach
us before August 21, 1953.
Radio -Electronics, 25 W. Broadway. New York 7. N. Y.

Kit #3-One of the
most practical Code

Practice Oscillators
ever designed, yet
Kit #2
low- priced 6 TUBE KIT designed for high sensitivity, excellent
selectivity and good tone quality. Uses
25L6, 2526, 6507, 65A7, 65K7, 65K7 in
an easily constructed circuit. The 6
Tube Kit is shipped with all parts,
including punched chassis, resistors,
condensers, coils, sockets, PM Speaker,
hardware, etc.
And at a closeout price of
$6.95
only (less tubes and cabinet)
Matched set of six tubes
$3.25
for kit

OPPORTUNITY ADLETS

Rates-45¢ per word (including name, address and
Initials). Minimum ad 10 words. Cash must accompany
all ads except those plaeed by accredited agencies. Discount 10% for 12 issues. Misleading or objectionable

Terms: All merchandise shipped F.O.B.

New

York City,

prices are subject
to change without
notice. Include 20 °'u
deposit for C.O.D.'s.
WRITE FOR NEW
CATALOG -Free!

154 Greenwich St.
DI 9 -3143
New York 6, N. Y.

WE NEED YOUR SURPLUS

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
WE PAY TOP $SS FOR:

RADIO RECEIVERS
*** TRANSMITTERS
ARC.I
** ARC
-3
ART -13

**

*

CONTROL BOXES

**
**

PLUGS
CORDS
RELAYS

TELEPHONE

MATERIALS
** AN
CONNECTORS

INDICATORS
WE BUY
CLAMPS
ANYTHING!
1t'rit +, Il'ire today! Tell us what you have.
TALLEN CO., ne., Dept. RE
159 Carlton Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

CONVERTER
MODEL RC -600

$49,95
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this TY set IMPROM; WITH AGE
Five years old next waek-and
now better than ever. When
the original tube wore out it
was replaced with a Bau land.
Now p_ctures are arig:iter,
sharper, clearer. Anot:ler
Rau laud success Kory-your
cue to sell improvement through
replacerzent with Eau landand chalk up plus business.
THE RAULANI CORPORATION

CHICAGO 41,11

NAIS

ZENITH SUKIENART

'

8,1114

h-012

Ir? M'It41 uw
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Whe ? repo6tior s rely tip/,/,

PERMA -TUBE
Stands t1 e test

qoa/ty,

. ,

HERE'S THE PERMA -TUBE RECORD AT

*MONESSEN

RADIO AND TELEVISION

1800 installations without a single antenna
mast failure.

1

Not

a single claim for rusted, bent, twisted,
broken masts since PERMA -TUBE was
adopted in 1949.

2

or

PERMA-TUBE installations show no wear

3

41 months

after

(average antenna life 27 months).

Storm that flattened 100 antennas failed to
buckle PERMA -TUBE masts.

4

PERMA -TUBE supports shop's fine reputation

5

for high -quality work.

Here's why PERMA -TUBE backs up quality service

'

Facts listed are published
through the courtesy of

PERMA -TUBE IS STURDY

strength, J &L steel.

Mr. Anthony Todaro, part
owner of a thriving radio
and TV shop in. Monessen,
Pa.... Monessen Radio and
Television. Mr. Todaro's
growing business is based
upon a policy of the best"
in material and service.

2

3

... it's made of

special, high -

... is

PERMA -TUBE IS CORROSION-PROOF
treated
with vinsynite -then coated inside and outside
with a
metallic vinyl resin base.

...

PERMA -TUBE IS EASILY INSTALLED
it's the only
mast with both ends of the joint machine fitted.

;;;;;;hi;

corhos%on
ow Peirria-6/6e resists
after

Section

of ordinary conduit

TV masts after
tubing used for
a salt spray
in
hours
96

Designation
test (A.S.T.M.
cor-

to accelerate
rust inside
rosion. Extensive
strength
the mast has reduced to drain
-caused rusty water
home.
onto the owner's

Section of PERM
aTUeE shows
500 hours salt spray
of corrosion.
no evidence
retained
Strength has been
of rust streaks
and the chance
on owner's home is eliminated.
thickness of
Note sturdier wall
sample.
PERMA-TUBE

B- 117 -49T)

...

..:,

DIAMETERS
PERMA -TUBE IS AVAILABLE IN STANDARD LENGTHS
WALL THICKNESSES. FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION MAIL THIS COUPON
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation

J8C
STEEL

496 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Name of nearest distributor
Without charge,
['Complete information on PERMA -TUBE
please send me:
Name
Company
Address

www.americanradiohistory.com

Stolen articles are usually found in the
second -hand market. Thus the bill
would have slight relation to detecting
thefts or frauds, and might easily become a device to help enforce manufacturers' restrictive sales policies, or fair
trade laws. It is not the function of
a penal statute, Governor Dewey believed, to do this, since "injunctive
relief or civil remedies are available
to aggrieved manufacturers, and the
criminal courts should not be a forum
for the settlement of essentially
economic disputes."

LOS ANGELES ARREST
The Los Angeles authorities are continuing an energetic-though possibly
sometimes spotty -campaign against
dishonest TV practices in that city.
Lewis S. Scott was reported arrested
recently on suspicion of grand theft.
According to detectives, a set which
had been checked in the police laboratory and found perfect was put
out of order by installing two defective
tubes and was taken to Scott's store.
The bill was $69.16. No details as to
what repairs were claimed to have
been made were given.
A little later, however, it was re-

ported that Maurice Rappaport, the
operator who had been sentenced to
150 days in jail for selling an old set
for $200 as "new" (RADIO -ELECTRONICS,
May, 1953, page 116) was released
after six days because he "was in
financial difficulty and had a wife and
children to support." In spite of his
financial difficulty, however, a $75 fine
was levied.

CALIFORNIA LICENSE BILL
create a board of
radio and television examiners, and
license all radio and TV technicians
and apprentices has been referred to
an interim committee of the Legislature
for study.
Harry Ward, well known among
South California technicians, as active
A bill which would

in radio and TV associations, was one
of those who pleaded the cause of the
licensing bill at the hearings.

The bill proposes:
1. To create a board of radio and
television examiners in California and
require the licensing of all radio and
television technicians and apprentices.
The board would consist of five members appointed by the Governor.
2. To give an examination to all
persons applying for a technician's
license.
3. Every license would have to be
renewed prior to January 15 of each
year.
4. The fees would be as follows:
Application for registration for an

apprentice, $2 application for registration for technician, $5.
5. The annual registration fee as a
qualified technician under one or more
classifications would be $5. The annual
license fee for service dealers and service organizations would be $25 for the
END
first year and $15 thereafter.
RADIO -ELECTRONICS
;
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Centralab Controls
always within reach

These handy Blue Shaft *Kits

help take "parts hunting"
out of repair service

FAST MOVERS

-

-

-

-

...

NO "SLEEPERS"

meg. B types have standard 3"
B -A
22 controls. t/, meg and
shafts, full -length fluted mill. BSK types have 21/e" split -knurl shafts. In
handy metal cabinet.

Kit Deal

1

SWITCH TYPE

PLAIN TYPE

IF you're like thousands of other busy Service Engineers,
you can't afford to sacrifice profit time
hunting for
repair parts. The smart, sure way to faster service is to have
your Centralab controls on hand when you need 'em
in
these handy Blue Shaft Control Kits. Assortments contain
values you use every day, in plain or switch types. Switches
are factory attached and tested for immediate installation.
Included are exact service replacements for popular radio
and TV sets.
Three kit deals are available: B -A Kit contains 22 controls (8 types) in 1/2 and 1 megohm. All units C2 (audio)
taper. Newest, revised Kit B -B has 22 controls (15 different
types), plus 4 "Fastatch "* type KB line switches. Ten handy
Plasti -Pak Kits of 12 controls each also save time. You pay
for parts only
no charge for containers.
You can count on your Centralab Distributor for exact
Blue Shaft replacements to keep kits well stocked. So see
him soon
he'll be glad to supply the kits you need.

always right!

. . .

-

3

8.60

2

B -70

2
2

BSK -60
BSK -70

meg.
meg.
t/, meg.
meg.

C2
C2
C2
C2

1/2
1

1

-

5
3
3
2

B -60 -5
B -70

BSK -60 -S
BSK -70 -S

1

Plus one metal cabinet

22 controls and 4 "Fastatch" switches.
B -B (Revised)
All have standard 3" shafts, full -length fluted mill. In handy metal cabinet.
2
B-83 2.5 megs. Cl
PLAIN TYPE

Kit Deal

1

B-5

1

B-10
B-26

2

B-31

2

B-40
B-59
B-69
B-75

1

1

2
1

1,000
5,000
25,000
50,000
100,000
500,000

Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl

meg.

Cl

2 megs.

Cl

1

Handy Plasti -Paks

-

1

1

3
1

2
1

B-84
B-87

3
5

Cl
Cl

megs.
megs.

SWITCH TYPE
B-60-5
V, meg. Cl
135K-60-5 t/I meg. C2
B-70-5
1
meg. C2
BT-80-S

"FASTATCH"
SWITCHES
1

KB -1
KB -2

DPST

1

K8 -3

SPD'

2

C13

Plus one metal cabinet

12 controls. 10 individual kits, also B type. Plain and
switch type. C2 (audio) taper. Split -knurl shafts. In useful plastic containers.

CENTRALAB, A Division of Globe -Union Inc.
922G E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

Firm

Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin
In Canada, 635 Queen Street East, Toronto, Ontario

SPST

2 megs.

T-600K

Name

A Division of Globe -Union Inc.

C2
C2
C2
C2

1

Please send me complete details on Centralab Radio-TV
Kits as found in the new 32 -page Catalog No. 28.

*Trade Mark

JULY,

meg.
meg.
t/= meg.
meg.
1/2

-S

Address
City

1953
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ELECTRONICS

Stimulation of Plant Growth
by

ULTRASONIC
WAVES
By GEORGE OBOLENSKY

Seeds treated with

800 -kc vibrations
show record yield
The author with Dr. L. P. V. Johnson of the University of Alberta checking
development of cereal grains grown from seeds treated with ultrasonic vibrations.

ULTRASONICS, the science of
generating and using mechanical vibrations at frequencies of
several hundred thousand or
even millions of vibrations a second,
has already opened new fields of research in chemistry, physics, and medicine. Chemists have used it for desooting smoke in smokestacks of big
industries. U.S. Navy research physicists have found that ultrasonic waves
can de-gas liquids, and even disperse
and suspend in water, despite the force
of gravity, everything from cooking
fats to aluminum!
Ultrasonics can do things as diverse
as breaking the molecule of water into
its constituent elements, hydrogen and
oxygen, and also sterilizing milk. In
the field of physiology, it has been
found that bacteria killed by ultrasonic
waves release enzymes that would not
be released if the bacteria were killed
by any other method. In medicine, deep
massage with ultrasonic waves is used
successfully for relieving such ailments
as rheumatism and arthritis.
In addition to these applications in
medicine and industry, physicists have
found that ultrasonic waves can also
stimulate the growth of plants. Although this field of scientific research
has received relatively little publicity,
its importance can be seen from the
fact that the French Government has
set up a special research station for
acoustical physiology which will do
work in agricultural ultrasonics, and in

Germany the University of Hanover is
conducting important experiments in
this field.
In the more specialized field of plant
cytology (cell structure), Doctors Wallace and Newcomber of the University
of Connecticut succeeded in changing
the chromosomes of sunflower plants
with ultrasonic treatments. Other research workers treated potato tubers
and found a significant increase in
plant development and yield. According to their analysis, the ultrasonic
waves seemed to have a physiological
effect -the starch changes to sugar at
a faster rate than usual-therefore
the increased growth and yield.
At the Department of Plant Science
of the University of Alberta, in western Canada, which is one of the great
grain -producing areas of the world, the
author conducted a series of experiments to determine the effect of ultra-

sonic treatment on the seeds of impor-

tant cereal grains.

The purpose was not so much to
observe the different growth developments, as to see the effect of different
time exposures to ultrasonic waves.
The first experiments were made on
"011i" barley, an early- ripening variety,
with a German machine-the Lehfeldt
vitra- vibrator -which had a single
crystal -controlled output frequency of
800 kc, and a maximum power output
of 5 watts per square centimeter.
The seeds were first divided into
three equal groups. These were then
soaked in distilled water for two

reasons:

TABLE

Time of Treatment
in minutes
10
15
20

1. To start the seeds germinating,
as dormant plant cells do not respond
to shock waves as well as germinated
cells.
2. The water absorbed by the seeds:
is a much better conductor of ultraI

Average Height of Plants (iris
centimeters)
48 -hour soaking
24 -hour soaking
2nd Rep.
1st Rep.
1st Rep.
2nd Rep.
68.2
65.5
65.9

No treatment
Rep. -Replicate

34.8
44.0
52.4

75.6
75.7
65.1
52.9

56.1
56.1
45.8

RADIO -ELECTRONICS'
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To help you sell

of the easiest -to -sell Rotors

txs

TY

rouR ANTENNA
DIRECT
iTATIp N WITH
AT
FINGER.
FROM

NOW... customers in YOUR STORE... will SEE
aid USE this ANIMATED and ILLUMINATED disay to .ee for themselves the fast selling CDR
Colorful ... it's a silent salesman that
dhes the job on its own! Be the first in your area
' ith thir. new device ...and SELL EVEN MORE
CDR ROTORS ... faster! After all ... it's easy
' hen the display demonstrates the greatest
rctor value on the market today!
p

ROTOR

TR -12

Rotor..,

com-

plete rotor unit includ-

ing thrust bearing,
handsome modern design plastic cabinet

with meter control
dial,

uses 4

wire cable

$47.95

THE

RADIART CORPORATION
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

CORNELL-DUBILIER
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY
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ELECTRONICS
1

sonic waves than air and gives a better
impedance match to the crystal.
One group was soaked for 24 hours,
and the other two groups for 48 hours.

NEW!!
NUT & SCREW
STARTER

specially engineered precision
tool for mechanics, technicians,
and repairmen in radio, electronics, and instruments fields. Eliminates fumbling and wasted time
in starting or removing screws
and nuts in hard -to -reach places.
A

Made of finest quality materials. Has lightweight aluminum
handle and sleeve, and specially
tempered dual blades of finest drill
rod steel. Not magnetized. 6 sizes
available separately or in boxed
sets. See your dealer or jobber, or
write to:

FULLY GUARANTEED

Holds
Nuts

WOO. IT

AND Screws)

Aviation Service Supply Co., Dept.
Stapleton Field

RE

Denver, Colorado

Representatives inquiries invited...

In accordance with standard experimental practice, one of the groups was
set aside as a control and was not subjected to ultrasonic treatment. Each of
the two remaining groups was then
divided into three equal subgroups.
These were given ultrasonic treatment
for periods of 10, 15, and 20 minutes
respectively. The treated seeds were
then divided again into two replicates
(a term used in agricultural science to
indicate seeds planted in different types
of soil, or raised under different conditions for comparison purposes). All
the seeds were then planted and allowed to mature. The results of the
experiment are given statistically in
Table I. The growth figures for both
replicates are highly significant, and
show unmistakably the added growth
of the treated seeds.
In another test some sunflower seeds
of the variety Mennonite were dehulled. The seeds were then given 1minute, 3-minute, 6- minute, and 10minute treatments by the methods previously described. At complete maturity
the diameter of the sunflower heads
were measured. The results are given
in Table II.

TV RADIA

r.tr li.

TABLE II
Time of

Treatment
(in minutes)

SERYI[E LIBRARY
fligr HERE IS LATE INFORMATION IN A
HANDY FORM FOR RADIO & TELEVISION
REPAIRMEN, SERVICEMEN & STUDENTS

1

13

3

15.2
13.3
18.0

6

10

It

Average Diam.
of sunflower head
(in centimeters)

would seem that within certain

longer treatments produce
greater effects. The exact position of
ranges

2 r OLSa$6 PAI ONLY$IMO.

IT PAYS TO KNOW!
AUDELS T.V. -RADIO SERVICE LIBRARY
presents the important subjects of Modern
Radio, Television, Industrial Electronics,
F.M. Public Address Systems, Auto, Marine
& Aircraft Radio, Phonograph Pick-Ups, etc.
Covers Basic Principles- Construction -Installation Operation Repairs Trouble
Shooting. Shows How to get Sharp, Clear
T.V. Pictures. Install Aerials -How to Test.
Explains Color Systems & Methods of Conversion. 1001 Facts-Over 1260 Pages-625
Illustrations -Parts & Diagrams- Valuable
for Quick Ready Reference & Home Study.
Tells How to Solve T.V. & Radio Troubles
Answers T.V. & Radio Questions.
Get this information for Yourself.
7 DAY TEST -ASK TO SEE IT!

-

-

-

-

rIII - -- --MAIL ORDER N.Y.
Publishers,
2
Pb he SERVICE
49 W.23

M,
-

UD

St

IO

L
RADIO
on 7 days tree trial. If O.K. I will remit $1 in 7 days and
$1 monthly until $6 is paid. Otherwise will return them.
1

Name_

WATCH FOR THE AUGUST ISSUE OF
RADIO -ELECTRONICS

Address

ON THE NEWSSTANDS

Occupation
Employed by

RE

JULY 24

the borderline of increase has yet to be
determined. The growth can be expressed in terms of the number o: watt seconds used. The machine used was
capable of producing 5 watts per
square centimeter maximum. Thus 10
minutes treatment at 5 watts would be
50 watt- minutes per square centimeter.
Using more energy does not always induce more growth. In the opinion of
the author there is an ideal frequency
for each type of plant which will give the
best results. Different plants seem to
require different frequencies and far
different amounts of energy,
Some sunflower seed was obtained
from Dr. Wallace of the University of
Connecticut. These were progenies of
treated seed of the Giant Russian variety. In this region (Edmonton, Canada) this variety ordinarily grows to a
height of 10 feet or slightly less. The
first and second generation from the
original seeds are at present averaging
about 14 feet and are still growing.
The stalks of these plants produce a
tremendous amount of fiber which has
many industrial possibilities. Several
research groups are interested in ana-

RADIO -ELECTRONIC
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I

Don't
Spoil

the

reflection/

ar
'

_stG:
-
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4.1s."''Sigal

A'

Your reputation as a skilled Service Man depends a great deal on
your choice of replacement parts. The performance of replacement
speakers reflects upon your ability and knowledge. Be sure the
reflection is favorable. Specify Utah* speakers -and your customers
will say "That Service Man Knows His Business!"
*All Utah speakers have exclusive Utah Universal Angie Mounting.
.
.
WRITE TODAY FOR THE NEW UTAH
REPLACEMENT SPEAKER CATALOG 5201

FREE

.

Export Dept. Rocke International Corporation. N. Y. C.

RADIO PRODUCTS CO., INC.
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA

A

WHOLLY

OWNED

J.S.C. Presents

SUBSIDIARY

A NEW

Tubular Twin Lead*
for UHF and VHF television. Rain, snow,
dirt or salt deposits do not materially
affect impedance and electrical efficiency!

Look for
and

Blue

Dise of
Quality.

OF

NEWPORT

STEEL

CORPORATION

TELEVISION
for graduates
Big demand

27 MONTHS in radio including
TV engineering-VHF, UHF, AM and FM. Students
use over $100,000 worth of equipment including 2
large commercial type transmitters in new TV lab.
Intense specialized course includes strong basis in
mathematics, science and advanced design in radio
and TV.
Hundreds of young men each year are earning engineering degrees in this recognized institution. Start
any quarter. Many earn a major part of expenses
in this industrial center. Low tuition. ComQetent instruction. Thorough, intense, practical prog am.
Also B.S. DEGREE IN 27 MO. in Aeronautical,
Chemical, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. G.I. Gov't approved. Enter Sept., Dec.,
March, June. Free catalog. ENROLL NOW.

B.S. DEGREE IN

BROADCASTERS'

"CAN -CAN"

New boons to broadcasters with more
than a hint of forthcoming "technological unemployment" for large numbers of station personnel are foreshadowed by two recent announcements
from widely different sources. The FCC
upheld its recent rule relaxing license
requirements for radio operators in
many 1 -kw and less broadcast AM and
FM stations, and permitting remotecontrol operation of certain broadcast
AM and FM stations with powers up to
10 kw.

The other announcement is the development by Ampex Electric Corporation of a continuous tape player which
permits a station to broadcast an 8 -hour
all -tape program automatically, even
'Manufacincluding recorded station breaks and
tured unlocal announcements cut in by synchroder license
nized clock mechanisms. The new maof Amphenol Pat.
chine runs at 3% inches per second, and
2543696.
has flat response to 7,500 cycles. SpeINDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE cial tape -duplicating equipment devel1773 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana
oped by Ampex for the new system
enables a single operator to duplicate
When Answering Advertisements
1,200 hours of canned program in an
END
8
-hour day.
-ELECTRONICS
RADIO
Mention
Please

The best low loss, low cost 300 ohm lead -in

the orange

lyzing its potentialities. According to
German sources the dry matter in the
stalks usually contains 40% to 48%
alpha -cellulose. This can be converted
to a good -quality paper and also can
be used in the textile industry.
It is interesting to note that some of
the seeds treated are producing albino
plants. These plants die early because
they have no chlorophyl to produce
food by photosynthesis. This indicates
that, in some cases, ultrasonic waves
are inducing mutations.
There is a great field for work on
vegetable seeds like tomatoes and
onions, because only small amounts of
such seed are required for large acreages. Future study should be directed
toward discovering whether ultrasonic
treatment would make the crops mature
earlier. At the present time, an experiment is being conducted to see if ultrasonic treatment can be used for killing
loose smut, which is a common disease
in cereal grains.
The author has treated potato tubers
and found the same increases in the
rate of growth and development as the
other researchers mentioned above.
Other preliminary work conducted
with various breeds of oats and wheat
has also shown promising results.
At present, the author is handicapped by lack of a precision ultrasonic generator that will give him an
unrestricted choice of frequency and
high output power. He cannot change
the frequency of the Lehfeldt generator without changing a costly quartz
crystal for another one equally expensive. He would like a machine capable
of producing 20 watts or more ultrasonic power per square centimeter, but
he is not an electrical engineer. He
hopes that his problem will be solved
in the very near future by electrical
END
engineers.

RADIO- ELECIRONICS
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BUY TEST
EQUIPMENT
ON
RADICALLY NEW
TIME PAYMENT PLAN
THIS

NO INTEREST!!

NO CARRYING CHARGES!!]

CONVENIENT TIME PAYMENT ORDER BLANK BELOW

USE

Superior's New
Model 770

-

VOLT-OHM
MILLIAMMETER

Superior's New
Model TV -11

TUBE TESTER
Uses the new self -cleaning Leve,
Switches for individual element testing. Because all elements
are numbered according to pin number in the RMA base numbering system, the user can instantly identify
which element is under test. Tubes
having tapped filaments and tubes
with filaments terminating In more
than one pin are truly tested with the
Model TV -II as any of the pins may
be placed in the neutral position
when necessary.
Uses no combination type sockets. Instead individual
sockets are used for each type of
tube. Thus it is impossible to damage
a tube by inserting it in the wrong
Free -moving built -in roll
socket.
chart provides complete data for all
tubes.
Phono lack on front panel

Action

Sensitivity-1000 ohms per volt

latest design 2% accurate 1 Mil. D'Arsonval type
Same zero adjustment holds for both resistance
It is not necessary to readjust when switching from
This is an important time acing feature never before included in a V.O.M. in this
Housed in round -cornered. molded case.
Brice range.
I: rautiful black etched panel. Depressed lettera tilled with
permanent white, insures long -11íe even with constant use.
-es

I

i!(ter.

ranges.

,me resistance range to another.

SPECIFICATIONS:
fi

n
4

$
2

Model 770 is an accurate
pocket-size V.O.M. Measures only 3'/e" o 57/a" s
2' /a ".

Superior's New
Model 670 -A

A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 15/30/150/300/1500 /3000
Volts.
D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0- 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1500
Volts.
D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0-1.5/15/150 MA. 0-1.5
Amps.

RESISTANCE RANGES: 0 -500 Ohms 0-1 Megnhm.

90

Model 770 tomes complete with
contained batterica, teat leads and
all operating instructions.
The

NET

sell-

Operates on 105 -130 Volt 60
Cycles A.C.
Hand -rubbed
oak cabinet complete with
portable cover

SUPER -METER
volt

4l

50

for plugging in either phones or external amplifier detects microphonic

NET tubes or noise due to faulty elements
and loose external connections.

Superior's

GENERATOR

combination
-ohm milliammeter plus capacity reactance inductance and decibel measureA

THROWS AN ACTUAL BAR PATTERN ON ANY TV RECEIVER SCREEN!!

ments
SPECIFICATIONS:

CONNECTS DIRECT
TO ANTENNA POST

VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750 /1,500/
7.000 Volts
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500 /3,000
Volts
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1.500 /
3.000 Volts
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5/15
D.C.

CONNECTION
INSIDE RECEIVER
NO

Amperes

RESISTANCE:
Megohms

CAPACITY:

to 1,000/100.000 Ohms 0 to 10

0

1 Mfd. 1 to 50 Mfd.
(Quality test for electrolytics)
REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms 2,500 Ohms to

.001 to

Features

Henries

DECIBELS:
Comes

housed

in

rugged,

crackle -finished steel cabinet complete
with test
=leads

and

operating

structions. Size 6'/0

z

in-

x 9''/

-0

7

Henries

7

to

7.000

to +18 +19 to +38 +34 to +58

ADDED FEATURE

4

$28.40

NE

4' /z ".

The Model 670 -A includes a special
GOOD -BAD acole for checking the
quality of electrolytic condensers at
a test potential of 150 Volts.

on

from

oscillator.

100

Built in 400 cycle sine

wave audio oscillator used to modulate the
R. F. signal also available separately for

JULY,

B -64,

the down payment with order and agree to pay the monthly balance as shown. It is
understood there will be no carrying, interest or any other charges, provided I send my monthly payments when due. It is further understood that
should I fail to make payment when due, the full unpaid balance shall
become immediately due and payable.
Total Price $14.90
MODEL 770
$2.90 down payment. Balance $2.00 monthly for 6 months.
Total Price $47.50
MODEL TV -I I
511.50 down payment. Balance $6.00 monthly for 6 months.
Total Price $20.40
MODEL 670 -A
$7.40 down payment. Balance $3.50 monthly for 6 months.
Total Price $39.95
TELEVISION BAR GENERATOR
59.95 down payment. Balance $5.00 monthly for 6 months.
Total Price $42.95
MODEL 660 -A
$12.95 down payment. Balance $5.00 monthly for 6 months.
as down payment.
enclose S
I
Ship C.O.D. for the down payment.

fundamentals

audio testing of receivers. amplifiers. hard
of hearing aids. etc.
R. F. Oscillator Circuit: A high transconductance heptode Is
used as an R. F. oscillator, mixer and am
Willer. Modulation is effected by electron
coupling in the mixer section than isolating
the oscillator from load changes and affordA. F. Oscillator CIrTubes used: 1 -6aE6 as R. F. Oscillator, ing high stability.
Oseil Wit: A high trannconductance heptode con mioer 1n
amplifier. -6eEß aerAadie
neeted as a high -mu triode Is used as an
oscillator in a highC Colpitta Cire95 audio
The Model 660 -A coma$
cuit. The output (over I Volt) Is nearly
complete with coaxial
NET
Attenuator: A 5 step
cable, test lead and 1ePure sine wave.
ntructions
ladder type of attenuator is used.

CO., INC.

38 Murray Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Please send me the units checked below. I am enclosing

Dept.

and from 60 Megacycles to 220 Megacycles on
powerful harmonics. Accuracy and stability
are assured by the use of permeability
trimmed Hi -0 coils.
R. F. available
separately or modulated by the internal

audio

BLANK

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING

Complete Coverage
for A.M. -F.M. and TV Alignment
Frequencies

Provides linear patterns
the air.
to adjust vertical and horizontal lineProvides vertical and horiarity
Provides sig
zontal sweep signals
nai for testing video amplifiers.

PAYMENT PLAN
ORDER

Provides

Radio

NET

instructions

NEW TIME

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Generates

95

TV Bar Generator comes tomplate with shielded leads and

detailed operating
Only

Superior's Model 660-A-A NEW A.C. OPERATED

Kilocycles to 60 Megacycles

-

Can be used when no stations are on

: Megohms

INDUCTANCE: .15 to

Signature
Name
Address
,

City

1953

www.americanradiohistory.com

Zone

State
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NEW PATENTS

COMMERCIAL SILENCER

YOUR
HIGH -PAYING

Patent No. 2,630,525
William M. Tonberlin, North Hollywood, Calif.;
Louis G. MacKenzie, Inglewood, Calif.; Paul
K. Bennett, Pasadena, Calif.
(Assigned to Musicasi, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.)

interesting career in

TELEVISION
starts here!

HOME STUDY
COURSE
with one of America's
LARGEST schools

COMPLETE
PARTS KIT
INCLUDED.
BUILD YOUR
OWN TV SET!

There's a place for
YOU in the tremendous, billion -dollar
Television, Radio

This patent covers an invention permitting a
receiver to be silenced through commercials orif desired -certain periods of recorded music as
well, by an ultrasonic signal transmitted by the
broadcast station. The invention applies to "store casting" and similar schemes, in which a factory,
for example, may be supplied with music without
commercial announcements, and the vacant spaces
in the program utilized for silent periods or announcements originating in the plant (or school,
waiting room, or other establishment). If longer
silent periods or more extensive local announcements are desired, the transmitted signal may be
cut out automatically during selected musical
periods -every fourth record for example, or during a lunch hour.
B+

OTO BET OUT

FILTER A

A

&

RECfA

Electronics industry! It's so easy to
get started with the

AMPL A

famous CRESCENT

SCHOOL course. Learn at
home, in your spare time. Illustrated, simplified lessons
and kits to practice on. No
previous training needed.
Send for FREE sample lesson ... make this day the day
you started on your way to a
brilliant profitable career!
APPROVED

FOR

KOREAN

VETS

Also Day & Eve. Classes
Trained at Our School

CRESCENT
SCHOOL
"One of the Largest
of its kind"

SEND COUPON TODAY!
Dept. E7
CRESCENT SCHOOL
'500 Pacific Street, Bklyn. 17, N.Y.
Sirs: Rush your FREE sample lesson and full
details about the CRESCENT SCHOOL Course
at no obligation to me!
El Home Study Course O Residential Course
NAME

-

I

1

ADDRESS

- - - -- - - - - -J
ZONE -STATE

CITY'
Lon

EASY

TO

LEARN

CODE

It

is easy to learn or Increase speed
with an lnstructegraph Code Teacher.

Affords the quickest and most praetiral method yet developed. For beginners or advanced students. Available tapes for beginner's alphabet
to typical messages on all subjects.
Speed range 5 to 40 WPM. Always

ready-no QRM.

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS!
The Instructograph Code Teacher
literally takes the place Of an operator-instructor and a ables anyone to
learn and master code without further assistance. Thousands of successful operators have
cquired the code" with the Inatructograph System.
Write today for convenient rental and purchase plane.

'

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
4701 Sheridan Rd., Dept. RC, Chicago 40. III.

BAO E LCD
LIGHTNING
ARRESTOR

DISABLING

BIAS TO
PROGRAM
AMPL

0-0
AMPL

B

FILTER

B

RECT B

N

The r.f. circuits of the receiver are conventional. The detector output is fed simultaneously
to the receiver's a.f. amplifier and to muting circuits which silence the set. These muting circuits
(see diagram) consist of selective amplifiers and
rectifiers for control frequencies A and B. The
rectifiers produce negative voltages across series connected load resistors. These voltages are used
to bias the receiver's a.f. amplifier to cutoff during
the commercial or (in one application) where a
certain undesired musical selection is being transmitted.
V2 is the amplifier for control signal A. It operates with high bias so that its gain is low. VI.
operates as a high -gain zero -bias amplifier. Since
it is shunted across the input of V2, it serves as
a low- impedance path which lowers the signal on
V2 to the point where it will not develop enough
negative bias to disable the main program amplifier.
When a B- frequency pulse is received, it is
amplified through the B amplifier. The output is
rectified and applied to the mid -point of the VI
grid resistor in the form of a negative pulse
strong enough to block the tube. If an A- frequency
signal is being transmitted, the output of V2
then rises, and is rectified and applied as a disabling signal to the main program amplifier,
which is silenced. The increased signal at the
cathode of V2, applied through a capacitor to
the grid of V1, is sufficient to keep that tube cut
off till the Astrequency signal ceases. Then V1
starts to conduct, and no signal can get through
V2 till another B- frequency pulse is received from

the transmitter.
During certain periods (say every fourth record) the B -frequ n y is sent continuously. If
switch Si is closed, the resulting rectified output
is applied direct to the main amplifier, causing it
to be cut off during these periods as well as when
the A- frequency is transmitted. (Since no Afrequency signal is coming in, sets with Sl open
will receive normally.)
These additional silent periods may be utilized
for local announcements or other special purposes, or may simply provide interruptions in
those industrial applications where discontinuous
music is considered better than a continuous
program for maintaining employee morale or
production rates.
The inventor claims that unauthorized use of
the equipment can be prevented by changing the
ultransonic frequencies occasionally. Components
are made in plug -in form to make this easier.
Further, due to its waveform and short duration,
the B- frequency signal is hard to tune in and
identify as to frequency. This makes piracy even
more difficult.

IT'S THE LOWEST PRICE
UNDERWRITERS' LISTED
ARRESTOR ON THE MARKET

90c

NOW! YOU'LL

REALLY
KNOW HOW
TO USE

OSCILLOSCOPES!
Here, at last, is a practical book

When, where

that makes it easy for you to
learn to use the oscilloscope why

ex-

and

FULLY on all types of AM, FM actly how to
and TV service work-and dozens
use your
of other applications besides!
'scope.
MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES
ANI) THEIR USES, by Jacob H.
Reiter, Jr. of Allen B. DuMont
Labs contains 326 fact -jammed
pages of ,just the help you need
How to
written so you can easily underinterpret
stand it. The book shows exactly
how the 'scope works; how to use
patterns
it on all service jobs from troubleshooting to realigning; how to
make connections; how to adjust
circuit components; how to set
controls and how to analyze pat- How fo handle
terns. 370 illustrations including tough jobs in
pal ell, pllotii snake things doubless time
ly

-

PRACTICE FROM IT 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK!
Dept. RE -73. RINEHART BOOKS, Inc.,
Technical Division
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Send MODERN OS(ILLOSC'OI'ES ANI) THEIR
USES for 10 -day FREE EXAMINATION. If I decide to keep the book, I will then remit $6.00 plus a
few cents postage in full payment. If not, I will return book postpaid and owe you nothing.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY, ZONE. STATE
OUTSIDE l'.S.A. -Price $6.5(1 rash wills order
Money bark if hook is returned in 10 days.

R-AD-1-0-E-L
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LIST PRICE

ORDER FROM
YOUR NEAREST
PARTS JOBBER

E

CTRD

N

I

C

S

Depend on Mallory

for
Approved Precision Quality

This Service Job
Will Stay "Sold"!
For good reason, too. Mallory

FP capacitors were used. They
are engineered to duplicate the electrical characteristics of the
original part in any TV or radio set that comes into your shop.
They will give performance that's equal to
and often better
than ... the original equipment. You can count on Mallory FP's
for precision quality
no call -backs.

...

...

Mallory FP's are the only fabricated plate capacitors available to
the replacement market. They'll give you long lasting performance
at high temperatures and greater ripple currents
even at
185° F. (85° C.).

...

When you use Mallory FP capacitors for all your service work, you
can be sure that every job is right the first time. It just doesn't pay
to take chances on capacitor performance. Always specify brand
as well as rating when you order
ask for Mallory and watch
your call -backs fall away to nothing. It costs no more to be sure
with Mallory.

...

For plastic tubular replacements, ask your distributor for Mallory
Plascaps ®. They will put an end to premature shorts
leakage
off center cartridges ... and unsoldered leads.

...

...

P R

CAPACITORS

RECTIFIERS

R.

CO Inc

MALLORY

CONTROLS

VIBRATORS

SWITCHES

VIBRAPACK POWER SUPPLIES

APPROVED
P. R.

MALLORY

MALLORY

RESISTORS

FILTERS

'Reg. U.S. Pot. OR.

PRECISION PRODUCTS
dr.
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CO.

Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

PATENTS

NEW

84
I

to

HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

Leo S. Craig, Shrewsbury, N. J.
invention may be used by the

Patent No. 2,629,054
(This

and

DESIGNERS
HUGHES
RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES.

with experience in

TO RADIOSONDE

one of the nation's
leading electronics
organizations, are now
creating a number of
new openings for quali-

SMALL
PRECISION
DEVICES

U.S.

Government without payment of royalties)
This device is a humidity -controlled audio
oscillator for modulating radiosonde transmitters. The tones produced by the oscillator indicate the relative humidity. The circuit is designed around a hygroscopic (humidity- sensitive)
resistor. The resistance of the hygroscopic unit
varies inversely as the humidity and varies the
frequency of the oscillator.
Fig. 1 shows the hygroscopic unit, Rl, in a
blocking oscillator circuit used in a conventional
radiosonde. When the tube conducts, grid current flows through Rl in the direction shown by
MITTER

fied electro- mechanical

engineers and
designers in important
phases of its
operations.

Fig. 1- Standard circuit for transmitting indications of relative humidity.
THE COMPANY

The Hughes Laboratories, located in Southern
California, are presently
engaged in the development and production of
advanced radar devices,
electronic computers and
guided missiles.

brace

a

variety of chal-

lenging problems which

require originality and

afford unusual possibilities of progress in learning.

ization, Stress Analysis,

Instrumentation, Structures, and Precision Production Mechanisms.
YOUR FUTURE

Working experience in

FIELDS OF WORK

devices in close associa-

Pulse Circuitry, Solid State Physics, Miniaturization, Antennas -Waveguides, Heat Transfer,

advanced techniques employing the above fields
will increase your value to
the Company as it further
expands in development
of electro- mechanical devices. Large -scale use of
electronically controlled
systems in business and

scientists. Activities em-

Equipment, Subminiatur-

within the next few years.

THE OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunities are offered
for men who will perform
interesting work on development of intricate new

The work includes such
fields as those involving
Servo Mechanisms, Corn puters, Microwave Tubes,

Hydraulics- Gyros, Test

tion with outstanding

industry is

a

the solid arrows. When the tube blocks, capacitor
Cl discharges through R1 in the same direction
as the grid current. The discharge path is shown
by dashed arrows.
When unidirectional currents are passed
through electrolytic resistors (the hygroscopic
units) they become polarized and cause erroneous
indications. Polarization does not occur in a.c.
circuits.
The improved circuit in Fig. Z is designed to
produce bidirectional currents through Rl. When
the tube is conducting, Cl and C2 charge until
the charge on C2 drives the tube to cutoff.
(The solid arrows show the direction of currents
TO RADIOSONDE

certainty

I

IN

Scientific and Engineering Staff

-- CULVER
--

Write today to address
at left, giving details of
qualifications and experience.
is required that
How to apply Assurance
any relocation of an
applicant will not cause
disruption of an urgent
CITY`.
military project.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

UHF and VHF ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS
Install anywhere. Extension rod supplied for back of set
mounting.

Constant impedance -Low loss -Solderless.
Sturdy rotary switch making silver -to- silver contact.
In brown
case.

MOSLEY 3Way TV Antenna Switch
$3.75
List Price
F -20

or

ivory

R1 when the tube is conducting.) Cl
and C2 discharge in the directions shown by the
dashed arrows. The charge and discharge currents flow through Rl in opposite directions.
producing the same effects as would be obtained
with an a.c. supply.
When the humidity is low, Rl is practically
an open circuit and the oscillator frequency is
controlled by C2 and R2. When the humidity is
high, the resistance of Rl is low and Cl is
effectively shunted across C2 to produce a lower
operating frequency.
The improved circuit can be compensated for
temperature variations. Electrolytic resistors have
a positive temperature coefficient. The circuit
can be compensated by using suitable negative temperature-coefficient resistors for R2. The performance of the circuit is checked by throwing
the switch to substitute the 41,000-ohm resistor
for the humidity -sensitive unit.

through

GUIDED MISSILE

Also available in Flush Wall Plate
style.

SnicL, A/c.

8622 St. Charles Rock Road

Fig. 2- Improved circuit cancels the
effect of direct current through RI.

polystyrene

At Rodio Ports Jobbers

MOSLEY

cÌl.05

R2 =TEMPERATURE

for Multiple

Cat. No.

R2S

r-

HUGHES
Research and Development Laboratories

2':

RI

%MITTE

St. Louis 14, Missouri

Patent No. 2,629,289
Paul B. Hunter, Metuchen, N. J.
(Assigned to Sperry Corp., Great Neck, N.Y.)
When firing a gun or releasing a bomb,
correct aim alone does not assure a direct hit.

Target motion, wind resistance, and other factors
must be reckoned with. The probability of a hit
may be improved by guiding the missile while it

RADIO -ELECTRONICS

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEW PATENTS

480 GENESCOPE

MODEL

is in flight. This invention permits a certain
amount of "steering" by remote control.
A microwave transmitter sends a pencil -like
beam in a line toward the target. The missile is
equipped with a microwave receiver and several
antennas on the fins. So long as each antenna

o

receives the same power from the transmitter,
the course of the projectile is unchanged. If the
missile goes off the beam, one antenna receives
a stronger signal than the others do. This causes
the release of compressed gas from one side of
the shell or bomb and its course is adjusted
toward the center of the transmitted beam.
The microwave transmitter is situated near
the gun position. Its antenna is highly directional
and is coupled through a servomechanism to a
telescope. Thus the telescope and antenna always
point in the same direction.
When the missile is fired, an observer keeps
it in view and, by pointing the telescope, directs
the missile to the target.

by service managers of leading

manufacturers-

TRANSISTOR TRIGGER
Patent No. 2,622,2
Robert L. Trent, For Hills, N. J.
(assigned to Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.)
High efficiency and small size make transistors
desirable as trigger elements. But nonuniformity
of base current often makes them impractical because the base current (in any transistor) is
apt to vary considerably with temperature. Trigger
circuits require a large base resistor; so small
changes in base current cause a large change in
bias voltage. This may change the mode of operation of the trigger circuit and amplitude of the
pulse required for triggering may vary widely.
Operation of this new transistor trigger circuit is
almost independent of base current.
A crystal rectifier and a battery B are used
in the base circuit of the trigger. The rectifier is
biased by B for conduction. The current ICI must
be larger than the static base current that flows.
Thus I,t overcomes the normal base current and
maintains the rectifier in a conducting state. RI
may be about 500 to 1,000 ohms. This value is too
low to affect transistor bias, even if base current
varies in some undesired manner.
I

I

don anderson
frank smolek

floyd makstein
norm cooper
max schinke
tim alexander

ho

lTLan

zenith
emerson
hallieraf fers
admiral
nilotorola

$395 dealer's net

If a sufficiently large positive pulse is impressed
on the emitter, the bias current will be greatly
increased. It biases the rectifier to cutoff. When
this happens, R2 becomes the base resistor. It
may be 10,000 ohms or more. Due to the high base
resistor, the input resistance of the transistor
goes negative as needed for trigger operation.
In effect, this circuit switches Rl in and out.
Normally the base resistor is low because current
flows through Rl. When the circuit is triggered,
R1 is switched out, raising the base resistance as
needed for triggering.
END

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 5200 W. KINZIE ST., CHICAGO 44, ESTEBROOK f -1121

51IR1,1N 31i7WNE

Ap,CF1NG

TRAIN AT HOME FOR UHF -TV AND

Learn Cruet iraI, professional type TV Servicing without !raring your present job. Included are money- making extras such
as sct conversion. master antenna installation. UHF -TV. field
servicing short cuts. You can start earning Television money
after first few lessons. You learn to test, trouble shoot and
repair all tvpcs of T1' sets.

HERE'S HOW YOU GET EXPERIENCE!

"Kinda wobbly-but it sure raises and
lowers easy."
JULY. 1953

train on

large screen, modern TV receiver. furnished
with the course and yours to keep! As an optional feature you
can get two weeks actual experience with Chicago's largest in
dependent servicing organization. loo learn 6y doing! Aye i
no barrier. Many etrel, ats are over I,0! ACT NOW! Send fo
FREE Catalog and SAMPLE LESSON today!
You

a

TV COMMUNICATIONS INST.
VETERANS!
Is approved for G.I.
205 W. Wacker Dr., Dept. RE19 T.C.I.
!reining. Under Publie
Chicago 6, III.

Law 5:11. Check coupon.

www.americanradiohistory.com

MILTON S. KIVER. President
TELEVISION COMMUNICATIONS INST.
209W. Wacker Dr., Dept. RE -I9. Chio:ano 6, III.

I

Rush FREE Catalog and Sample Lesson. I
am not obligated. Salesman will not call.

Name

rr-1

Cerernns:

LI Cheek here

Address
City

Zone

BEGINNERS check here for Fre.T

Slate....
V Radio Course.

I

uF H
or

there is an

antenna tor every area
Whatever the location, whatever the problems presented by different areas, the expanded line of
AMPHENOL antennas will provide top reception.

For over four years the dependable INLINE has provided top viewing satisfaction to its users. With excellent gain and
directional response, the INLINE is also available in a Stacked
Array for additional gain in fringe areas and in a Piggy Back for
multi -directional reception.

for VHF.

for UHF.

Keeping pace with this expanding new market are a

full line of

AMPHENOL UHF antennas.
BO -TY and Reflector. With its rejection of unwanted signals off the
back and sides, the BO -TY is excellent for major signal areas.

Where additional gain is desired in fringe areas, two BO -TYs can
be easily stacked.
radiation
CORNER REFLECTOR. The high ascending and strong forward
pattern of the new CORNER REFLECTOR make this AMPHENOL
antenna ideal for fringe areas. Of exceptionally sturdy construction,
the CORNER REFLECTOR also has the advantage of being mounted
in front of the mast to insure no signal interference from the mast
or accessories.
gain
RHOMBIC. Another AMPHENOL antenna built to give the high
needed for UHF in outlying districts. It also features rejection of
ground reflections, an important consideration in UHF.
YAGI. There are 11 custom models of the YAGI for top reception
across the entire UHF band. Each features extremely high gain
on its assigned channels as well as a strong forward radiation
pattern.
The above listing should make the choosing of the right antenna
an easy task. For UHF or VHF, AMPHENOL antennas assure top

BO TY

reception.

CORNER REFLECTOR

PHENO

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION

Chicago

50,

Illinois

,`'^`.
RHOMBIC
II
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NEW DEVICES

TV SET COUPLER

RCA Victor Tube Department,

Harri-

announced a small
coupling device which permits the
simultaneous operation of two receivers from the same antenna.
Designed for use with antennas having 300 -ohm ribbon -type transmission
line, the coupler, RCA- 240AL. is a
quick -service item. It requires only a
screwdriver and a few minutes of time
for installation and features a self contained wood -screw which facilitates
mounting on wall or baseboard.
son,

N.

J.,

has

variable dielectric tuning

is

used

8T

in

the tuner. The Cavi-Tuner consists of
three cavities, two functioning as a
bandpass preselector, while the third
controls the local oscillator frequency.
The preselector is essentially an over coupled double -tuned transformer- Two
antenna inputs are available for use
either with the common 300 -ohm flat
lead -in (balanced) or the shielded 75ohm coaxial lead -in (unbalanced).
The local oscillator, a Colpitts type,
tunes below the signal frequency for
double superheterodyne or converter
applications. Mixing takes place in a
low -noise diode, with an i,f. appearing
at v.h.f. channels 5-6. Tuning is controlled by a single knob which functions
as both a channel selector and fine tuning control.
The i.f, output of this unit has a frequency of 76 to 88 mc (channels 5 -6)
but equipment is being developed to
operate at 41 mc.

BUILD 15
ONLY

AT HOME $1095
1953
=

With the New Improved

Progressive Radio `kEDU -KIT"
NOW INCLUDES

SIGNAL TRACER
and
CODE OSCILLATOR
FREE TOOLS WITH KIT

ABSOLUTELY
It is designed to eliminate wire cutting and splicing operations. Transmission

line connections are made by

placing the lines in prepared grooves
in the body of the coupler. Attachment
of screw -type caps to the top and bottom of the coupler forces the lines
against built -in contact points which
pierce the insulation and make contact

4 -BAND RECEIVER
National Company, Inc., of Mol -

den and Melrose, Mass., has announced

production of a

new broadcast and

short -wave receiver -the World
ter, model NC -88.

Mas-

TEST INSTRUMENT
Century Electronics Co., 8509 21st Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., has introduced its
Dynatracer, a portable self -powered
instrument designed to trace or inject
signals through video, sound, sync,
a,f.c., or vertical or horizontal sweep
circuits. The Dynatracer uses an ingenious system of picking up its signal
from one section of the receiver and
feeding it through a network to other
portions of the set. It will also trace
voltages and locate open, shorted, or
intermittent components.

offers you a home study
bottom price. Our Kit is designed -Kit
at a rock
train Radio Technicians, withcourse
the
of Radio Theory and Construction to
facts
expressed mply and clearly.basic
gain a knowledge of basic Radio Practice
You will
Principles involved ' in Radio
Reception, Radio
Transmission and Audio Amplification.
You will learn how to identify Radio
Symbols and Diagrams: how to build
radios, using regular radio circuit
rcuit schematics;
how to mount v
how to wire and solder
radio parts:
a professional manner. You will learn
Receivers, Transmitters, in
to operate
Audio Amplifies. You will learn howD how
trouble -shoot radios. Youand
to service and
will learn code. You will receive training
I teen'sfor F.C.C.
brief, you will receive a banjo education in Radip
adly like the kind
would expect to receive in a Radio C ourse
coating several hundreds of dallare. you

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

Progressive

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD
i

include calibrated bondspread, advanced a.c.- powered superhet circuit
using 8 miniature tubes, a tuned r.f.
stage, two i.f. stages, and a high fidelity audio output stage.

THE PROGRESSIVE RADIO

WORK TABLES

r'Q" TESTER
Lako Manufacturing -Co., 506 -520 E.
Townsend St., Milwaukee, Wis., has announced the model 400 -A Q- tester, This
instrument tests deflection yokes, width
coils, and
horizontal
transformers
without removing them from the set.
The unit drives the test part at proper
waveform and frequency and measures
the output voltage. Since the output
is a function of the Q, a single
shorted
turn will result in almost negligible

output compared to

a

good part.

"EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE
ou will r
every part necessary to build 15 different
kits contain atubesiv tube sockets,
radio s ts. Our
chassis,
condensers.
densers,
condensers, paper condensers, variable
resistors, line cordselectrolytic confiers, tie strips, coils, hardware,
hookup wire, solder, etc.selenium rectiEvery part that you need is tubing,
included. These parts are individually packaged,
so that your can easily identify every
item. Tools are included, as well as
d Radio Tester. Complete, easy -to- follow
instructions are provided
le addition,
Edu
now contains
for servicing
r
Progressive Signal the
th
Tracer, F.C.C. instructions, lessons
quizzes, The "Edu- Kit" is<aa
complete radio ourse,
down to the smallest

-Kit

detail.

TROUBLE -SHOOTING LESSONS
T
Trouble-shooting
and

s
included. You will be
and
pair troubles.
to recognize
will
e
build
ld a and learn to operate a taught
professional
Tracer. You receive anYou
and Radio Tester, and learn to use it for Signal
repairs. While e you are Electrical
radio
learning in this practical
way,
you
will
many a repair job for your
be
to do
neighbors
friends, nd charge fees able
exceed
teed the wst of the "Eduwill
Kit ". Here is your and
pportunity to which
quickly and easily, and
learn radio
have others pay for it. Our wConsultation
help you with any technical
Service will
problems which you may have.

FREE EXTRAS IN 1953

ELECTRICAL AND RADIO TESTER
ELECTRIC SOLDERING
IRON
BOOK ON TELEVISION
RADIO TROUBLE - SHOOTING
GUIDE
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TELEVISION
CLUB
CONSULTATION SERVICE
QUIZZES
TRAINING FOR F.C.C.
LICENSE
Send me the

Twenty stock sizes are available. The
tables are easily dismounted and the
legs may be removed for storage.

U.H.F. TUNER
Radio Receptor Co., Inc., 251 W. 19
St., New York I, N. Y., has announced
the new u.h.f. Cavi- Tuner, as well as a
u.h.f. converter which incorporates the
Cava-Tuner and a power unit- The
tuner permits reception of v.h.f, and
u.h.f. stations.
The resonant -cavity principle with

"Edu -Kit" with 10 Day
Guarantee -include All FREE extras,

I953

Money -Back

Check or M.O. enclosed -postage prepaid
C.O.D. (U. S. Only)
will pay postage

-I

NAME
ADDRESS

I

JULY,

-

specifically
for any person
p
IIcaro
The Kit has been
edr successfully
and old in all parts of the Radio.
young
world. It is not necessary
n
that you have ev a the
slightest background in science
or radio.
-Kit'
used by many Radio Schools and Clubs
in this country
Edu
i
abroad. It is used by
is the Veterans Administration for Vocational Guidance s
Tie Progressive Training.
Radio "Edu -Kit' requires no instructor. All
are i
tructions
All parts are
re individually boxed, and identified by name, i nphotograph
tl diagram. Every step involved in building
these sets is carefully explained.
You cannot make a mistake.
who has

The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" comes complete
with instructions. These
instructions
arranged
simple
le
d progressive
The theory
of Radio Transmission, Radioa clear,
Reception, Audio Amplificationmanner.
servicing by
Signal Tracing
learly
Every part is identified byand
photograph and
diagram. You will learn theexplained.
function and theory of every part used.
The Progressive Radio 'Edu
Therefore you will build radios -Kit" uses the principle of "Learn by Doing ".
to illustrate the principles
These radios are designed in a modern
hich you learn.
according to the best principles
of present-day educational practice. You manner,
by building
simple radio. The
set
ne
yii'
buiild is slightly more begin
advanced.
Gradually,
1¡
you
find yourself c
tructiny still more advanced radioProgressive
doingeer,
work
w
sets, and
radios, including Receivers,iaTransmi
Transmitters,
Amplifiers, g Code Oscillator b and Signal
Traver.

Designed especially for shortwave
listeners and radio amateurs, the receiver covers all frequencies from 540
kc. to 40 mc. in four bands. Features

Cooper Industries, 4953 W. Fullerton
Ave., Chicago, Ill., has a new line of
heavy -duty steel work -tables. The tops
are all -steel with 1/2 -inch masonite
hard- surface cement -bonded to steel
panels for a smooth, lasting work surface. Drawers, ledges, risers, and
shelves are also furnished by Cooper
for the tables.

KNOWL-

WHAT THE PROGRESSIVE RADIO
"EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU
The Progressive Radio 'Edu

with the wires.

The

NO

EDGE OF RADIO NECESSARY
NO ADDITIONAL PARTS NEEDED
EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
10 DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

Send

furtherinforma-

tion.
Outside U.S.A. -cash
orders only; send intern't'I M.O. or check
on U.S. bank. Postage
Prepaid. "Edu -Kit' for
210 -250 V. AC /DC $22.45

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS CO.

497 UNION AVE., Dept. RE -73, Brooklyn 11,
N. Y.
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NEW DEVICES
reflectors, to minimize vibration, and Bronzidite, a military- specified plating, to prevent rust and corrosion in nonaluminum parts.
screen

KLIPSCH ENCLOSURE
Wood Products Co., 75 N. Ith
St., Brooklyn II, N. Y., has released a
Klipsch corner -horn enclosure design
for 12- and 15 -inch speakers, known as
G

& H

I

the Klipsch Rebel IV by Cabinart.

BIGGEST

ANTENNA

BARGAIN IN T.V. TODAY
CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Torque-no slipping.

1.

High starting

2.

370- degree rotorion

3.

Surplus power -large or small antennas.
Outboard bearings- relieves wind load.

4.

-get all

T.V. signals

PHONOMOTORS

construction-7 pounds.
Waterproof aluminum cover.
Fingertip control unit- handsome finish.

5. Sturdy compact
6.
SUPPORT COLLAR

7.

General Industries, Elyria, Ohio, has
announced the addition of two new
manually operated 3 -speed phonomotors to its line.

3 circuit weather proof lead wire.
Signal light indicates end of 370° ratotion.
10. Easily installed- complete instructions- trouble free
operation. Nationally advertised.
B.

Thirty feet

9.

COMPLETE OUTFIT- Rotator, Bearings,

Available as a complete unit or in
kit form, the Klipsch features large enclosure performance within a minimum area. Cabinet design makes for
easy accessibility to speaker and simplifies external installation. The built in removable panel allows a variety
of speaker combinations. The unit is
available in limed oak, honey walnut,
French mahogany, and black lacquer.

Control unit and wiring at GIVEAWAY price.

GRI',E COLLAR

Limited Supply -Order Today!
First come -first served! This is the CHANCE of a LIFE.
TIME close out. You must HURRY! Get your order in the
mail today. Send no money. 10 days FREE TRIAL.

ROTATOR

STATIONARY

CABLE HANGER

WAS $39.95-NOW

MAST POLE
WIRE

Atlas Sound Corp.,

GUARANTEED

TO CONTROL

HOUSE

UNIT

10

DAY FREE TRIAL

TOP

SEND NO MONEY -WE SHIP

COD

CONTROL

K. W. SALES CO.

UNIT?T
TU.

Yes

..

SET

1451 -39t'h St., BrookN. Y., has released its modelCH-1 cable hanger. Designed to be
used with all types of microphone floor
stands, the CH -I enables the mike
cable to be coiled and looped over
the hook when moving, storing, or
transporting the microphone and

lyn

BOX 1212, TIPTON,

18,

stand. All parts ore fin :shed

in

chrome.

INDIANA

Model SS, with 2 -pole motor, is a
compact phonomotor incorporating
vertical idler shifting principle.
Model DSS, with 4 -pole motor, is
designed for high -fidelity applications
in which compactness is secondary to
need for absolute minimum stray field
radiation. It is suited for all types of
pickups, including magnetic.

TRANSMISSION LINE

Plastoid Corp., 42 -61 24th St., Long
Island City I, N. Y., has announced a
tubular twin -lead for u.h.f., designed
for negligible attenuation under all
weather conditions.
Known as Synkote Ultratube, the line
has the leads spaced several millimeters within the tube, equidistant
from the outer insulation. The ends
may be sealed on the lob by heating
with a match and then clamping them
shut with a pair of pliers.
The line is recommended for v.h.f.
in stormy weather & fringe areas, and
sea -coast areas where moisture and
salt spray are factors.

course Radio Receptor Co.
is producing ..
e

MIXER DIODES
For U.H.F.

-

T

TV Tuners

taper of the diode case allows polarity identification at a glance or at a touch thus speeding
up assembly and reducing the possibility of
error in connecting the diode into the circuit.
The

ELECTRIC GUNS

Featuring
polarity at
a glance!
current
flow

Weller Electric Corp., Easton, Pa., has
announced a new line of electric guns.
The four new guns feature increased
power up to 275 watts. Pistol grips
are centered under the housings for
better balance. Dual heat is provided
on both heavy- and light -duty models,
and all are equipped with two pre
focused spotlights.

UHF CONVERTER

-

1N72

Germanium
1N82
Silicon

1N110

Germanium

Noise figure as a mixer better than 15DB @ 750
MC with 43.5 MC -IF circuit having a noise band.
width of 3 MC and a noise figure of 4 DB.

Two accessory tips are provided with

each model, a hot knife -blade cutting
tip and a trowel- shaped smoothing tip.

Noise figure as a mixer better than 12DB @ 750
MC with 43.5 MC -IF circuit having a noise bandwidth of 3 MC and a noise figure of 4 DB.

David Bogen Co., 29 Ninth Ave., New
York 14, N. Y., has introduced a u.h.f.
converter, the Bogen UCT. The unit features single -knob continuous tuning for
channels 14-83. Its broad -band output
operates through either channel 5 or
6 on the TV set. The input and output
impedances ore 300 ohms.

Noise figure as a mixer better than 12DB @ 750
MC with 43.5 MC -IF circuit having o noise bandwidth of 3 MC and a noise figure of 4 DB.

Supplied with or without pigtail leads.

Let Radio Receptor Co. Standard U.H.F. Diodes figure in
Send us your specifications!
your N.F. problems

...

SELETRON

&

GERMANIUM

DIVISION

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY,

INC.

Shire 1922 in Radio and Elerfronirs vim_

SALES

NEW YORK 11,
251 WEST 19TH STREET
BROOKLYN 11, N. Y.
84 NORTH 9TH STREET

DEPARTMENT:
FACTORY:

N.

Y.

UHF ANTENNA
Manufacturing Co., 6101 Sixteenth
The converter is connected to the
Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y., has introduced antenna input terminals of the u.h.f.
the model UHF6I Bowtie -Flector an- receiver and measures 8 x 47/e e 43/4
tenna, which receives channels 14-83. inches.
END
It is provided in stacked models with
free Baline matching transformers for
these
on
given
All
speciAcations
fringe and remote areas.
data.
The antenna features rigid wire -frame pages are from manufacturers'
JFD

I

P,
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Concord Radio presents the world's

.,

most powerful TV antenna!

Guaranteed 10 times more powerful than stacked
10 element Yagis.
Receives channel 2 -83 from all directions without a rotor.
Broadband UHF -VHF and FM, motorless
all direction reception.
All aluminum flip -out assembly.
The only TV antenna that instantly beams the television
set

directly

to the signal without a rotor. This antenna brings strong
UHF and
VHF signals from all directions to weak signal areas instantly

..

with a flick of the nine position switch located near the television set.

FOUR CONDUCTOR AIR DIELECTRIC

Tubular Matched Impedance
TRANSMISSION LINE
Improves Both UHF and VHF Performance of any ALL- CHANNEL Antenna)
100 Ft.
$8.90

150 Ft.

200

Ft.

$13.90
$17.50

Minimum quantity 100 ft.

Mfg. solely by

ALL CHANNEL ANTENNA CORP.
under license Pat. No's 2,585,670.
2,609,503. 2,625,655. others pending.

Dealer Price
LIST PRICE

Includes Stacked Antenna Array.
Position Switch. Completely
Wired Stacking Harness. A.I.M.
Automatic. Impedance Matching
Coupler.

$3650

CONCORD RAD IO
To out -perform all other
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
includon both UHF and VHF,
antennas (using rotor motors)
-tie
stacked corner and bow

ing stacked ten element Yagis,
etc.
reflectors, four bay conicals,

-

9

54 Vesey Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Please send me

amount at 536.50 list price.

Please send me

amount at 521.90 dealer net.

Dealers order on letterhead.
Please send me

feet of

4

conductor tubular at

Nome
Address

oncord Radio 54 Vesey Street, New York 7, N. Y.

JULY, 1953

Dlgby 9 -1132

City

State
Check Enclosed

Money Order Enclosed
C.O.D. enclosed please find 25% of total purchase price
check
Money Order.

...

Please put my name on your "Special Bargain" mailing list.
(

www.americanradiohistory.com

) Enclosed rind

S

in full. Send prepaid.

...

TRY THIS ONE

9°

I

POWER SUPPLY FOR
INTERMITTENTS
The diagram shows the circuit of the
power panel that I use for checking
and tracking down intermittents in
117 -volt a.c. and 6 -volt d.c. radio and
electronic equipment. An 800 -watt
Variac controls the voltage to the a.c.
outlets and to the 6 -volt battery eliminator. The voltage at the output of the
Variac can be varied from zero to 135.

ilmerican Beauty
makes per-reef soldered connec+ions for

SYLVANIA
RADIO and

°d
_3 E
SI

IIN

II7VAC

TELEVISION SETS

GND SIDE

PL

Jo-

ô

0-D5V/800w VARIAC

%

pHOA AC

CYCLE TIMER

0-ISOVAC

AC

_,EARTH

OUTLETS

GND OPTIONAL

0-15A

,EATT ELIMINATOR

o0-8V

DC

6V PL

0-10V DC

U
1

The cycle timer is a chicken-house
light timer which I modified to provide
half -hour on and off periods. S1 shorts
the timer contacts when this feature
is not desired. -Elmer C. Fischer
(Various types of synchronous timing motors can be used as the cycle
timer. These are available with speeds
ranging from 60 r.p.m. to as low as
6 revolutions per hour. The motor can
be used to drive a cam -operated switch
or similar circuit -breaking device.
Editor)

-

There are over 2,000 soldered
connections in a good television
receiver. Sylvania calls on American Beauty to help produce top
quality products, maintain its
reputation as a maker of expertly crafted receivers.

IMPROVING PHONO

IN CHOOSING SOLDERING
IRONS, look to the oldest, largest manufacturer in America.
Look to AMERICAN BEAUTY,
the Standard of Perfection on the
world's production lines, and to
these features that make AMERICAN BEAUTY the largest-selling of all soldering irons .. .

=E;'s='

i3?:ws

áii:iiss !ELI

Pride of Brides for Three
Generations, the famous
American Beauty Electric
Iron, made by the same

Nickel- coated, corrosion-resistant
tips, easily and quickly replaced
Super -flexible cord, American

specialists in electrical
heating devices.

8ezied óOto eatA S1.Pda ...
So-eò 6giv 1014

American Beauty
Rou'c

Iints-Sùtce 494

Beauty -made, reduces worker
fatigue
Heating element of chrome -nickel
ribbon resistance wire
Insulated with pure mica
Built -in connection for ground

wire
Six models

watts

... from

50 to 550
A-106

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

TURNTABLES
Wows and speed variations in many
medium-priced record changers may be
produced when the turntable is too light
to stabilize the motor speed. If the
motor is a comparatively heavy unit
rated at 1 /80 to 1/65 horsepower, you
can overcome the difficulty by weighting

the turntable.
I cement together five old 12 -inch
78- r.p.m. records and place them on the
turntable. A rubber mat such as is used
on broadcast -type turntables is placed
on top of the sandwiched 12 -inch discs.
The pickup must be raised to compensate
for the increased height of the turntable. If the pickup arm is long enough
to handle 16 -inch transcriptions, a
further improvement can be made by
using three old 16 -inch transcriptions
cemented together and covered by a
16 -inch rubber mat.-John Carlson

UNGAR SOLDERING PENCILS
Here is a simple way to prolong the
life of pencil tips for Ungar soldering
irons. Force a fairly heavy 6- or 7 -turn
coil spring over the porcelain insulation
of the tip. The spring helps protect the
fragile ceramic against mechanical
shock and radiates excess heat which
may cause it to crack. -A. von Zook

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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TUBE- FILAMENT CHECKER
We use this handy filament- continuity checker as the first step in
servicing dead a.c.-d.c. and portable
radios. The unit is compact and is much
faster and easier to use for continuity
tests than the tube checker. Sockets

are provided for octal, loctal, and land 9 -pin button -base tubes. The indicating circuit consists of a junk -box
FLASH BATT

V

l

0-500MA
SOCKETS
MINIATURE 7 PIN
LOCK -IN

OCTAL

DC

9CONTACT

USE IT FOR:

meter and a 3 -volt flashlight
battery. We also use it for checking
continuity in a.c. radio and TV tubes
too, but a standard tube tester must
be used for octal -based tubes such as
the 5U4 -G, 5V4 -G, 5W4, and 5Y3 -GT.
Just plug in the tube and watch for
the meter to deflect. If it doesn't, the
tube is bad and must he replaced.
0 -5 -n1a d.c.

-

AlL'i)t J. Showers

TV- BOOSTER IMPROVEMENT
I built the push -pull 6J6 TV booster
described on page 30 of the June, 1951,
issue. Its performance was not as good
as I expected. I checked the circuit,
varied the number of turns on the coils,
and even changed the grid resistors to
1 megohm. But it seemed that nothing
I did would bring the booster's performance up to where it could be called
excellent. Just before giving up the
job, I accidentally shunted a 2 -µµf ceramic capacitor between the plates of

the tube.
The booster threw everything it had
into the set; the picture was almost as
black as coal. This simple addition made
the booster what it was supposed to be.
There was evidently a little less stray
capacitance in my circuit than in the
original model. The 2 -µµf capacitor
made up for this lack of stray capacitance so the output circuit peaked with
the specified number of turns on the
plate coil. Marty Britt
LOOSE TUNING PULLEYS
Did you ever have to service a set
that had a loose pulley on the tuning
capacitor shaft? If you didn't have a
replacement pulley on hand, you probably remember the headaches of trying
to fit the old one tightly on the shaft.
You pulled and twisted the pulley with
pliers and it was still loose. Solder
wouldn't hold on the capacitor shaft.
Take a piece of No. 18 or 20 wire,
flatten it with a hammer until it is
slim enough to be wedged between the

variable capacitor shaft and the inside
rim of the pulley. Usually not more
than two of these improvised wedges
are necessary to insure the pulley holding firmly on the shaft. Tap them in
with the pliers; then snip the excess
wire off at the rim of the pulley where
it meets the shaft.
W. Welz

B.

JULY,

TV SETS
RADIOS
TRANSMITTERS
BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT
HOME APPLIANCES
sTWO -WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
PHONE LINES
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
STARTER CONTROLS
AUTO IGNITIONS, GENERATORS, BATTERIES
MOVIE EQUIPMENT
l,e PANEL INSTRUMENTS
TV CAMERAS
AUTO LIGHTING SYSTEMS
GENERATORS
VOLTAGE SOURCES
"HAM" RADIO EQUIPMENT
CABLES
CONNECTORS
AUDIO FREQUENCY SOUND CURRENTS

it:

344tiivAytt600M.a

'

I

+tOA

"M-A

*

0
t

}p

f:

a.)

say.

11r,V0

tÿOwY

81555555

*
151'i
M

'.

*4

...

x1,0.ao.1W4a.,

wosv.

and write for your complimentary copy of
for the Simpson Model 260'

0";,..
1001' Uses

RANGES:
20.000 OHMS PER VOLT DC

1.000 OHMS PER VOLT AC
VOLTS. AC AND DC: 2.5. 10. SO. 250. 1.000. 5.008
OUTPUT: 2.5, 10. 50, 250. 1,000

MILLIAMPERES. DC: 10. 100,
MICROAMPERES. DC: 100

500

AMPERES, DC: 10
DECIBELS (S RANGES): -12 TO +55 DB
OHMS: 0 -2000 (12 OHMS CENTER). 0- 200.000 (1.200
OHMS CENTER). 0 -20 MEGOHMS (120.000 OHMS
CENTER)

VOLT OHM -M ILL IA MMETER

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44

EStebrook 9 -1121

In Canada: Bach-Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont.

OPEN WIRE
T -V LINE 4.0c Per Foot
Ideal for VHF

-A

Must for UHF
in 250 ft. rolls boxed in free -flow dispensing boxes. 4.50 per ft. in any desired
shorter length. #19 solid copper Formvar
wire. Pure Polystyrene spacers. Very low
loss. Send post card for sample section.
Order from

SEYMOUR ELECTRONICS
SEYMOUR,

MISSOURI

Finds Intermittent
Condensers Instantly
sliding tip
with variable resistance
prevents condenser
healing. Tests with
Pres- probe's

power on. Requires
no adjustment. Stops

guesswork. Saves
time. Convenient
long).

probe size (71/e"

Satisfaction guaranteed.
See Your Dial. or

Order Direct

PRES-PROBE CO.

4034 N. Sixth St
You

NET

,

Milwaukee 12, Wisc.

can't beat Radio -Electronics for complete coverage of Radio Television and Audio

1953
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1

You can do MORE
with an RCP "DO -ALL"

for

HANDY CHASSIS HOLDER
pair of these chassis holders will
help you to avoid scratching or cutting
your hands while carrying heavy radio
and TV chassis. The handles are bent
A

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

and
N °6wIRE (OR

HEAP( FENCE WIRE

I

VHF
MARKER

GENERATOR

PATTERN

GENERATOR

to the approximate shape shown from
No. 6 or heavier wire. Use a stiff wire

which will not deform under the weight
Alibanowicz
of the chassis.

J.

CRACKLE TOUCH -UP
Small chipped areas on black crackle
metal chassis and cabinets can be easily
hidden by carefully marking those areas
with a black Listo or a similar type
of marking pencil. The touched -up areas
are very difficult to detect.
This suggestion will be particularly
useful to those who are likely to chip
the paint while punching or drilling
black crackle metal stock. -R. J. San dretto

w
"DO.ALL"
TV SIGNAL
GENERATOR
MODEL 750

ONE
RCP

"DO -ALL"

SIGNAL GENERATOR

for all

THREE

SIGNAL GENERATOR
MARKER GENERATOR
PATTERN GENERATOR

Designed for portable or bench
reflects the finest in construction
ance. It is handsomely finished in
brushed aluminum panel with a steel

use, the 750

and appearan attractive
carrying case.

Inductuner insures accuracy of within t/z of 1%
over the entire range of 9 Mc to 900 Mc.
All VHF frequencies are on fundamentals.
RF's and IIF's ore clearly calibrated on a large
etched aluminum dial.
Steady horizontal bars, vertical bars and crosshatch
pattern individually produced on all channels.

TRANSPARENT TUNING TOOLS
Clear- plastic aligning tools are easily
mislaid because their transparency
makes them hard to see even when they
are directly under one's nose. To make
them more visible on the workbench
stripe the outsides of these tools with
red nail polish.-Charles Erwin Cohn
FM DIPOLE FOR TV
Recently I had occasion to use an
FM dipole on a TV set in an area

where stations were operating on
channels 4, 5, and 7. The dipole worked
fine without any alteration on channels
4 and 5, but on channel 7 there was
a fuzzy picture. I experimented somewhat to sharpen 7, and found that I
got the best picture with the hookup
shown in the diagram. I got the clearest
picture by putting a 3 -foot length of
wire between two poles on the roof,
with the wire oriented so that it was
broadside to the channel-7 signal.
Almost any heavy antenna wire will

FRUI

THE HOTTEST SAL UE-

PACKED BULLET/N
IN THE MA /LS!
ers

153,p00 though
Over
sa ve
a^d
buyY
RADIO'S
WHOLESALE

f3 31

MatTiN

EyERYHNTV

B.

HIRT

DPSUND

rti..ñ...

WHOLESALE
Write for
New FYI

Write For Complete
Catalog RE -7.

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.,INC.

Des Plaines, III.

do. I attached this antenna by a short
length of wire to one of the end leads
W. Welz
of the dipole.

PRICE $79.50
See Model 750 At Your
Local Parts Distributor.

LITTELFUSE

RADIO PARTS

#104
(This was a cut -and -try solution in a
particular spot, and the same arrangement might not work as well in other
END
locations. Editor)
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Just Off
The Press

COMPANY, Inc.
311 W.

Baltimore

St.

Baltimore -T, Md.

RADIO- ELECTRONICS

RADIO- ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

NOVEL REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
The correct amount of coupling between the antenna and a regenerative
detector is often a critical factor which
determines the performance of regenerative receivers. If the coupling is too
loose, signal transfer is poor and sensitivity is low. If the coupling is too
tight, the detector is loaded heavily
and the antenna may cause dead spots
in the tuning range. This trouble can
be minimized by using electronic coupling between the antenna and detector. This provides good signal transfer
and good antenna isolation.
You, too, can have the lines -that meet your exact
leadline conditions whether you are a TV Set
Dealer or Service Organization making the finest
television reception installations, or a TV fan that

2.SMH

-

demands sharp, "SNOW- FREE" pictures.
We specialize in the manufacture of television transmission lines
built with only one idea in mind: "THE FINEST

-

TELEVISION RECEPTION:'

For UHF and VHF

-

+100 150V

The diagram shows how a 6SA7 or
similar converter -type tube can be used
as a regenerative detector with one of
the control grids used for electronic
coupling to the antenna.
The antenna is connected to grid 1
and returned to ground through a 2.5mh r.f. choke. The signal is amplified in
the plate circuit and fed through the
tickler into grid 3 through the tuned
winding. This circuit is more sensitive
than the usual regenerative job. If
strong signals overload the set, replace
the r.f. choke in the antenna circuit
with a tuned antenna coil. Standard
plug-in coils may be used.-.7ohnSareda

MUSIC- CENTER CONTROL BOX
My radio equipment consists of the
Radio Craftsmen AM -FM and TV
tuners and a separate power amplifier.
With this equipment connected in the
normal manner the tubes in the radio
tuner are turned on while the TV set
is in use.

Since the TV set is usually on for
long periods of time, I decided to do
something about the needless waste of
power in the radio tuner which was not
being used. After trying several
schemes, I developed the switching circuit shown in the diagram. The wiring
is installed in a 4 x 5 x 6 -inch metal
box with the receptacles on one side
and the switch and pilot lamps on the
other.

"SHEATH -LEED" the all-weather leadline for the toughest conditions: Salt spray in coastal areas; hot, humid
weather, or for frosty, icy, wintry wind -whipping conditions
which impose a severe tax ... Pure Polyethylene Tubing
encasing Standard GOODLINE AIRLEAD.

" GOODLINE"

the loss producing web removed. Correct
impedence for sharp, "snow-free" pictures. Of pure polyethylene with flexible stranded copper -clod conductors.
MANY IMPORTANT FEATURES.

-

NEW FULL -WEB "SHEATH -LEED" the pure polyethylene of "SHEATH -LEED" and full
characteristics of GOODLINE AIRLEAD but NO PERFORATED WEB. No 20 (7 strand 28)
copperweld wire in pure electronic golden clear polyethylene
with a pure silver -gray polyethylene sheath overall
for Maximum Weather Protection.

V U ly

Name
Street

Type
183GT
1H5GT
1N5GT

5Y3G
5Y3GT
GAB.

Price
.69
.46
.57

S

.56
.47
.56

.67
.65
.55
.56

.3

.73
.34
.30

Type
64S5
6AT8
6AU6
64V6

6848
6BCS
6BEO

6666
68X6
6616
6BL7

6608
6807
8BZ7

JULY,

AMPL IN

Price
6 .50

.36
.43
.38
.45
.53
.47
1.34
.57
.48
.83

.89
1.10
1.10
.34
.53
1.85
.40

Type

654
65A7GT
65J7GT
65K7GT
651.7GT

65N7GT
6507GT
6T6
8U8
6V80T
6W40T

6W60T
6X4

6350T

State

*

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED
FULLY
TESTED
EACH TUBE GUARANTEED FOR SIX MONTHS
Price
S

.46
.52
.47
.50
.62
.54

.2
.78

.85
.46
.45
.57
.34
.33

Type

Price

12BA8
128E8

S

12E1117

125470T
125370T
125L70T
125N7GT

125070T
251106

25L60T
25260T
3585

35L60T
35W4

.45
.47
.63
.52
.50
.61
.54
.44

.89
.48
.42
.47
.47
.31

.46
6C4
1241-8
.38
352507
.30
1.40
6C66
12AT7
.68
5065
6403
.54
6C06
124Ú7
.55
SOCS
.47
6485
.95
6J5GT
12ÁV6
.38
50L0
.47
6AL5
.40
816
.62
12AV7
.80
11723
.39
6AQ5
.46
6K6GT
.41
1243(7
.61
11728
.68
Each tube Is performance-proven. 25e/ deposit must accompany all orders. Balance
C.O.D.
All
prices F.O.B., N.Y.C. If remittance is made with order, you can deduct 20/. $1.00 handling charge
for orders under $10.00. Subject to Prior Sale. Importer inquiries invited.
64F4

OUT

City

PAY LESS FOR TUBES

5V40

0

Please rush Samples and Complete Information covering Don Good Products.

the finest television
reception possible.

51140

0"
TV

1

Don Good Products make

354
3V4

PILOTS

DON GOOD, INC.
-6
1014 Fair Oaks Ave., So. Pasadena, Calif.

-you'll realize why

3050T

117V

SOLD BY LEADING
JOBBERS & DEALERS

Get samples "in your hands"

132

AC RECEPTACLES

-

,INC.

Send coupon NOW!

1T4

MAIN SW

-

-

IRS
155
II7VAC

AIRLEAD- standard of leadline excellence

-with 80% of

.7

TO ACCESSORY RECEPTACLE
ON AM -FM TUNER

AM FM OUT

1953

PHILLIPS TUBE COMPANY
www.americanradiohistory.com

2281yt Nostrand Ave.
Brooklyn 10, N. Y.
CLoverdale 3- 8010 -1 -2
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I

The radio and TV tuners and the
amplifier line cords are plugged into
the receptacles. The tuner output and
amplifier input leads are fitted with
RCA -type phono plugs which go into
mating sockets in the control box. The
d.p.d.t. 115 -volt a.c. relay is wired so
the TV sound feeds into the amplifier
through its normally closed contacts.
The relay coil is fed from the accessory
receptacle on the rear of the radio
tuner chassis. Pilot lamps show that
the amplifier is on and indicate which
tuner is operating at any time.
Anthony Pusateri

RIDER

Super-Marker Injector
cuts bench time up to
75% on alignment jobs!

-

TEK-.

Materials for control box

FILE*

Miscellaneous: 3 -a.c. receptacles (Amphenol 61 F,
61 -FI, or equivalent);
s.p.s.t. toggle switch:
control box approximately 4 x 5 x 6 inches; -115volt, 60- cycle, d.p.d.t. relay; -115 -volt pilot -lamp
assembly with lamp and green jewel; -115 -volt
pilot-lamp assembly with lamp and red jewel; 3RCA -type phono pin -plug and jack assemblies; 2117 -volt appliance cords.

I-

(-

I

I

I

packaged

tv
service

information
factory-

-

authorized
factoryapproved
for easy

1

a

tv servicing...
tailor -made
for about
3000

ron,-

T2

on,- Tl

T)r,

47K

OLD METHOD
OF

2

!

00W`f
)F5

41K

trop.

with the

300µµf

SCALA
2K

K 3

(at your jobbers)

KEY JACK

dependable replacement
ports listing beginning

FIL PINS 76 8

.

U

8+45-250V

with Pack 57

When the unit is used as a b.f.o., the
key is opened so VI operates alone. Its
signal beats with the incoming c.lv.
signal to produce an audible note. The
pitch of the note can be adjusted with

/DES

Publisher, Inc.

480 Canal Street
New York 13, N. Y.

t.

i

the variable trimmer.
Ti and T2 were constructed from
455 -kc capacitance -tuned i.f. transformers in the original model described
in Radio -Gen (New Zealand). The
trimmers were removed from the secondary windings which are connected,
in series and used as the output windings. Cl is a small air trimmer (about
35 µµf) connected across the primary
of

ALIGNMENT

attenuation
Progressive
to which beat marker is
subjected as it is run
from top of curve to the
point near the base of
the curve, and finally into trap where it disappears into dip of the

OUT

per pack

E

$67.50
No longer do you have to connect and reconnect
a maze of cables, look at erroneous response
curves, worry about overloads, traps, and weak
or invisible markers. The Scala Super- Marker Injector ends this completely! For example, a complete video IF alignment job can be accomplished
With only two cables and no reconnections!
!Marker bypasses receiver circuits entirely.)
Used with ony standard marker generator,
sweep generator and oscilloscope.
'The Scala SMI53 can be used as high -gain amplifier or detector to extend the usefulness of
Scala Probes for extremely low -level signal analysis: SIGNAL TRACING PROBE BZ -1, $9.75; LOW
CAPACITY PROBE BZ -2, $9.75; 100:1 VOLTAGE
DIVIDER PROBE BZ -3, $9.75; VOLTAGE DOUBLER
PROBE BZ -4, $10.75; SCALA BZ -123 KIT OF BZ 1,
2 AND 3, $27.45.

Taw

30o11--,

only

,JOHN

MODEL SMI 53

6SN7-GT(2)

models ..
$2

'

CODE PRACTICE SET
This dual- purpose code practice set
is useful to the would -be ham and the
new licensee because it can be used
for normal sending and receiving practice as well as serving as a b.f.o. for
receiving c.w. signals on home -type all wave sets. The unit consists of two
multivibrators with 455 -kc tank circuits connected across their outputs.
The output coils feed 455 -kc signals into
the-i.f. circuit of a superhet receiver.
T2 is tuned exactly to the center of the
receiver's i.f. pass -band and Ti is tuned
to a frequency a few hundred cycles
away. When the key is closed the receiver detects the signals from V1 and
V2 and produces a beat note which is
the difference between the two frequencies. Ti is fitted with a small panel mounted trimmer, Cl, which is used
to adjust the pitch of the audio note.

Tl.

Super- Morker

Now, with the Scala bypass marker system, marker
appears at same level at all
points on curve, including
bottom of trap. Trap and response curve are not dis
forted by overload.
The Scala Super- Marker
Injector Electronically mixes
small sample of sweep voltage with small sample of
marker voltage. Mixed frequencies are

Injector

J:L

demodulated,

... folsta-

filtered, reamplified
lowing which the large
ble pip is electronically
ed with sweep -wave

mixfrom
So
the
picture detector.
marker pip is always the some size, whether run
into a trap on top the curve or along base line.
Completely ends struggling with the problem of
obtaining visible markers on ratio -detector
curves under these conditions.

2814 -19th STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 10, CALIFORNIA

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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Best Buy in UHF Antennas
LOW IN COST

-

HIGH IN PERFORMANCE

NEW TRIO UHF
BOW -TIE with reflector

TV Antennas exist

For

strong, sharp picture!

one reason

-

Sturdy, broadband antennas of uniformly high gain
that have been thoroughly
field tested. Phasing strips
installed, pre -assembled
a jiffy to attach reflector
screen. Available in one,
two and four bay models.
Usual high- quality TRIO
construction.

to provide a clear,

TRIO ZIG -ZAG* TV Antennas perform so well in this
all important respect that they are America's most wanted.
Yes, a picture
the TV picture
tells the TRIO
story more eloquently than anything else! Where all
other antenna designs fail, high gain TRIO ZIG -ZAG
TV Antennas consistently lock in sharp, clear pictures
from Maine to Texas, in city or country!
TRIO TV antennas look different, work different
provide a magnificent DIFFERENCE in picture quality!

-

''

-

,

Model UBT-4
Supplied With
4 Foot Mast

-

-

Patent Pending

I

'New insulating sleeve, with long-

er leakage path and elimination

Model UBT1
Supplied With
2 Foot Mast

-

of slit, does away with assembly
enon
elements cannot short
out. For maximum strength, new

steel,

clamps

lectro- platd
have

been

element

o

introduced.

e

l

Supplied With
3 Foot Mast

MULTI-CHANNEL

ACFMCLTI-CH
ANTENNAS

filo4c1Yu iautwee
The TRIO Rotator and Direction
Indicator are the most depend-

3

able ever built. Developed after
S50,000 research. Fully guaranteed for o FULL two yeorsl

\'

Model 6'UBy
Model ó

Model 6- i8Y

Model

4h3

ed ta

ano,erOho
These°ne

4yels

60

14.26
27.42

is

6( 6y 6j°83eI,
or Chan^els

MANUFACTURING CO.
GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS
IULY

b TR/p^^ó yagis

1953
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I

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF CUSTOM BUILT TELEVISION

I

MATTISON

To

BUILT -IN BOOSTER

Reception

DX

Featuring

NEW CASCODE TUNER
made for UHF interchangeable
tuning strips and 70° COSINE YOKE
Tube

Complement:
28 tubes
3

rectifiers

1

CRT

adjust the unit, tune in a station,

I- midget

n

n

_)

All Channel

built

Get the only authoritative compilation of its kind -complete Auto Radio
Service Data coverage of all important models since 1946
3 great
PHOTOFACT Manuals! All data complete, accurate, uniform-based on
lab analysis of the actual auto radios
covered. Helps you service any model

-in

quicker, easier -for greater profits.
Get the complete Library!

variable

air trimmer, about

µµf.

35

VOL. 1. AUTO RADIO

SERVICE MANUAL
Covers over 100 models
made from 1946 to 1949
by 24 manufacturers.
Each receiver is completely covered in uniform format; includes

SIMPLE BATTERY CHARGER

-Oa i

BiE

Booster

band single knob control pre -amplifier
in to eliminate long leads Which may

regeneration and attenuation of signal.

cause

SERVICING!

cycles.
When the adjustments have been
completed the unit can be used as
described earlier. Cl operates as the
pitch control.

Sockets, key jock, hookup wire.

ONLY THE MATTISON 630 CHASSIS
HAS AN ALL CHANNEL TUNEABLE
BUILT -IN BOOSTER THAT INCREASES
SIGNAL STRENGTH UP TO 10 TIMES.
THE SILVER ROCKET WILL OUT -PERFORM ANY CHASSIS MADE AND IS
PRICED RIGHT TO SELL FAST WITH

The battery charger shown in the
diagram has been in service for the
past two years and has given excellent
service during this period. We use it
for charging storage batteries which
power some of our portable equipment.
Up to six 6 -volt or three 12 -volt batteries can be connected in series for
charging.
STORAGE

TT` IN

EXTRAORDINARY
MARGIN OF
PROFIT FOR YOU. WRITE FOR CONFIDENTIAL PRICE SCHEDULE.

schematics, chassis
photo views, replacement parts data, serv-

ice hints, etc. All data based on actual lab
analysis. 396 pages, 8y x 11 ".
$4.95
ORDER AR -1. Only
VOL. 2. AUTO RADIO

SERVICE MANUAL
Covers 60 different
chassis (40 models)
used in 1948, 1949 and
1950 auto radio receivers. Authoritative, complete service data that

SERIES

0-10A DC

117V

AN

makes your work

quicker, easier and more
profitable. 288 pages.

FULL WAVE SELENIUM
BRIDGE

ALL CABINETS MADE IN MATTISON'S
OWN CABINET FACTORY!
ANNOUNCING

8
IISV LAMPS

(3)

(SEE TEXT)

ORDER

SERVICE MANUAL

only open
face console
made in every
expensive
decorator
finish
.
on
guaranteed
genuine ma
hogany,walnut,
oak and other
rare woods!
The

.

The AMBASSADOR 17" and 21"
Best Looking
Full size console for

.

Best Value, Too!

eye level television. Available
every
expensive
decorator
finish.
Featuring removable safety glass. Dimensions height
42
inches. width 26 inches. depth 23 inches.

i

in

DEALERS! SERVICE DEALERS! Here is your
opportunity to become the "important" TV
Dealer in your area for THE FINEST CUSTOM -BUILT LINE OF TV RECEIVERS. FREE!!

Write for Mattison's merchandising portfolio
explaining the "UNASSEMBLED PLAN" and
"$1,000,000 FLOOR PLAN. "
W hen

you

Mattison
only

ill

T

one

buy from
you
need
source
of

supply! You can buy
Mattison Chassis.
a
a. Mattison Cabinet or
Mattison
a complete
TV Set!

f0

Manufactured with integrity

:Mattison Television & Radio Corp.:
10

West 181st

St

$3.00

VOL. 3. AUTO RADIO

Covers 47 different
chassis (80 models)

1953

.

x 11 ".

AR -2. Only

the New
AMBASSADOR

for

expert on

AUTO RADIO

set Cl to the center of its range, then
adjust the semi-fixed trimmer on Tl
until you get a zero beat. Now, disconnect the antenna from the receiver or
tune the receiver to a dead spot on the
dial. Key V2 while varying the trimmer
on T2 to produce a note of about 400

Materials for code practice set
Miscellaneous: 4- 47,000 -, 4-22,000 -ohms, 1/2-watt
resistors; 4- 300 -µµf mica capacitors; 2- 6SN7 -GT
tubes; 2- 455 -kc capacitance -tuned i.f. transformers;

32

Broad

be an

fier tube.

SILVER ROCKET 630 CHASSIS:
with TUNEABLE

:for Better

The unit operates with an insulated
output lead placed close to the i.f. amplifier tube in the receiver. If this does
not provide enough coupling, wrap two
or three turns of the output lead
around the grid lead of the i.f. ampli-

Dept. RE', N.Y. 53, N.Y.

¡

The batteries are charged by the output of the 120 -volt, 5 -amp full -wave
bridge -type selenium rectifier. Charging current is regulated by inserting
lamps in the sockets provided for them.
To use the charger, connect the batteries, then insert a 25 -watt, 115 -volt
lamp into one of the sockets. Leave the
other two sockets empty. Close the line
switch and read the charging current
on the meter. If the current is too low,
change to a higher- wattage lamp or
insert lamps in the other two sockets.
The lamps act as line- dropping resistors. The charging current increases as
the sum of the lamp wattages is
increased. -Geo. R. Anglado
(Mr. Anglado does not state the size
of the portable batteries he was charging, nor for what type of equipment
they were used. However, with the
lamps specified, the charging rate
would range roughly between 1/4 and
ampere. A more flexible unit could
B/4
be built with a 10-ampere rectifier and
one or two more sockets. Then by using
different lamps, large and small batteries could be charged.Editor) END

used in 1950, 1951 and
1952 auto radio receivers. Absolutely the most
complete, accurate and
easy -to -use data available- uniform and
practically presented to
make you an expert on the repair of any
auto radio 288 pages. 81/ x 11 ".
ORDER AR -3. Only
$3.00
.

SPECIAL OFFER!
All

3

Volumes,Yours for Only $9.95

-

Save on the Complete Library
your PHOTOFACT Distributor

see

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Parts Jobber today, or
write direct to HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., Inc.
2205 E. 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, Ind.
My (check) (money order) for $ .... encl. Send:
AR -3 $3.00
AR -1 $4.95
AR -2 $3.00
CI Complete 3- Volume Library-$9.95
Nome
Address

LCity

State

J
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Now'... One

Name...One Source...

forTop QuaIifyTV Hardware!
ONLY
HAVE

TELCO
6

STAND -OFFS

DISTINCT ADVANTAGES

TELCO
TELCO means Television Hardware

..

hundreds of finest quality items needed
for TV installation. Here's everything
you need in antenna mounts; also every

type of antenna, both UHF and VHF
and more real value for your money
than ever before. Ask your parts

distributor about TELCO ... he's
got these money -saving products.

TELCO No. 8642

UNIVERSAL UHF LIGHTNING ARRESTOR

This one arrestor fits all twin leads,
mounts anywhere. UL approved.
Hi- dielectric bakelite. All hardware
included.
List 51.25

MILLION TELCO STAND -OFFS NOW IN USE
Finest Polyethylene Insert
Smooth, Rounded Bracket Slots
Never Cut Strap
29 Telco Stand -Off Styles Available
The Strongest Stand -Offs Ever Made

OVER 135

...

WRITE TODAY

for your free copy, new TELCO Catalog

TELEVISION HARDWARE MFG. CO.
910

TAYLOR AVENUE

DIVISION 0F

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

GENERAL CEMENT MANUFACTURING CO.

JULY, 1953

www.americanradiohistory.com

TELCO UHF WISHBONE BUTTERFLY ANTENNA

Newest design for all -channel reception.
Tested and proved best in actual UHF areas.
Highly directional. Rugged aluminum
construction. low wind resistance.
No. 8965 Telco Wishbone Butterfly Antenna.
Single Bay with Tie Bar.
List $7.75
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QUESTION BOX

AUTO -RADIO CONVERSION
I hate concerted a 1Iopar 802
(Philco C -4608) auto radio for use in
an a.c. operated home -type console. I
replaced the vibrator pack with an a.c.
power pack which delivers the same B
voltages as the original unit. My difficulty is that I cannot get the speaker to
pork because I don't have a supply for
its field coil. Is there a simple supply
that I can use with the speaker field?
E. E. S., Florence, S. C.

BLAK -RAY SELF- FILTERING
ULTRA -VIOLET LAMP

?

(Trodegnétea

4Noe

-

;9,(.:oe

Most electrodynamic auto radio
speakers have 4 -ohm fields which require approximately 1.5 amp at 6 to 6.5
volts d.c. Suitable supplies are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. However, the cost of the
supply components is likely to be
greater than a medium -priced extended range 8- or 12 -inch PM speaker which
we would recommend for a console
radio.
A full -wave center -tapped rectifier is
shown in Fig. 1. This circuit can be
A.

é0
\S

J
e

BLAK -RAY 4 -watt lamp, model X -4, complete
U -V tube. This lamp gives long -wave ultraviolet radiation having a wave -length of 3654
to 4000 angstrom units. Some of the substances
made to fluoresce visibly when illuminated by
U -V light are certain woods, oils, minerals,
milkstone, cloth, paints, plastics, yarn, drugs,
crayons, etc. This lamp is self -filtering and
the invisible U -V rays are harmless to the
eyes and skin. Equipped with spectral -finisn
aluminum reflector. Consumes only 4 watts and
can be plugged into any 110 volt 50 -60 cycle
A.C. outlet. Will give 2000 fo 3000 hours of
service. It weighs but II4 lbs. Approved by
the Underwriters Laboratories and has a built in transformer so that it may be safely used
for long periods when necessary. Extra U -V
tubes are available.

with

Ship wt. 4 tbs.
ITEM NO. 125
UNUSUAL BUY

$14.15

POWERFUL ALL PURPOSE MOTOR

6000
1°V

\.\e`

Fig.

Sturdy shaded pole A.C. induction motor. 15 watts, 3000 rpm.
3 "x2"x13/4';
4 mounting studs;
I/8" shaft, 3/16" diameter; 110120 volts, 50 -60
cycles. A.C.
only. When geared down, this
unit can operate an 18" turntable with a 200 lb. dead
weight. Use it for fans, displays, timers and other purposes. Ship wt. 2 lbs.
ITEM NO. 147
$2.45
UNUSUAL BUY

ó

117VAC

1

-A

SEE

In /4W

6VTOSINR FIELD

WW

TEXT

simple full -wave rectifier.

used as a trickle charger for light -duty
storage batteries. In this case, the filter
choke and capacitor may be eliminated.
The rectifier may be a FTR (Federal
Telephone & Radio 104D2943S or
equivalent.
Although the full -wave bridge rectifier (Fig. 2) is more expensive than
the center -tap type having the same
current and voltage ratings, it is usually more readily available from dealers'

WATTHOUR METER
Leading makes-recon-

ditioned. Ideal for
trailer

parks. 100 -110
volts, 60 cycles, 2 -wire
A.C. 5 amp. Heavy metal case 81/2' z 61/4 x 5 ".
Easy to install. Ship.
wt. 14 lbs.
ITEM NNO. 33
NOW

OLY

i

$4.50

WESTERN ELECTRIC BREAST MIKE
lb. carbon microphone. Aircraft type. Breastplate

Lightweight

117VAC

6000
loo

TO SPCA FIELD

NEW

HANDIER

THAN

A

SEE

FLASHLIGHT!

... with complete swivel for
lighting and easier servicing!
Now

better

EVERY SERVICEMAN, experimenter,
model-maker, needs this handy item. No
need to work in the dark
ample light
is provided by a 71/2 watt, 110 volt bulb
that remains cool at all times.

...

Scientifically -designed, unbreakable aluminum reflector directs maximum light
to point of work .
. A REAL TIME
AND LABOR SAVER.

Carried by leading jobbers!
Have you seen our other TV service aids
"TV Service Cord" and "TV Picture
Tube Extension Cable"?
We manufacture cord sets and cables to

government and civilian specifications.

0:0ete,
WIRE & SUPPLY CO.

Chicago 18, III.
2850 Irving Park Road
Notional dislribulors and warehouse
for ANACONDA densheoth television
and radio wires and cables"

Fig.

2- Circuit

TEXT

I

ANTENNA CALCULATIONS
I want to experiment with antennas
for the u.h.f. TV band but I can't be
sure of the correct formula for determining the length of a dipole (one -half
wavelength) radiator. I have seen a
?

LOW15PRICE

71.75

ultra -violet light
Makes fluorescent
articles glow in the dark.
Fits any lamp socket. For
experimenting, entertaining,
unusual lighting effects.
250-watt

with bridge rectifier.

ing action.
These two supplies can be used to
power heavy -duty 6 -volt relays, for
light electroplating, and as heater supplies for high -gain voltage amplifiers.

-way

AMAZING BLACK LIGHT

s /4W /WW

stocks. The rectifier may be a Mallory
1B12C1J, Seletron U1B1S1B, or equivalent. Filter chokes in Figs. 1 and 2
should have an inductance of about .05
henry and a current capacity of at
least 2 amp. These are not generally
available on the open market. You can
construct a suitable choke by removing
the winding from a 100-ma receivingtype choke and replacing the winding
with No. 14 cotton -covered enameled
wire. Adjust the air gap for best filter-

2

swivel. Easily fastened straps. For
home broadcasts. communications etc. Complete with 6 foot
cord, hard rubber plug. Sheradiled plate, non -rusting finish.
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.
t
O.
ITEM

`p

t

I

adjustable

mounting,

source.

Ship. wt.

2

lbs.

ITEM NO. 87
A SAVING AT

$2.45

250 POWER TELESCOPE LENS KIT
Make your own high powered 6 ft. telescope!
Kit contains 2" diam., 75" focal length, ground
and polished objective
lens and necessary eye
pieces. Magnifies 50x to
Full
instructions.
250x.
Ship. wt. I lb.
ITEM NO.
$2.95
YOU SAVEIAT
1i

HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO.

West Broadway. Dept.
New York 7, N. Y.

25

RE -7.53

circled below.
remittance
am enclosing
f
include shipping charges.)
(Be sure
Ship balance C.O.D.
OR, ay deposit or $

tms

MINIMUM C.O.D. ORDER $5.00.
C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED ONLY WITH 20% DEPOSIT
INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES.
Circle Items Wanted
125
123
152
33
147
87
Name

Please Print Clearly

Address

City

Zone.

..State
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number of different formulas for finding the length of one -half wavelength.
For example, in one formula, one -half
wavelength in inches is found by dividing 5,540 by the frequency in megacycles. In another, the constant is 5,900.
Are both formulas correct? If so, why
the difference ? -E. S. T., New Haven,
Conn.

THANKS,
R-E
We know

Dividing 5,900 by the frequency in
megacycles gives the free -space length
of the element. The free -space length is
the length required to resonate the element if it were situated a great many
wavelengths away from the earth and
all other objects. When the antenna is
relatively close to the earth and other
objects, its physical length (as measured with a ruler) is somewhat shorter.
Formulas which use a constant smaller
than 5,900 have been corrected to compensate for physical factors which
cause the physical length of the dipole
to be shorter than its free -space length.
A.

it was a coincidence that our No. 99 PR Multi- Purpose Set appeared
on the May '53 cover of your fine publication. Xcelite realizes the vast following R -E has in the industry, and appreciates the prominent representation
even, as we say, it was pure "happenstance ". Thanks again.
F.

Xcelite No. 99 PR
Multi- Purpose Set

Birney Farrington, President
Xcelite, Incorporated

CHANNEL NUMBERS
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Includes handle; 9 precision -fit nut drivers, from 3 16" to 112 "; 2 popular Phillips and 2 regular screwdrivers, 13 ruggedly -made tools in
handy plastic roll case. $11.95 list

f

w

2

9

BUT -IT

8

the

7

f

WAS NO COINCIDENCE THAT

photographer found this No. 99 Xcelite Set in the modern shop shown in the upper
righthand picture. Leading Radio and TV men everywhere insist on XCELITE TOOLS because
they take pride in owning the finest.
Ask your dealer to show you the complete XCELITE line.
500

600

700

800

R -E

900

FR p IN MC

Antennas with thin -wire conductors
supported by insulators at the ends are
shorter than the free -space dimension
because the insulators act as capacitors
connected to the dipole ends. The added
capacitance causes the dipole to resonate below the design frequency. The
added capacitance is called end -effect
and must be compensated for by multiplying the free -space constant (5,900)
by a decimal constant K. Below about
35 mc, K is approximately 0.95 for most
applications.
When dipole dimensions make it practical to do so, we often use rods and
tubes as dipole elements. This minimizes the end -effect and introduces another factor which also causes shortening of the physical length of the dipole.
Free -space length is reduced by a factor which is determined by the ratio of
the diameter of the dipole element to
the wavelength. This constant varies
from about 0.98, when one wavelength
is 10,000 times the conductor diameter,
to about 0.92, when the diameter is one tenth of wavelength.
When a dipole is installed in an
array, or when parasitic elements are
added, the configuration of the antenna
also affects the length of the dipole.
Thus, no formula for dipole length is
exact unless it specifies the type of antenna, the ratio of conductor diameter
to wavelength, and the number, length,
JULY, 1953

Famous

CK -3 Roll Kit Combination: includes 3 most popular Phillips drivers, plus

XCELITE

"Stubby" Nut
Driver only 31/4
inches overall.
XCELITE

Electronic Midget Snip (shear
action type).
No.

49

most -used regular screwsizes. Husky detachable handle:

3

driver

Shaft lengths up to
6 ".

54.35 list

List S3.70

XCELITE, INCORPORATED
(Formerly Park Metalware Co., Inc.)
Dept. J, Orchard Park, New York
Originators -Not Imitators

RECORDING TAPE

t.."

(

RADIO KITS, INC., 120 Cedar St., N. Y. 6

ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS
Build and play my latest polyphonic organ without a knowledge of music. Or get blueprints for
a miniature electronic brain, and other projects.
Send Sit stamp for air mail reply.

JIM KIRK, W6JKX
1552

Church St., San

Francisco 14,

(PLASTIC BOSE)

40 °-o OFF

Calif.

www.americanradiohistory.com

WHERE ELSE WOULD THERE

WASHINGTON, D' V' RE MORE RED TAPE?
1200 ft. plastic tape with plastic reel included.
Each reel individually boxed. Choice of nationally
famous top quality brands such as: Reeves
(SP IS-12; 3.20; Webcor (290613.20; Audio (12311
3.23: Scotch (111 -A) 3.25; Irish, Professional
grade, (211 RPM 3.30.
(LIST PRICE ON ABOVE TAPES ARE 5.50 EA.)
10
additional discount to Club Members of:
A. Tape -Respondence International
3488-22 St., San Francisco, Calif.
(Fred Goetz, Secretary)
B. voicespondence Club
1614 N. Mango Ave., Chicago, Illinois
(John Schirmer, Secretary)
New empty plastic reels in boxes for easy labeling

/

:1

" -10g; 4 ^-221

BOXES. 3 ^-3e: 4 "

-241; 7 ^ -30C each.
5 "-5e: 7 "-SOe.

5'
-5t;

EMPTY

We carry new recorders, recording blanks, tape. tap
recorders. etc.. at large savings. PLEASE INCLUDE
SUFFICIENT POSTAGE.

COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO.

2503 Champlain Street, N.W.,

Washington 9,

D.C.

QUESTION BOX

lOQ

-if

adjacent elements
any-which may be part of the antenna.
In the u.h.f. TV band the average
dipole has sufficient bandwidth to cover
two or more channels on each side of
the center frequency, so you should
have good results by cutting the dipole
to the free -space formula for one -half
wavelength in inches: 5,900/f, where
f is the frequency in megacycles; or
5,900/6N + 389, where N is the u.h.f.
channel number.
The formulas above apply only when
the dipole is used alone. If you add
parasitic or driven elements to the
dipole, or use dipole elements of unusually large diameter or shape, then
you should not rely on the accuracy of
the formulas. Instead, you may use
them as a starting point for experiments leading to the results that you
want. You can use the graph to determine the approximate electrical length
of a dipole for the u.h.f. TV channels.
This chart is taken from installation
instructions for the Westinghouse
model H -803 all- channel u.h.f. tuner.

and spacing of

Special Offer On This
Complete

RADIO

ENGINEERING

LIBRARY
Standards,
Theory -lt

Data

Your

The

five big volumes of the new edition of
the Radio Engineering Library now include
the very latest facts, standards, data, and practice. This Library will help solve hundreds of
problems for designers, researchers, engineers, and students in any field based on
radio.
Written by leading radio engineers, these
books cover circuit phenomena, networks,
tube theory, vacuum tubes, amplification,
measurements, etc. -give specialized treatment of all fields of practical design and application. They provide you with a complete
and dependable encyclopedia of facts.
5

Sensitivity

Measurements made
Simple with

The
New

Portgble

}
Se nsiMeter

*

1/*

Takes the guesswork out of
TV service

Checks receiver from antenna
terminals to picture tube

RECEIVER QUERY

Please prepare a diagram showing
how I can connect a T -30 surplus throat
mike through a small a.c. -d.c. receiver
which has a phono input jack for an
RCA 45 -J2 record player. 1 would also
appreciate details on connecting two
sets of headphones to an Admiral 20T1
TV receiver so the speaker cuts out
when the phones are plugged in.-R. T.
G., Cheektowaga, N. Y.

Nett', tip -To -Date Edition of Famous Library Curers IF hole Field
of Radio Engineering- Places

',west /acts,
Practice, and
Fingertips

TV Receiver

Microvolt scale
Approved by
leading television
manufacturers!

*

is

divided

sections as a guide
for the servicemen

into

3

Sensitivity testing is accepted
by servicemen as the best
method of determining the
cause of bad pictures
Consult your jobber or write for further information

422 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 5, Illinois

A. The diagram (Fig. 1) shows how a
microphone transformer can be used to
connect your throat mike to the input
MIKE TRANS-SEE TEXT

II

TO MIKE

TO PHONO IN JACK

37.5V

Volumes, 3872 Pages, 2770 Illustrations

Fig.

FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM
TUBES, 3rd Edition.
Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING, 3rd Edi-

1- Hookup

for throat microphone.

Eastman's

INDOOR ANTENNA

of your receiver. The transformer
should have a primary of about 50 ohms
and a secondary of 10,000 ohms or

tion.

Everitt's

COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING, 2nd Edition.
Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASURE
MENTS, 2nd Edition.
Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HAND.
BOOK, 4th Edition.

Model
VT -3A

higher.
Fig. 2 shows how the voice -coil
circuit of your TV set can be modified
for use with headphones. A Mallory
704A or equivalent jack and a 5 -ohm,

SEND NO MONEY
Special Low Price -Easy Terms
On this special offer you get this Library for $37.50,
instead of $43.50. You save $6 and may pay on easy
terms. Mail coupon below to examine the Library
FREE for 10 days. No obligation. These books are
recognized as standard works; you are bound to need
them. So take advantage of this special money- saving
offer. Mail coupon at once!

o

ö--t

.01

MALLORY 705 OR EQUIV

o

4-

330IW .¡.50

MeGraw -Hill Book Co., Dept. RE -7
327 West 41st St., New York 36, N. Y.
Send for 10 days' FREE trial, the RADIO
ENGINEERING LIBRARY. If not satisfied I
will return books. Otherwise I will send $7.50,
then;
$6).
you
5lumonths. (Reg. price $43.00, you

2-Safe way to hook up headphones to the output of a TV receiver.

Fig.

resistor are wired in as shown
for the first headset. The second pair
of phones is connected in parallel with
the first through a simple open-circuit
type jack. These phone jacks can be
mounted in a small box connected to the
receiver circuit through a convenient
END
length of cable.
5 -watt

Name
Home Address
City & State

Employed by

Pay Delivery Charges if you enclose i
ri We'll
$7.50 first payment WITH coupon. Same re-

1

turn privilege for full refund.

(Ober apptiee to U.S. only.)

i

1
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A high quality antenna,
.
.
attractively designed and finished in mahogany lacquer to
harmonize with all room fur.

nishings.

Three

section,

brass

tubing masts with satin chrome
finish extend to 45" for fine reception. Heavily weighted base.
Lead and terminals included. A
real value!
ORDER FROM YOUR
NEAREST PARTS JOBBER

a

LIST PRICE

$

RADIO- ELECTRONICS
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For accurate

flexibleand
quick tube

testing Ei
loWeost...
model

3413 A
Model 3413- A...$79.50 at your distributor. (Price subject to change.) BV
Adapter, $7.90 Add'I.

I.

YOU

CAN TEST MORE TYPES of
tubes, also appliances for shorts

and open circuits.

A

YOU

CAN

TEST

EACH

tube -by
of the switch.
in each

a

ELEMENT

simple flip

ej

Ls

JUST SPIN THE

KNOB

-for

correct,

3

last- minute data, on the speed roll
chart. Lists 700 tubes.

YOU

CAN

TEST

THE

including those with
current.

NEW

TUBES-

low cathode

V

CAN COMPENSATE for line
voltage-just throw snap -action
switch.
YOU

YOU

GET NEW TUBE

DATA -im-

mediately, while it is still news.
No waiting.

Nearly Half a Century of Service to the Service Man
FOR THE
TESTS PICTURE TUBES, TOO! With this
BV Adapter, Model 3 .113 -A tests every

`1

tube in a TV receiver, including the Picture Tube -without even removing tube
from receiver or carton! Saves time!

MAN WHO TAKES

Triplett
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL

JULY,

PRIDE IN HIS WORK

1953
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INSTRUMENT CO.. BLUFFTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

TECHNOTES
G -E TV RECEIVERS

Vertical instability accompanied by
excessive contrast, horizontal pulling,
and little or no effect with variation of
the contrast control may be the complaint in the G -E 16T1, 16T2, 16C103,
160110, and similar sets. These trou-

THE BASIC
UHF

B+
22K

TO CONTRAST CONT

f

470

470C

ANTENNA

.02

6S

1.5MEG

s0V

.01

L7- GT

B- BUS

No matter what the specific requirement
of an installation is -a Taco Bow Tie will

fill

bles can be caused by excessive leakage
in the .01 -pi coupling capacitor connected to pin 1 of the 6SL7 sync sepa-

it...

Taco's Bow Tie is the proved top performer. Now you can carry a single
antenna with assurance that it will fill all
your UHF needs with the easy adaptation
of screen -type reflectors.
Fill all your needs with the best UHF
antenna The Taco Bow Tie.

rator and amplifier tube. This capacitor is shown in the diagram. Replace
this capacitor with a high -quality, .01µf, 600 -volt unit. Williams George

-

ADMIRAL SERIES 19 CHASSIS

-

-lit A\\

It ID

Technical Appliance Corporation,
Sherburne, N.Y.
In Canada. Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd.,
Toronto 4, Ont.
3005

3004

4 BAY

4 BAY

VI/REFLECTOR

2

W

3001's
/3003

REFLECTOR

3001

Wí3002
REFLECTOR

Get the complete story on the
Taco UHF Team from your Taco

In some sets, it may be difficult to
adjust the horizontal lock-in range and
frequency properly.
This difficulty is caused by critical
components in the horizontal oscillator
circuit. The coded components in the
diagram should be checked for correct
values.
HOW

OSC

S

_

tHORIZ FRED

HOW

LOCK

I

distributor.

RAY

IIIiI1ißUt_TUBES1
TO MERIT your confi-

TESTED and

dence-to

insure your

satisfaction -Every

GUARANTEED

tube we ship has been
tested in a radio or

for PEAK

for PEAK PERFORMANCE. Each
tube is attractively
packaged in individ-

TV set

PERFORMANCE!

ual

carton -and

arries full RTMA GUARANTEE!

Price Type
1.34 6X5GT
Price 6BH6 .. .51 12AT6
Type
1B3GT ..S.63 6BQ6GT
.89 12AT1
Type

Price
.33

6BG6G

1R5
1S5

114

1

extends useful life
of older TV tubes!
manufactured by
fielun4H11

MPANY

Chicago 25, Illinois
Manufacturers of Electronic Equipment Since 1928

....
....
....
....

.56
.41
.56
.55
.46

.48
.68

.84 12AU1
.31 12AVI
.53 12AX1

6BQ1
6C4

6CB6
6CD6G

.53
.19

STROMBERG- CARLSON 116

.61

In strong -signal areas, this set may
produce milky, low-contrast pictures
with sound bars and buzz in the audio.
This trouble is caused by overloading
and can be eliminated by using an
attenuator pad in series with the antenna lead -in. Resistor values for the
pads will be found on the installation
instruction sheets fastened to the rear
panel of each set.-George R. Anglado

.45
1U4
1.85 12BÁ6
.41
1U5
.40 12BE6
6J5GT
.63
1X2A
.61 6J6
.62 12BH1
.
.56 SK6GT
3V4
.41 12SA1GT .52
.91 6S4 ..
5R4GY
.46 12SK1GT .50
.41 12SQ1GT .42
5U4G .. .40 6SH1GT
6ÁB4 .. .46 6SK1GT
.50 25BQ6GT .89
.48
.62 25L6GT
6AG5 .. .54 6SL1GT
.48
.54 35B5
6ÁK5 .. .95 6SN1GT
.48
6ÁL5 .. .40 6SQ1GT
.42 35C5
.30
.. .46 6T8 ..
.11 35Z5GT
6ÁQ5
.41
.46 50B5
6ÁU6 .. .43 6V6GT
.41
.45 5005
6BA6 .. .45 6W4GT
.41
.. .53 6W6GT
.51 50L6GT
6BC5
.34 111Z3GT .39
6BE6 .. .46 6X4
WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL TUBE TYPES AND
PRICES. We also stock Special Purpose and Transmitting Tubes at similar savings!
25 %n Deposit with Order. All merchandise F.O.B.
NYC. For orders less than SI 0, add SI handling cost.
Deduct 2% if full remittance accompanies order. All
merchandise subject to prior sale and price change
Dept. C -7
without notice.
.

...

II II

Itti1a11X

ELECTRONIC TUBE CO.

1515-0 SHEEPSHEAD BAY ROAD, BROOKLYN

www.americanradiohistory.com

Replace components which are not
within the specified tolerances. These
tolerances are now being specified in
production, and the following new parts
numbers have been added: 64A2 -16,
60B7-334, 60B7-823, and 60B7-154, for
C418, R422, R423, and R428, respectively.-Admiral Radio & Television
Service Bulletin

35, N. Y.

MEISSNER 8C FM TUNER

Complaints of excessive warmup drift
in the Meissner 8C tuner are fairly
common. This trouble is caused by overcompensation in the tuning of the ratio
detector transformer.
The trouble can be cleared up by
replacing the 70 -µµf, type N750 ceramic
capacitor in the top of the ratio detector coil with a 68 -µµf, 5% silver mica
capacitor. -Arthur R. Backstrom
RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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TECHNOTES
WESTINGHOUSE H- 600716

Sound circuits dead. No video signal
visible on the picture tube. Bright vertical line on the left side of the raster.
This trouble is likely to be caused by
a defective 6Y6-G audio output tube.
The plate -to- cathode resistance of this
tube is in series with the B plus line
supplying the screens of the first sound
i.f., first and second video i.f., and r.f.
amplifier stages, along with other
points in the receiver circuit.
Replace the 6Y6 -G and check the
operation of the circuit by measuring
the voltage between cathode and
ground. -Michael L. Tortariello
WESTINGHOUSE H -196 AND H -207
The manufacturer's service notes
state that a fixed bias should be applied

to the a.g.c. line when using a v.t.v.m.
and signal generator to align the video
i.f. coils and traps. I find that more
uniform results can be obtained by removing the fixed bias and using a sweep
generator and scope.

Adjust the sensitivity control for 0.5

volt on the video i.f. a.g.c. line with no
signal input to the receiver. Couple the
sweep generator to the converter grid
and adjust the sweep output for 1 volt
on the a.g.c. line. At this setting, the
sweep amplitude is optimum for best
visual alignment. -Wayne Miller
HUM IN G -E 16K1, 16K2

Complaints of tunable hum (hum
modulation) on the broadcast band of
the 16K1 and 16K2 may be cleared up
by connecting a .002 -µf, 600 -volt capacitor from ground to the black lead on the
primary of the power transformer.
If the complaint is residual hum on
broadcast, phono, and TV, connect a
20 -µf, 450 -volt capacitor across the 30µf input filter capacitor in the radio
chassis. Rewire the cabling between
the radio and TV chassis as follows:
1. Remove the BLUE and GREEN audio
wires which connect through pins 3
and 2 of plug P4 and socket J4.
2. Connect
these leads together
through a new 2 -pin connector (parts
RJC -012 and RJC -013) and dress the
leads as shown in the illustration.
3. Connect a 22 -µµf capacitor from
the high side of the volume control to
ground at the tone control switch.
All late production models incorporate these changes.
-G -E Radio Service Bulletin

With Every Order
Of $5 or Over

FREE TV HIGH VOLTAGE DETECTO PROBE

CUSTOM -BUILT
TV CABINETS

ou' ow

ui[

'

2

31 -TUBE

U. H. F.

-

/ With
a =630 SUPER DELUXE 31 -TUBE TY KIT
including your favorite U.H.F. Station. Engineered
in strict adherence to the genuine RCA _1330 nlus
added features
. OPERATES ALL 10" to 24" PICTURE TUBES
CASCODE TUNER
COSINE
YOKE
LARGER POWER TRANSFORMER
KEYED AGC
. 12" SPEAKER
. CONDENSERS
and RESISTORS at rated capacities and tolerances.
You receive a COMPLETE. SET OF PARTS AND
TUBES, everything needed is included. You will
enjoy building it with the "LIFE-SIZE easy to fol.
low step -try -step ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTIONS"
included with each KIT.
.

only

.SI1

STANDARD
17

.

fi

For

CRT

MANHATTAN

WIRE,

$59.37

VOGUE

moved from the B plus line and connected to the boosted B plus circuit as
recommended.
The trouble cleared up when a 0 1 µf
capacitor was connected from the
screen grid to B minus.
V. Cava seno
END

J.

$39

.8°

PICTURE TUBES -Brand New in Factory Sealed Cartons, I Year Guarantee
$44.681
21EP4A
21
$39.741
20"-20CP4
$29.63

"- I7BP4A

PARTS

t4

11-41". W-27,". D-23"

#630

"-

.

I

I

TV SETS

PUNCHED CHASSIS PAN, cadmium plated $4.87
STANDARD CASCODE TUNER, incl. tubes 22.49
ESCUTCHEON PLATE, for tuner
.69
COMPLETE SET OF KNOBS, incl. decals
1.34
POWER TRANSFORMER, 295ma. 20116
9.97
VERTICAL OUTPUT TRANS.
204T2
2.69
VERTICAL BLOCKING TRANS
1.32
208T2
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANS. 21 175
3.98
FOCUS COIL, 470 ohms.
202D2
3.42
DEFLECTION YOKE, Cosine 70°
3.98
SOUND DISCRIMINATOR TRANS. 203K1
1.12
1st PIX I.F. TRANSFORMER
202K2
1.08
2nd PIX I.F. TRANSFORMER
1.08
202K3
1st or 2nd SOUND I.F. TRANS. 201K1
1.02
HORIZONTAL DISCRIM. TRANS. 20878
1.49
FILTER CHOKE, e2 o
1.47
CATHODE TRAP COIL,
202K4
1.80
WIDTH CONTROL COIL, keyed AGC R4AG
.79
ION TRAP BEAM BENDER, single 203D1
.79
HI VOLTAGE CAGE ASSEMBLY, complete 3.73
VOLTAGE DIVIDER SHIELD & COVER " 1.79
HV RECTIFIER, SOCKET ASSEMBLY, single
.79
20kv FILTER CONDENSER (cartwheel)
.79
30kv FILTER CONDENSER (cartwheel)
1.83
1

630 Parts

COMPLETE SETS

er

TV WIRE & SOLDER KIT, for any Set
630 -KIT, ;crews, nuts, rivets, washers, etc,
VIDEO AND I.F. KIT, 19 items
AGC KIT, complete with instructions

$1.49
1.69

VARIABLE CONTROL KIT, 9 controls
CARBON RESISTOR KIT, 107 resistors
WIREWOUND RESISTOR KIT, 4 resistors
BRACKET AND SHIELD KIT, 18 items
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER KIT, 6 tond
TUBULAR CONDENSER KIT, 38 condensers
CERAMIC CONDENSER KIT, 28 condensers
condensers
MICA CONDENSER KIT,
I

Brooks LIFE -SIZE TV Instructions
for building any #630 TV RE-

7.84
4.59
5.83
6.98
2.31

8.63
7.37
4.28
3.37
1.38

l,,,,tpoid

CEIVER only

HINTS FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE
ON YOUR #630 TV RECEIVER
Brooks CASCODE MANUAL.
How to install Cascode Tuner
in any make TV set
p, .tpal,l

$1.00
l'°stpaid

50'

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y.
See the

AUGUST issue of

SCIENCE -FICTION

-a

f

new adventure in reading

THE END OF
THE MOON
Gustav Albrecht, eminent
physicist, tells what will happen when our moon breaks up.
Dramatically illustrated with
color covers and interiors by
Frank R. Paul.

97246 CONVERSION PROBLEM

After conversion to a larger tube, the
left side of the picture was darker than
the right. Backing off the brightness
control made the left side totally black
while the right half was still bright
enough to watch.
During the conversion process, the
picture -tube screen grid had been re-

.STI I.E.S

I

#630TVCHASSIS
With

LEADING

genuine Mahogoni or Walnut blond IO"'. extra1.
Drilled for a _ G:30 or
blank knob panel for any
TV SET. Complete
'fake
2s
pictured for IG ", 14 ".
0" or 21" O.R.T.

SUPER DELUXE

SPACEBRED
GENERATIONS
An absorbing novelette by
Clifford D. Simak, one of
the best of today's science
fiction writers.

iYf fNDOTTyf,ypp,

PLUS-many other stories and articles
This new Gernsback Magazine NOW ON SALE
Get o copy

at your favorite newsstand now.

Don't say science fiction -say SCIENCE -FICTION PLUS

JULY, 1953
www.americanradiohistory.com

MISCELLANY

104

THE FUND REACHES
$10,702.59

Little Freddie Thomason, armless
and legless son of Herschel Thomason,
radio technician of Magnolia, Arkansas,
received the following letter from G.
Carroll Utermahlen, of Baltimore,
Maryland, who also enclosed a donation
of $1.00:

"Dear Little Freddie: I'm late with

the enclosure but trust you will forgive
me. Have been having the usual run
of trouble here and have been very
short of this green stuff. Yet . . . I
slipped up before and am making up
for it now . . . so . . . in spite of
the delay, here she be.
"Once again I am in a position
where I can run off a mimeographed
memo to my pals, regarding my little
chum Freddie. If the boys don't respond to the thing, I'm afraid I'm going
to have to resort to BUCKSHOT . .
anyway . . . God bless you, little
fellow, and I'll do my best to gather
in some green stuff for you. 73 to you
and the folks!"
So far we've had no reports of buckshot being used, but the enthusiasm
expressed above is echoed by hundreds
of loyal Freddie fans who, whenever
they have a dollar to spare, send it
along to the Help- Freddie -Walk fund
with a message of encouragement.
We all realize that treatments, adjustments, etc., in connection with the
mechanical appliances upon which
Freddie will always be dependent, will
cost thousands of dollars, and we are
all just as aware of the fact that money
is rather hard to come by these days;
but we urge each and every reader to
send in his contribution, no matter how
small, whenever possible. No donation
is too small to receive our sincere
thanks and acknowledgment, as well as
the appreciation of Freddie and his
parents. Make all checks, money orders,
etc., payable to Herschel Thomason.
Address all letters to:
HELP-FREDDIE -WALK FUND
RADIO -ELECTRONICS
25 West Broadway
New York 7, N. Y.

Ideal for Assembling, Packing, Inspection,
or Supporting Extra Heavy Loads!
20 STOCK

RANGING

Height ri

and B'
SIZES AVAILABLE6'

1/4" Masonite covering. Strong
enough to support vises, small punch presses,
etc. Warp- proof, no maintenance. Top construction engineered with 6" pressed steel
channels. Drawers, ledges, risers and shelves
furnished if desired.

All-steel top with

of 6".
in multiples
with
or

Height 30"
leg adjustments.
24" x 4'

$17.75
20.75
x 4'
20.75
30
25.9e
24
24.90
30" x 5'
.
31.10
24
33.20
30" x 6' .
24 x8'
41.45
30" x B and Foot rests op
Each.
Drawers
ers $4.70
.

x5'..
x6'.
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'

CATALOG ILLUSTRATING TABLE MODELS
ODAY!
WRITE
AND

adeatuu e4

COOPER

INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT DIVISION
4953 West Fullerton Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

tionoL Drove

Spectacular

KIT VALUES!
1000 RESISTORS

5

'/, watt, I watt, 2 watt, 5
watt. All new. 5 and 10 "/0
tolerance.
Well
assorted,
popular values. Sensationally
low priced!

SINGLE CHANNEL
-MATCH
ELEMENT DELTA

1000

YAGIS
ONLY

$200

$7.95
77

...

15 "FP" CONDENSERS

Single, double, triple section, 10
to 80 Mfd. 25 to 450 Units. Sturdy
utility box. Wt. 3' /x lbs.
Na.

Kit

FPKI5

of IS

3 98

condensers

each
LOTS OF

resistors

CONDENSER TREASURE CHEST

5

Surprise value! 75 paper, bypass,

mica, electrolytic, "FP ". oil -filled
ceramicon, TV and bathtub con

we hardly
to believe, and
make
We know it's hard
here it is, so
but
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believe it ourselves beautifully
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the most
fabricated
3
for
sell
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over
insures flat response
tidin9 maximum
Delta-Match principle
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of
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audio portion
picture
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fidelity in both
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with det'óed11 "12or'13.
together
6,
5 and
7, 8, 9,
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for cutting to channels
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Plastic

-
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98c
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RADIO -ELECTRONICS CONTRIBUTIONS
$10,073.59
Balance as of April 16, 1953
.50
Lomer Biron, Quebec, Canada
Walter L. Schott Co., Los Angeles,

25 CERAMICONS

worth
Fresh. new, popular assortment.
twice the price! In sturdy plastic
utility box, wt. I lb.
'No. CCK25
25 Ceramicons

and complete
hocksaw with blade of lower frequency Yogis
conversion

55 Vesey Street. New York 1,
Dlgby 9 -1132
Phone

FAMILY CIRCLE CONTRIBUTIONS

$590.50
Balance as of April 16, 1953
2.00
Laurie A. Bishop, Norwood, R.I.
10.00
Ferne Steele, Los Angeles, California.
FAMILY CIRCLE Contributions as of
$602.50
May 19, 1953

tone
receiving
sizes,
Popular
micas. 600 to 1000 volt test. Scher
kieas included. In plastic utility box. Wt. 11/2
lbs.
Ho. MCK 15 15 Micas
33.50
Same as above. 75 Micas

WHEN ORDERING.
SPECIFY CHANNEL
1 allpurpose
order of 5 antennas
instructions
Free with each

Concord Radio

densers.

15 MICA CONDENSERS

Sorry, no

for simple
Yogis.
to high frequency
Yogis.
Packages of 5
10
Stock No. YDMS.............Net $10.00
...................
lbs
40

-

Utility

box. Wt. 10 lbs.
No. CTC75 Kit of 75 condensers

1

49

Calif.
G. Carroll
Md.

orders.
tlluirnurn order $5. 25% Deposit with C.O.D.

ADDRESS
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1.00

RADIO -ELECTRONICS Contribu$10,100.09
tions as of May 19, 1953
602.50
FAMILY CIRCLE Contributions
TOTAL Contributions as of May 19,

I'_u.R. NYC.

CONCORD RADIO
Dept. C -7
7, N. Y.
55 Vesey St., New York
special bargain mailPlease include my name on your
ing list, free of charge.
SASE
CITY

25.00

Utermahlen, Baltimore,

1953

a

$10,702.59
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MISCELLANY
TV DX IN JULY

TV PICTURE TUBES

If

you are reading this around the
normal publication date, you still have
some of the best TV of the year ahead
of you. The last ten days of June, with
some of the best TV dx of the year,
have come to be well known among TV
dx enthusiasts and hams who work on
the v.h.f. bands as a period during
which sporadic -E dx is almost continuous. This fortunate state of affairs
can be expected to carry over into July
as well.
The experienced dx observer will

630 -DX CHASSIS

G953tfModel

2021-
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,:,,,
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nt
super

,

Modal

55.95

Mounting
/rackets

Includes newest developments-Cascode Tuner
-30 Tubes -For 16" to 24- Picture TubeWonderful Saving! Adaptable for color &

watch the closing days of June carefully, as he knows that there will be
July recurrences 27 to 28 days later.
Sporadic -E skip being associated in a
general way with solar phenomena,
marked disturbances follow the 27 -day
rotation cycle of the sun. This rhythm
is usually discernible through at least
three cycles, beginning in May (or, in
some localities, April). Thus the observer who keeps records will have
ample evidence of the dates in July
when he can expect the most interesting
conditions.
Aurora borealis, often considered a
wintertime proposition, puts in at least
one appearance normally in July.
Tropospheric propagation will be
generally good during July, though the
peak season for this sort of thing will
come in the early fall. High -band signals should be strong during the early
morning and late evening hours, and
reception should be good in the period
around sundown, particularly in fair,
calm weather.
As this is our first summer of commercial u.h.f. TV operation we have
much to learn about this new field.
Reports of any unusual u.h.f. reception are solicited. We're still waiting for that first u.h.f. report!
END

ith

Without notice.

The ROSE C O/

76 Vesey St.. Dept. E -7
New York 7, N. Y.. COI-flandt 7 -6195

IT'S HERE!
The NEW IMPROVED

DAVIS SUPER -VISION
ALL -CHANNEL TELEVISION ANTENNA
For FRINGE AREA and DX
Brings in the Signals STRONG
and CLEAR up to 125 Miles and
More Away from the Station

DAVIS

The NEW

SUPER -VISION
has been

WIND- TESTED
and

WEATHERIZED

Original Antenna Sold With A
Money Back Guarantee"
Built By America's Fastest Growing
The

...STURDY BUILT and

ilaòio ehirtn=ifiUe Dears ago

STRENGTH -INCREASED

Qircnsbacb Publications

3111

Full rear O
/lace
Face- /.and New_Std. rands.
17826.47

Antenna Manufacturer

AT YOUR JOBBERS,

it will stand the gaff in
any part of the country

or MAIL COUPON

TO

so

HUGo GERNSBACK

Founder
Modern Electries

Wireless Association of America
Electrical Experimenter
Radio News
Science & Invention

Television

Radio -Craft
Short -Wave Craft

Television News

1

DAVIS ELECTRONICS

1-36

4313 West Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, California
SIRS: RUSH INFORMATION TO ME AS CHECKED
BELOW:

1908
1908
1913
1919
1920
1927
1929
1930

Send Free

Technical Data on new SUPER-

VISION ANTENNA.
Send Name and Address of NEAREST JOBBER.
Name

Street
City

1931

Iarrrr libraries still have copies of ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER on Ole for interested readers.

I
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I

I

I
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JULY 1919
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
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Talking from 'Plane to Earth
"Hello Europe" -Via Radio, by Charles
M. Ripley
Electrical Oscillators, by Nikola Tesla
New 1 K.W. Panel Radio Transmitter,
by Lester F. Ryan
How European Radio "Sigs" are Photographed Here
Musical Radio -Telegraph Sets, by
Jacques Boyer
Operate Your Audions on A.C., by
Elliott A. White

II

,II as a pen
eyelet audio

.

free.

h r

., put from
r

-rd

by

COURSES

Simple. Low Cost, Home Study Courses prepare you
to pass F.C.C. Code and
Theory license examinations.

rlllar ur for all radio

1,

"AMECO"

LEARN WITH

PEN -OSCIL -LITE
Self

to over
zero to 125
Cords

Write for details and re.
reeve free sample F.C.C. -

Signal

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT
38 Argyle Ave. Buffalo 9, N. Y.

FREE

->

type questions and an
swers for all amateur ex-

aminations.

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO.

1203 Bryant Ave. (Dept. AE -71. New York 59, N. V.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
What was your most unusual service case? Not necessarily the most difficult one, but the one you
will remember longest, either because of the problem itself or because of other conditions surrounding
the lob. If the experience was interesting to you, it probably will be to other readers of RADIO ELECTRONICS. We will pay 510 for each "My Most Unusual Service Job" item we consider outstanding
enough to publish in this magazine. If the item is striking enough or carries sufficient technical
information to be worth more thon 510 in our opinion, it will be paid for at our regular space rates.
Address your stories to
Unusual Service

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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Job

West Broadway, New York

JULY, 1953
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Don G. Mitchell, who has been presi-

dent of

LEARN
to

f

Gnessm,

D.

the practical way --

Director
Ed
°r°t`°"

ASSEMBLE

!

211

A

TRANSVMON

TV KIT
Pay as You Wire

$

TRANSVISION TV KIT

Down Payment

get PACKAGE #1 (standard first
pkg. for all of our kits). This package gives you the BASIC CHASSIS
and over 450 TV COMPONENTS with
complete Instructions, Drawings,
Photos, Service Booklet, and a
year's subscription to my "TV and
Electronics Notes ". When ready,
you order the next stage (pkg.
etc. Low prices make your complete kit a terrific buy!

D. G.

6 Crest

EXCLUSIVE: Only

TV

Transvision

Kits:
N

Kits

are adaptable to UHF. Ideal for
FRINGE AREAS. No Previous Technical

Write now!

Knowledge re quired.

TRANSVISION, INC., Dept. RE7
NEW

ROCHELLE, N. Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Mr. D. Gnessin, Educational Director
TRANSVISION, INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

srs-

f

_

Dept. RE7

e

l'e enclosing $
deposit. Send standard kit
PACKAGE .1, with oil Instruction Moterial. Balance C.O.D.I
Send FREE copy of your new TV Kit Catalog.

I
I
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..r
114

AlliNto

.

State

4j"vJel
Tremendous
Opportunities in At4
..

(COIN TV
and COMMERCIAL

W.

-

°The Electronic Previewer is a patented

device which makes coin
operation really pay off in
a big way. Boosts revenue
by givby "sampling"
ing a short preview of TV

-

programs to prospective
customers. Works like
magic in enticing sales.

Get details now.

TODAY.moma
RES

full details on COIN OPERATED TV.

Address
State

J. Brock

entire General

B

City

W.

Grady L. Roark was appointed manager of marketing for the GENERAL
ELECTRIC TUBE
DEPARTMENT,
with
headquarters in Schenectady, N. Y. He
had been manager of equipment tube
sales for the department. In his
new position he
succeeds Eugene F.
Peterson, who was
named manager of
marketing for the

Name

G. L. Roark

24.50
30.95

28.20
31.25
28.20
23.90
23.90
39.45
24.75
37.50
37.35
78.50

165P4 /16RP4
1]BP4A
37CP4
19AP4A
20CP4
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24ÁP4 A

*

21.60

16GP4

16EP4A
22.60
16DP /HP4 ,... 19.60
3811P /HP4A
20.60

...

21.60
23.90

25.90
29.50
32.50

ANTENNAE SPECIALS
RED

*
*
*
*

RMq

Antenna... .52.29
100"V" Double
"V"
....... 2.49

12 or

52.09 r
2.39
2.55
3.25
3.75

DOUBLE

tenna

3.5S
10 Element Conical u/e
Romeo Hlewootiht Low Quick Rig

4.25
4.95

WIN7DOW CONICALS

MASTS

*

*
*

e

1.29
1.39
1.49
1.69
$9.95 M Ft.
11.95 M Ft.

10FFOOT PLAIN
NEPCO MASTS
42 Mil
TV WIRE 55 Mil. 300 OHM
72 OHM COAXIAL
12" Heavy Slug Speaker
CHASSIS 630 REGAL with Cascode
OPEN FACE CABINET

WIRE RECORDERS

*

18.50
20.60
21.60
18.50

16LP4
16LP4A
178P4
17CP4
19ÁP4
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20CP4
21EP4
1.11

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
Tane...5149.50 *
42.00
*
IN STOCK
Write for Price. *
38.00

M

Ft.

Special $3.98

PENTRON -Model 9T3C -2 -speed Tape Re-

*

corder
RADIO CRAFTSMAN
Model 0400-111 Fi Amplifier
Model C10 -AM -FM Tuner ..

*

Model

Wr

*

Net
Net

C500- Williamson AmpliSer Net
MAC O- BnOG N -P ILWTE

oao ms
Recorders.

$42.90
131.50
99.50

*

STEAmTplpe

,

* 7"^n9"
$3.98 *
3.98
G.E. Flyback
1.98
*
* 7711
70°
630 Vert. Output upright
1.98
* 630
Vert. Output Potted
1.29 *
Vert.
Blocking
630
Xform
.89
TUNERS
19.95
17.95 *
* DUMONT
STANDARD TUNERS
21.25mc
14.95
* AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTORS for: General Electric, *
Tung -Sol, National Union,
Wald, Regal,
* Kenrad,
Automatic
General Motors.
*
6

PM SPEAKER
PM SPEAKER

Yoke

1.98

Ose.

CASCODE

De

and

*

*

*
*

AUTOMATIC CUSTOM -BUILT RADIOS for Plymouth,
stock.
Ford, Chevrolet and many others, always
We carry a complete stock of HI- FIDELITY and
SOUND EQUIPMENT. Send us your requests. We
also carry a complete line of popular makes of Radio
tubes at 50/10% discount. Also many other special
purpose and transmitting types, and all electronic
parts and equipment at lowest prices. Send us a
list of your requirements for prompt quotations.
Terms: 20% with order. Balance COD. All prices
FOB. NEW YORK Warehouse. Minimum order $5.00.

*
*
*

Hi -F1*

RE -7

RADIO and
ELECTRONICS

CO.

BLDG.!

NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

SPEAKER RECONING

Charles E. Balz was promoted to sales
manager of BURGESS BATTERY Co.,
United States Battery Division, Freeport, Ill. He was assistant sales manager for the past two years, and before
that was advertising and promotion
manager.

(Pat. Pend.)
This field offers rich rewards to enterprising servon
icemen or dealers
part time or full time basis.

s

12LP4A
12UP4B
14CP4
I6AP4A
16DP4A

1697 BROADWAY

ATTACHMENT

Dept.

lOFP4A

STANBURN
$11.00
12LP4A
14.20
14CP4
17.00
15DP4
19.50
16A P4
21.60
16FP4
19.60
1OBP4A

THEATRE

cago sales office.

Rush

12 NP4A

$44.95
17.10
19.25
24.00
27.10
21.70
28.25

STAN -BURN
(C.B.S.

PREVIEWER*

TRANSVISION. INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

*

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

G.E.

Catalog to Dept.

for CBS- HYTRON,
Danvers, Mass. He
was formerly sales
representative at
CBS-Hytron's Chi-

line ofCoin- Operated and
Commercial TV with the

TRANSVISION, INC.
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
MAIL THIS COUPON

*

5TP4
7JP4
108P4A

Write for our latest price list and

west sales manages'

TV

only specially designed

I

H. W. Zimmer

Walter J. Brock
was appointed Mid-

TRANSVISION offers the

I

Mitchell

Benton Harrison, former
treasurer, to vice -president in charge of
finance; Walter R. Seibert, formerly
controller, and Leon C. Guest, Jr.,
formerly assistant controller, who were
named treasurer and controller, respectively.
Dr. John Ritze, specialist in electronic
research, ,joined GABRIEL Co. as director
of the Gabriel Laboratories in Needham Heights, Mass.
Dr. Ruze has done
extensive research
in the design and
development of antenna systems. Gabriel is the parent
company of Ward
Dr. J. Ruze
Products and Workshop Associates. Both subsidiaries are
manufacturers of antennas and antenna
accessories.
elude

2),

Shows

CATHODE RAY TUBE SPECIALS*

*
*
*
*
*

YOU

in EASY STAGES. For only $39 you

*

*

I WILL
HELP
to start learning
TV the practical way - by

assembling a

STAN-BURN

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS

since 1946, was elected chairman of the
Board of Directors. H. Ward Zimmer,
former executive vice-president, succeeds him as president. Max F. Balcom
retired as chairman of the Board, but
remains as a director in an advisory
and consultant capacity. Other top-level
Sylvania personnel appointments in-

Electric Radio and
Television Department.

Complete line I'rtlleS, Spiders, kings
and Voice Coils. Custom Built Voice
Coils. Low prices. Write for Parts
ation.
List and heconing information.
WESTERN ELECTRONICS CO.
Dept. A
Denver 4, Colo.
3104 West Colfax

SUBSCRIBERS
If you're moving, please don't forget to send us your address as it
appears on the copy of the magazine, including the numbers shown
beside your name, as well as your
new address.
If we receive this information before the 20th of the month, you will
continue getting the magazine without interruption.
You cooperation will be most helpful and greatly appreciated.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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TELS -MATIC
The
TWO -SET COUPLER
TOP PERFORMANCE

..

.

Mini -Coupler
outperforms cou^SET

MODit

6)

plers selling at
many times its
price!

COUPLER

Only
Model

ACE -62

2 -stage

2"

x

III2 ". fits

anywhere
Screw Terminals

Minimum inter -set coupling
No dummy load required for
single -set operation

Available of Leading Jobbers
Send for FREE booklet on
TV INTERFERENCE

.

.

.

.

for every
RADIO & TV
SERVICEMAN
AMATEUR
EXPERIMENTER'

TECHNICIAN

Typical Greylock Values:
Picture Tube Specials
$12.00
$14.40
$16.80

-year Guarantee from date of Purchase.
Big 68 -page GREYLOCK 1953 CATALOG
The essential Buying Guide" of the Radio & TV
Industries
free to all purchasers from our new

Full

I

FREE
m

-

$16.80
$19.20
$19.20

14CP4
16RP4
16KP4
F.O.B. NYC.
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ODAY.
COPY TODAY!.

1

GREYLOCK.EtU5 Liberty St,
Y. 60 i
Phone BE. 3-0224
It

GREYLOCK ELECTRONICS
Dept. C -7
115 Liberty St., N. Y. 6
Send FREE Bargain Flyer #200 -1 at once to:

1
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N

!

Address

city

JULY,

ru au

sw

State

. mogs m

OPERATION

FIELD STRENGTH METER
Saves 50% of Installation Cost

Pays for itself on 3 or 4 jobs

NO TV SET NEEDED
Works from antenna
Measures actual picture signal strength directly from
antenna. Shows antenna orientation maxima. Compares
gain of antenna systems.
Measures TVI on all channels. Checks receiver re-

...

radiation (local oscillator).
Permits one man antenna
installation.

.

PREVENT

.

.

t
Y

1953
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Eliminate variables,
insure accuracy with

direct meter

read-

ings

FSM.

on

the

OF

SERVICING TIME! By
checking antenna performance with the Field Strength
Meter, the serviceman can
determine whether the TV
set or antenna, or both, are
the source of trouble. Call
backs are eliminated.

.

of OXFORD ELECTRIC CORP., Chicago. He
had been doing sales co- ordination work
with the company.
.
Peter L. Jensen, president of
JENSEN INDUSTRIES, Chicago, was honored with the presentation of a television set by officials of the Electronic
Parts and Equipment Manufacturers.
Mr. Jensen is celebrating his 50th anniversary in the sound industry.
D. W. Gunn was appointed to the
new post of assistant general sales
manager of Radio Tube and TV Picture
Tube Sales of SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS. He was formerly equipment sales
manager and will continue his duties
as manager of sales to Sylvania equipment accounts.
. Clyde Matthews joined the LINCOLN
SCHOOL OF RADIO AND TELEVISION, New
York City, as director of the Public
Relations Department. He headed his
own public relations firm formerly. END

WASTE

Don't lug sets.
The Transvision
FSM makes

installation easy.

Wide range: Measures fie d strength from
10- 50,000 microvolts. Has Fringe Area Switch
for weak signal areas. 13 channel selector.
Individually calibrated on every channel.
ADAPTABLE for UHF
Model FSM -2, for 110V AC only. Complete
with tubes. Wt. 13 lbs .... .................... net $59.
Model FSM -3B, for 110V AC and Battery
Operation (all batteries and cables included).
Wt. 22 lbs.

net $79.

_...

Order direct from factory:
TRANSVISION INC., NEW ROCHELLE,

\".'o

N. Y.
FREE: Sample copy of "TV and Electronics
Notes ". Or send 50ç for year's subscription.

DAiYrnTRIAL

%'0d

n,
rhen if you
wish,
is. Your
price less. 10% (our pur.
of he nd!ig
cost
and re-pocknging)
euh be Promptly refunded:

...

Bargain Flyer

GET

110V AC,
and BATTERY

For

...

Shop the NEW GREYLOCK Bargain Flyer #200.1
and save a bundle of DOLLARS!

10BP4
12LP4
14BP4

*Says Mr. Veltri: ". . The way I figure,
in the last 6 months I saved that much
money in installation time alone . .

.

.

1

FIELD STRENGTH METER

-

coupling)
x

in a Transvision

...

transformer (inductive

'9401

by making a $59 INVESTMENT

Personnel Notes
Jerry Kirshbaum, vice -president of
Precision Apparatus Corp., was elected
president of the SALES MANAGERS CLUB
Eastern Group. Robert D. Ferree,
distributor sales manager of International Resistance Corp., is the new vice president, and Walter Jablon, vice president of David Bogen Co., was
re- elected secretary- treasurer. B. L.
Cahn, vice -president of Insuline Corp.
of America, serves as director to the
Executive Board of the Show Corporation for a two -year term, and Vinton
K. Ulrich, manager of the National
Union Renewal Sales Division, continues another year as director.
.
Jerome E. Respess, J. Ronald
Regnier, Henry Sears, Charles E. Saltzman, and Henry L. Shepherd, executives
and directors of LAPOINTE ELECTRONICS, Rockville, Conn., were named to the
newly formed Executive Committee of
the company.
Sarkes Tarzian, president of the
Bloomington, Ind., company bearing his
name, was elected president of the
Bloomington Chamber of Commerce.
. Bruce Holmstrom was appointed
advertising manager of TELEX, INC., St.
Paul, Minn., headset manufacturer.
David B. Tolins, Jr., Joined JFD
MANUFACTURING CO., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
in the new position of publicity director.
He was formerly with Rocke International Corp.
Robin S. Kersh, C. Swan Weber,
Franklin L. Snyder, Bruce D. Henderson, and William C. Rowland, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. executives, were
elected vice- presidents of the corporation.
V. E. (Vic) Wollang was appointed
manager of distributor and export sales

$3.50 List

(lull trade discount)

Compact, 2"

SAVED

Dover.
Edwin I. Guthman, president and
founder of EDWIN I. GUTHMAN & CO.,
Chicago, radio and TV components
manufacturer, died in Chicago. He had
been chairman of the Coil Section of
RTMA.

LOWEST COST

The

íwo

L. Veltri, busy service -dealer
of Westchester, N. Y., reports:

John J. Mucher, chairman of the
Board and one of the founders of
CLAROSTAT MANUFACTURING CO., Dover,
N. H., passed away at his home in
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COMMUNICATIONS

I

Complete Bulk Tape
Erasure on the Reel

100%

JERROLD COMMUNITY -TV

WITHOUT REWINDING!

Dear Editor:
I read with a great deal of interest
the letter on pages 154 and 155 of
your May issue regarding community TV troubles.
The problem of system radiation
as your reader from West Virginia
states -is one of the most serious
problems affecting community-antenna
systems from several standpoints.
1. If a community- antenna system
radiates, it interferes with the tele-

-

vision reception enjoyed by people
in the community who have put up

their own antennas. Therefore, if
only for the sake of good public
relations, it is essential that such
interference be eliminated.
2. Such interference violates FCC
regulations. Although up to now the
FCC has been very co- operative in
this regard in working with community antenna systems, there is no
doubt that in the future-if many
of these community-antenna systems
do not correct their radiation problems-it will be necessary for the
FCC to step in and take stringent

IMPOR
ENGINE
FREED
at

SYLV
All too often, farsighted engineer-

ing ideas and aims are held in
check by everyday job requirements. Engineers made of the
right "stuff" hold a secret yearning to break the shackles of today
to think in terms of the possi-

-

bilities of tomorrow.
Sylvania thinks that way, too
has thought so for years. As a
result, Sylvania encourages its
engineers to pioneer, develop, follow through on their ideas, write
and speak on their chosen subject
to gain professional recognition.
If you are looking for a stimulating challenge that will last a lifeinvestigate the splendid
time

-

-

career opportunities with fast growing Sylvania.
Send your resume to:

JOHN C. WELD
Supervisor of Employment
254 Rano Street, Buffalo 7, New York
DONALD BRADLEY
eÏ Supervisor
Personnel
70 Forsyth Street
Boston, Mass.

action.
3. Radiation can be costly to the
community- system operators. Many
people deliberately place their receiving antennas within a few feet
of the cable, and effectively "steal"
signals from the system without paying either for connection or for
monthly service.
It is necessary, therefore, in installing a community-antenna system to
take all precautions to make certain
that the system does not radiate.
There are three main sources of such
radiation, namely, the amplifying and
distribution equipment, the coaxial
cables, and the television receivers. To
do a thorough job and eliminate all
radiation it is necessary to tackle the
problem in respect to all three.
As for the equipment, there are
several very important factors. First,
with regard to my own company's
apparatus, considerable engineering effort has been spent to develop the
Jerrold amplifiers to a point where our
equipment itself is "cold." In many of
our earlier amplifiers we had a severe
radiation problem, but the amplifiers
being produced today do not radiate.
A dipole placed within three feet of
one of our community- antenna system
amplifiers, turned up to rated output,
will pick up less than 5 microvolts of
signal.
However, when this equipment is
installed in a weatherproof box on a
pole it can still cause radiation problems unless great care is taken to
prevent the r.f. signals from getting
on the outer braid of the coaxial cable
and also on the a.c. power line. To prevent the former, Jerrol has developed
a feed -through coaxial fitting which
grounds the outer sheath of the coax
at the weatherproof box. To prevent
radiation into the power line we have
developed a power -line filter that is
installed in every weatherproof box.
This prevents r.f. signals from getting
from the box to the outside through the
power circuits.

Magneraser'

The

-

faster and more completely!
Erase a recorded reel of tape
No matter what tape recorder you are using, regardless of
what brand of tope you are using, or how severely the tape
is overloaded, the Magneraser will eliminate the recorded,
signal completely, and bring the background noise level 3 to
6 db. below that of brand new unused tape! No contact with
means less tape wear.
erase heads
To operate, simply place the Magneraser on
top of the reel of tape, and move it around
as per instructions supplied. In a matter of

-

seconds, the tape is wiped absolutely clean

of all signal.
4" Diameter, 21/2' High; Weight 21/2 lbs.; Operating
Current 100/130 volts, 25/60 cycles; Power consumption 60
watts. Furnished with 8 ft. cord, molded rubber plug, and
operating instructions. See your local dealer or write direct
Size

to factory.
ListPrin...._........_..._............_-._ .._......__...._....._..._.._............_.______......_$24.00

Professional Net Price. ....__._.....__.._... ...__...__..._........__.$18.00
ACCESSORIES DIVISION

AMPLIFIER CORP.
of AMERICA
398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y.

Nationally
Famous

T.V.SETS,

2
$12
$12.27 Fed
Exc,se Tax

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION DIVISION

254 RANO STREET

BUFFALO 7, NEW YORK

www.americanradiohistory.com

,

20" Table

$134.áo
Pl. $13.45 Fed.
Excise Tax

these

features:

68

PI.

rt,
Check

17" Table

luxury

sensitivity, dynamiUltrac
ange conrol UH

adaptability, Duo
power supply,
Acousticlear

Sound

System

All in

...

beautiful Mahogany Finish Cabinet.
a

21" Console

$16495
6.5Or
$1d.

PI.

Fe

Excise

ax

20" Console

$149.95
$15.00 Fed.

PI.

Excise Tax

ALSO AVAILABLE T.V. CHASSIS
sets have full 1 yr. factory picture tube warranty,
and standard 90 day RTMA parts warranty.

All

MAIL and Phone orders filled. $25 deposit, Balance
C.O.D., Shipping Charges Add'I.

STEPHEN SALES CORP.
.15

Crosby St., N. T. 12, Phone

Dealer Inquiries

1

NlYLVANIA

Magnetic Tape Eraser

The Perfect

«O

4

-8233

lnvited=,

$3.00 FOR CARTOON IDEAS
RADIO -ELECTRONICS prints several radio
cartoons every month. Readers are invited to
contribute humorous radio ideas which can be
used

in cartoon form. Il is not necessary that
a sketch, unless you wish.

you draw

Address
RADIO -CARTOONS, RADIO -ELECTRONICS
New York 7, N. Y.
25 West Broadway,

RADIO -ELECTRONICS

COMMUNICATIONS

EXPERIMENTERS

SPECIALS

RPM MOTOR
115 volts. 60 cycles.
chron model 600. Use for
timing devices models.
displays, gadgets. etc.
Stock No. RE -5
1

$2.95

Price

each

AMPERE DEMAND METER
Stewart Warner -746A. Indicates up to 20 Amperes
long time a rage current
drain. Nigh e time u lagfollows
transformers. Use
to check motor and line
overload as well as peak
average demand. Indicat-

average
peak a recorder pointers.
Stock No. RE -119
rage and

ng

Special @

$3.95

each

Redmond 6 Volt DC Motor
-An Ideal small de motor
tor the experimenter. Operates from 6 volts de at
'moll rpm. Requires 1.75
.amperes for 1/íu11 horse-

Stock No.

Special

RE -137

$2.95

each

RESISTOR KIT
miracle of value. 99 car deposited
erman made.
resistors.
1
% tolerance. 11 popular values 100 ohms to
r/
100 K. Assorted t/
and 1 watt. 9 compartment
hinged covered clear plastic box.
A

bon -on- ceramic

Stock No.

RE-1002

Special at only
Drafting
Case

Co.

$1.98

Machine- Manufactured by Star Watch
as Vector Plotting Machine Tyne ANwith two 18" arms, adjustable

5748. Converted by us

angle between arms. Arms do not have Inch scales.
Ideal for electrical drafting. Stock #RE -249.
Price $27.50

Write for free catalogue of Electronic, Aircraft. livdraulir. :uul ether equipment.

ELECTRO DEVICES, INC.
4 -6

Godwin Ave.

Paterson, N. J.

ENGINEERS!

! !

OPEN THIS DOOR TO A

bright future

Test &

Inspection
Engineers
Radar Field
Eng.

Electronics
Engineers

Components
Engineers
TV Receiver Design Eng.
,1oftr/ie *seeded to work on: Radar,
G.C.A.,

Mobile Radio, Auto Radio, Airborne Communication S Navigation Equipment,
Television, Antennas, Microwave
Equipment, Servo Mechanisms and Guided
Missiles.

*OK 4eoseiii

from

high

wages, mod-

ern, air -conditioned plant, paid vacations
and holidays, group insurance and good
chance for advancement.
Housing immediately available in beautiful suburban
and country areas that surround our plant.
Write, wire or phone
MR. L. H. WIGGLE, Dept. R.

endil7Padio

DIVISION OF eiNDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

BALTIMORE -4, MD. Phone: TOWSON 2200

When properly installed with feed through fittings and power -line filters
there is negligible (less than 2 microvolts at a distance of 3 feet) radiation
from one of our weatherproof boxes,
and, thus, from our equipment.
Radiation from the coaxial cables
has been eliminated now by the use of

the new double-shielded cable developed
especially for us. This cable is Jerrold
radiation -proof cable and is known as
JRP -59 and JRP -11. The cable is made
double -shielded and double-jacketed. To
prevent radiation, though, even with
this cable, a number of precautions
must be taken. First, it is essential
that all cables be properly terminated.
Any improper termination can cause
severe standing waves and radiation.
Also, it is essential in making any
connections to either the main or feeder
cables to take great care that all fittings are tight, and that exposed fit-

tings are thoroughly weatherproofed
in order to prevent oxidation. Our
field engineers have demonstrated on
numerous occasions that a system completely double -shielded with no radiation can have excessive radiation that
can be picked up as much as two or
three hundred yards away from cables
simply by loosening a cable fitting or
two.
To reduce radiation still further, and
also to comply with specifications of
the telephone and power companies for
grounding the system, it is essential
that the messenger cable and the coaxial cable be grounded at regular
intervals. Specifications call for grounding at least one out of every ten poles,
but we have found that grounding
more often -usually about one in every
five poles -helps considerably.
The third source of radiation, the
receivers themselves, is a very difficult
one to handle. Most receivers have an
open strip of 300 -ohm lead between the
antenna terminals on the back of the
set and the tuner in the receiver. In
installing a community- antenna system
Jerrold specifications call for the use
of coaxial cable right up to the antenna
terminals of the receiver, in order to
minimize any radiation from the system. However, on strong signals the
short open lead between the terminals
and tuner can radiate and possibly
affect sets from 50 to 100 feet away
in neighbors' homes. To minimize this,
Jerrold has brought out a new matching
transformer for 300 to 72 ohms.
To eliminate set radiation one of
two methods is recommended. Either
run the coaxial lead from the community- antenna system directly to the
tuner and insert the matching transformer there, or install the matching
transformer on the back of the receiver
and put shielded loom over the 300 ohm lead in the receiver.
We will be happy to work with any
community-antenna operators to solve
their problems, in the over -all interest
of making sure that community antennas serve a useful and not a nuisance
function in their communities.
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V -O -M values!

GREATEST

-

GET the MOST for your
money
Before you
buy, see chart below!
World- renowned E /CO

.

VOLT- OHM- MILLIAMMETERS

* #536

$12.90. Wired $14.90

KIT

#576

KIT

ICO

(o.A

(with 1% multipliers)
only $13.90. Wired $16.90

E

VERIFY AT
TOUR DEALER'S

I

(o.11

5I Over

$12.90
"p
IXIrI

31 ranges?

I

(o.D

Co.(

524.00

PICO
range

YES

No

No

No

No

YES

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

YES

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Zero to v.
range on both
AC and DC?

No

No

No

No

5000 v. range on
both AC and DC?

Yes

No

Yes

No

AC /DC sent:
1000 n /v.?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Full-size 3 -inch

meter?

400 ua
sensitivity?
1

DC and AC

Current Ranges?
In KIT and

YES

Wired Form?
Lowest cost in
the Industry?

YES

Above

No

Wired Wired Wired
Only
Only
Only
No

Na

P¡

range
A

name of local dealer.
ere-e,

S, high.,

on Wed Coal.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., Inc.
84 WITHERS STREET, BROOKLYN 11,

1

N.

Y.

WITH A

THE

/000 APPLICATIONS
This all -purpose case
is ideal for housing meters,

controls and switches
of all types.
Made of heavy molded
block plastic with
matching phenolic panel.
Easy to drill and saw.
Available in two sizes;
5.1 /4rr x 6.7/8" x 2 -5/16"
3 -3

/4rr x 6.1 /4rr x 2"

Ask your Distributor -for
Waldom's Plastic Case.

WALDO
ELECTRONICS INC.
91

1

Wired
Only

No;

No

All over $24 00

Write for FREE Catalog MC -7

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Milton J. Shapp, President
Philadelphia, Pa.

109

I

N. Larrobee St.,r Chicago 10, III.

no

ELECTRONIC

BARGAINS BARGAINS BARGAINS
Famous
BRANDED
163
11.5
IRS

155
1U4

IUS

1X2
3V4
5U4

SW4

46

,

6A7
6A8
6AG5

.
.

.

.

.83
.45
.52
.34
.37
.42
.52
.62
.48
.48
.68
.48
.56
.52
.69
.94
.46

...
...
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.

.59 35Z5
.31
.46 SOBS
.48
.52 SOCS
.47
.49 50L6
.48
.57 80
38
36
.54
7Z3
.42
.59
.64
.78
SPECIAL
.77
DISCOUNTS
.48

.

.48

.

.42

12BA7
128E6
12SÁ7

.
.
.

12567

11..

.

1251.7

125N7
12507
14AF7
14N7

1978
25606
25W4
25L6
2526
3SC5
35L6
35W4

,

.

.
.
.

.
.

.

%

1
1

Portable

SUPREME

TESTERS

Complete

z
H

15%

Asst
100
Asst

.47
.48
.37

.

RECORD PLAYER

3 SPEED

WEN ELECTRONIC
SOLDERING GUN

FAR BELOW WHOLESALE COST!

6V8
6W4
GWG
6X4
.89 6X5
7C6
7N7
7X7
12A6
12AT6
12AT7
12AU6
12AU7
12AV6
12AX7
12AZ7
128A6

.

.52 6L6G
6S4
6587
65G7
6567
6SL7
..1.21 6SN7
.62 6507
65R7
6T8
6U6 .
6U8
.1.21 6V6GT

6C4
6CB6
6CD6

.1 1a
...
... 41
43

6AU6

686

68H6
68.16
6BN6

62
51
62

GARS
GALS

6F6
6J5
6J6

6AV6
6ÁS5
6ÁO5
6AT6
6AX4
698
6BA6
6BC5
66C7
68E6
6BG6

59
63
54
56
48
48
48
63
48
47

1A7

All Brand New
Individually Boxed

TUBES

STEVE -EL

with

amplifier,
Watts.

250

green,

Smart leatherette case

red.

Choice of

a

perspeaker,
manent needle.

black.

z

each.

$9.71

Lots of

3

$8.64

$1499
lots of

515.99 each

AUTO SPEAKER
Special

Salnde!

Famous Bra
All New!
4 ohm
5^
51/2" 4 ohm
4 ohm
6"
Any assortment of 10

-09

.

a.

..99e

ea.

Minimum order 55.00

Dept.
LEARN

E -7

Model 600
Tube & Set Tester.

$89.95

Model 616
Tube A Battery Tester

$69.95

Another NEW STEVE -EL STORE!
166 Washington Street, New York City
Come in and get acquainted.

STEVE -EL

m

3

z

ELECTRONICS CORP.
COrtland 7-0086

Reade St., New York 7, N. Y.

61

á

TV ROTARY SWIVEL
Excellent for Hvy.
Chassis Servicing, Display Work. Sturdy hall beaing hdware. nitd. between two 13" masonite
.

.......
leather
HS -33 HEADSET

..... $5.95

...

..

turntables

band: less 'Aug... 2.95
.
. .
with double cord & clip.. 2.49
HS -30 HEADSET
.. .59
MATCHING XFMR for 11S -30 ..
original carton..,
.98
T -44A MAGNETIC MIKE
ALNICO MAGNET KIT .
Powerful Bar, Block.
1.98
of
asstd.
"1 ". Rod t)'I.e.. Kit
10
CRYSTAL MIKE cartridges 1(Brush),
.

\

Sensitive hiimped. high output. 1 "x10"
3/IG"
..
........$1.98
(Other cartridges in stock. Write your needs)
HEARING AID AMPLIFIER chassis (2
tube) . .
Make a real vet pocket
radio or aplifier adding only simple
tuner & phone. Ready- wired, with
Schematics for 2 or 3 tube set- (l/2"

........
.

...$2.49
2 "x5"). Less tubes & case
AMP
SET OF 2 Sub -Min. Tubes for Above 2.98
txl
HEAR AID BONE CONDUCTION RCVR
Exc. for Musical Contact Mike, Detectophone. I ompeti. magnetic type
'educed to $1.98
t 90 DAY GUAR!TUBE CLEARANCE SALE! !

t,l

(

TRAIN QUICKLY! OLDEST, BEST
EQUIPPED SCNJOL of ITS KIND in U.S.
?'osusg.

and Cide4 Merl

...

.

Come to the Great Shops of Coyne in Chicago. Get
practical training in TELEVISION- RADIO or ELECin Defense Program. Prepare now
TRICITY
for a better job or better service rating.

ANTEE! Standard brands: unsealed artons
290
c
.224, 26, 27, 34, 41. 42, 55. 56, 89 er(K7.ea.
ea. 290
6K7
S.
6117,
or
=164,
390
ea.
0F5. 6K6,,6SD7, í65Q7.16117,
#11.4, 5U4, 6A8, 6AG5. GAU6, 6BE6. 6CB6,
6E13, 6H6, 6.16. (15A7. GSI(7, 6SN7, 6W4, 7A4,
a
490
..
12SN7. 45 r '77
IA7, 11,C6, 11.04, 2A5, 2A13. fiA3, GAB, 688.
(IBQ6, 6SC7. 05E5. 6SN7, 6í'8, 6U7, 7AG7,
7B6, 7A7, '7C5. 7C7, 7G7, 774, 12A6, 125U7.
69c
ea
12AT7, 47. 511, 58 or 81
TUBE CARTONS
plain while: prices per 100
MIN (1 "s9.x2a41. ,$1.20; GT 111inq.x:31/41..$1.45

....

MED

-vital

CSCHOOL

B. W. Cook, President
A TECH.EICAL TRADE
INSTITUTE CHARTERED
NOT FOR PROFIT

Established 1899
S. Pauline, Chicago

500

RADIO
I
1

I

* TELEVISION
*ELECTRICITY
REFRIGERATION * ELECTRONICS

B. W. COOKE, Pres.
COYNE School
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III. Dept.
Send FREE BOOK and full details on

LARGE )2Nsq.x3 ")..$1.98

SAVINGS!!

i

Can

of:

HARDWARE TREASURE
Nuts, Screws, Washers.

Ib.
tc.

890

/$2.49
lhs

MOULDED BAKELITE CONDENSERS (Mleamoldi
2tlnlnlf. -2mfd. 200 -61)0V 50 :! astd. ....$1.98
100 asstd $2.98
.

SAVE $$S
DO IT!!
REPAIRING YOUR OWN SPEAKERS . ! !
Use LEOTONE preciSio t -made CONE & VOICE
COIL ASSEMBLIES. c,r nplete with Spider. Leads
& Instructions. (Send all specs. or sample.)

!!EVERYONE CAN

....

.39
plastic in leather case ..
3 02 .
SPEAKER CEMENT & SOLVENT
89
with
-ith
pplicafor brush.
(FREE "SPEAKER PARTS MANLIAI." NOW READ71
.

.

.

.

TELEVISION -RADIO

n EI.EaTRI CITY

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

"DIRECT FACTORY SPEAKER REPAIRS SINCE 1927"
Min. Order 93.00. 20c.7 deposit req. on all C.O.D.'s.
Please add sn)ci, nt po,stage- excess refunded

111111

FILTER CATALOG

Cornell -Dubilier has completed a 12page catalog describing more than 135
Quietone filters. Bulletin NB-148 lists
filters for attenuating r.f. in industrial,
marine, aircraft, automotive, military,
and household equipment.
Descriptions include electric and
physical characteristics, outline drawings, circuit diagrams, photographs,
and charts.
Free on request fron? Cornell- Dubilier
Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N. J.
STAINLESS WIRE

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. has
published a 20 -page booklet of technical
data on the application of stainless steel wire. Tables of physical properties, corrosion resistance, and analysis are included. A discussion of the
principle uses of stainless wire covers
cold heading, weaving, heat -resisting
belts, rope, spring wire, slide forming,
welding, and winding.
Copies available from Advertising
Department, Allegheny Ludlum Steel
Corp., 2020 Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh
22, Pa.
PARTS CATALOG

An 8 -page, 2 -color catalog of special
TV and radio parts is available from
Heppner. Ion traps, centering devices,
electrodynamic speakers, ferrite -rod
antennas, flyback transformers, and
focus magnets are illustrated and
described.
Request No. 20 from Heppner Mfg.
Co., Round Luke, Ill.

RADIO CORP.
67
t7

Dey
York

Street

7, N.

All mobile radiotelephone equipment
and accessories made by Kaar are
described in a new 8 -page brochure.
The equipment is for use in the
152 -174 -mc band, the 25 -50 -mc band,
and the 1600 -6000 -kc band.

Free

(ì" aa'sbly. $1.50
Any 4"
:t" " a's'hly- $1.10: Alti
1.80
Any 4 "x0 ass bl,' -$1.50: Any 0 "x9" ass'bly.
KIT OF 10 ASSTD. CONE &
!!SPECIAL!!
VOICE COIL ASSEMBLIES (2 ea. of the above).
ONI Y 12.50
READI' TO INSTALL
16 asstd. coded
CONE CENTERING SHIMS . .
.

B3 -81 H

Full

.

Lugs,

3
.

;

MOBILE PRODUCTS

t

RADIO

RADIO -TV SERVICING

RCA Test Equipment Division has prepared a 34 -page booklet, This Business
of Radio and TV Servicing, to help the
service technician promote good management by suggesting certain business practices which apply particularly
to the servicing field.
Among the subjects discussed are
planning and using a Budget (with a
section on control over salaries and
wages) daily time report; supervision;
training; customer relations; test equipment; materials; stock control; reducing other operating costs and expenses;
and business forms. The book is profusely illustrated with pictures and
charts, and interspersed with pages describing RCA test equipment.
Free on request to Commercial Engineering Section, RCA Tube Department,
Harrison, N. .1.

with the

Radio-Electronics Parts Kit"
leotory Odds &
"Gold- Mine" of
coils. switches, resistors, condensers,
ends: controls. etc.. etc. isho_. wt. 20 lbs.!.. 53.95

"Ju mbo

START NOW -PAY LATER

\,ou can finance most of your tuition. pay for it later
in easy monthly payments. Special plan for men of
Dratt Age. Part time employment service available.
Clip coupon for Big Free Illustrated
FREE BOOK Book. Indicate below, course that
interests you. No salesman will call. Act NOW.

ll t'_s,(.x41'y1..$1.65;

LITERATURE

Y.

on

request to Kaar Engineering

Corp., Middlefield Road, Palo Alto, Cal.
RECORDER USES

Photoelectric Recorder Applications is a 12 -page illustrated bulletin
which describes applications of the
recorder with seismology, psychology,
textile, metals, fatigue, and research
testing equipment.
Request Bulletin GEA -5536 from
General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
G -E "s

END

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
www.americanradiohistory.com

BOOK REVIEWS

SYNCHROS, SELF -SYNCHRONOUS
DEVICES AND ELECTRICAL SERVO- MECHANISMS, by Leonard R.
Crow. Published by The Scientific Book
Publishing Co., Vincennes, Ind. 53/4 x
81/2 inches, 222 pages. Price $4.20.
The purpose of this book is to present to the reader a comprehensive
understanding of the theory and functional applications of synchros and
other self- synchronous electrical devices. The book is illustrated with a
large number of basic schematic diagrams and a few photographs of
fundamental forms of various types of
servomechanisms.
One chapter is devoted entirely to
experimental set -ups and procedures
with step -by-step listings of the observations which may be obtained and a
review which explains the hows and
whys of each observation.
The language is straight- forward
and free from mathematical formulas,
equations, and analyses. This work
would make a good text for Armed
Forces training courses, trade schools,
and for the home student of electricity
or electronics. Engineers and technicians will find it an introduction into
the field which will make advanced
texts easier to read and understand.
RFS

-

&It!

70G ea 00%

Top TUNE SUP
All Tubes Individually Boxed! Check this list for
Rigidly-Tested, Full -Year Guaranteed Tubes.
1

Type
1A5GT

Price
.30

IA6G
IA7GT

Type
3V4
5Ú4G

.30
.47
.30
.65
.30
.30
.43
.29
.24
.30
.30
.40
.24
.24
.46

IA B5
1133

185
1B7GT
ICSGT

1E7
1G4GT

IG6

1H4G

1H5GT
1H6

lis

1L4
1N5

5Y3GT
5Y4G
5Z3

6A7
6A8
6ÁB4
6ÁG5
6A.15

6AKS
6AL5

6Aß5

.46

SACK'

.57

6ÁR5
6655
6AT6

.58
.45
.39
.45
.53
.45
.39
.60
.63
.70
.24
1.50
.45
.46
.48
.49
.46

185
155
174
1T5

IU4
1US

IV

1X2
293

2Á4G

2X2
394
3E5
3Q4

3ß50T
354

-

6E1E6

.50
.37
.38
.83
.37
.53
.24
.64
.39
.57
.44
.34
.59
.45
.39
.41
37

613F5
613E6

Price

BCBG
BC B6

1.25
.46
.39
.59
.59
.59
.95
.95
.37
.39
.58
.24
.44

6CD6G

1.11

6E5
6F5GT
6F6
6F8G

.48

6BH6
6E116

6BK7
6BL7
68ß6GT

6807
6BZ7

6C4
6C5GT
6C6

6060

618

6K5
61(60T
BK7

6L5
6L6
607
654
658

65A7GT

6507GT
6SSGT

65H7
65J7GT

651(707
65L7GT
6SN7GT
65Q7GT
6SR7GT
6557
6U4
6U4
6U5

.61

.39
.44

7A F7

.37
.37
.61
.48
.47
.53

7134

.44

7A4

7X7

12A8
12A L5
12ÁT6
12ÁT7
12AU6
12AÚ7
12AV6
12ÁV7

.52
.41
.37
.52
.43

129X4
129X7
126Z7

.30

121396

.47
.37
.44
.24
.64
.45
.38
.53
.43

12897

121306

128E6
12806
128X7

128V7
12C8

.73
.41

.48
.48
.52
.37
.45
.42
.56
.60
.44

.42

1258

.70

125707

.34
.34

125Á70T
12505
12SJ 70T
125J7
1251(707
12513707
125N7GT
12507
14.11
14J7
14W7

.44
.50
.52
.48
.47
.52
.44
.49
.30
.30

-P.62
.39
.56
.40
.37
.45
.39
.40
.40
.39
.31
.37
.39
.37
.60
.42
.42

26

27
32L7
3505

35C5
35W4
35W4
35Z4
35Z5GT
36
41

42

43

.55
.55
.49
.39
.39
.59

45
45Z5
SOBS
SOCS

5006

SOL6GT

.41

50Y7

53
56
57
58
7013707
75
76
77
78

.34

12J5GT
1217GT

.63

...

25W4
2525
2526GT

.34

120507

.41
.46
.41

.95
.70
.70
.89

25BQ6GT
25L6GT

.40
.30
.61
.37
.37
.56
.56
.38
.43
.39
.59
.48
.48
.69
.38
.60
.45
.39
.39
.63
.65

7C6

7E6

Price

1978
248
25AV5

.44

6Y6G

.24
.

Type
19BG6G
19C6
19C8

.63

6X4
6X5GT
6X8

.37

6H6GT
6JSGT
6J6
6J70

Price

6W6GT

39

65G70T

THE LIVING BRAIN, by W. Grey
Walter. W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 101
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 6 x 81/2
inches, 311 pages. Price $3.95.
DESIGN FOR
BRAIN, by W. Ross
Ashby. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440
Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 6 x 9
inches, 260 pages. Price $6.00.

Type

6U6
6U8
6V6GT
6W4GT

.45

606

.37

6AÚ6
6AV5
6ÁV6
6AX4
6AX60
684G
6BA6
6BA7
68C5
6887

68D5G7 ..
68D6

Type
6BG6G

.47
.45
.73
.50
.40
.32
.32
.35
.46
.59
.62
.44
.43
.90
.75
.38
.39
.37

5Y3G

.51

1NS
1P5
1Q5

Price

5V4
5W4
5X4

80

.4

.50
.24
.24
.58

.60
1.09
.41

.44
.57
.47

..

.35
.68
.59

83

85
117L7
11723
807
1274
2050
6113

.99

.37
.99
.99
1.85
1.00

TERMS: A 25% deposit must accompany
all orders-balance C.O.D. All shipments
F.O.B. Irvington warehouse. Orders under

A noted American psychologist physiologist once remarked to a group

$I0-$1.00 handling charge. Subject to
prior sale. Don't Delay

"Integrity

Chief Asset"
Phone: Essex

5

-2947

W A N T E D

-

NEW

Manufacture and Sell
Electronic Accessory Items
To

For

FACSIMILE-RADIO-TELEPHONETELEVISION
a special immediate need of Facsimil,
Equipment for Intro-Office and Plant use.

NEED: Selective Radio Signal Transmitter

and

Selective Radio Signal Receiver to locate doctors in

hospitals.
Receiver weight should be

Will furnish capital if

5 -10

ounces.

necessary to complete

desirable developments.
Can we represent you with Sales & Service?
W hat hare von to offer?

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY
Inquirer Building
Philadelphia 30, Pennsylvania

ENJOY

3

Order Today!

DYNATRACER

Designed To
DOUBLE YOUR PROFITS
CHECK SETS IN THE HOME
Makes TV servicing easier,

faster and more accurate at

Note -We have
We

...

115 COIT ST.
Dept. RE -7
IRVINGTON II, N. J.

Our

Is

COLOR TELEVISION

FILTER SCREEN NOW
eyestraining black -white pictures Into
beautiful color tones. Seconds to attach. Send $1.50 for
16" or under. $2 size I7". $2.50 size 20", $3 size 210.
$4.00 size 24 ". Money back guarantee if not delighted.

LOW COST.
Trace signals and

voltages

Locate defective

-

components

instantly.

Requires No

Additional Equipment

"DYNATRACER"

powered

is

a

portable self -

quality instrument that is used

under actual

operating

"DYNATRACER"

PEN:.

conditions.

designed o.
trace
signals
through any video,
sound, sync, AFC, vertical or horizontal sweep circuit and instantly isolate
trouble to a stage or component.

ADDED FEATURE:-

X41395

PPD. OR COO
PLUS POSTAGE

CHARGES
With a flick of the switch. the
"DYNATRACER" will also trace voltages and instantly locate open. shorted or intermittent condensers.
resistors, soils. speakers. transformers, etc.
Complete Instructions and Trouble -Shooting Methods
Enclosed. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Century instruments are quality engineered for accurate and efficient servicing.

CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO.

8509 -21st Ave., Dept. 104, Brooklyn 14, N. Y.

Changes dull

Zingo Products, Johnstown 13, New York

JULY, 1953
www.americanradiohistory.com

Please mention RADIO -ELECTRONICS

when answering advertisements

112
ADVERTISING INDEX
NEED

TUBES?

ANY

Barry for FAST -DELIVERY on MI types. Tubes indi
vidually cartoned and carry Standard RMA GUARANTEE.

Tube Orders Over $8.00 with full
remittance Prepaid To You in USA.
INDIVIDUALLY retested (not just spotTube checked) on our Hickok MutualConductance
Testers to insure you 100% perfect merchandise. For
worth.
th. buy in full confidence
your
from TU8E- SPECIALISTS. Here is a partial listing of
our large stocks. You may order types not listed at
prox. same savings. Phone REctor 2.2562 for fast
delivery. Only famous brands shipped. Try us and be
convinced.
All tubes

6888
6806

1.30
1.20
1.49
.47
8C4
.55
6c86
1.50
6CD6 -G
6H6
.60
6F6 -M
.69
.85
6F8 -0
.
.85
606 -0
.
.45
6JSGT
.60
616
617
.70
3.50
61(4
.59
6K6GT
.70
6157 -M
61-5 -G
.49
1.19
6L6 0
1.19
.
6L8 -GA
1.95
.
6L6 -M
.80
6L7
.80
6147 M
.
.80
6Q7GT
.98
657-M
1.20
.
6S8GT
.78
.
6SA7GT
.88
55C7 .
.72
6507 .
.
.60
9.50 6587
.
3BP13
.69
9.50 6517
3C23
.62
3C24/24.0 1.35 6SK7GT
.80
6SL7GT
.SO
306/1299.
.
.70
6SN7GT
8.95
3E29/8290.
.68
.90 65Q7GT
304
1.30
?O;GT /G
.99 678
.87
6U5
.60
354
.85
3V4
.85 6V6GT
.
.55
1.35 6W4GT
SAW4GT
.
.85
..16.75 6W6GT
5021
.85
. 1.25 8X4
58409
.55
6X507
5U40
.55
95
.
.95 6X8
5V4 -0
.88
.
.42 658.0
51307
(XXI.).
.82
7A4
.88
608
.79
.75 7A7
6864
.79
6887
.98 7A8
...
.78
785
.77
6AC7
.80
1.40 787
.
6ÁF4
.80
.85 788
GAGS
.80
. 1.25 7C5
6AG7
.89
1.00
7C8
.
6888
.80
7C7
1.30
.
6015
.69
7F7
.70
681(5
1.35
..
7F8
..
.98
601(8
.72
..
7H7
..
.50
6AL5
..
.90
..
2.25
7N7
.
6AN5
.87
.80 7Q7
6ÁQ5
.76
7Y4
.
.78
6AQ6
.78
7Z4
.80
6AT8
.50
..
1286
.95
6AUSGT ..
.65
..
12AT6
.59
..
6AUG
75
..
12AT7
.50
6AV6
.76
..
..
1.00
12AU8
6AX4GT
.62
..
I2AU7
.70
6AXS13T
.49
..
12ÁV6
.70
68A8
1.35
..
I2AV7
.50
69E8
.
.85
..
12AX7
.. 1.35
.75
6BCS
..
.57
12BA6
6006 -G
.. .57
1.85 126E6
6806 -0
1.15
12887
6E018
.80
1.20
..
.85 12BY7
68JB
1.45
6867
.90
1.00
1.10
003/V150. 1.05
.68
0Z4
.89
SA7GT
.90
111E4
.. 1.10
1AX2
183GT ...
.80
IL4
.80
..
1 N50ú'
.87
11423-A .. 2.25
1N34
.. .80
1434A
.73
.55
11448
.75
1454
.65
IRS
.65
155
1T4
.60
.88
1U4
.78
1U5
.87
1V2
.90
1X2 -A
..13.95
2C43
2.50
2E24
.
.45
2X2
.59
3A4
9.00
3AP1
0A2

082

0C3 /V1605

.

6927

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

....
....

.

.

.

....
....

CBS

.

- HYTRON

CATHODE -RAY

..
..
..
..

125A7
125E5
12507

.75
.70
.80
.89
.70
.65
.70
.63
.80

12517
125K7
12SL7GT
125N7GT
12SQ7GT

12587
.90
14A7 ,l297
1486 ...
.90
14F7 ...
.80
.90
1407
19AP4A . 44.00
1.95
19606 -6
1.30
1978
1.25
25AV5
1.00
25BQ6GT
25L6GT .
.64
25W4
..
.82
.67
25Z5
..
25Z6
.67
..
.78
3545
..
.40
3585
..
.40
..
35C5
.69
35L6
..
.53
35W4 ..
.
.73
3594
.49
35Z5GT
.65
42
..
.90
5005
.82
5085
..
SOCS
.50
.55
SOL6GT
.66
117Z3 ..
1.00
.
117Z6
17.00
250 -TH
274 A 4 8
2.95
7.75
304 -TH
304 -TL ..
8.75
.. 5.50
310A
311A
.. 6.50
.85
371 -8 ..
.88
717 -4 ..
5.50
3.25
725 A
1.59
807
814
.. 3.50
1.55
866 -8 ..
955
.35
.75
..
1613
.75
1618
1622(8L8M) 1.95
.35
...
1625
.22
1628
...
.70
1631
...
.70
1632
...
1.35
...
2050
... 1.10
2051
4.50
5514
...
... 8.25
5846
1.25
5654
CK -5744 .. 2.25
CK -5886 .. 3.00
2.95
...
5814
...
.75
5910
.98
...
8020
9002
.85
...
.98
9003
...
9004
...
.25
... .35
9008

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PICTURE TUBES

First Quality in factory -sealed ca tons. Full Year
no
.
Warranty Card on each tube. Remember Fed.
Tax.
Prices include
seconds; no rebuilts
C.R. Tubes via Express Collect.
71114
..18.75 1.61(P4 ..28.75 17HP4 ..25.50
.21.00 16RP4 ..30.00 2OCP4A .38.50
1o8P4A
.
12LP4A .21.$0 I6TP4 ..30.00 21EP4A .38.95
14CP4 ..24.00 178P4A .24.75
168P4 ..31.00 17CP4 ..25.25 21FP4A .36.00

Allied Radio Corp.
American Electrical Heater

13

90

Co.

105
American Electronics Co.
86
American Phenolic Corp.
63
American Television and Radio Co.
108
Amplifier Corporation of America
99
Arkay Radio Kits, Inc.
78
Audel Publishers
Aviation Service Supply Co.
78
Barry Electronics
112
6
Bell Telephone Labs.
109
Bendix Radio
67
Blonder- Tongue Labs.
103
Brooks Radio and TV Corp.
CBS- Hytron (Div. of Columbia Broadcasting System) 69
7
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Centralab -Div. of Globe Union
75
Century Electronics Co.
20, 21
Channel Master Corp.
61
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
98
Columbia Wire and Supply Co.
Commissioned Electronics
99

Ill

Concord Radio
Cooper Industries
Coyne Electrical and TV Radio School
Crescent School

89. 104

Davis Electronics
DeForest's Training, Inc.

Edlie Electronics
Electro Devices
Electro- Voice. Inc.
Electronic Instrument Co.. Inc.
General Cement Mfg. Co.
General Test Equipment
Good. Inc.. Don
Greylock Electronic Supply Co.
Heath Co.
Hudson Specialties Co.
Hughes Research and Development
Indiana Technical School
Instructograph Co.
Jensen Industries
Jersey Specialty Co.
Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp.

72
109

97

57.

105
93
107
58, 59. 60

98
84
80

14
8

110
92
83
96
100

R.

Mattison Television and Radio Corp.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.

Merit Coil and Transformer
Electronics

Distributing

Co.

10

84

Co.

81

National Electric Products Corp.
National Radio Institute
National Schools
Opportunity Adlets
Perma -Power Co.
Phillips Tube Co.
Precise Development Corp.
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.
Pres -Probe Co.
Progressive Electronics

Pyramid Electric Co.
RCA Institutes. Inc.

64. 65
3

5
72
102

tube cartons -Holds 100 GT Typ
354 ea
Tubes. Box up your Bulk Tubes
New

2

204 ea

Well known 12 volt Vlhrapack -NEW-350 Volt
(n 125 MA \\' /top brand vibrator. Only.$8.95 each

Filter Chokes. Brand New. Hermetically sealed. 8 by @ 300 ma. -73 ohms D.C.
$5.00
resistance 13 KV Test Ins. Only
\Vestern Electric

Western Electric
Panels-101/2" x

SG"

19 ".

Steel deluxe Comm'l Gres
$1.00 each

Brand new

with a
W.E. Push -to -Talk F3 Hand sets -Brand
coud. Coiled cords. Model F- 3 -EW -3 \V- bldlt -in
$9.75 ea.
.sw itch
new

WANTED: For cash (or swap) your excess lots of
new XMTG. Special- Purpose, Radio and TV Tubes.
Send list with details for our offer.
CARTER DYNAMOTORS
Ih)0 Volts nut. (l5 170 1IÁ. from snor li Volt battery.
compact. In original CARTER CARToNS....$28.00
rrowm. Model 300 "Featherweight" Headsets
& Band. New, in orig. mfr.'s carton

I
\

['RETURN PRIVILEGE

ARR

$495

ELE[TRO11I[5 CORP.

Liberty Street. N. Y. 6, N. Y. REctor 2 -2562

Terms: 25% with order. balance C.O.D.-Send a few
CE nts
for postage -All merchandise guaranteed. F.0.8.
N.Y.C. "Please. minimum order

FOR FULL

CREDIT IF NOT SUITED TO YOUR

REQUIREMENTS
The valuable service Wells provides to
the industry is being used by many of

our greatest manufacturers as a matter
of course.
Our vast stock (the \vorld's largest)
may contain just the components you
need to fill urgent orders
at a substantial savings in time and cost.

-

16
91

87

Inside Back Cover

RCA Victor Division (Radio Corporation of

merino)

19

Back Cover

Co.

Radelco Manufacturing Co.
Radian Corp.
Radio City Products
Radio Engineering Co.
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.

82,

III

100

77
92

III

88

RADIO SCHOOL DIRECTORY PAGE

113

ADEL

ticns

ANTENNAS, Insulators, Mast Sec.
BINDING POSTS
BLOWERS
CABLE

CLAMPS

ASSEMBLIES

CHOKES

CONDENSERS

COILS

Oil Filled, Bathtub, Hearing Aid, Transmitting Micas,
CRYSSilver Micas, Ceramic. Variable, Trimmer
TALS
FILTERS
FUSES 8 MOUNTINGS
GENERATORS
GROUND RODS
HEADSETS
I.F.
COILS
JACKS
JACK BOXES
KEYS, Telegraph
KNOBS
LAMPS
LORD MOUNTS
LUGS
MOTORS 8 BRUSHES
PLUGS
RECTIFIERS Selenium, Copper Oxide, Meter, Diode
RESISTORS -All
Types
SELSYNS
SOCKETS
SWITCHES
Aircraft, Micro, Switchettes, Toggle
TIMERS
TUBING- Flexible
TUNING SHAFTS
TRANSFORMERS
All Types
VIBRATORS
WALK IE TALKIES

Candler System Co.
Indiana Technical College

Indianapolis Electronic School
Milwaukee School of Engineering

DYNAMOTORS

RCA Institutes. Inc.
Tri -State College

Valparaiso Technical Institute
Western Television Institute

100,000
OVER
NEW DYNAMOTORS

piece

Ceramic 3" Pedestal Insulator W /Steel MTG. Bas

136B

GENERALLY LOWER PRICES

93

70

.

Buy your SELENIUM RECTIFIERS and associ
ated XFMRS.. Chokes & Capacitors Direct and Save
See last months ad for list and prices. Write fo
quotes on special rectifiers. Very fast delivery

quantity)

FINEST QUALITY OF FAMOUS BRANDS

88
99

Radio Corp.

Rad -Tel Tube

D
©

78
80
74

Krylon. Inc.
LaPointe Electronics, Inc.

Mosley

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
(in any

82

K. W. Sales Co.

Moss Electronic

Q IMMEDIATE

18

22, 109

Kirk. Jim

Littlefuse, Inc.
Mallory and Co., Inc., P.

YOU GET

9

Delco Radio (Div. of General Motors Corp.)
79
DuMont Labs.. Inc., Allen B.
Inside Front Cover

Leotone

WHAT\

HERE'S

104
110
82
105

Radio- Television Training, Inc., Assn.
Rauland Corp.. The
Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
Regency Div. (I.D.E.A.. Inc.)
Rider. Inc.. John F.

Rinehart Books,
Rose

Inc.

Co.

Sams and Co.. Inc., Howard W.
Scala Radio Co.
Schott Co.. Walter L.
Science Fiction

Service Instruments Co.
Seymour Electronics
Shure Brothers
Simpson Electric Co.

17
11

72

94

71

Write

91

109

85,

91

66
55
106
108
110
15,

Tab

108

114

72
102
107

106,

Trio Manufacturing Co.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Tung -Sol Electric Co.
Turner Co.. The
Utah Radio Products Co.
Waldom Electronics, Inc.
Wells Sales
Western Electronics Co.
Wholesale Radio Parts Co.. Inc.
Windsor Electric Tube Co.
Xcelite Inc.
Zingo Products

Radio -Electronics does not assume responsibility for any errors appearing in above Index.

85
97
107
95
101
12
16

80
109
112

-

DM 53A

-D 101

-

-

PE
PE

-

PE 101C
86
94, etc.

Large quantities of brushes for all
types of dynamotors and motors.

94
103
100

Stephen Sales Co.
Steve -El Electronics Corp.

Tallen Co., Inc.
Technical Appliance Co.
Telematie Industries, Inc.
Television Communications Institute
Television Hardware Mfg, Co.
Transvision. Inc.

DM 32A
DM 33A

82
105
18, 96

Skyline Manufacturing Co.
Sprayberry Academy of Radio
Stan -Burn Radio and Electronics Co.
Sylvania Electric Products

IN STOCK!

73

for quotations. Advise
your requirements.

us

us

complete Signal Corps stock number listing of items in our stock. Write for listing
No. 5G -200. (For government agencies and

A

contractors only.)
Manufacturers and distributors -write for
new Condenser Catalog C -10 now available.

Write, Wire, Phone Your Requirements
all phones: SEeley 8 -4143

106

92
102
99

III

833 W. CHICAGO AVE., DEPT. Y, CHICAGO 22, ILL.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
www.americanradiohistory.com

BOOK

REVIEWS

of radiomen that it was easier to discuss brain and nerve functions with
electronic engineers than with medical
men "because the electronics men

understand what you're talking about."
The authors of these two books have
the distinction of being psychologistphysiologists who have developed electronic devices to further their study
of the human brain. Walter is the
inventor of Machina speculatrix (embodied in the electronic turtles Elmer
and Elsie which were described in
many popular magazines), and Machina
docilis, an electronic device which can
learn from experience. Ashby is the
inventor of the homcostat ( "The
Electronic Brain," RADIO -ELECTRONICS,
March, 1949).
The two books are devoted entirely
to the human brain, and demonstrate
forcibly that the radio-electronic worker
is indeed in an excellent position to
understand modern works on the brain.
Ashby's book in particular uses terms
and approaches much more familiar to
the vocabulary and methods of electronics than of traditional physiology.
Chapter headings include: Dynamic
Systems, Stability, Parameters, Step functions, Ultrastability, Fully Connected Systems, and others only slightly
less reminiscent of the field of electronics. Walter's book is less mechanistic, but its heavy reliance on
electroencephalography, its schematic
diagrams of model nerves and of M.
speculatrix and M. docilis, make an
understanding of electronics almost
absolutely essential for its full appreciation.
Either or both of these books will
be interesting reading for the electronic
technician who is interested in the
workings of his own communications
system.

FS

BLUE BOOK OF ELECTRICAL ESTIMATING, by George L. Sherlock.
l'uhlished by Estimating Handbooks
:associates, l)eKalb, Ill. 5 x 8/2 inches,
120 pages (plus 120 pages for notes).
Brice $7.75.
This reference manual is needed by
electricians, architects and executives
who must estimate electrical costs
accurately. It contains information
gathered over many years by an expert
in this line. It shows how to estimate
time and cost of 2,000 different wiring
jobs, including installation of conduit,
motors, outlets, panels, etc. Carpentry,
excavating, drilling and concrete work
are covered.
The book outlines each type of job
and describes the factors and conditions
relating to each. Examples are given.
These are followed by charts which
show the time required for installing
various sizes of conduit, motor, duct,
and other equipment. Different columns
show the cost per unit if the labor
rate is known.
The book is printed in blue ink. Text
and charts appear only on right -hand
pages. The left -hand pages are ruled
and reserved for special notes. A handy
and comprehensive index pinpoints the
type of job desired.-IQ
END

113

RADIO SCHOOL_DIRECTORY
VppClktiunite4

-

BECOME AN

I

Í

ELECTRIC:IL

RADIO ENGINEERING

E \GIIEER

DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS

Complete Radio Engineering course including lelev.,
U. H. F. and F. M. Bachelor of Science Degree also

in Mech., Civil, Elect., Chem., and Aero. Eng.; Bus.
Adm., Acct. Extensive campus, modern buildings,
well equipped labs. Low cost. Prep courses. Personalized. practical instruction. Founded 1884. Placement
service. Growing shortage of engineers.
Prepare now. Approved for Korean vets.

Enter September, January,
Write for catalog.

2473 College Ave.

March. June.

ANGOLA, IND.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

1

/1111

A service of Radio Corporation of America
350 West 4th St.. New York 14. N. Y.

in Electronics or Power.
Now, prepare for a career in
these rapidly expanding fields.
This school will prepare you to be-

OFFERS COURSES IN

ALL TECHNICAL PHASES OF
RADIO, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS
Approved

Write Dept.

Bachelor of Science Degree
in 36 months.

for Veterans
for Catalog

come an engineer, technician or service man. Previous military, academic
or practical training may be evaluated
for advanced credit.

RC -53

TV REPAIRMEN
MAKE TOP MONEY!
just 39 weeks, you can get
complete TV service training!
Streamlined course gives you oll
essentials for a good lob as service technician.
Graduates in g eat demand: lobs are plentiful in
this growing field. Other courses in electronics,
rodio operation and maintenance. Day or evening
classes; modern equipment. Opportunity for employment in local industry.
In

Write for f'atvlo

III

Enter Both Radio and Television

In 12 months you can attain the Radio Technician's certificate. An added 6
months course qualifies you for the
Radio -TV Technician's certificate and
the Degree of "Associate in Applied
Science." The Technician's course is the
first third of the program leading to
a Bachelor of Science Degree in Elec-

7Ld.0

INDIANAPOLIS ELECTRONIC SCHOOL

trical Engineering with a major in
Electronics.
Also offered: 12 -month Radio-TV service course; 12 -month Electronics or
Electro Technician Courses; 6 -month
Electrical Service Course and 3 -month

312 E. Washington, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

GET INTO TV SERVICING
2.1 -pays illn.trai,',i

Send for free

booklet

hi,-h tell

how In become a SUCCVS14111 'l' V technician.
America's leading TV servicing school offers
you
specialize.' training program that omits non-essential math 6 design theory. You concentrate on radin
L Ty servicing ,,,,b. You get professional training
a' experience right in our fully- ,nuipped shops e
IaM,ratorles. Send for This i,nnklet hslay. Write
Dept. E-73
No obligation -no salesman will call.
Approved for Veterans

WESTERN TELEVISION INSTITUTE

341 W. with

It

Los Angeles 15.

Calif.

RAP10EpNQl NEERIH°21 MONTHS
eptcea lets, course including .strung basis in
.:w.. iu Ii li s and electrical engineering. :minced radio
theory and design. television. 5loderr/yd. Low tuition.
Self -help opportunities. Abo B.N. h. -fee in 27 months
In Aeronautical. Chemical. f iell. Electrical. and
mechanical Engineering. G I. final approved. Enter
September. December. March. June. Catalog.

refresher and general preparatory
classes,

Terms Open April, July, Oct., Jan.
Famous for its Concentric Curriculum.
Faculty of specialists. 50.000 former
students. Annual enrolment from 48
states and 23 overseas countries. Non profit. 50th year. Courses approved for
Veterans.

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
157

E.

Washington

Blvd.,

Fort Wayne

2.

Indiana

P GET INTO
ELECTRONICSInter

enter this uncrowded.
sing held. Defense expansion. new
hielopmente demand trained special 1,1s. Study all phases radio A electronics theory and practice: TV: FM:
broadcasting; servicing; aviation. marine, pollee radio. 18 -month course.
Graduates in demand by miler companies. E.N. or equivalent required.
Begin Jan., March. June. Sept. Campus
re. Write for catalog.
VALPARAISO TECH RICA' INSTITUTE
Ornt. C
Val para,,o. Ind.

MILWAUKEE

Sou can

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Dept. RE753. 1025 N. Milwaukee
Milwaukee I. Wisconsin
Send: D Free 11;0 -page Catalog describing Electrical Engineering l'ourses; D Booklet on Careers
in Radio -TV.
1

:nu

interested

in

name of course
Name

lie a "ken" man. Learn how to send and
receive menage. in code by telegraph
and radio. Commerce need thousanda of
men for Jobs. Good pay, adventure. in.
tarentinR work. Learn at borne quickly
through famous Candler System. Quai.
sty for Amateur or Commercial LI.
cease. Write for FREE. ROOK.
CANDLER SYSTEM CO.

Itvpt.:l1t.Rox tí28. Denver I.Coto.,U.3. A.

JULY, 1953
www.americanradiohistory.com

Age

Address
1'1íy

it 'eterat. Indieat.

Zone

State

date of

di..It:li .

114
Simple 2 wire 15
Ìeer. Operation. Includes
talk listen & it ging Circuits good for r TV antenna
s( allation.
$10.95
NEW
RM53
Remote Control Xmitter
Cable.
InRelay
Plugs
&
or Intercom. Less
cludes Condensers. Switches. Jacks & Matching Xfnmr Mike to Grid. Lice to Grid & Line to
$1.25
Box.
New
Line, in 71.¿ °41_x3 /4" Metal
RELAY SALE
SPST mini se 115VAC SA
98c; 3 for $2.75
cts
SPDT nt in. .size 11 5VAC
.$1.39; 3 for $3,75
SA cts
tee

.

SPOT 24V DC, 'A CTS 98C
.

I5A CTS
S'llunn $1.98; 2 for $3.50
DPDT & SPNO 12 V DC,
30 A CTS $2.25; 2 fur $3.75
DPDT Clare SK 5010, Octal
Base 18 255' 2Amp Cts, Nitrogen
115 V AC,

SPNO

Slrl.

$2.98
New Stock SPECIAI,
AUDIO COMPONENTS
as
54.4n
GE RPXO41 Phono Cart
GE RPX050 Triple Play Cart. 7.98
2.69
Electrovoice Triple Play
Pickup Arm 6 Xtal HiOatpt 2.39
PM 12 Hi -Fi BrilishSpeaker 4.98
18.69
Speaker
12"
PM
GE S1201D
13.00
PM 8" Blue ST18 -1 Permflux
1,98
PM 5" Speaker Gud Tone - , .
PM 10" Hi -Fi Woofer & Separate Horn
19.99
cy
Tweeter. 10 Watt 40 -20000
2.98
Crystal Mike A Cable
1.98
Crystal M Ike Cartridge !Lapel Type)
Crystal Mike Cart. Cers ntie Welpruf. 3.98
,

HI -FI AUDIO AMPLIFIER
tt. less than
MODEL 1150 Hi -Fi 10 watt.
2'-i distortion-response + DB 20 to 2000(1
CPS. HUM -70DB, separate bass & treble
controls, 3 position selector switch. buill
I

in (muid ized pre -anses for GE Cartridge.
Tubes 2- 651.7. 2.0VGT, 55-3GT
$29.95
"TAB" SPECIAL
MODEL 1150 & GE 51201.1), H) -Fi umeli547.00
fier & Speaker SPECIAL

RHEOSTATS

6

15
20

Check these newly reduced prices
1.49; 2 for 2,49
ohm 25W Model III
1.49; 2 for 2.49
ohm 25W w' /km,l,
1.98; 2 for 3,50
ohm 50W Model J
ohm 50W w /knob
2.25; 2 for 3.98

60
1.98; 2 for
100 ohm 50W Model K ,
1.49; 2 for
200 ohm 25W Model D
250 ohm 25W ......ea. 1.19; 3 for
2.98; 2 for
300 ohm 225W Model P
350. 500. 5000 ohm Smtted , alt.
790;3 for
25 watt
1

-

=ra/

f\

1" LIGHT SOCKET,
w'.'115V 3 Watt Bulb

^

lure s

I pts,

Ctris.
sat ed

s

W/SeP.
Latest C
Tone

Cain

-

De-

e
Complete with
soc,
..
bes

Tu
Tubes
Phono OSC Phonograph BroadModel
Hook No
pC.
casts
Through Tour Radio. bgraph
/"Tube
Model 302PÁ 3 Tube Phono Ampl- Ideal for
Custom Building Your Phonograph.
S4 98
W /Tubes

W
THEY
LAST

,,(

GTD
FRESH
STOCK

[/
T

LOTS OF 10
Your selection of 10 at 59C each or
smaller quantity at indicated prices.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
2X 205310 450VDC.. 69c: 3 for 51.95
:IX I..551(5 15lVDC ..98e; 3 for 2.50
3X 2051:11 11,11V OC..79e; 2 for 1.29
1.29
S01FII 1.-..,V I,t .. .790; 2 for 1.95
....69f: 3 for
55113., 1501 it'

... 79e;

1.29
.l..
69c; 3 for 1.95
!-,V Ils
5 for 1.00
,tldc FI'
tuf
1.00
5 for
tl . u-IFillnt L.IlC
6 for 1.00
411 -"om( 1.- 1 -3.-,079
1.00
L for
:tWRITEn l' R5AD_D TI
WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL LISTINGS
.15511'0 .1511VDC
25 2"1511G 450 &

2 for

....

SELENIUM NCCTIFIERS

supplies
Rectifiers,
delivery.
I »mediate 54/40
oeeciIo
spficatns.
130/100
18/14 36/28
Current
(cunt.)

Volts

Volts

1.35
2.20
4.25
4.75
6.75
8.50
13.25
16.25
20.00

2.15
3.60
7.95
9.00
12.75
16.25
25.50
32.50
38.50

Volts

3.70
5.40
2AMP
12.95
4AMP
13.50
6AMP
20.00
1OAMP
25.50
12AMP
39.00
2OAMP
45.00
24AMP
3OAMP
in
Full -Wave Seien Rem 6 &, Trans.
cy Inputs
Kit Form. A l 115V
LAMP

l

up to 14VDC at 12 antes
up to 28VDC at 12 amps
uP to 28VDC at 48 noses

.

$23.98
31.98
129.00

RECTIFIER XFMRS
18- 12- 9-CT- 9- 12- 18V /4Amp.. $8.75
16.75
18- 12- 9-CT- 9- 12 -18V /12Amp
35.75
18- 12- 9-CT- 9- 12- I8Vi24Amp
51.98; 3 for 55.49
18 Vnit 2Amp
BATTERY CHARGER RECTIFIER
10 -0.10V (CT) 100 Amp., fan cooled. Replace your old inefficient sulfide rectifier
w /new selenium type. SPECIAL....$11.98
DC POWER SUPPLY
0 to 12 VDC /2 Amp. Sn.
rlable DC supply,
cased and completely
built -Inpt. 115v/60 cy.
Usable LAB supply, pluent D. C. plating. bat.
ter), charging, model rail road, includes voltage o
speed control and center
oR eve ing sw. Ideal fur two ' HO" loco 2 for 520.00
510.95
motive. rs
RECTIFIER CHOKES
Ohm
57.95
Hy .6
4 Amp 117
14.95
Ohm
12 Amp .01 Hy I
29.95
.-, Ohm
24 Amp .004 Hy
KIT
FEDERAL RECTIFIER
"FEDERALS" -All Purpose Selenium Rectifier Kit. l'ou con n ke 24 tlifferent Rectifiers 1/1 Wave /FW /CT'or Bridge. 8 Plates
Rated 18V 12Amp ea h. All Hardware &
519.59
Lues, & instructions. SPECIAL
CHROME VANADIUM SPEED DRILLS
29PCS CHROME VANADIUM
SPEED STEEL. Top Quality for
Machinists for all purpose use.
Standard Full Length 1/16" to
1/2" by 64th's. With Huot

Drill Index

161ht

$9.69
12 PCS SET 1 /16" to 1/2"
$3.49
1e00 Indes
60 PC5 DRILLS jl1 to 60
$7,98
with Index
La"
'Index
52.69
sv
13 PCS 1,'16" te
/Jacobs
ELECTRIC DRILL
0/4" SPEED
Wormgenr Chuck & 60 Pcs Drills &
$22.00
Index. "TAB" SPECIAL
' /Jacobs
1/2" SPEED ELECTRIC DRILL
& 29 Pcs Drills &
Wormgcnr Chuck
$39,00
Index, "TAB" SPECIAL

79f

MFD
.03:1
.03

B
B

.01
.01
.01

densers l'. o Á3ìT13 XMTTR.
.....$2.49
NEW
HI- VOLTAGE Ceramic Con-

.005
.004
.002

suu
1200
-.-00
1200

,Ilfl l
,00075
.(1(1117
.0004

C

A

51100
30011

2500
600
31111
5000

.01)111
.01/111

.0001
000U5

30181

1

o `1,),. . Filters 1020
excellent for
Work.. 59c; 2 for $1.00
BANDPASS FILTER
Sh p Cutoff HIQ Cased &
Shielded

DPDT Conter OR

SPOT

I

$1.25

.,
0C3/VR105
OD3/VR150
162'9016 .
1X2A
2X2
2%2A
5R4GY
5R4GYW
SU 4G

.

.

.

SY3GT
6AG5
6AG7
6AHSG

6AH6
SAIS
6AKS
6AK6
GALS
6AL7GT
6ANS
6AQ5

...

6AQ7GT
6AR6

6A55
6A56

6A57G
6AT6
6AU5GT
CAS
6AVSGT

6AV6
6AW6
6840
6646
66A7

6B5

6BC7

68D5GT
6606
68E6
68F5
68F6
6BF7

6BG6G
61307

6BM6
68.16

6BK7
6BL7GT
6BN6

1.7'

7ÁHÁ7'5

BUY
DEPT. 7RE

..

$4.98

4 for
5

3
3

Centers tr'ff'

Both Sides

$.98
for $2.00
for 52.50
for $3.25

75f

.....

85C

B 6 for

CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Heinmann Magn. Bkrs. Amps: 3, 7.
9. 12, 15, 20. 30, 35. 40, SO.
150
.$1.69; 10 for $15.98
Sq. D & CH Toggle Sw Brkrs, Amps;
iItlixo,
1,,.
20. 25.980: 10 for $8.98
Thermal Push Button Bkrs
Are,
30
I11.
15. 20. 25
89c
10 for 57.98

for 2.49

2.25
1.49
H'Sld/1Kvins }1'S311
2.89
50115 12..111a Csd /
20 Hy /300ma or 1511Y /400ma/
8.95
.... ..
17 Evins Raytheon.,39,95
12KVIns
15.511y 1 amp
6 Hy' 17 5ma, 250 ohm... 1.49; 2 for 2.49
4.95
12 Hy' :(OOma, Hmsld SKVins
95c; 2 for 1.69
1(1 I1, 55011 550 ohm.
,13ía UTC Hi "Q ".951: 2 for $1.39
3 II>
FILAMENT TRANS.
2.5V 2A au 79c; 2 for 51.49: 10 for.$6.49
1.98
6.3V. 2AMP Q $1.08: 2 for
3.59
.SVcr 10A KVINS
8.25
5VCT //10A /12KV INSU'. G.E

G
TAB ° R
WITE

FOR

'T6

WE STOCK LARGE VARIETY OF
COMPONENTS. TELL US YOUR NEEDS.
SELL US

.

16.95
5V ,115A CSD KENYON HVINS
7.5VCT'12A CID KENYON 15 KVINS 10.95
12.6VCT 1,25A LSD HMSI,D....., 1,49
3.49
Two
for
1.25A
CSI)
Q
$1.98.
24V
2X12V 2A or 24V 25 Q $3.98.Two for 6.98
STEP UP OR DOWN XFMRS
$2.95
110V to 220V 50 Watt
$3.95
110V to 220V 100 Watt
54.95
OV to 110V 200 Watt

1

TOU
PICK
T HEM

....
.

4,1

TELEVISION ANTENNA

VEE CONICAL Broad response. :dl channel.
powerful for fringe r as. H\y c<nst. 58.90
e
low' antennas, all
FOLDED DIPOLE
......54.95
hannel, sturdy const.
'CV CONICAL ANTENNA All Channel, Sturdy
melds 8 elements & 100 ft. Twinex .$5.25
DOUBLE.V Ant. All Channel, Sturdy tons.
'115g Clamps & 100 ft. Twines ....$4.49
WINDOW CONICAL ANT. All Channel, Ilvy
Coast. Bousin outside wIndOW
DELTA BEAM Adjustable Indoor Antenna.
No More Snow, Interference Ghosts, Lines.
Powerful, for Fringe Areas. Uses all the
Best Principles of Speelalized Antennas.$4.75
S FOOT interlocking Most
Str111,n, H.'v
for $1.49, 10 for $7
Duty, rustproof

....2

TV & COAX CABLE
300 Ohm Twines, Heavy duty 65
mil all copper TV lead in per foot
2e; 10(1 feet $1.39; SPECIAL511.
1000 foot reel

YOUR TUBES & EQUIPMENT.

RGS9U 73 ohm TV Cons Cable
MFGRD to rigid UHF pecs.
Per ft. 50: 100 font $5.00:
$22.00
SPECIAI. 500 feet

This Special List We Ship $10.00 and
Tube Orders At Our Expense (Postmention 7RE
CK539DX ,- 2.19
CK541DX
1.99
CK543DX

1AB "SUN- FLASH" WLAMPS
-Sec
"Tab"
Max. Each

90 Day Gtd. When ordering

1.69
1.20
1.65
.50
b9
1.69
2.70
.60

6C4

6086
6CD6G
604

6H8
6J4
6J5GT
6J6
6K4A
BKBGT
6L6
BLBG
6L6GA

6.66
.47

.

6LGGAY
GSA7GT

...

,

65[7

6SD7GT

65F5
6517
6507
65147
6517
65K7GT
65L7GT
65N7GT
65Q7GT
65R7
6557
65T7

.69

'

.63
.65
.75
.98
1.39
.57

BVG

6VOGT

6W4GT

6X4
12AH76T

,,

12AK5
12ALS
12AT6
12AT7 ..,
12AU6
12AÚ7
12AVG
12AV7
12AW6
12AX4GT
12AX7
12ÁY7
12ÁZ7
12 BAS

12606
128E6
12BF6

\\

.63
.89
2.09
1.35
1.35
2.29
.63
.90
.80
.77
.73
.72
.61
.70
.69
6.45

..
.....
....

57

.89

1.45
1.98
.75
.89
.72
.63
.49
.98

1.79
1.20
.79
2.79
1.49
.59
.79
1.23
.59

.85

12BH7
12877
12827
125A7GT
125C7
12SF5GT
12SF76T
12SG7
125H7
125J7GT
125K7
125L7GT
125N7GT
125Q7GT
1978
19V8
25BQ6GT
25L6GT
2525
25Z6GT
2807
352507
50L6GT
80
81
82
82V

1.29

.

1,35
1,25

69
80
.7'L

.

.49
.83

.63
.59
.72
.65
.75
63

.

1..09
1.82

1.19

.fi9

.,

.79
.99
1.95

59

69
.69
1.69
1.19
1.39
1.45

1.79
.99
84v6Z4
1.59
117L'M7GT
2.49
117N7GT
1.39
117P7GT
.
11746GT
.
1.49
117Z7GT
1.26
CK501X
..
CK501AX .. 2.20
1.49
.
CK502AX
.
1.49
CK503AX
CK505AX .. 1.79
CK506AX .. 1.49
CK509AX .. 1.79
CK5I2AX .. 1.45
1.29
CK522AX
.
CK525AX ,. 1.29
1.49
CK526AX
1.49
,
CK528AX
1.79
CK529AX
1.89
.
CK531DX
CK532DX ., 1.89
1.29
CK533AX
.99
CK534AX ,.
.99
CK536AX
.. 3.04
CK537AX
98
CK538DX .
.

,

.

TAB

111 LIBERTY STREET

//

.

.

,

.

.

.

1.21C
IN22
1h123

1N23A
1N2311

1126
1N27
1N34
1N35A
1N38
IN3BA
1N41
1N42
1N45
1N46
1N47
1N48
1651
1N52
IN ,4
1NS4A
1957

,

...

"'

1958
1N58Á

1N60
1N61
1N63/K63
1N64
1N69
1N86
1N87
1N88

-

,

CK546DX
CK547DX ..
CK571AX ..
CK573AX
CK1005
CK3027 . ..
CK1089
..
CK5676
..
CK5678 .
5687
CK5702
.
CK5703 .
.
Xtal Diodes

1N21A

ASTE
LAST

SALE

KITS AND COMPONENTS
Oil Condensers Asst.
... S for $1.00
Electrolytic Condensers Asst. 5 for 51.00
SPRGE CRP 3 Vert Integrator Netw'k 31les'I('Nl>Sltunly3 LEADS 29c. 6 for 91,00
50 PWR Magnifier & Condsr 2 for 51.00
Silver & Mica Cndsrs .....I5for$1.00
Controls, 50 ohm to _ \leg. 5far$1.00
Resistors, t /7& 1 W. 101 \legs 50 for $1,00
8for$1.00
Vitreous W W Resistors
Sockets, Asstd. S. 7. 5, 41' 12 for $1.00
Iron Core Slug & Screw. .50 forS1.00
Knobs, Asstd. w- Ill, ers... 12 for $1.00

paid) Within Continental Limits of U.S.A.
6BN7
66Q6GT
68Q7

.

I

From
Up

.....
.....

,

Ili&

!

1.29
0.150 VAC \VSTGHS/
21.0 /BND 60 eye. ................ 3.49
0 -150 VAC /25.125cy /31/2 "S,I /IiA ;t5 . 5.98
O -1 MADC GE ill'.," AND Bkll CID... 5.39
O -1 MADC W'S'fC,HS',3 15 "S
,Q3
6.49
0 -50 M ADC 21
:l(II RÁ
14.98
VU-2 MADC
/301 Trio /L,p.$4I 4.98
VU -00
RF
01/3"5,1to P.$4119.95
0 -120 MA RF 31'0" RND Weston 301. 9.95
TELEVISION COMPONENT BUYS
Maria Def Output & Hivolts xnffr SIM llCA
21175. for I5 " -I6" picture ttlbes...51.98
Hivottage Condenser 500MMF 15KV
.59
Hivoltage Condenser 500MMF 20K\' .69

063/VR90

11101, 11011,1

vet/ 10A/

....

FILTER CHOKES
12Hy /80ma /H'Sld /3KVins
111HV /125nta/U'l'C /Csd/

1

ROOCV

OB2

150 Ii11cyc

5

$1.30

ADC "AN" Type
Less Shunt .. .2.95; 2 for S.00
0 -15 VAC GE 21,:2 HND

OA3/VitTS.,

Tubes, Sekts, xmfr,

.

REDUCED METER SPECIALS

.95
1.04
1.37
1.09
1.15
.90
.81
1.29
.49
1.53
1.55
1.7S
,69
.43
.79
1.39
1.49
1.22
1.40
.74
1.05
.54
1.29
2.90
.55
1.29
2.98
.79
2.43
4.65
.63
1.10
.59
1.29
.49
1.89
1.23
63
1.27
.63
1.23
1.65
.83
.59
.98
.65
2.55
1.79
1.98
.63
.69
2.15

3
3
3
3
3
2
3
6
5
3
4
4

36 Volt >VII.1. ni11, 5iineo RAND NEW;
Des igned Pin-table Equip Models .98C; 4f 5 $3
$3.35
(41 36V Batteries w lacW.,2V 20ÁH Willard PLUS 2V. Vibrator, 2.98
3.59
2V 2OAH w Vit, & acid
2.98
6V 6AH Wiled N'l'0 /81321411
3.25
6V 6AH Battery w /acid
6,98
4OAH Battery
9.25
..
6V /40AH Battery w /arid
W', shin
",l i 1,0(11,- n',0n unie

0 -5 MA DC Tuning; Meter
"AN" ..1.29; 10 for $12.50

B

3

.STORAGE BATTERIES

Screw Drivers.
Drive
Assorted
Quality. Magnetized,
Tool Steel. Hammer -Proof,
Unbreakable Plastie Handles.
12" & smaller, i nld Philips
Type. "TAB" suer ial
6 Pcs Set, as abiwe
,.
Write for Tool Sheet

High

0A2

3

TOGGLE SWITCHES

8

2

3

1

TOOL KIT
Ms Buddy" S yes.. tn,a
kit. 5 Interchangeable screwdriver blades, i ft. steel
tape Rule & Cutters. As
shown
$1.79
r

0 -60

2
3

SPST GE SA/250V.....29c;
SPOT BKL'1 CSU Momentary.49c;
t
l'BI5LT CSD 15A /125V.890;
$1.25;
0A /25OV
DI'ST

$1 75 2 for $3.00
OCy.E $1 50: 2 for $2.50

0-30 V DC "AN" 1.49:

5

subminiasensitive
ture-envelope, .New.
250: S for $1.

luta VR92

.....Eachh
1

5

DIODE PROBE TUnE
Unexcelled for No -Loss
VHF testing. Ultra

tole

11:123

for $2,50
for 2.39
for 2,25
for 3.00
for 1,20
for 1.25
for 1.49
for 1,00
for 2,95
for 1.10
for 1.25
for 2.25
for 1.20
for 5.00
for 2.39
for 1.95
for 1.00
for 2,00
for 5,00
for 1,00

5

Hivins

CW

cycles
UTC 554.

PRICE

866A KIT and
XFORMER

2

FL -5 FILTER

Range

69c;
69c;
69c;
1.75;
56c;
49c;
69c:
39c:
1.19;
49c;
58c;
9801
550:
2.98;
89c;
39c;
25c;
890;
1,49;
395;

25110

.00-

A

1815`n

600
600
6(11)
2500
600
1(1011
1200
600

.(1118

A

denser, 4 mounted n alu'Mite rated as follows
200- 250.400 1211, P o
ART13 SIG Ie2C6900 -47A
$1,98
I1 BRAND NEW
INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPE
SEE1NDARK TUBE
Imaged 31trrtet' Tube HiSensitivity- sinlplified design 2" dia. Willem lte screendata & tube, ea .......$4.98; 2 for $9,49
SNOOPERSCOPE PWR SUPPLY
1800VDC,35MA. 051110 1/mimer Crkt. Transcr. IIerlilfers, Sockets, liesislors. Capacitors and Diagram
56.- 9

WVDC

.02
.015

B
A
B

Three 25MNIF 10.0007 con-

Volts

7.50
10.50
25.25
33.00
40.00
45.00
79.50
90.00

A
A

A
A
B

CU-24/ART 13
LOADING CONDENSERS

3s 0P5i

L

F

Fig,

.

1" PILOT,

.....,.

,,,,.,,,.

SOCKET ASSEMBLIES
PILOT LIGHT SOCKET, Bayonet with 1/2"
jewel. As shown
35c; 5 for $1,25
PILOT LIGHT SOCKET I"
Jewel. Hi- Polish Finish. 'TAB"
Special
59f; 10 for $4.50
aFg

READY TO GO

MP
u ed Awoav
Mike & Phono

MICA CONDENSERS

3,50
2,49
2,98
5.00
2.00

POWER TRANSFORMERS
2.5V/1,75A cad HOvino
4
1000VCT /45MÁ,, 795vctS7.99
80mß,
380vet /55m4,
3z5V /3A, O,3vct /lA,
6.3vet /.3A cad Heins
rating
can be used
Raytheon HyperSil
e
4.98
7/5Á, 5V /2.SÁ.
9545V
4V
10V1/
5.49
9007
Á, 2x2,5V/
goltlt 1800.
\ "dblr two 2x2 fil.
2.25
840(4. 6.3
6.3vet/
2x57
,250MA, Á, /6A. .2.6 .. ,
7.95
77OVCT,200MA, 5V /6A, 12.6V/5.5A 7.95
770VC 85MA
200MA, 5V/6A, lV /3,5A
6.95
720V /120 A /3.25. 3V/ í;1.5A..
2.88
/1201RÁ,
2x8.$3.SA,
)Amp
25V $7.25
70 IA,
M
2X
2A,
Is
V
MÁ A, 3.49
780,[7 /200MÁ. 5V/3.5A, 8.3
6.3V/4A,
787;
3 for $12.98
SOOVCT /SOMA, B.3\'/4Á Hsld
2.98
2500V for Cet 6.3V/.6A,

950, 2 for $1.50
1500VDC
2MFD 330VAC /1000VDC 550 4 for 1.95
1 SO, 3 for 4.00
5MFD
600VDC
950 2 for 1.50
IOMFD
400VDC
3MFD 330VAC 1000VDC.490 3 for 1.20
89f 2for 1.59
2x2MFD 600VDC
BATHTUB SIDE TERMINALS
39C 3 for 1.00
3MFD
600VDC
29f 4 for 1.00
4MFD
50VDC
4,50
1 O5 5 for
.1MFD 2000VDC
49C 5 for 2.00
2x.1MFD 400VDC
WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL LISTING
SMFO

THAT'S A BUY

Aui)iO AMPLIFIERS
M e l

OIL CONDENSERS
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE SALE

'.T A B

RM29

For Field Phone Use or
Remote Control of Trans

1.99
1.98

2.49

.85

2.y8
1.29
1.29
1.89
5.49
3.4'
1.29
-

1.55

2.89
21.50
1.25
1.35
2.20
4.9ö
8.75
1.55
.64
1.65
1.43
1.15
8.95
16.95
145
.69
4.00
.55
1.39
K9
1.15
.89
1.19
1.15

2.07
2.49

.69
.98
1.15
1.15
1.15

TAHAT'S

BUY

NEW YORK 6. N. Y. U.S.A.

No

05W
No. 1
'2357
VA

35'1CTQ

74X4
IIX

GE

Replaces

GLO 5804X
GE F'T 230
VAGE

433

FVLV. 4330
XT 503
X400
RGFAIOO

100

5000

30.98
9.98
13.50
9.98
49.98

150

19.Oó

200
50(1
20(1

PHOTOFLASH CONDENSERS

$1.98
100MFD /SOOWVDC
200MFD /450WVOC
..Intermlt't. 4.78
300MFD /45OWVDC
6.95
2800V
DC
16MFD /600VAC,
27MFD '1.2KVOC , 2KVOCI,II 54W.5,c. 8.95

,..

100 WATT SEC PHOTOFLASH KIT
Includes OX Flash Lamp Rated
150 Watt Sec. Flush Lamp
Holder & 8" Reflector & Cable.
CD Flash
Power Transformer & Slid
Each
(n eed tuts, I- 200
W' /Output of 1110 Watt Sec. All
Resistors. Capacitors, Rectifiers

!Air

& Sockets

..........
$29.98
/8" Refl

Extra Flash Lamp Holders
$3.981 wi

$1Zr9

Cord

AND IRONS
SOLDERING GUNS
"Weiler" 115VAC/ 1011
$8.69
Watt
W
"Wen" 115VAC /250
540.
$9.49, 3i for 25.50
Primas' 1157ÁC
7.69
Tip
Philips 'Versa -Tool"
' 1157ÁC /250W &4Tips
TAB" Special , .10.83
ESICO IRONS 1207ÁC /DC
1.25
55 Watt /a.a Tip /111.5 Lng /,38 lbs
1.91
GO Watt/14 Tip /12" Lng /,38 lbs
2.55
,
100 Watt /a ;g rip /12" Lng /.,i Ibo
3.17
130 Watt /1.'g Tip /12" Lng /.75 lbs

'

,

/DC
ESICO IDUSTRIAL IRONS 120 VACshown
types as
Similar to American Beauty
61A6060W/1k Tip /7" Lng /2.5 ozTip 3.20
oS>S,Aln. Beauty 3138i1(1(1Wak Tip 5.29
6.30
a 8 /Ant. Beauty 3158/200W'/3á
Tip 8.18
L78 /Am. Beauty 3175/500W o0$Tip
10.08
l98/550W/11
stet Solder
Kontor Solder one lb. 062 Roll Regular 1.29
Special 906
Wi th
WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES

Money Bock Guarantee (Cost of
Mdse. Only) S5 Min. Order F.O.B.
N.Y.C. Add Shpg. Charges & 25%
Dep. Tubes Gtd, via R -Exp. only.
Prices subject to Change Without
Notice. Phone Rector 2.6245.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
PRINTED IN THE U. S. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.
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PORTRAIT
OF

PROGRESS
1945
9,000 square feet

TODAY
137,000 square feet

Pyramid's unparalleled growth reflects the
truth of the statement: In capacitors, your
best bet, your best buy, is

4 PYRAMID
PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
NORTH BERGEN, NEW JERSEY

Free literature on request

www.americanradiohistory.com

1001
42..

:...

Mot
...

for extra profit

EVERY successful service call automatically
in dollars and cents
results in extra profit

...

and in increased "customer confidence."
You can insure both kinds of profit by coupling your good name in partnership with
.

.

.

another ... RCA.
Wherever you go, the familiar RCA emblem
serves as your silent partner, helping you to
sell your service and build repeat business.
And the superior quality of RCA Receiving
Tubes and Kinescopes protects your profit
by cutting those costly call -backs caused by
premature tube failures.
Helping you to safeguard your reputation
is a vital, everyday service of RCA Tubes. And
that protection is yours at no extra cost.
"Sign up" for Success

r.

Identify yourself with RCA! Ask
your RCA Tube Distributor today
how you can qualify for a Dealer
Identification Plaque displaying
your name. He'll give you full
details on the big RCA Sales

..

Promotion Program.

43

RADIO CORPORATION
ELECTRON TUBES

of AMERICA
HARRISON, 11.1-
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